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JOINT TRANSLATION SERVICE
SUMMARY OF THE YUGOSLAV PRESS

This Bulletin contains translations from Yugoslav newspapers and periodicals. It is intended for the use of

the participating missions and not for general distribution. Accuracy of the translations^ not guaranteed.

N0.64S MBS 27th June, 1952.

P.l. Headlines of Borba of the 27th June

P.2. Headlines of Borba continued
Headlines of P 01..1 tika oi the 27th oune

FROM BORBA OF THE 25TH JUKE

P.3. Statement by Dr. Gruber to Borba correspondent on Austrian-

Yugoslav relations

FROM POLITIKA OF THE ; 25KB JUKE
*

P d 20 o Two years of war in Korea:
>\<

FROM BORBA OF THE 26TH JUNE

\ *
^ P.3. Trial of Cominform agents

Korea waits (Article by B.Dikic)

soon

P.9. A true picture of Banja Luka priests (Article by Momir Kapor)

P.10. Two new classes of Officer Quartermasters

P.19. New rectors of Belgrade and Ljubljana Universities

FROM POLITIKA OF THE ?.6TH JUNE

The problem of international transit goods

Yugo slav-nGreek Tourist Convention to be

P,5o Vis historical trophy in Livorno
Sentencing of Bulgarian spies
Decree on Foreign Commercial Agencies

P.7. 7 years of the United Nations Charter (Editorial)

P.B. Bonn is satisfied with Trade Agreement with Yugoslavia, state-

ment by German Charge a* Affaires in Belgrade

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 27™ JUNE

P.B„ Diplomatic visits from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Members of Burmese delegation visit director Oi Chi.e± 1 tanning

Administration
, ,

Appointment of Italian Political Counsellor in irieste

P.ll. Danube Commission: Yugoslav proposals to be considered today

Yugoslav Ambassador in Paris pays official visit to Strasbourg

P.12 0 AFP press comment following Dr«Gruber T s visit to Yugoslavia
v
P.13. Politika correspondent interviews Ales Bebler on work of UN

P.15. Following recent frontier incidents: Hungarian Charge

d‘ Affaires has his attention drawn to improper attitude of

his staff
,

Talks begin in Belgrade next month with International bank

iYugoslavia .

>;< over/
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FROM POLITIKA OF THE 27TH JUNE

P.16. Visit of British cruiser “CYacgow" to Yugoslavia: Marshal
Tito receives Lord Mountbatten

*

P.lS, Statement by Lord Mountbatten to foreign and home press
before leaving Yugoslavia

SUPPLEMENT OF TRANSLATIONS F ROM THE PROV INCIAL PRESS

FROM SLOVENSKI POROCEVALEC OF THE 25TH JUNE

P.a. Further reference to anti-national activity of clergymen in
Tolnin

vV 5?V 'r ?»; 'r
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HEADLINES

P.l

POLTTIKA 27th Jviiie 1952

P.2.

P.3.

P.4.

VISIT OF BRITISH CRUISER GLASGOW TO YUGOSLAVIA t MARSHAL TITO

RECEIVES LORD MOUNTBATTEN

THE WORLD IN WHICH WE LIVE: LULLABY (Leading article by

Miroslav Radoicic)

DIPLOMATIC VISITS TO THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

POLITIKA CORRESPONDENT INTERVIEWS ALES^BEELER; THE MOST

IlJPORTA’NT SUCCESS OF THE UN HAS BEEN xio RedISTANuE 10 THE

AGRESSIVE TENDENCIES OF INDIVIDUAL STATES

DANUBE COMMISSION : YUGOSLAV PROPOSALS xO BE CONSIDERED TODAY OR

TOMORROW

, YUGOSLAV AMBASSADOR IN FRANCE PAYS OFFICIAL-. VISIT TO STRASBOURG

FOLLOWING RECENT FRONTIER INCIDENTS: HUNGAR LAN CHARGE D ’ AFI'AIRES
1

HAS HIS ATTENTION DRAWN TO IMPROPER aiIIi^DE .lxq ollal

Korean problem: British government session considers Korean

question, and reports of Lord Alexander and oelwyn L y

Tribune article sharply criticises American conduct ox the

wardin’ Korea _ _ , . TT/^Vo
People of India amazed at bombing of electrical works on .ala

UN fighters attack supply line
.American losses in Korea

DISCUSSION OF. THE NEW ORGANISATION OF PEOPLE’S AUTHORITIES:

LECTURE BY MOSE PIJADE ON FIRST DeRAM OF LAW 0* ILL

CONSTITUTION HELD IN BELGRADE FACULTY 01 PoRE MuIliEhAlIoS

TALKS BEGIN IN BELGRADE NEXT MONTH WITH LANK

REPRESENTATIVES ON ALLOCATION OF SECOND PARi Oa LOAN TO 1 1 RY

MEETING OF FPRY COUNCIL OF INDUSTRY AND BUILDING: DECISIONS ON

OBJECTIVES WHICH ARE TO BE GIVEN PRECEDENCE IVixa **Aii

Celebration of opening of festival^f Hunga rian ••minority; festival

shows permanent cultural development among Hungarians 01

Voyvodina

New children’s hospital in Ljubljana

AWARDS TO GENERALS ,
t
ADMIRALS, AND: OFFICERS OF YUGOSLAV PEOPLE’S

ARMY

AUSTRIAN DELEGATION OF DENTISTS IN YUGOSLAVIA

In Boka Kotor ska celebration of Yugoslav Navy prepared: memorials

to be unveiled in historical spots

Yugoslavia will take part in UNESCO International Conference for

Public Education: Mitar Mitrovic and Professor Slav.ca Kx atki

will go as delegates

MEMBERS OF BURMESE DELEGATION VISIT DIRECTOR OF CHIEF PLANNING

. ADMINISTRATION
>;<

Japanese woman writer on a visit to Ljubljana

Regulations on adjustment of import and export prices: how much

the enterprises increase their profit depends on their getting

higher prices for exports and more favo-.r able ones for imports
*

&
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P.3. Question for discussion: cheirists shops - health institutions
ana not trading enterprises (Article by Dusan M.Nesic and
Milena K .Milovanovic)

P.6. Conference of Belgrade Anti-fascist Women’s League

P.8. STATEMENT BY LORD MOUNTBATTEN TO FOREIGN AND HOME PRESS ESFORE
HIS DEPARTURE FROM YUGOSLAVIA

forking party (Socialist) triumphs in Dutch parliamentary
elections

Security Council adopts agenda

A..F.P. PRESS COMMENT FOLLOWING DR. GRUBER'S VISIT TO
YUGOSLAVIA

APPOINTMENT OF ITALIAN POLITICAL COUNSELLOR IN TRIESTE

/
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KEIiL Off COMINffQRM AGENTS

Yesterday the Council of the Regional Court for the city of Belgrade
headed: by Aleksandar Hadji-J?opovic as President pronounced sentences on

Cominform agents Mirko Jugovic, former Director of the nJuspad n shipyard,
Mirko Trampi , the former Administrative Officer at wJuspadu

, Gveja Djurdjevic,
steersman at the Yugoslav River Shipping ^Agency, and Bozidar Bavic, ship
engineer at the Yugoslav River Shipping Agency » (Che Assistant Public
Prosecutor of the PPRY Vladimir Zutic acted as Public Prosecutor#

At the trial it was confirmed that from October 1948 to the beginning
of 1952 the defendants conducted hostile propaganda against our country*

The defendant Mirko Jugovic had* apart from that* from November of
1948 to May 1949, submitted various information of secret nature to the
Russian engineers Leonid Kudirski and Pavel Gavrilovic - Purcin on the

situation in our river crafts, coal mines, quality and variety of coal,
and in addition to this, he also acquainted Pavel Gavrilovic - Burcin
on confidential matters on some of factories in our country#

The following sentences were pronounced! Mirko Jugovia was sentenced
to 17 years 1 strict imprisonment and restrictions on civil rights for four
yaars, Mirko Trampa to 9 years 1 strict imprisonment and restrictions on
civil rights for 2 years, Cveja Djurdjevic to 7 years 1 strict imprisonment
and restrictions on civil rights for 2 years, and Bozidar Savic to four
years 1 strict imprisonment with restrictions on civil rights for 1 jrear#

(BORBA i June 26, 1952)

"THE RELATIONS BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND YUGOSLAVIA ARE DEVELOPING IN A
FAVOURABLE DIRECTION" - SAYS DR .GRUBER TO "BORBA 1 S M CORRESPONDENT

(Brioni, 24th June)

At the request of our correspondent
,
Dr .Gruber answered

exclusively for Borba several questions which were put to him.

Question : Could Your Excellency tell us something concerning
new moments in the development of the international situation in
Europe and how you look at them.?

Answer : I believe that the international situation is on the
way to be put into motion after years of stagnation. Thus there
'is a possibility to create new and eventually more favourable
conditions for the future.

Question : What will the Austrian Government attempt to do in
order to contribute to an as rapid as possible realisation of the
State Treat3r concerning Austria?

Answer s The Austrian Government strives that the Austrian
St ate Treaty should be solved by way of diplomatic "negotiations,
so that finally occupation of Austria might end. which is
deprived of every legal basis and which is lasting for the past
seven years* If direct negotiations between the four great
powers do not show timely results which we expect, we intend to
present- all these problems before the United Nations*. On account
of this, we expect the powerful influence of world public opinion
!^iirp ,

us
.
ln this Intermediary action by the United Nations# wpparticularly rely and w©> strive to got tHe’sunpbrt ofare outside Mori.-, antt*ho are in the PositioS to Srti™larly their word in support of our cause.

stress particu-

f.M;
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Question: What is Your Excellency* s opinion concerning future

prospects of economic and cultural relations between Austria and

Yugoslavia?

Answer: The economic structure of both the countries, supple-

ment other, in a most harmonious manner in difierent sectors *

Therfe /all conditions for future building-up and strengthening of

trade exchange between Austria and Yugoslavia, namely a development
wrhich will be of interest to both the countries a Tae cultural,

relations which are continuing to develop favourably are creat?.ng

a foundation for better understand Lng between the peoples oi both

the countries and for this reason particular care will be paid to

them*

Question: Your Excel lenc / stayed in Jugoslavia in pre-war
days. Could you tail us something about your impressions of our

country?

Anewer: As I stayed only in pre-war days m Yugos.iavia^as a

tourist F can only say that the beauties of your country and ^he

cordiality of our men have again made a great -impression on me*

The warm welcome, the cordial hospitality which v;as accorded to me

by the Yugoslav Government v/ill make these days a most^ pleasant
memory. After all, I have gr ined the impression mat Yugoslavia
has overcome its economic difficulties*

(Sdn) NEilAB STAVJEL

{ BCH BA - 25th June, 1952)*

YUGOSLAV -GREEK TOURIST CONVENTION

It is presumed that the Tourist C

end Greece, whose draft has been accep
tative for tourism of both the countri

onvontion between
tad by the oificie
es will be signed

Yugoslavia
1 represen-
at the

beginning of August of this year*

The draft of the convention has been elaborated at the

beginning of this month in Athens at the meeting of tourist repre-
sentatives of Yugoslavia and Greece. At this meeting it was-
decided to introduce an omnibus line A the/13-Dubrovnik-Athens, which
will pass through the most interesting tourist regions on trie way*
In Yugoslavia the autobuses v/ill pass through Djevdjeiia, Skoplje,
Pec, Koiasin and through Titograd and Cetinje to Dubrovnik*

(POirrm - 26th June, 1952).

THE PROBLEM OF INTERNATIONAL ZHAHSIT CQGD3

At a conference held recently in Athens, the representatives
of the hallway Directorate of Western Germany, Italy. PIT, Greece,
Turkey and Yugoslavia reached an agreement on tarifxs for tne trans-
port of excess goods©

This now* 'agreement, which will most probably cone ninto ioroe

in September has been approved also by the representatives of the

Austrian State Railways*

The present separate agreements concerning the transit of.

exoress coods between Yugoslavia and 'western Germany and Austria,
Italy and the FTT, have been substituted by this unique agreement,
which has been joined by Greece and Turkey* In this way, the Rail-
way Directorates of Creece end Turkey, who have B months ago cut
off railway transportv&th Bulgaria

,
“**111 gel r^v the first tine

after the war, through our country, direct tx .r ?it connections for
express rcods with Wester. Germany, Austria, Italy and the FTT*

(Tanjug)
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VIS HISTORICAL TROPHIES IN LIVORNO

(Split,' 25th June)

The Municipal People’s Committee of the Island of Vis requested
the Italian authorities to return historical trophies - a memorial
tombstone, a silver laurel wreath and a painting ’’The Battle at Vis
in 1SS6"

,
which the Italian military authorities during the first

and second world wars took- from the island, the trophies were
placed in the Vis eemetarv and represented a memorial 'of the victory
of the British fleet over the French and Italian ones* Many sailors
from Vis took part in this battle on account of whose heroic deeds
in this battle the Island of Via got as a remembrance a silver laurel
wreath and on the grave of the dead a large memorial tombstone with
a sculptured lion was set up.

The
by their
the lion
Livorni

,

authorities of the Vis Island have
compatriots, who have later emigrar
together with the memorial tombstor

been informed recently
.ed, that the figure of
.8 are to be found in

(P0LITIKA - 26th June. 1952)

SENTENCING OF BULGARIAN SPIES

(Vranje, 25th June)

After a trial which lasted several clays, the Regional Court in
Vranje yesterday sentenced a group of members of the illegal organi-
sation wTakow

,
who, according to directives of the Bulgarian State

Security Service and the Bulgarian Embassy in Belgrade collected
data of a political and military character » Miiko Anekijev was
sentenced to $ years, Petar Gavrilov to 5 fndrth* '.other:- seven
defendants received time sentences ranging from 1 to 3 years’ hard
labour.

All the condemned persons' are citizens of Bulgarian nationality,
(Sd.) B.M.

( POLITIK/j - 2oun June, 1952) ,

DECREE ON FOREIGN COMMERCIAL AGENCIES

The Federal Government has issued a new decree concerning
foreign commercial agencies according to which transactions of the
agency are regulaleted in a new manner. Thus the present regulations
concerning the foreign trade agencies in the former three decrees
have ceased to be in force.

In the future on the territory of the FPRY the agencies will
do their transactions through agencies of economic enterprises and
other economic organisations on the basis of a permit which is issued
by an organ of the Foreign Trade Section of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, _ These bodies, when they get their permit for work will"
conclude with foreign commercial enterprises contracts concerning
agencies. The activities of the agencies ocn's'ist cf tra^suationof
all business in the name and for the account of the foreign enter-
prise which precede the conclusion of a contract concerning the
buying and selling of goods, a contract concerning services, then
execution of service transactions, technical and other services and
the sale of goods „ The decree has provided for a penalty up to
200,000 dinars in case - the agency, economic enterprise or
other economic organisation transacts business without a permit or
prior to the approval of the contract,

( POLITIKA - 26th June, .1952),
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SEVEN YEARS OF THE UNITED N/.T3 ON 3 CHARTER

Nearly seven years have passed since the charter of the
Organisation of the United Nations was signed by ?0 represen-
tatives of the United Nations at the conference at San Francisco,

The representatives of most of the countries in the world
and the whole peacoloving humanity met the creation and signature
of the Charter with great enthusiasm. To safeguard the world
from another bloodshed, to help the nations to live in good-
neighbourly relations in peacetime, tolerance and freedom - wore
and remained the foundations of the Charter of the Organisation
of the United Nations,

Seven years represent a sufficient period of time in order to
make One see the success of failure of ar. undertaking , Particu-
larly so when it is the question of ar. undertaking whose main
objective is the protection of peace m the world,. From this point
of view, the Organisation of the United Nations has justified -its
existance. It was proved that the jcy of millions of people was
not in vain when they heard the words addressed to the world from t
the tribune of the War Veterans' Building in fan Franciscos

"Wo, member nations of the United Nations have decided to
protect the future generations from ravages of war which twice
during our lifetime caused immasurable misery to humanity and to
strengthen again the belief in the basic human rights, in the
dignity and value of the person .lily of nan,,, n "

The Organisation of the United Nations war. created on the
bitter experiences cf uhe League oi Nations, It was known that
words thrown on the paper, however solemn they might peer., are not
sufficient to protect peace in the world. And this very recog-
nition of this fact was the best sign that this -ntw o’; gin ‘ration
from the very first days of its existence avoided going astray.
Kemcriss of ; Abyssinia, Munich

;
and all that happened after-

wards was still fresh in the minds of people who in the name of
their nations signed the Charter,

The Organisation of the United Nations was put to a hard trial
by the exoansicnist policy of the USSR when it spurred North Korea
2 years ago to enter into ar. aggressive adventure. This was the
most mean attempt to undermine the Organisation of the United
Nations and peace in the world. The Soviet Union, whose represen-
tative at the conference in San Francisco, after the signature of
the Charter and the creation of the Organisation of the United
Nations, • spid:that"peaceloving rations which in this war suffered
enormously put their hopes in the newly-crested international
organ which will be able with collective power to prevent a repe-
tition of a new tragedy of humanity" - had the attempt to dis-
credit this organisation in cne move and kill faith which people
and states pCais in it.

However, the account is ’wrong. The United Nations have not
yielded before this threat, A blow was answered by a blow.
Aggression was stopped however at the price of great sacrifices
and the aggressor and those who spurred him to aggression have
received a well-earned lesson end with it the confirmation that -

so long as the United Nations are united ir. the defence cf common
interests and the basic principles of the Charter, aggression is
not a profitable affair. The Korean a dventure has opened the
eyes also of those men who, lulled by Soviet propaganda, believed
that the UooK does not desire war. And they have become ;

-

convinced that the threads of "cold" and "warm" war start fi om
Moscow arid that only collective co-operr.ti<- i ord the decisiveness
of the pcacoloving nations can suppress every a : tempt at aggression
and prevent a new world wr.
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where the Organisation of tbs United
n preventing aggression.But in Korea precisely,

Nations has shown so much decisiveness
.

,
- ,

a shadow appeared on its road which is worrying oho wond
seriously. Aggression has been prevented - peace nas not been

set up, although negotiations concerning its conclusion have been

more than a
opinion that the United Nations were
but that they were not prepared to set up peace

__

followed also by events around Singhman Rnee and on vhe island ox

Kole. Let us hope that the United Nations will overcome also

these difficulties which will re-present only a transitory snadow

on the road of honour to protect peace in the world*

u’o , although negotiations concerning
going" on for more than a year* And therefore appeared tne
6 t- - ready to prevent aggression -

also* This wa£

Organisation of the United Nations took care to

f,id- colonial and serri -colonial peoples to stare
The

possible
road of development both
might find one day the

make it

ecor- mic and political
on the

order that they
tee xr-

nations* It helped under-developed con

and poverty. And if in these attempts
ranees

,

'.tries

ana mdepenc
to come out

it was
ox misery

fronted by hind-

they came from those people who cannot ^ oerut peace easily

with the fact that the $ra of colonialism is disappearing.

3nt also the years

Soviet Union and its
of threats, pressure and

or hostile and undermining

policy of the USSR against the Organisation of the United Nations,

Fcuxt years of hostile p licy by the

satellites against Jugoslavia four years
provocation - repres

’ TJ G O'O u/ w
If peace is indivisible and the common idea of all the nations in

the world - and wo believe in it - then every illegal act against

a member is directed at the same time against the otner uieinoer

nations of the Organisation of the United Nations©

Yugoslavia defended always the principles on which reposes ^ the

Organisation of the United Nations* She never missed the occasion

to stand up against every attempt which had the intention of

damaging the refutation of the United Nations v Yugoslavia is today

also of the opinion that only through the Organisation of the

United Nations and with its help o no clin solve all international
disputes which cannot be solved by direct honest ^ negotiations
between the interested parties* On these principles, Yugoslavia
will continue to co-operate unselfishly and tirelessly in tne
future*

(Sd,) V.Dj,

( POLITIKA - 26th June, 1952),
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BONN I S SATISFIED WITH TRADS_AGRI,§^NT WIliyUGOSLAVIA

;

,

STATKjSNT

.

BY THE GERMAN CHARGE D' Air AIRES MR.

—

L 'dAGf idxsxi.9:j.

The German charge d' affaires in ^‘ii^CdrresSleif

berg/Mt this agreement will serve to increase mthouu hmoi&aces

the goods exchange between the two coantrxeo 0

The German Embassy is convinced - as Count von naraenb^rs oec^ oii

- that in the spirit of international .underst*.^^, -n^. ^
- o

of cultural and political relations will be reachta ^al

lieved that at the end oi the summer joth th, ^0 -.-—

*

Governments will come forward with proposn
;

s for oo.uvxon^i d

tailed technical questions in connection w.„th
t

of relations between Germany and lugosxav-a, {
YagOo-rc^o /.

( POL1IIKA ;
June 26, 1952 )

.

DIPLOMATIC VISITS_T0_.THG M1NISTRYJJF i- ORflJ GH

Yesterday Mr. Knut Like, Norwegian ^eljko
a farewell viUt to tho Deputy minister c* *oreign

roister of
Vlahovic, At the same time he was received by assistant

Foreign Affairs
5
Bogdan Crnobrftja*

At one o'clock Vel.jko nahovic -received the newIV
d
«gointed^

de
Burmese Charge d'affaires U Tin Maung .C.l .a,

then r^ceiv^d by
the day before' yesterday . U teung v-ija

Adairs
Josio Djerdja, ambassador m the Ministry ol For F

( FQLITIXA - 27th June 1952)

I-.E?tBER5 OF BURMESE DELKG. TION VirilT DlHuGlOR OF Ci. I Ef FLr NNJGj

ADmliTlgTRATION

Representatives of the political and
24th

members of the Burmese delegation viioarri^
Qf the Chief Planning

June, yesterday paid a visit to the Dxre-tor oi tho

Administration of the FPRY, Vla;
(
ka Begovxc.

Last night one section of the delegation set Oif ior Zc tmb^
while the second half remained to spend *

j"
* Institutions

this time they will visit more economic anu^liooal^ in. oit

and will get to know the structure.cf oar aumn.stra..cn

organis.-.tional and economid questions, ' i3n J-‘ol

( POLITIKA - 27th June 1952)

APPOINTMENT OF TTnLIAN POLITICAL COUNflnI.-I.-QR IN TRIESTE

"{"Trieste 26th Tune)

The former Italian -onsul in New ^rio toclo, has

been appointed Italian political counsellor m e.v f^r

The former hiretcor-Goneral of Civilian

Uajtlo has relmquisned ms post and ie-veo

( POLITIKA - 27th June)
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A TRUE PICTURE OF BANJA LUKA PR13ST S

Milan Mirkovic, former man of property and owner of fa

drugstore in the town, died recently in Banja Luka, A case

which otherwise would not be worth mentioning, had nob some

reactionary elements used his funerai. as a pj-acform ^- or

fanning chauvinism and inciting against the people s authority

and the new Yugoslavia* In order to make this clearer to us

we ' mu st be acquainted with the t ruth ab out Mila n Mi i k ov x c *

Before the war he was well known --7 Li 3 misbehaviour as a

son of a rich man, and during the Ustaslii government
^
while

.

thousands of innocent men were beheaded, he came to Belgrade

without any troubles, where he received from bhe hands o~

Nedic T s supporters and the Germans the drugs^o
Trajkovic, wh i ch wa s ki lied by the Ge rmans i

In this, way he earned during the war as much

After the liberation he continued with speculations and

hostile work contacting with one of the most cunning ynetnik
organisers Branko Basic, who then - in ±9h-o - was aiding m
the woods* Mirkovic aided him and sent him various messages

and information. That is why he was brought hex ore tne court

and sentenced to ten years of inpri.sor.ment # Later on he was

set free and got a situation as a druggist

of the family
in a ruthless manner,

as before q

, n

at San ski Most,,

To such a man with an obscure past the Banja Luka priests

have organised a funeral, and b very unusual one

with 'overall aid and participation of the remnant of tne

Great Serbian circles* Twelve priests headed by the Bisnop

Vasil j Kostic took part in the funeral* They abused the custom

that speakers are listened to at funerals ^ and ^over the grave

of this traitor propagated against socialist Yugoslavia ,

Bishop. Vasil j Kostic, well known from
^
previous times as a

chauvinist and reactionary, made use of this opportunity to

show his devotion to that to which he was ^ most devoted in the

course of the last war
,
organising Jhetnxk bands and blessing

them for all crimes which they have committed..

Priest Djordje Vranjesevic and attorney Ljubo Popcvic

held n funeral orations" in which in a skilful manner- and

in a priest T s manner extolled to the skies this Chetnik,

fanning -chauvinism and slyly blaspheming the victims and shed

blood of the people in the fight against the occupier and his

servants *

The teacher Milenko Koprivnica, collaborator of^Draza
Mihajlovic, immediately after the priest f s speech said: "This

is the best priest that we have both as a Serbian and as a

-great Orthodox"* Priest Vranjesevic spoke as to incite
chauvinists to pour still more poison of chauvinism and to

encourage them in this*.

Addressing the audience attorney Ljubo Popovic also spoke
about Mirkovic only in superlative stressing that this is an
irremediable loss for all of them* And who are "they"? Wnom
did he think of? This also is absolutely clear. He thinks
about the remnants of the Great Serbian bourgeoisie which is

deprived of power and about this' handful of miserable city
politicians who make use of every suitable moment for creating
confusion and trickeries and for spreading false information
and hostile slogans*
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The brethren v;ere joined by Micuka Miljevic former

president of the district people's committee of Sanski Most.

Bein? a chauvinist the company of Mirkcvic with whom he. spent

hours and days drinking coffee and raky created a striKing

im.Dression upon him. This man who is now a loose character

and is connected with reactionary elements from the town,

re-Dresents an evident example how they are trying to entangle

into their net the demoralized individuals, even if tney

participated in the People T s liberation btruggle.

Such ooen showing honour to the Chetnik i«.r.<ovic by so...e

nriests aid Great Serbian. chauvinisms oixena*

feelings of men of our city and outrages tbose^mmer.u. v^.i.fls

who fell in the struggle against the

The reoola of this part knows well ^the true^charactor^of

the Banjaluka priests which came v»^ hostile
that is why it received with indignation thci. *awt^no.t

actions against the brotherhood un, ^/ of j

against our country and the praise ci the t.a.vor and to

dark days of our past.

tog
un-

man iiirkovic. mere is no auw. — r funeral as
foresee this and to prevent those «en co i^e

Jr
a platform for their hostile work. /&/ ^'nur K ~?Cu

httiBA - 26th June, 1952

There is no douch

j 'WG ii£,W_CL ASBF.g
1

_ OF r/ SICEH QUARTEP>1a£l

good results in their ftneTSHSilations.

Cur array will have new experts wno ^ ;̂1^gtin"the course
development. The cadets enriched t

* year they have
of three years' training. Aft

|
r
+ :S^e food, timber and other

visited numerous enterprises of acquainting the? -

industries m certain p=rt^> of ou
r.r’u/'tion of those articles

selves with the tpohnical process ox^ouu.tion o

with which they will deal m their lutu.e wo

In addition to
training with troops* „

co’nmeneatiorts from conimenaers oi

-nonth of training#

BCKBA - 26th June, 1952
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DANUBE COMMISSION: YUGOSLAV PKOFCSAL TO BE COKSIDML^^IODhY

OR"TOMORROW , ^

"fhe first item on the agenda has been discussed a. the

o- th Session of the Danube Commission at Galac - representatives

of member countries submitted reports on the state of navigation

»""on their sectors on the Danube, ®ec«ssron began to

consider the second item on trie agenda - tne
_

question ol tO

ordination between hydro-meteorological services in
H^® rt'hP

niipqtions are fairly of tecnnical chaiacuer, riowtAei t-ue

greatest
S
attention is attracted by the third ^em: the Yugoslav

proposal on revision of the rule of procedure of- the Doiuab .

Commission, and the statute on organising the &ecieo^at and

bodies of the Commission, It is expecoed oha« one dxsoUSoion

this question will begin on Friday or bafuraay.

At the first meeting of the Commission cn. Monday, tne
• ,

majority without any discussion adopted no consider tne iuc,oolc.v

proposal

,

For the time being, the discussion could be conducted only

about tSe Yugoslav draft rule of procedure ot the Danu e emission
because it not yet be seen that some otuer draft exists, Ji)or

theless, the possibility is not excluded thauthe majority ^11
submit its draft rule- of procedure, me sesoio*. of me Coim^oion

unfolds' very slowly, especially since the question of
_

co-ordir.atxon

of hydro-meteorological services on the Danube is being • considered.

After the report of the secretariat about^ this question at

yesterday’s meeting of the Commission, a special worming group

has been convened, whose two previous sessions were cuarac-.u.ed

by detailed reports of experts of the majority.- mst s

meeting of the working group lasted three hours, and today it

lasted Ihe whole morning. Another meeting has seen convenea for

the afternoon. A lively contact between the delegation oi tne

Soviet majority, whose chiefs are often together has been noticed

at this session*

In case that the Soviet majority in the Danube Commission

does not appear with its draft rule of procedure, it is expected

that some other way will be chosen for the fight- against ..he

Yugoslav demand. The Soviet majority may outvote chat this question

should be adjourned for the next session or, probably for some

extraordinary session,

(POLITIi-A - 2?th June, 1952)

YUGOSLAV AMBASSADOR IN PARIS PAYS OFFICIAL VISIT T0,..S_Tg;VSB0URQ

The Yugoslav Ambassador in Paris Srdjan rrica paid an

official visit to the city of Strasbourg and on that occasion

handed to the Strasbourg University a collection of booxs as_
^

his personal gift to the chair of Slav languages. A.. ter arriving

at Strasbourg, Ambassador Prica visited the prelect of the lower

Rhine department, M. Demange, Military Governor^ General Auhiun and

the Mayor F^ey* Prefect Demange in honour of Aitj.

o

a s s ado r r3_cd

gave a formal luncheon which was attended by distinguished person.-*

alities of the political, economic and cultural lue of ocrdsbourg<

At the ceremony wl ich was held in the hall of tne Strasbourg

University, Ambassador Prica in the presence of the Dean and

professors of all faculties, handed the books. to the
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representatives of the Strasbourg University , On that occasion,
he held a speech in v/hich turning to the significant contribution
of t Uo Strasbourg University to the French science and culture ,he

stressed tnat the Strasbourg University was one of the first in
France which organised the study of the languages and culture of
the Yugoslav peoples*

Dean of the Faculty of Arts in Strasbourg M* Simon warmly
thanked for the gift, expressing the wish that the cultural
co-operation between iugoslavia and France will continue and
widen*

After the ceremony the Dean of the Strasbourg University
gave a formal receocicn, attended by tno representatives of the
cultural and political life of Strasbourg. The Military Governor
of Strasbourg, General Aubrun held a formal reception in honour
of Ambassador frica.

The second day of his stay in Strasbourg, Ambassador Prica.

gave a formal luncheon in honour of the representatives of civilian
and military authorities, as well as for the representatives of

political, economic aid cultural life in Strasbourg.

Returning from Strasbourg Ambassador Price also visited
the city of Metz,

( PCLITIKA - 27th June, 1952)

AGENCY FRANCE PRES SE COMMENT FOLLOWING DR. GRUBER y S__VI SIT_T0
Yi/ASp-T dvt A

~ ‘

As the special correspondent of the Agence Francs Presse

reports, in the well informed circles of the Austrian capita^,

it is underlined that the Austrian delegation which accompanied

the Minister of Foreign Affairs Dr, Karl Gruber, got exce-xl^nt

impressions from Yugoslavia. About the results of the negotiations

which will be manifested in the immediate luturs, the following

could be said, according to the opinion of these circles, a border

traffic on a small scale will be established without delay; the

Yugoslav authorities in co-operation with Austrian autncriuj.es

will at once start with the building of bridges nave teen

destroyed between these two countries r*.ustri«n peasants will ce able

to cultivate their land on the Yugoslav uerrotiry
,
the l<uot ^ustnai

war prisoners in Yugoslavia will soon be set free*

The spirit of mutual understanding - continues the correspondent

was certainly founded on the similarity of interests and^pesu-tion

of Austria and Yugoslavia. Although they do not belong uo a^y

bloc these countries are not neutral. In addition they have very

lon^r common borders ana common interests, which are resulting

from their ceoFraphi cal position in the Danube basin.

( POLITIKA - 27th June, 1952)
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WPOLITIKA" Q0RRESP0I^MTINmV^^ALES^B^ i

^^Hd_^|I^£01vTjiNI

Success of the un Bas been lfb Re, s.-. b iam l e i j_

Bebler

.

*» «• •*"***

for peace

,

- The greatest present success of the United Nations - Dr. ^ebler

said - is no doubt the stopping of aggression m 4oiea.

, , ^ o>i+* on p cs ca how hr ’18 UeHgUO Oi I'JiiUxOJaS

Dr. Bebler ; reminded in a few f on in Chine, * .

acted on similar occasions -
_

during_the
^ O<lession. in

the German- Italian intervention in Spaxn^^
of such

Ethiopia and in Albania and
„ ’T»*np Vrl^ ”when "one has this

a weak policy by the League of Jat.«on~ v.

"uni+ed Nations’
in mind, one :w.ill “.realise of what importance was we Jn,.cu Aauxon.

decisive attitude in regard to aggression m *o*cu,

~ It is also of great importance - continued Dr. Bebler - that

the United Nations took-up such a positive dtvivuae

goslavia. In 1943/49 we found our selves *'
the

Czechoslovakia in 193 S or jat least m a
^
si®h 3

;:U’
J

{Xih
"

0 "hand to
then magor protagonists of the League ox ?* bxj£° * ^ 'hj^ thQ
aggressive Germany and executed the division x

rii^ever
United “atione

,
on the other hand, gave. us feral support and etc,.

elected Yugoslavia to the Security Council.,-, -re
also, the United Nations acted righcly^and neip.a to .an

nressu^e,
dependence of a country over whom a grea^. power is - '-*-o I

- In one word - Dr.. Bebler underlined - the most important successes

of the 'United Nations are“ their successes in oueneg resis^av^ to

aggressive tendencies of individual states* ±n ohio V0 + u p
Nations have no doubt contributed to the safeguard of ' -•g'®

,

United Nations have chosen their road ar.d_have remained cj^oi-tent

in the respect of the principles than violence cannu« b- employ
e^

in relations between states, then they can have a. &re. o °

an organiser of good neighbourly relations between ail lct •*

- The interview with Dr. Bebler coincided with^ the ^second anniver-

sary of the breaking out of the Korean conflict, iaking
^
aVc*

R
;- S

this circumstance
,
Politika’ s correspondent requestea Dr. Beblei

to say something concerning the situation in Korea.

- Prospects for a early conclusion of an armistice seem to me

extremely remote - Dr. B©bler replied •- but a new creating oUj
,

hostilities on land, seem - at least -to me as improbable. In other

words, the blind alley in negotiations can go on -or quit©
®.-i

and yet one day a way out will have to be found. As I have said ala

once, I think that an agreement concerning the main conflicting question

could be discovered, if as a basis were taken two generally recognises,

principles of International Law, the principle.-, of _ returning war

prisoners, namely the duty of the conflicting parta.es ^o repavria _
prisoners after the conclusion of peace, and the principa.^x. (we./

man, bpth civilian and military, has the nghu to oemand asylum, as

well as the right of every state to accept such a request (not duty

.but fcliqthMght )

«

Dr. Bebler referred for a while to two years ago and recalled that

in autumn of 1950, at the session of the General Assembly
,
the Yugo-

slav Minister of Foreign Affairs, Edvard Kardelj ,
proposed m the

name of Yugoslavia a cease fire on the 3$th parallel, wmch was s ->- s
9

proposed previously by the Security Council, and that the Soviet Union

only a year later agreed to. tit tb?A only in principle Since that
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acceptance a year has already passed and there is no c ease fire in

Korea

.

~ -2 ui ' a thnt the Soviet Government in

fact carried over'the' battle from tha
I
.

m
aJ,

i
con'1i"t

t
wMch

P
irpro5oked

SSS"i.°S
n
SS?S5.

t
Sn1SiSi.“%Sr.»d 11 other countries

out_c>f ito.;ruaoh a r*-** n

The next question out to Ur.Bebler rei erred to the present

greatestWeaknesses ana difficulties in- the work of_the_LN. .

Accordin’; to his opinion,

the UN could be much bciaer in regard ^
co-operation and aid to undeveloped ooixui and -a e~-i

self-governing territories. t
f?

ct
;

«
still very far away to justify ti.e ho^oo

;
k;.‘. ed jietionSi>

deoendent and under-developed countries p- x 1

• <- r ,-i 0,.r _ r.v> b » l iier said - more could
- .From the economic point oi view

nations, such as
be done although indiviaual agencies ox

_

^ate <

orld
ore technical Aid, the international Onilufens ^nd, .

.

s_

Health Organisation ana others in c-.-.n secu.s u
d

ing efficiency. 2/3 of humanity lives vn ic.-ee.ritable m-.try .na

the peoples which are consiaered at
.
P;

efth- V-i d of the
developed ones were not aule as a waou

y .,f‘*the United Nations.
international community carnea tnroug.i A ?

After that Dr.Be.bler expressed his opinion concerninp the^^^

session of the bconcr.iic-oocial Oounci m
<-t’-erfh'fngs proposed

once of the resolution whicn was, amongst otuer P
which

also by our country. Dr.nebler saia ^^rnaUone3 for
rrovioes for a new eganc^ 01 the uN -**

4 an
economic Development of Undeveloped Countries -

"Member nations
imoortant step m helping under-develo.^a region^. ‘

of the United Nations, accoramg. to tnis
d

* countries will
contributions in the fund lor wnicn unaei- e. r

, form cf
receive financial aid in the form ox presents or in tne

long-term credits with a low rate of interest.

- If this pro.iect is achieved - Dr.babler added - that will

mean an enormous step fur tne x* m i*itei national - ‘ >

under-
by It the flowing of monetary , totween developed inlander
developed countries will begin wit.cuu tnese n

.fh?r words
occurrences which in such cases arc pccsioie,

* ^ “ Der .n->nent
international solidarity will reach the leyex ^J^Vo th?e
and fully unselfish economic aia by developed count.-

under-developed ones,

At the end, our correspondent requested Dr. ^Jler to^say^some-^

thing about the future activities o.
_

our ae-
;
£i -

-
c; i

oarticulariy concerning the lorthcommg ®®®“®^of
_ccordinr to

Assembly this autumn, me next General
efan more-

Dr .Bebler 1 s opinion will be extremely important,

so than all the present ones,

- it seems to me - Dr.Debler said - that the international

tension is so high, and on the other siae concrete unso!ijed Prob

l,.rns w-ich poison the international atmosphere - Korea, termny,

have matured so much, that the General Assembly dwu-d ®na muse

bring imoortant solutions which woulo cut semeof th„ Pr-sent

Gordian knots. These anticipations could fae realised ci course,

polut i on.
11

in'^the'
1

sp^rif of^ th^ Cha r te

r

S
of'' t he Unitc-d Nations. I

the Ge ApproL/ed^Ewiffelleyise 20^/§8/y& j-(&Oll51F^)1^§ft)f
1
lb6'6

I^§ “ conclu_

ded Dr.bebler.
( Sd .) DJUKi. .JULIUS

l Dm T TT V ^ OO-4-Vi T • i w i n c o ^
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FOLLOWING THE REGENT FRONTIER PROVOCATIONS:

OF HIS STAFF

ATTENTION DRAWN TO THE

It is learned that the Hungarian Charge d* Affaires was yesterday
called to the Foreign Ministry of. the FPRY

,
where the Director of

Section Kiro Hadjivasiljev drew his attention to the unusual and
impermissible attitude of officials of the Hungarian Legation in
Belgrade in connection with the handing-over of the Yugoslav Note
of protest of 25th June,

As it is known, the Hungarian - Charge d f Affaires refused the day
before yesterday to pay a call to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
although he had previously accepted the invitation. In the same
way, he ordered officials of the Hungarian Legation to refuse.to
receive the Yugoslav Note which was on 25th June sent three times
during the afternoon by a courier to the Hungarian Legation, It
was pointed out to the Hungarian Charge d T Affaires that such imper-
missible acts in diplomatic practice can have only unfavourable
consequences and that the Ministry expects that the Hungarian Charge
d ? Affaires will undertake all measures in order to prevent in future
such behaviour of officials of the Hungarian Legation towards the
Yugoslav Ministry of Foreign Affairs „ (Tanjug)

( POLITIKA - 27th June, 1952).

TALKS BEGIN IS BELGRADE NEXT MONTH. WITH INTERNATIONAL BANK
REpRESENTATIVEg ON SECQN D ^

R

AR
T

’

"0 QTjT’TQ YJGOSlJTiA

In the middle of next month the representatives of the Inter-
national, Bank will meet in Belgrade with our financial experts.
On this occasion the allocation of the secc::^ part of the loan
which the International Bank will give to Yugoslavia will be dis-
cussed.

The first part of the loan was approved at the beginning of
October 1951 when 2d million dollars were allocated to Yugoslavia.
In the past & months our country has concluded an agreement with
different countries out of which Yugoslavia will buy equipment for
key objectives on the basis of this loan. Our country will buy
in the USA installations to the value of 4,$44 ?

000 dollars, from
Western Germany for 5,33/6,000 dollars

,
from France for more than

10^ 5Q9yOOO dollars, Belgium, Great Britain, Denmark and Holland
come after the above-mentioned countries in regard to value of
goods to be bought from the first part of the loan 0

The amount of the second part of the loan which we will get from
the International Bank for balancing our payments balance is not yet
known. In order to obtain its balance by 1955, it is desirable
that the International Bank should allocate in good time as /great ras
loan as possible because our country in the whole programme of the
construction of key objectives still needs equipment for about B0
million dollars. Therefore from the volume of financing the
building of this remaining^ part depends also the balance of our
balance payments and in this way the further economic strengthening
of Yugoslavia,

(POLITIKA - 27th June, 1952).
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VISIT OF BRITISH CRUISER "GLASGOW" TO OUR COUNTRY
KaKSHaL TITO RECEIVES Ai.»i4lHiTl7'LdHD MOUNTBaTTEN
(Brioni, 2&th June)

Commander of the British Mediterranean Fleet Admiral Lord Mountbatten
today arrived at Brioni Island on his Flagship GLASGOW and paid an
official visit to Marshal Tito*

The Cruiser GLaSGOW left the port of Rijeka this morning at exactly
7:30* The cruiser had on board home and foreign newsmen, forty in all,

who had been invited to Brioni by the cruiser as guests ol Lord Mount-
batten* On board the cruiser were also the British Ambassador in

Belgrade Sir Ivo Mallet, the British Naval Attache, Captain Wyburd,

the~British Consul General in Zagreb Marchington, and tne Third Secretary
of the British Embassy, Mr* Friestman.

The cruiser was accompanied by the Yacht SURPRISE which had aboard

Lacy Mountbatten, Lady Mallet and their escort# xhe weather was line,

and the sea very calm and the journey lasted about three and a half hours*

At 11:00 exactly the cruiser GLASGOW ,
accompanied by the SURPRISE

dropped anchor off Brioni. Soon after that a motor launch came from

Brioni to the cruiser GLASGOW bringing Vice Admiral Srecxo Manoia to

greet Admiral Lord Mountbatten on behalf of Marshal Tito and to extend^

a welcome to him. An honour guard was lined up on the decK ol the cruiser

Lord Mountbatten net Vice Admiral Manoia enenung^d greetings.

Half an hour later Lord Mountbatten, w saring full uniform ^nd

wearing the Order of the Garter, which is me highest British oruer,

accompanied by the British Ambassador in Belgrade, oir ^yo Marie wno

was also wearing full diplomatic uniform, boarded the mcoor launc-*
^

which wes lowered from the cruiser and proceeded to Brioni.
^

/ino^nei

launch from the yacht SURPRISE took Laoy Mountbatten, taay mallet and

their escort to Brioni.

LUNCHEON IN HONOUR OF LORD MOUNTB/lTTEN aND THE BRITISH GUESTS

On their arrival at Brioni, Lord Mountbatten, Ambassador Maxlet

end other guests were received by Marshal Tito, with whom they spent a

short time in conversation.

Marshal Tito save a luncheon in honour of Lord Mountbatten, which

was attended in addition to the British guests by vice ndBura-i. Vja ®

Jerkovic. Vice Admiral Srecko Manoia, Hear i-.omiral Vukasm Micunovic

and Minister Plenipotentiary Dr. olovan Smodlaka.

During the luncheon Marshal Tito, Admiral Lord Mountbatten and

British ambassador, Sir ±vo Mallet, gave hearty toasts.

TO*ST GIVLN BY MARSHAL TITO

In toasting Lord Mountbatten and the British guests, Marshal Tito

saic

:

for
the

me
gr

ten:

to
-at

.ral, Ladies and Gentlemen and Comrades,

greet here on our Adriatic Admiral Loro

sailors of today, of our ally country

it is a great pleasure
Mountbatten as one of

Great Britain.

"Similarly, I wish to extend my greetings to the other guests,

thisn l deem it necessary to emphasise on

Yugoslavia know the glorious war history Ox th

larly its great efforts, sacrifices and

world wars which demanded special

occasion that we in
British Navy and particu-

victories during the last two

stubbornness and war sicill. In the

last world War, which has
a it is just this fact why we ail on everyana

and particularly tooay, receive visits of

been the bloodiest in history, we were allies,
occasion with great pleasure

British naval units because
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today also, when the world is again afraid of a war and when men are

afraid that perhaps tomorrow they might be drawn into the horrors of

war, we again are considered to be allies. We 'consider ourselves to

be allies because we are jointly striving to preserve peace , to jointly

stand guard in this part of the world against aggressive war adventures,

to stand guard for peace.

"I still have the finest memory of my short contact and stay with

your naval units during the last war, in 194A, particularly during the

voyage by a destroyer which was called BLACK M0On , which brought me from

Bari to the Isle of Vis. The friendly treatment and hospitality by all

on the vessel, ranging from the Captain to the ratings, made the finest

impression on me, which I still remember.

"At that time the Allied Powers were giving us their aid in various

your men in the navy highly praised our struggle and our sacrifices,

and our people do not so quickly and so easily forget such things we

saw in all that both sympathies for our peoples and an understanding
of their aspirations* We saw at that time how your soldiers sincerely
valued our war efforts and our sacrifices*

"I am convinced that the Allied solidarity and friendship which

reached expression during the last great war will exist in the^fuoure too

to the happiness of the peoples of Great Britain and new Jugoslavia#

tti raise my glass to the health and long life of Her Majesty Queen

Elizabeth
>
to the welfare of the people of your country and of the Royal

Navy and to your health Admiral.

..-SPEECH BY BRITISH AMBASSADOR SIR IV0 MALLET

After Marshal Tito gave his toast
,
British Arab

stood up and said in part:

assador Sir Ivo Mallet

??Mr. Marshal ,
I wish to thank you for the words you have spoken

the country which I have the honour to represent in Yugoslaviaa:aviaand

the

about
t

you
effort
common man of our two countries.

"I raise my glass to the health of the President of the Government

of the FPRY and of the Yugoslav peoples.*'

LORD M0UNTBATTEN TOASTS MARSHAL TITO

After that Admiral Lord Mountbatten toasted Marshal Tito and said:

"Your Excellency, Ladies, and Gentlemen, The Yugoslav ports have

always been attractive for the British Navy and the British Navy has

always gladly visited Yugoslavia. During the last war, I personally

visited Split, Dubrovnik, Pola and the Island o-f Brioni three times,

and yesterday I visited Rijeka forth 3 first time. Vue are very glad of

having renewed the practice of visiting Yugoslavia in this way.

"As I said yesterday, we consider that the British Navy is a sort

of Ambassador of"ours. Our men go ashore and see for themselves the

spirit by which your peoples are inspired in the efforts which they are

making to develop their country and to make it a progressive one# We

hope that our men who go ashore from our vessels will contribute towarcxs

giving to the Yugoslav people a proper idea of the British people#

"We are allies who are united towards the preservation of peace
and welfare, and to work jointly for peace is a much better alliance
than an alliance born in war*
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- IS -

"V/hen I was a member of the Committee of Chiefs of Staff in London
during the war in 1942, I heard the name of Tito for the first time,
1; was then that we heard about the heroic resistance which you ar.d your
partisans were putting up against the Germans, It was for that reason
that Prime Minister Churchill decided to extend aid to you. In token
of his confidence of ycur loyalty to the common cause, he sent nis son
to Yugoslavia v.’ho parachuted there.

”1 take this occasion to express my gratitude to Admiral Mancla
for his kindness and help to me during this visit, and I emphasise the
pleasure which I have had getting acquainted with Admiral Jerkovic and
Admiral Micunovic.

"I raise my glass in honour of the Yugoslav armed Forces and of
their leader in peace and war, Minister of National Lefcncs Marshal Tito.”

DURING THE AFTERNOON MARSHAL TITO PAID A
ON HIS FLAGSHIP "GLASGOW”

RETURN VISIT TO LORO MOU NTBATTEN

Lord Mountbatten and his suite returned to the cruiser GLASGOW at

5:45 p.m. Half an hour later Marshal Tito came to the cruiser GLASGOW
to return the visit to Lord Mountbatten. For the reception of Marshal
Tito the cruiser was bedecked with Yugoslav and British flags in a gala
fashion. A naval band and guard of honour were on the deck. Lord
Mountbatten, with his entire staff and officers cf the cruiser GLASGOW
awaited Marshal Tito. Wien Marshal Tito stepped cn the deck cf the
British warship, the naval band struck up the Yugoslav national anthem
and tne Honour Guard saluted Marshal Tito, marshal Tito was accompanied
by Vice Admiral Mate Jerxovie and Vice Admiral Jrecko Manoia, as wall as

Rear Admiral Vukasin Micunovic and Minister Plenipotentiary Dr. Sloven
Snodlaka

.

Marshal Tito wa3 met and, heartily greeted by Lord Mountbatten.
Lord Mountbatten then presented to Marshal Tito ths members oi his staff

and officers of the cruiser GLftSGOiV. The Marshal shook hands with every

officer. After that the entire crew of the vessel marched by Marshal

Tito, while Lord Mountbatten and the Captain of the cruiser GL«SG(JW,

Holmes, stood by him.

Lord Mountbatten then showed Marshal Tito around the cruiser

GLASGOW; inspection of the vessel lasted for about half an hour. After

that Marshal Tito and Lord Mountbatten, m company of the entire suite,

went from the cruiser GLaSGOW to the Yacht to pay their respects to

Lady Mountbatten.

DINNER ABOARD THE VESSEL

At S: 30 p.m. Admiral Lord Mountbatten gave a dinner on the cruiser

GLASGOW in honour of Marshal Tito. After the_ dinner and the cordial

reception on the Flagship, Marshal Titc took leave of the Bri^isn

Ambassador and Lady Mallet, 1-ciy Mountbatten, Captain of the cruiser

Hoimes and the other British personalities and at 9*30 p*m© left tne

cruiser GLASGOW in the company of his suite,

STOP PRESS: STATEMENT GIVEN BY LORD MOUNTBATTEN TO REPRESENTATIVES OF

FlOML TJEfTOREI GN PRESS BEFORE LEAVING YUGOSLAVIA
(Pola, 26th June)

The Commander of the British Mediterranean Fleet, Admiral Lord

Mountbatten gave a statement to representatives of heme and foreign

Dress before leaving Yugoslavia, emphasising that he hoped thao his

visit would contribute towards the strengthening of the relations

between Yugoslavia and the other Western countries. He mentioned tnat

since he had taken over the command of the British Mediterranean Fleet,

he had wished to visit all the friendly countries in the Mediterranean
(

with the object of establishing personal contact and stressed that his

visit has the character of a normal courtesy call.
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Admiral Lord Mountbatten then said that the British people are
well acquainted with the heroic struggle of the Yugoslav peoples under
the firm leadership of Marshal Tito, as well as with the terrible
devastations wrought by the war on Yugoslav villages and cities. ffI

also wish to mention that 1 have been deeply impressed by the spirit
in which the Yugoslav peoples have taken on the job of reconstructing
their country,” added Admiral Lord Mountbatten.

”1 wish to express my deop gratitude for the very friendly
reception given to my officers and.' men during our visit to Rijeka®
tie are grateful for the hospitality which was so broadly extended to
us,” concluded AdmirsL Lord Mountbatten.

( P0j.iITJ.KA - 27th June,
Approved For Release 2002/08/15 :‘UrA-RDP83-00415R01 23001 10009-3
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TWO YEARS OF WAR IN KOREA
: KOREA WAITS

r or two whole years the events in Korea have been the centerot general attention. vhen on this date the year before last North^VnitS
l?

r the
,
first tirne crosse ’ the 38th Parallel and invadedOyutn Korea the world, which was unpleasantly surprised, exoectedtha

,

to be a limited incident which would be quickly liquidated.
u'

ie wor
}
d

.

exoects the same today, although a lot of things have
happened in Korea since that time and although a lot of things haveHappened m the world because cf Korea since that time.

From the military point of view, the Korean conflict representsan exception cf its kind: never in world history have two ^losing
Korea

COndX*W3v#41f&r Rtta&ZWk/(tei&ttffi]RBP83>004l£R0423QQnQOQa& case in
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The nonpeace-loving policy of Moscow.-which
victims

ideiible

stamp on Korea and which has swallowed up one and a half millior

from the Korean battlefield—has forced the rest of the .world to

increase its defense forces and to rearm quickly. Judging by every-

thing, this rearming is the last thing Moscow wished to achieve when

it prepared the invasion of South Korea . But this is not also che last

situation which Soviet diplomacy has wrongly appraised, Althpugafor the

last few months Moscow has been endeavouring to focus international

by the USSR to draw China into a war or exnausoioa West

are very striking. Finally, the new and increasing r o..^e Oj. Jopan as

well as Peking' s' Asiatic policy under present conditions are conxronting

Moscow with a series of problems. By trying to maintain ana expand its

influence and authority
?
Mioscow is inevitably coming into convict with

those political currents in Asia which secK. independence and full

equality in the settling of their own and- general questions

„

Two years ago Moscow showed in Korea

demands and rights of Asia, The ruthie
that Asia can forget it—the peoples of Asia have le

confidence in the policy of Moscow,

hat it is ignoring the

ssness of Moscow is too great
ss and lei

twoThe UN, which is fighting in Korea, was given a rare chart;
_

years ago to win--botli as protector of the independence and^ freecioia oi

nations and as defender against aggression*-- both the general sympathies

and confidence in Korea and in many other parts of Asia*
^

During the

^

past year
,
at the time of the famous Korean talks

?
a golaen opportunity

to achieve this was missed. The Korean crisis has now entered upon a

phase in which no-one is gaining anything* The task of tne UN, which
two years ago was to stop aggression and throw back the enemy

,
has now

become much more complicated because it demands that mutual distrust be
removed and friendship re-established, /s/ B . Dikic

(POLITIKA - 25th June, 1952)
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cththes jgsFBS Bgraj to Arfi-baTiohAL activity iMM-

is previously reported in our newspapere, a group of clergymen from

Tolmin, instead of fulfilling their duty as clergymen, carried ou,^anti-

national as well as espionage activity, fnis is another example ox anti-

national behaviour of certain clergymen demnnsiraUd awing ana ac«er tne

war*

At the end of 1942, higher church functionaries described the National

Liberation Movement as Inspired by the conmuntst.3, tnus deadening ne ^f

‘

of some clergymen towards this I'cvemenv resulting from x^-r uxoa^rore. oi

oppression exercized by the Italian authority, thereupon; -
. •

wore made for the establishment of a Catholic organisation, bxj *aJLXed 0*-no

to the fact that its propagators were only tec aaea coa^Mi^ed* •

of this organization was therefore assigned y-> tne -v«jngregav.:.on tn

Virgin Mary# The G'non Bruiua

o

t who was the stood ^ .*

the whole Bishopric* issued a circuit- letter m Is A ^
members of this' Ccngreratlcn to participate m the Liberation jront a g ng

at the same time instructions on behaviour tovaras its ac^vece. j- »

practically meant that active members and o u&n-.n.

c 1 ernjnan to the Bono'orwTii wno thereupon \uidoi repri^a^a. L j‘‘ %

manner the Congregation of tne Virgin Mary became an espionagey Of

the Dooobraui. Information was collected at ancons mee^ngs h^ x.

.Talmir. and Eobarid. In April of 1944, one of thee, meetings was also aUended

by Ootic, Dcmobrani Commandant at Xobarid. nn fus <occasion a x ^ attendants

of this meetings without one singls exceptic, m^tedthe nomes^of active

members mid sympathizers of tne h-.;era.,on x,-- - ? “
while

Arrests wore then undertaken at ea .rg, nibus..je»_b,rcuv^ . *

some houses were burnt clown anc. people .exiled* dtf-—i » «
x
r.^ 1Gv>aui

Eobarid* admitted how he was an active member and carter of .^cs.aai

and collaborated with the Dean of tolain Vodopivec by

of the peoulo, organizing an espionage aotworn, etc, "
turn confessed to have given the names of locorxersvo Into -

nil of these listed workers were arrostea. i-an xfUe. v ~ '
0 ,

misdeeds committed during the war, bat, as is obvious from “f
he had close Units with tne Germans anc was r-.so in.'olv-d in ..e - *

lo people from the village of ftrr.ee which wan devasta
;

ou at tha, t-nec

Lucijan Krajnik confessed that a little whi^e after “ c 1

thp^decis'’ ve
at Eobarid some arrests were made adding that the conference w<--s the decis..ve

factor in natter^

Even after the war these people did not *, the:* attitude toward

the Liberation Struggle of the Slovene people reactionary enigraoion who

has succeeded in escaping before the Just punishment, couxu - A-J » J™r

assistance. At the time when signatures favouring *h« ~

to Vroslavia were collected, the clergymen iroo w^dis.nu o.^^o in

persisted in their hostility towards tne EPoU. Aii --*ose c^er^-. - ^

by the Dean Pavlin rejected to give their signatures. On the o -a-
"l.’.,

they gave all possible support to attempt a cade by the reactionary emigrat

aimed at the annexation of zone A to She pfT. Feverthsless, •*
avoid

that occasion they again refused to sign anything on purpose, wishing to avo

to compromise themselves in the eyes of the peop ‘

obvious that zone A wen going to oe anaextd to
cestepo

January of 1947, a deacons 1 meeting was again neld at or rid. " “ 'P

avent^Fontar also attended that meeting. They all agreed that clergymen

who were compromised should lee.ve zone A before aM«a. xon, wni.c as

the others, they should stay anci assist the emigration in

against the S?KY by sending reports and undemmiug une people saat^ori«y.

thereupon they all worked employing all their forces loathe organ^ation

of as many escapes as possible, their .own ooject in^ ^

justify their own escape from iu^jslavia* J%?a,r* fr^ "

agreed on mothods ox sending in reports 9
organization o* e3 » ° a
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Detailed reports on all their activity can he found in our previously

published articles on the same subject.

On the basis of all this one can realise what the

these people is like. The life and activity ox ^ ^
ever since 1949 until their arrest only represented a ^ f ;

ia^
committed against their own people, their freedom and rnaepo^eix^

One- of the most flagrant types cf criminals was that oi l.ar. -ia »

He knew perfectly well how to adjust himself *o anj
^

~
4

At the time when the Germans, or the Italians, or the Americans w^ ~-

ta succeeded in fitting Mb behaviour o

adjust himself to the people's authority,
on abided

being aware of his guilt, ho intended to escape abroad --- -•« --- -

that he could also hide at Mg near Mangart and tnu.s co n , . - *

activity. According to confessions made by other

main speaker at those meetings cf deacons® ie »as u“”
4

'‘~

r
'

^

!

when after the agenda was exhausted they beg-..n o
^ "raking' dirty

ridiculed his female parishioners who came to him to coi^e.s

jokes at their expense®

In the course of his interrogation, Eobal made several ^

ing confessions s "When Mocnik was expelled, .--s di..point.ni# y _

Apostolic Administrator had to be made,
_

We ai-.y agrsen °y_ ~ knowing
other choice can be made except to appoint ->r. y 1'^ • to
that he had some definite links with the authority-.

vim~elf
intimidate the clergymen who *e'r* loyal <0 -.0 ewsjeiity®

confessed this on two occasions and later on •.•(*x«o ^eniud '•

'*J
‘

Finally he was compelled to admit the iacte Oj too io*co. 0

and evidence. He also confessed the following: y'v, •’“

* ^’’"‘archive
that my confessions wc-aid not to be made P^°-10 v-' ,a *

. very much
only, then I could confess everything , Otherwise, y

J
.., a. rJ.-‘rs

"
c f

compromised". He further added: »»I £« concerned wi^ .no -epa^i^-

the church, as well a,s with messages from gcn^lenen on
±

the border". Ljubo Marc made similar statements* *ou + a
~

;

exposed as a hypocrite and a person without mi.cn enara -

^

taot
my sermons I had always deliberately concealed my hostc -•- -

the authority". But when it was necessary they a..i fa^ed to ^e --to

consideration the reputation of the church or their own.

Thus another group of traitors and spies has received a just

punishment for its activity charged with criminal _ an.iv -
*» J***™

the interests of the people, and deep moral eensonsnavion _ aid hypoci

.

All those who are more concerned with directives ana the ii) oe,.es
^

- - '

reactionary clergy inspired by the policy of the Vatican than witn tno-o

of their own people* will s‘offer the same ftx^Qo

In addition to this, as soon as the activity _ of the clergy from

Tolmin was exposed, it could not be helped to examine it aPaT
t;

r0‘"

behaviour of the Dean Vodopivec from Tolmin. Evidence collected ft,

trial is sufficient as a justification of the pronouncement 01 -1

sentence on this flagrant criminal and traitor. i>»it we i-iCLcr.! t<_«

approve the attitude assumed by the people's authority considering tnat

this 80 yearA .-olid man morally corrupt, although being a criminal and xiaxto.

»

should not be brought up for trial. As to the leaders of. —re «,uio...ic arc. ,

they should have the least sense of tact and not leave Vodopivec in ^the same

place. where he had committed all those crimes. In this way they oxien* tn©

feelings of members of families of those who loot their lives because of him.

(SLOVEHSKI POBO

C

SVALE

0

» June 25, 1952)

oossrjtei. m tt. vmg* SSSSS?

follows ~ «Wo all agreed that Dr* loros could not he appointed".
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F ft a k ft
tCl^LC i

RUgon Radio ^.bcr i n
Glow* (RUgen) # dan 20.11*1951

Aft daa lost- Bftd FsriUBeldetechniaohe Centralamt

• r 1 i ft W 66
auftrstr,

Abt* Funk Haupt bfttrie dal «i tu*g

Zar Yf, XTZ/7 5t 5312-0 Hr. ??02 t. 13.11.51
Frftquenzbeabachtungen y

Fachstehena die gewuawchten Fr-tqurazbftobachtungent

26?Q

533
,

6

12Z2

mi
1862

1898
mmmmtdrnmm*

2525.

2255.

2280-

2300

2000

2266

2265.

A 1—Yerkehr ait Lf*utsti»r.kft i-2 :*oo»chtet. X*f 2536 A 3-Yerkfthr

dfenische Station**) die auf 2630 etwas iurchschiagftn iedoeh

ohae weseatlicbe Behind ©rung. Die Frftquenz 2630 ist jftdoeh Air

RUgen Radio in der Fro-. . u« a ze «li st.a vorgem<*rkt und mull unbftdingt

wiftder Air uns gewonisfta a raft*.

Wettersender mit Zahiengrun 48 ** t«obftcrtet f Rfz IMA* Fftrner

A 1-Y«rlehr ait geringer LnutKterkft T« Btgftsatftllt* Freuuenz Air

uns brauchbar*

Yerhfcltftisah Big ssubere Fre^uftne. A 1-Yerkehr mit geringer

Laut starke f^stgesteilt. Fr»»'jvn*z int Air uns orsuchoax*

Eift A3-Trig«r schlagt d-rah mit T> 3-4. Trager liegt geaan «u.f

1880.

1st dift Anrufwelle voa El oft «eser Radio und dahftr TOft un#
fticht mehr zu beaut zen.

1st die Aasweiehwelle von Elbe WOser Radio und als Arbeite-
.voile iilr uns dsher nicht. zi* be nut zen.

lot It* Frequenzealinto fur RUgon Radio eirgotragen. Lt. Yftrzeloh-

als der AUsten— und Seefunkstellftn ist die Frequnez jedoch

als Attsweichwelle Air Kiel Radio zedtweise mit Yorkohr bolegt.

Es musste auf dem Yerhandlungawege yersucht warden, dies#

Froqueaz wiftder Air Rugeii Radio zu gewinnen.

koine Fremdstdrer festgectellt.

ft. 3390 Es wurden verschiftdene Tolegraphie sender restgestellt

.

Wbbb auch wir die ae Frequeazen mit Telegrnphie belegen wUrde*#
so wurden aich daraus koine Scbwierigkeitea ergebea.

Ist ftfteh uaseren Fest ste 1lungen und aacb MitteAlung der logger
•«hr gtinstig da k«un Fremdstbrer festgestellt wurdftn.

koine St6rung*a festgestellt

I«t dift Hftuptar belt swell* d«r westdeutachea Schiffecund Toll
it Yftrkehr belagt. Jttr unn 1st die Frequenz dahftr nieht geeigaat.

gft riftgar T»atyerkftbr fo atgo at•lit jedoch ohna we aentliche
StCn&age**

Untfti
. -i:.’ : J ON! Uf * 1 "

,

5 4 * “ i t /Is ... Y
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JOINT TRANSLATION SERVICE
SUMMARY OF THE YUGOSLAV PRESS

Thu Bulletin contains translations from Yugoslav newspapers and periodicals. It is intended for the use of

not for JMHbjgj. W.c, of >« i.

No. 61.9 ™SS 28th June ’ 1952 '

P.l. Headlines of Bor'oa of the 28th June

p o infis of Bo

r

db. continued
°

* Headlines of PolSaka of the 28 th June

P,3. Headlines from the provincial press

FROM NARODNA DRZAVA NO.3-4 1952

P.4. The new law on People's Committees and problems of putting

it into effect (Article by Dr 0J .Djor^jevxc

/

FROM P0L1TIKA OF THE 27™ JUNE

P.26. Delegation of Austrian dentists in Yugoslavia

P o30* Discussion of new organisation of People's .Authorities:

lecture by Mosa Pijade

P

,

37 . Meeting of Council for Industry and Public Works of the

FPRY: decisions on objectives wmch are to be given

precedence this year

P.39. The world in which we live: lullaby (

/Sdo^cicT

FROM BORBA OF THE 28TH JUNE

P.33. Social protection of employed people (Editorial)

P„34, Meeting of Economic Council of Yugoslav Government:

reorganisation of economic apparatus

P.,3 5. Competition in honour of 6th Congress of
_

the CPY

President of Istanbul Municipal Council is coiflxng to

Yugoslavia
.

.

.

Renovation of Yugoslav Free Zone in Salonika

P

,

36 * FTT: at a session of the Trieste Council Slovenes forbidden

to speak Slovene

•

Trial of Cominform spies begins in Buje

P.43. Greek delegation will stay in Yugoslavia eleven days

Plenary session of CC of People's Youth begins today
.

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 28TH JUNE

P.38 . Yugoslav plane forced to land in Italy
Hungarians are building fortifications and are carrying-out

exercises along the Yugoslav frontier

P.41. Undiminished danger (Editorial)
v
P. 45 . Sixth Session of the Danube Commission: discussion begins

on Yugoslav proposal for revision of regulations and statutes

FROM BORBA OF THE 24™ JUNE
* Approved For Release 2002/08/15 : CIA-RDP83-00415R01 23001 10009-3
P.43* Discussion of new industrial branch: a great factory for

artificial fibre - T*Viskoze r! (Article)
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FROM TRGCVINSKI PREGLED OF THE 19TH JUNE

P.27. The market and trade: the use of subsidies for the lowering
of prices of goods which are not in demand

SUPPLEMENT OF TRANSLATIONS FROM THE PROVINCIAL PRESS
s|e

FROM NOVA MAKEDONIJA OF THE 22ND JUNE

P.a. Meeting held by clergymen from the District of Struga

FROM SL01 ENSKI POROCEVALEC OF THE 26TH JUNE
't
c

P.a. Regarding a sermon in Slovene given by a Silesian monk in
Trieste

P.b. When will Bishop Vovk cease his provocations?
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2Sth June, 1952,

P.1, Political chronicle: Marshal Tito's answer to invitation of
Hungarian minority's cultural festival:

Marshal Tito patron of Dalmatian fast: "''l
PLENARY SESSION OF THE CC OF THE PEOPLE'S YOUTH OF
YUGOSLAVIA BEGINS TODAY
Slovene PF discusses new organisation of People's
Authorities

SOCIAL PROTECTION OF EMPLOYED PEOPLE (Editorial)

MEETING: OF THE ECONOMIC COUNCIL OF THE YUGOSLAV GOVERNMENT:
THE REORGANISATION OF THE ECONOMIC APPARATUS

' GREEK DELEGATION WILL STAY IN YUGOSLAVIA ELEVEN DAYS

P.2 # The work of party organisations: open party meetings revive
: / political work in the village of Rakal j

:

One village - one active centre: party organisations in
the village of the Tamin District correct mistakes in
youth work

Celebration
.
of anniversary of Sarajevo coup

Ninth plenary session of Yugoslav War Veterans' Federation:
war veterans welcome .the introduction of the new regulation
on their jurisdiction

7th July to be celebrated throughout the whole of Serbia

CQiArSTXTJOBJ IN HONOUR OF' fTHE SIXTifc&OHGRBSS -OF" THE CPY
*

j

Action of teetotallers arouses great interest

0OCTORS' SOBSasswgE- (Article ..*>y..A, Jfetkcaric-j
>;<

"
•

Letters to the Editor:
What society expects of experts who go in for specialisa-
tion abroad

Postal and Customs Taxes
Have we the right or no?

?]c

,

P.3, PRESIDENT OF ISTAMBUL MUNICIPAL COUNCIL IS COMING TO
YUGOSLAVIA

r ,

Expulsion of 3 members of the CC of Rumanian Youth Organisa-
tion

Question in Canadian Parliamentoooncerning the granting of a
visa to the war criminal Jevdjevic -

FTT: AT A SESSION OF THE TRIESTE COUNCIL IT WAS MADE
IMPOSSIBLE FOR SLOVENES TO SPEAK SLOVENS

TRIAL OF C0MINF0RM SPIES BEGINS IN BUJE

CAPACITY OF YUGOSLAV FREE ZONE IN SALONIKA

E\erits in Korea: negotiations in Pan Hun Jom again intorrup-
ted for three days

*
The struggle for Germany: tank units on both sides of the
i

frontier which divides Germany

Has the text of the answer of the Western ^ewers to the
Soviet Note been agreed on in London?
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P.3 . The problems of foreign policy in the US: the new isolationism
teaches a policy of one-sided activity (article by Joze Smole)

Strikes in US and Italy

Typhoon in Japan
a

Soviet spi=s in Iran

Italian miners in Great Britain
.

P.4, The work of the Economic and Social Council of the UN: dis-
cussion on the question of discrimination and minority:
Security Council rejects Soviet proposal
Yugoslav resolution on help for backward countries adopted

*
Parliamentary elections in Holland: socialists become strongest
party on account of Catholics and Cominformists

*
Clark declares that bombing of hydro-electric works has only a
military character («FP, Tokyo)

'i'

Soviet spies in Sweden promised large salaries (UP, Stockholm)

Council of the Atlantic Pact accuses the USSR of annihilation
of PGWs (Reuter, Paris)

New economic regulations:
FREE IMPORT AND EXPORT
TAX- ON SURPLUS WAGES FUND- : average earnings for metallurgy
and mining coal

Employment of students from other republics is not permitted

P.5. Zemun to get a third high school

PULITIKA

P.l. UNDIMINISHED DANGER (Editorial)

SIXTH SESSION OF THE DANUBE COMMISSION: DISCUSSION BEGINS ON
YUGOSLAV PROPOSAL FOR THn REVISION OF REGULATIONS AND STATUTES

HUNGARIANS ARE BUILDING FORTIFICATIONS jlND ARE CARRYING OUT
EXERCISES ALONG THE YUGOSLAV FRONTIER

P.2, Letter from America: electoral day in Washington (article by
Djuka Julius)

Letter from London: the end of an exciting week (Article by
Leon Davico)

P.3. Politika correspondent talks with representative of"Swiss Aid
for Europe": Yugoslavia will get monetary aid for building a
hospital for mjrcosis, .

Representatives of the Federation of Jewish Communities in
Yugoslavia will take part in the European conference of the
Hebrew World Congress

New motor vessel from shipyard in uljenik put into use between
Riieka and Kotor

P.4. FORCED DIRECTING OF PASSENGER PLANE TO ITaLY

Question for discussion; economic • apprenticfesmus^ gain simultan-
eous experience in theory and practice

WHAT HaS HAPPENED TO SIGNATORIES OF C0MINF0RM RESOLUTION?
*

Representatives of Carnegie Foundation arrive in Belgrade
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HOVA MAKELOHIJA

June 21 9 1952*

Po/2>* Lack of labour force is one of the crucial problems affecting
works on key projects*

*

Measures for improvement of viticulture in Macedonia*

June 22 1952

P 9 3# Meeting held' by clergymen from the district of Struga*
*

P0 4 Our export articles 3 medicinal herbs and sorghum straw*
*

Powerful development of Yugoslav ferrous metallurgy4

*

*

Considerable increase in production of dried juice of opium poppyD y

* •

Sale of silk cocoons in the district of Strumica*
*

P 0.7* Pishing in southern parts of the Adriatic*

sLomsia pQRogEmno
June 25* 1952*.

P* 2. Further reference to anti-national activity displayed by
clergymen in Tolmin®

*

P* 3. Confessions made by various- former refugees who have returned
to Slovenia*

*

Further appearances of Colorado beetles in Slovenia*

P* 4# Regarding workers* councils and factory managements*
'

*

June 26 ? 1952

P* 1» Coke experimental station at Ljubljana*
*

P« 3* Expansion of the Sibenik electrode factory*

Potato growing and extirpation of Colorado beetles in Slovenia®
*

P*5 Regarding a sermon by a Slovene monk held in Trieste in the
Slovene laguage#

*

When Mr. Vovk is going to cease with Ms provocations?
*

Great damage inflicted to crops by hail*
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THE NEW LAW ON PEOPLE 1 S COMMITTEES AND PROBLEMS OF PUTTING IT INTO
EFFECT

Thw federal General Law Pertaining to Peopled Committees of

April 1 1952 has been published and become effective * Our public is

acquainted with the basic principles of this law and its Importance
to socialist democracy* However , although this law contains a set of

principles and presents, as comrade Kardelj says, a sort of a

charter on seljpgovernmert of the people in
local units, in essence it Is only a law* It is not a program or

manifesto, although its principles bear the character of a program
on organization and development of the people 1

s selfgovernment in

municipality, city and district© As any other law, tre law on People s

Committees has been passed in order to be put into effect* Basically,
the true value of a law depends to which extent it can be realized
in praotice. This does not mean that the law covers all possible solu-
tions, nor does it mean that no new problems will arise in practice,
or that all its items are perfect* It is sure that the value of this

law will depend on the eongruebce of the basic principles of organi-
zation and wcrk provided for by this law with the organization and
functioning of the peopled committee In practice* Congruence l©Sal
norms with reality Is not only a criterion with respect to realisation
of the law but also In regard to actual effect of the law in the matter

of material and cultural development of our municipalities , cities

and districts as well as strengthening of institutions of the people s

selfgovernment within same©

The problem of putting this law into effect is more complicated
than the problem of realizing basic federal laws© While the realiza-

tion of these laws, as a rule, Is reduced to application of the law

or to taking of organizational, personal, material, legal measures

and procedures for the purpose of putting into effect legal norms,

the new law pertaining to people’s committees, along with its appli-

cation, Includes also problems of further legal realization of its

principles# I shall dwell on both problems in this article© I must

stress, however, that the application of the new law pertaining to

people’s committees differs somewhat from the application of state

laws or federal laws not falling under tho category of general laws©

Problems to be treated and particularly solutions to be given in

connection therewith are necessarily of a United and conditional
character. This is due to the fact that state laws pertaining to

people’s committees, as well as other laws, will fully reveal all

problems with respect to application, because they will extend the

system of legal norms© Considering the fact, however, that tho basic

principles of the federal law must be realized by state laws, thi3

pointing to problems of applying the federal law pertaining to people s

committees is not merely of a geharal character©

Finally, another mention has to be made© Until state laws per-

taining to people’s committees are passed, the principles ol the new

federal law will not all be realized. They will be realized only

when the new people’s committees are elected on the basis of new state

laws. This, however, should not prevent ub from considering all the

more important problems with respect to application of the federal

law* The more so, the elections for the new people’s committees will

most probably be held In the course of this year© Besides, a series

of basic principles of the federal law on people s committees are

already being applied on the basis of state laws pertaining to orga-

nization of people’s committees issued In April 1952a
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THE MARKET AND TRADE

• Retail trade in the period January-Mey of this year amounted to
121,044 million dinars, which represents about 40$ of the provided
.for annual retail trade. From this amount about 25% consists of
trade in foodstuffs, and 75$ of industrial goods. According to
months the retail trade in this period was as follows: in January
20,115 million dinars (index 100/ ,

in February 22,540 million dinars
(index 112), in March 25,414 million dinars (index 126), in April
26,000 million dinars (index 139) and in May 24,125 million dinars
(index 124).

The prominently weaker trade in January and February and the
increase in trade in the other three months (particularly March and
April) is explained by the fact that the consumers spent at the end
of last year to a great extent their bu in: means, on account of
which they somewhat restrained themselves in January and February
from buying - while the increase of trade in the remaining 3 months
represents the stabilisation of the situation in the consumers'
demand and is partly also the result of the spring season.

Such an achievement in trade for the past period (40$ of the
annual planned trade) points out to a somewhat changed situation in
regard to last year, when for the same >eriod of time a much smaller
portion of the total annual trade was achieved - and this means that
in this year one should not expect that the trade in the last
Quarter of the year will be greater to that extent from the trade
of the ^previous quarters as was the case.-, last year. The reason for
the uniformity of trade according to quotas in this year lies in the
fact that in the forthcoming quarter there will be most probably
no stagnation in trade - which is otherwise normal for this period
of the vear - because the sale of goods byway of consumer credits
and credits for the purchase of fuel, as well as the decrease of
prices of industrial goods which are not in demand, for which the
state has allocated subsidies to the trade network (a total of
about 5 billion dinars) and the abolition of purchase coupons - will
influence to a great extent the revival of trade in the next few
months.

MovSitteht of Stocks
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Industrial articles
(without tobacco)

Agricultural food*
stuffs

Services

I II III IV
1093 1112 1125 1127
100 101,3 102,4 102,6

1713 1750 1771 1733 •

ion 101,3 103,1 104,1
1201 1216 1229 1214
100 101,2 102,3 101,1
313 312 321 320-
100 99,7 102,6 102,2
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Stocks in wholesale trade showed a decrease in January and
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Movement of prices
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In spite of a certain increase ift the total and individualgroups of indices of prices which havo resulted from separatereasons of a transitory character ( because of the increase of
Prices of fuel, increase of prices of textile confectionswhich receives its raw materials today at freely-ostablished prices,as well as of the unimportant increase in the price of furniturebecause of increased transport tariffs - and on the ether side on^ount of the increase of the price of some agricultural productsconditioned by the season and accommodation of prices of wine andspirits at the general level), the level of prices, considered "s awhole, nad a tendency to stabilisation.

Circulation of money and coupons
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of prices at a level which was reached st the end of last' year
(abstracting unimportant transitory increased) shows the balance
of purchase and goods funds and offers a favourable prospect for
the further harmonisation of the general level of prices*

The normal yield of agricultural products in this economic year
should produce a certain decrease in prices of agricultural pro-
ducts, which would result in a oarallel decrease of prices of
industrial goods in corresponding proportions*

( TRGQV INSKI PggnTjiD - 19th June, 1952).

THE USE OF SUBSIDIES FOR THE LOWERING OF PRICES OF GOODS WHICH ARE
HflTTlN DEMAND

The problem of sale of goods which are not in demand boils down
in fact to the question of a right use of turnover means and on the
question. of the level of expenses in trade, in regard to the new
rate of interest. Goods which remain in stock for a long time in
enterprises binds a portion of turnover means and makes them
unemployable for normal circulation. The rates of interest on
such means, which are now much greater than formerly, become month
in month out an expenditure which seriously increases expenses of
trade,

.
Particularly so under conditions of the new wages system,

which is based on differences in orice, material and other expenses
of the enterprise influence the level of the wages fund of the
employees

. .

Therefore, the stocks of goods which are not in demand
deprease directly the wages fund of the employees in trade,
Therefore each enterprise and its complete workers' collective is
interested .in liberating itself from stocks which are not in demand.

Means obtained need not be used immediately

Trade enterprises have received in the past few days subsidies
from the State for the decrease of prices of goods which are not
in demand i This measure should eliminate ultimately the conse-
quences of the former distributive system in trade and to make
possible for the enterprises normal, trading in the future. The
use of thus obtained subsidies which suits best the interests,
^epresentsi a problem* which must occupy the attention of workers'
collectives and executive organs of all’ trad*, enterprises. Practice
has shown in the last few days already certain defficienc.es in
regard to the employ of obtained subsidies - which are contrary
to the correctly conceived interests of the enterprise. In the first
place, subsidies,when the enterprise has already obtained them,
lose the character of outside means and become a component part
of the turn over means of the enterprise on which the State -has
no pretentions to get them back. And this means that the obtained
means need not be necessarily used at any price immediately to
the full extent. If the momentary situation of the enterprise does
not require to engage fully the means ot disposal in this period,
the enterprise should not lower prices to such an extent, which
get the character of spoiling prices in order to achieve a
transitory and shortlived increase of trade.

Another occurrence of wrongly conceived proper interests which
has been remarked is that some enterpries use in a linear manner
means for lowering the price of a large number of articles

, so ti-.-.t
. with really. unsalable goods the lowering of prices is not
sufficient to revive the sale of these articles, while with articleswhich are in demand the lowering of price • not at all necessary.

How. some .enterprises, used incorrectly subsidies,

The most serious irregularity while lowering prices was ma4e
by those enterprises, which have carried out this decrease in pripe
or normal saleable goods, while the prices of goods which are not
In demand and who are in stock for a long time because of highprices and poor quality, were not at all decreased . Their calcu-
a on more
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profitable to make use of this occasion to gain customers and to
.

compete with other enterprises in the locality, to increase tr
,
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anyhow I • even at lower prices and that it is more profitable to

use these means for more lucrative objects.

Such a calculation is obviously short- sighted and directly
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Besides this, enterprises should bear in mind that Jradetakjs
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The ’price policy in enterprises is one of
.

the most important

and responsible activities where all the members of ihe workers

t

collective should participate compulsively* , ,
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(. TRGOVINSKI, tPRFQLED June 19,1952 ) •

DISCUSSIONS ,
OF - NEW .. QRGANISATION^OF : PBQPjLElS

-BY M6sa~P-IJADE v: '

,
. ry- <

At the 'invitation of the Association of University professors and

other • scientific workers
?
Mosa Pijade, Vice-President of tne

Praesidium of the People-^ s Assembly of the FPRY gave, a lectupe. con-

cerning ’the pre-draft, of the Law on the .Constitution concerning tne

Supreme, Federal, Republican and autonomous organs of authority at

the Mathematical Faculty in Belgrade*

At the beginning, Mosa. Pijade stressed that it is not possible as

yet to give some full and definite formulations and postulates in

this extremely voluminous and Important work and exposed shortly the

history of the development, of our socialist democracy*

In the second* part of/his* lecture, Mosa' Pijade referred, to the

most important "postulates which; should be introduced in * the project
of the Law on the Constitution and. which, most probably, will make
the basic structure of this law* Besides this, he referred to

some details which in .the, .present ph^e -of discu;3aipn ; have been
accepted as the most acceptable ones*‘

- One of the, most i^po^rtant characteristics. p.£ -the* new system
is the Producers ? Council, in representative bodies, beginning from
District, and Town Councils to the Federal Assembly* This is an
order' which will represent, a powerful bulwarkito bureaucracy and
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state capitalistic elements. This is a guarantee that our revolu-
tion will not be distorted*

Another important characteristic is that the central organs will
keep only those functions which cannot be .'execute:*! by the basic
organs of the People’s Authority, functions which belong to the
whole society as a whole and which must 'be executed in a democratic
manner.

The project has the intention that the principle of uniformity
of authority - a principle whose values were understood during the
war and proclaimed already in Jajce at the Second Session of the
AVN0J - concerning a matter which is more real than it- wasethe case
at present* This has to be secured by the role of the People’s
Assembly as the sovereign supreme organ of authority, which con-
centrates in itself both legislative functions and executive
authority through its proper organs. The basic project will be
devoted mainly to federal organs of authority * In a few words only,
so to speak, in a few 'sentences, this project will refer to
Republican and autonomous organs of authority, as much as to give
the most basic principles which would secure the uniformity of
the system in the whole state. All the rest has to be .produced by
the republics themselves, through their basic laws, and by autonomous
units through their statutes.

In the first place stands the People’s Assembly as the represen-
tative body of the people of our country, as the supreme executor
of its sovereign rights and as the supreme organ of authority in the
framework of those rights which belong to federations,-’ Strict
attention is paid that the sovereignty of our 6 republics must be
respected and that nothing should be taken for the federation which
could not be executed by the- republics themselves or by lower organs*

r District and town deputies will be elected directly by the
electors* The number of inhabitants which will elect one deputy
has not been e stablished as yet. Most probably we shall keep to the
project that one deputy should come for every 70,000 inhabitants.
Thus we would have'

.

about 2S0 district and town deputies to
which, number one should add 83 republican and autonomous deputies
because each republic -would elect 12, while the Voj.vodina 7 and, the
Kosmet 4 respectively, namely - only 83

,
so that the Federal Council

in its full composition would have about 36O or so deputies. If we
add to this that the Producers’ Councils according to the project
should have half or up to 2/3 of the number of deputies in the
Federal Council, this would be yet an assembly of more than 530-540
deputies.

Mosa Pi jade went on to say .that the mandate of the d eputies of
the Producers’ Council should last two years and concerning their
number, according to the population of a republic, and speaking
later concerning the committees of the Assembly’s Councils he said
that the pre-draft has not elaborated sufficiently their competence.
Too much attention has been paid to the Committees of the Praesidium,
so that one has got the wrong impression that in the case of the
existence of these committees of the Praesidium the Assembly's
Committees would be superfluous, that they would not have anything
to do, an impression was formed that the Praeisidium has become
some sort of a government. On account of this, while elaborating
further the project, attention will be paid that these matters
should be cleared up sufficiently.

There were opinions, on account of that disagreement, that one
might abolish the Committees of the Praeisidiuiji and that the
Assembly. itself might administer also executive authority directly
through its committees. However, there is no such Assembly, nor
can _ it exist, nor can such a body take up such a role of daily
administration of functions of authority. The Praesidium is here,
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but conceived only as a separate organ of the Assembly, its organ
to whom is entrusted the administration of daily work.

The project will underline the collective character of the

activities of the Praesidium, because its committees are nothing
else but a supplementary means in the internal division of work,

- A novelty which is introduced by this Law on the Constitu-
tion is the President of the Republic. This institution is intro-
duced out of practical reasons, which we have felt in these past

few years, particularly in regard to abroad end also otherwise.
According to this project on the Constitution and according to

proposals which have come later, the President of the Republic is

elected by the Assembly from the ranks of the deputies, in fact
from the ranks of deputies which have been elected to the
Praesidium and consequently by electing the President of the

Republic, tne Assembly separates from the Praesidium one of its

members to whom it allocates this function* He remains e deputy
with all his rights' and duties as a deputy, only he does not vote
in the Assembly* He is responsible for his work to the People 1 s

Assembly, which has in regard to him the same rights which it has
towards the Praesidium, The mandate of the President of the
Republic lasts as long as the mandate of the Assembly,

- How will the organs of authority look in this new system?
The Federal Government and the Republican Governments as separate
and independent administrative organs exist no longer. The organs
of authority £ et an administrative character. The men who are at

the head of the administration as state secretaries are only
officials* they cannot be deputies and are responsible for tneir
work to the Praesidium and to the People 1 s Assembly* although
they will have in such a position sufficient independence and
power of authority to execute their functions at the head of the
institution* State officials who are in the ranks of organs of

administration will not be deputies, namely by being elected as
deputies they will lose their position*

The army will be able to have its deputies in the Assembly,
but how they will be elected end other problems in connection with
this have not been solved as yet* In general, there are still
many detailed problems which must be studied, but we hope that we
shall be able by October to present this project on the Constitu-
tion to the Assembly for solution.

At the end, Mosa Pijade said that there are still difficultie
which must be overcome during the drawing-up of this great
project, but that they will be surmounted and that this great
constitutional reform will produce great and gratifying results*

( POLJTIKA - 27tn June, 1952}*
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SOCIAL PROTECTION OF EMPLOYED PEOPLE _ ,

One hears a great deal lately about a great number of meetings

and numerous discussions within the collectives
,

^devoted to ns

protection of employed people, hygienic and technical protection ol

work.

This is s very positive occurrence. This problem existed in fact

formerly, but now- under new conditions -in the first place
s
unuer

conditions of self v management ' by-workers , the concern -or the man

must be ever more expressed as the most direct interest of so-ie y,

primarily of the collective where he works c

This interest cannct be comprehended in a rougn, business

sense of the word
,
although even such a calculating anaiysj.3 wouau

show up a great number of the collectives as wasters because or vne

relatively frequent j bddyiinjtriftc- and as a consequence a large numbei

of unnecessasarily lost working days.

In 'the building industry and in building in •. tM- whole of Yugo-

slavia 2,335.117 working days ware lost last year on account ox

accidents and different illnesses and social insurance paid ouu

437,121 o 106 dinars o In the 'building industry in Slovenia
^

in the first

three months of this year, where otherwise building technique is in

general on a high level there were 322 accidents ..at work 3

It ±b aot; Lnrtrftha qv&.v+Avn cf i only land -primarily of. damage

done to our economy <. It is the question of social interest
?
as a

humane and noble striving of the socialist community to protect the

working man, to secure 'f'o&ihim at his job ever better conditions of

work 0 Is not this interest expressed most clearly in all the plans
of new objectives, where bright and healthy factory halls are pro-

vided for, different protective means and hygienic installations ^ in

ordert to offer to our working man at his job all the op o brittle

s

which will make his work, nicer and more enjoyable*

This is in fact the essnce of the -problem*

Distorted conceptions in some of our collectives that expenditure
on hygienic and technical protection of work are unnecessary expenses
and Unprofitable exist* This' is foreign to our socialist community*.
One must not permit that on account of the slcggan - of struggle form as

.great a production as possible and rapid construction, bureaucratic
indifference to conditions of work ’ should infiltrate in our workers 1

.

collectives* And such occurrences' exjUrt*

In the collective of the hydro-electric power-station "Buzenica”,
which otherwise since the very beginning is surpassing all norms in
building, 4 workers were accidentally killed* At the hydro-electric
power station "Mali Zvornik" more than 100 members of the collective
were seriously injured and otherwise in the month of April. At the
recent plenum of the CG of Building Workers of Yugoslavia it was.
brought forward that some building enterprises on ^ects, in which
are invested 30 to 40 million dinars put aside only 30 to 40 million
dinars for hygienic-technical protection.

In our society man represents the highest value. For him, and
not for some abstract people, we are building socialism* The care
about such a man has been entrusted to the collective, where he is
trained daily as a conscious builder of socialism* But as much as
the collective is not up to this task and its directors neglect this
task out of misconception, then the society must intervene through
its organs , immediately and in a decisive manner*

The services of the Inspection of Work have not been always
efficient.: SQ.-fer

1

,
rapid and energetic,. The social interest demands

that, as it has already been shown at many meetings of Party and
Labour Union organisations, that these services should strengthen
their control over the hygienic and technical protection in enter-
prises. itself,
because it is responsible for this matter to society

„

( BORBA - 2$th June. 1952)

»
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MEETING OF THE ECONOMIC CollwCIL OF THE YUGOSLAV GOVERNMENT; ,,PRIOR
TO THE ^OR^aNIsATIuN Oi ^rHE ~1SC0NDT»1IC a^PiARATIJS

A meeting of the Economic Council of the FPRY Government was

held in Belgrade together with the Presidents of Economic Councils
and Councils for Legislature of the republics.* Reorganisation of

the economic apparatus was discussed;, The present economic
institutions, namely * councils

,
will unite into a uniform apparatus

of Economic Councils, which v.
rill function as transitory forms until

the new Law on the Constitution

.

The basic distribution of activities in this uniform appara-
tus will be made in 2 sectors: economic-planning and administre»v-.

tive-judicial . The economic-planning section *13! work on the

preparation of proportions of its Gocial Plan, perfection of its

scientific methods of planning, economic analysis end balance
sheets* The administrative- -judicial sector will study and pro-
pose organisational economic problems and administrative measures*
The present administrative regulations and decrees *wno are not in

harmony with the development of relations in production and in the

economic system in general in our country era 'Kith feeir perspectives
will be substituted with several economic laws.

The reorganisation of the economic apparatus means at the
same time also the liberation of a great number of state employees
and experts (about 5,000} who will be allocated other positions in

the economic apparatus of District and Town People 1 s Committees*
This will raise to a great extent the professional level of the
People’s Committees, whose role today in the new economic system,
is much more important than formerly. The People’s
Committees, as well as federal and republican economic apparatus,
will prepare the proportions of the social plans in the limits of
their rights, complete data concerning production and distribution
of the national revenue in the districts, the carrying-out of
legal regulations in economy, etc*

Most of the experts for the Feopie’s Committees and enter-
prises, after the unification of the economic apparatus will be

given by the Republican Councils for Industry* _As we learned,
about 15 highly-qualified exports of tils. council in B 5s H will
be appointed as directors in large economic enterprises and 2$ of
them will take up duties as chief engineers in different industrial
enterprises. In the other republics the situation is more or less
the same* The People’s Committees are already preparing the
necessary measures to take ovfer these experts and employees

,

Besides engineers of different professions, the enterprises
will be greatly strengthened with exoerienced commercial ists
after the execution of the • unification •>

Such a cadre is particu-
larly needed by production, because a large number of our workers 1

collectives do. not find their way in commercial affairs* As
learned the greatest number of employees who are foreseen for
appointment to People’s Committees of districts and towns, as well
as economic enterprise have an* university education and a
professional experience of long standing*

( BORBA - 26th June, 1952).
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COMPETITION IN HONOUR OF SIXTH CONGRESS OF ,T_HE._CPY

inTtiattve of Members ~of people ? s front of Serbia

Many of the People Front organizations of Serbia have decided

at their meetings to hold competitions in honour of the oxx^h Congress

of the CPY, , Members of the People’s Front gave the incentive for these

competitionS/^Srl mainly consist of political, culturaj.-educational and

physical culture work, health education and improvements of towno an

villages.

The People’s Front organizations will compete with!

their respective districts; however, there are examples

Front committees of some of the districts have invitee. *

in other districts of Serbia or of other republics to cc

example, the PF committee of the district
the Sixth Congress of the CPY,
the districts of the Kosovo and Metohija region, the Pi1

the Zajecar district in Serbia, the PF committee in ^ the

^

Gostivar in Macedonia and the PF committee of the distri

in Montenegro!

of Djajovxca,
has challenged all the PF

n the limits of
where People’s
F organizations
rnpete, For
in honour of
committees in

committee of
district of
ct of Ivangrad

The- members of the People’s Front of the District of Djajovica have

envisaged in the program of competitions the building oi roads, bridges,

fountains and wells, the completion and building of schools on^which

work has already started and the building of new schools as wexo. as^

dispensaries and cooperative homes. In the invitation for competition

sent to the mentioned PF committees in Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia

proper, there is also an item for organising members in the struggle ior

protection of public property.

One of the numerous PF organizations which will participate in the

competition is that of the district of Trstenik, which has invited to

competition all the PF committees of all the districts, in Seroxa, Ihis

competition should start on 1st July*
( BQRBA - 28th June, 1952)

THE MAYOR 0F~ ISTANBUL IS COMING TO 0UR.C^)I1NTRY

We learn that the Mayor of Istanbul, Dr 0 Fahretim Gekaj, will
visit Yugoslavia probably towards the end of July,

As has already been reported, a Turkish Parliamentary Delegation
will come to Yugoslavia : towards the end of July or at- the beginning
of August . It is -said in Belgrade that the visits of these high person-

alities will represent a notable sign of friendly rapprochement between
fhe two countries* (Yugopress)

( BQRBA - 28th June,/ 1952

[RENOVATION OF THE YUGOSLAV FREE ZONE IN SALONIKA

Yugopress learns that very soon work on the renovation of the
Yugoslav free zone in Salonika Harbour will begin. Experts are already
busy on plans for the reconstruction of the zone.

As it is known, during the last month of the war, the Yugoslav
Free Zone in Salonika Harbour was completely destroyed, and all the
installations, warehouses, magazines and buildings were .razed.

All the reconstruction and installation, work will be done .by a

Yugoslav enterprise, and an agreement on this was r ecently reached
between representatives of the Yugoslav and Greek Governments,

Under the 1923 Convention, Yugoslavia was given for free use 76 square
kilometres (?-Ed) of Salonika Harbour, Until the war, this free zone
represented an important business centre which used to handle about
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250,000 to 300,000 tons of goods (lording and unloading),^ Yugoslav
export experts believe that in the present situation traffic in the

Yugoslav Zone at Salonika could be considerably greater than before

the war. It is believed in Belgrade that the exchange of goods not

only with Greece but also with the countries of the Near East could
be promoted through this zone.

( DORBA - 23th June, 1952)

SITUATION IN ZONE A OF THE FTT
Slovenis fo fib idCeN toTJse theIr language at meetings of Trieste city
COUNCIL (Trieste, 27th June)

In commenting on the first meeting of the newly elected City Council
of Trieste, Primorski Bn

e

vn i V- notes that this meeting represents one of
the most shameful pages in the history of the co-callcd ’'Defenders of

Democracy 11 in Trieste. The Slovenes of Trieste, says the paper, are^

still fighting for the . most elementary human right of the use of their
mother tongue. The irredentists, who in the pre-election campairu
appealed to the Slovenes in the Slovene language to vote for them, the
day before yesterday made noise in the City Hall to prevent the use of

the Slovene language and shouted to Slovene representatives that they
!tdo not understand that language, t!

For the population of Trieste, concludes Primer3k 1 Dneynik, the

meeting of the newly elected City Council is anctner irrefutaole proof
of what the Italian irredentists consider tc be democracy and protection
of human rights. (Tanjug)

*****

SLOVENES PROTEST TH'- PUTTING INTO EFFECT OF THE DECISIONS OF THE LONDON
CONFERENCE (Trieste, 27th June)

The night before last, at the meeting of the Liberation Front of

the Fourth City V/ard of Trieste a resolution was adopted protesting the

putting into effect of the decisions of the London Conference. The

population of Trieste, it is said in the resolution, do net want the

bureaucrats from the Government in Rome. The population of Trieste
is sufficiently mature to elect from its midst men who can administer
the territory without any interference by foreigners. The. present
attitude of the Italian Government towards the Slovene national . minority
in Italy and the experiences of the long years of Italian rule in Trieste
show sufficiently clearly the hostile attitude of the Italian adminis-

trators towards the Slovenes '

y therefore, the Slovenes will, it
.

is said
in yie resolution, fight for their rights and for the realization of

th^decisions of the Peace Treaty with respect to the FTT. (Tan jug)

v / *****

TRIAL OF COMINFORM SPIES OPENED IN BUJE
(Buje, 2?th June)

—

Yesterday the Circuit Court in Buje opened the trial of seven
persons charged with espionage and anti-popular activities in favour of

the Cominform. The following face trial: Anton JUGOVAC
.

from. Buje',

Gaetano PEG0RAN0 from Venice, residing in Porto Rosa, Guiseppi DAVAND0
from Piran, Anton RAK from Dubrave, Guiseppi S0LIERI from Trieste,
Aldo GALUZZI from Modana

,
livint in Umag and Anita SALIC from Momjana,

All the accused had been collecting confidential political. and
economic data in the Yugoslav Zone of the FTT and had been submitting
it to the Cominform leadership in Trieste. The accused had also been
conducting hostile propaganda against popular authority.

Anton Jugovac, who heads the list of the accused, admitted yester-

day during his interrogation that he had been receiving from Theodore
BALBI

,
a Cominform agent in the Cominform headquarters in Trieste,
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directive? concerning the data which he had to collect in the Yugoslav

Zone and instructions on how to communicate this data to the Cominform

leadership in Trieste. He also admitted having drawn into this anti-

popular work the other six persons who now face trial. The trial is

continuing. (Tanjug) . .

(B0RBA - 28th June, 1952)

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL FOR INDUSTRY_A ND PUBLIC
THE OBJECTS HAVE BEEN DESIGNATED WHICH VJlLl

YEARNS CONSTRUCTION

OF THE
BE fflVEF"PREFERENCE IN THIS

Changing over to the new method of financing the key projects of

capital construction demands - the prior confirmation of. tne correct

standing of individual objects, of how the concern over these projects
can be turned, over to the social community . This is why the material
on the condition of investment construction envisaged in the ^ Social
Plan, which up to now has been managed by federal and republic agencies
and which in the near future should be transferred to the peoples f

committees and the enterprises, has been classified along with the pre-

parations for the reorganization of the federal and republic economic
apparatus. At yesterday T s meeting the Council for Industry and Public
Works of the FPRY, presided over by Minister-President Svetozar
Vukmanovic

,
this matter was studied.

According to the opinions of the representatives of the republic
councils, there exist considerable differences in prices for construc-
tion in individual republics which were either brought about at the
time of recalculating the valueof material from the old to the new
economic prices or as the result of the increase .in the volume of work.
The greatest increases which resiilted in the change*, over to the new

^

economic prices showed up in Croatia and Serbia, but the representatives
of these republics did not present convincing reasons to justify this,

situation. Steel mills are being built in Sisak and Zenica, for.
example, under practically the same conditions but the construction
work in Sisak is much more expensive. Therefore, it we s decided that
experts confirm the estimates for individual projects and on the basis
of their opinions a decision will be made to increase finances for
their completion.

The increase in construction expenses as a rese.lt of. the increased
amount of work was brought about because individual objects were not
initially introduced in the original list for this year because of the
lack of blueprints or because there was not a sufficient amount of money
provided for their construction. Along with this, the representatives
of the republics were seeking an increase of credit and. for the
construction of some projects which are not included in the Social
Plan. The entire documentation on the condition of work in the construe
tion of individual key objects of capital construction, provided by the
Federal Social Plan for this year, will be classified during the course
of the coming month as to how they can be turned over to the local
social community which in the future will concern itself with their
completion 0

The conclusions which were reached at the meeting of the Council
decided as to what manner of action will be taken with key objects in
whose construction difficulties are appearing as the res It of the
shortage of blueprints, subsequent introduction in the Plan, etc. The
work on objects which appear in the original lists, but ‘for which
additional credit is needed for their completion because of mistakes
in their planning which resulted from the lack of blueprints, will be
resumed. In the same way work will be resumed on those key objects
which were not completed last year. If there are sufficient finances
work will also be resumed on those objects which were started last
year but on which work had to be stopped this year. Under the same
conditions, work will start on those objects which were not provided
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for in the plan and where possibilities exist for their completion by
the end of this year. The Council also decided that in allocating
additional means for the capital construction of key objects specific
attention be paid to the needs of PR Macedonia*

The Council then studied the position of the drawing up of blue-
prints and on concluding contracts on the delivery of equipment for
the key objects. In conclusion the Council examined the assignment of
highly skilled cadres from the federal and republic economic apparatuses
which must go to work in individual key enterprises after the
reorganization

.

( PCLITIKA - 27th June, 1952)

YUGOSLAV AIRWAYS PL/ ME FORCRD TO LAND IN ITA LY

Three passengers armed with revolvers forced the pilot of the
passenger plane which runs on the Zagreb-Pola line to change its
course and to land at an airport near Folicno in Italy the day before
yesterday. It is learned that the crew of the plane and all the

^

passengers, with the exception of the attackers* returned yesterday
by the same plane to Yugoslavia.

{

P

OLITICA - 2#th June, 1952)

HUNGARIANS BUILDING FORTIFICATIONS ANP CARRYING OUT MILITARY EXERCISES \

ALONG THE TUG(5'sC?.
V

~BORDER

Yugopress learns that Hungarian troops have of late been intensively
building along the Yugoslav border pillboxes and heavy machinegun nests,
digging trenches and putting up barbed-wire entanglements, P particular
activity in this respect has been noted in the sector between tne towns
of Zala and Kerke and in the sector of the town of Segedin (Szeged)
where several rows of trenches shoulder-height are being built.

New airports are being built and old ones repaired in Hungary,
especially in the vicinity of the Yugoslav border. Work is also going
on in the improvement of strategically important railway and road
communications, particularly those connecting Hungary with the other
Satellite countries and with the Soviet Union or which lead towards
Yugoslavia. New sections of railway lines are being built, double-
gauge tracks are being laid and existing lines electrified ^ Work is
nearing completion on the building of a direct road from Moscow to

Szeged, in the vicinity of the Yugoslav border. Great strategic
importance is assigned to this road, which is 16 metres wide.

At a number of places near the Yugoslav border, troops are camping
under tents. The units which are camping there are carrying out day and

f

night exercises in which tanks and artillery units are also taking part
j

in addition to infantry. Those units which are camping at Dunsfoldvar i

are keeping a large number of pontoons and boats on the bank of the *

Danube. (Yugopress)
v

•

( POLITIKA - 2$th June, 1952)
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THE WORLD TN WHICH WE LIVE :
.LULLABY

calmness
6

and still more difficult to make them angry. It seems almost

Stfsible to disturb them Nevertheless the incident which

occurred in the northern waters ten ud,o ago s
;

0u
^;

a
,

spirits in Sweden so strong: ,
that for anyone who at .east

visited that beautiful northern country, and anct

seemingly restful, for the outer world
seem a^ost incredivle.

from Stockholm streets m a news A eel piclue o6yWl ~

It happened exactly 11 days ago From the coast of Sweden
Baltic to - search nrothar'

aarl er :’,a the
ine trouble.

a Swedish rescue piane flew off

Swedish plane "Dakota" type which was iO»» tnres u<u,

Baltic waters. It was supposed that the lost P-1-'—*0
“f,

r-""1 n J-

and that in the fog which was especially dense w.eu,the

could not find his way so that he crushed into the sea. When the

rescue plane flew over the Baltic, 15 miles from tne cobs* of

Estonia, two Russian fighters dived on it. Ine &adt o*

The completely unarmed Swedish rescue plane was in a very ohc.ru

time riddled with machine gun bullets the Russian plane, o

crushed into the sea*

The exasperation which seized Sweden was like a lava from a volcano

which was dormant for years. Almost at the same moment when ohe

news reached Stockholm, several thousand demonstrators, in that

otherwise always quiet city, marched towards the Russian Lmoaso/,

and the Swedish police had difficulties to prevent dangerous

expressions of dissatisfaction cf the crowd. - whicn carried atones

and was threatening. The excitement even with uhose rru-Su

calm spirits-, was the more greater because the owedish Government

after the loss of the "Dakota" requested the Soviet au.,horiuies

to help them in the search. Instead of that they snot . down tne

Swedish plane which took part in a pure humanitarian mission.

The Swedish Government immediately sent a sharp protest

against "acts of violence" demanding tn«*ptrasnmt-Wv
>

O^oUendcrs

and
-

to reedem the damage, • r?e

according to the old stereotyped habit: the Swedish plc-.n^, e

reply stated, violated the holly Russian territory arid even

opened fire. Such cynism after the pirate like attack .u t e air

far from the Russian territorial waters , even. by Russian

disputable measures, went beyond all the limits and oj-^enaeu

even the most unsensible hearts. Someone could nevertheless e

found who would be ready to concieve that sad episode over tne

Baltic as a regretable and perhaps even casual, mciueny
had not an' espionage trial began exactly at the same tirne^ a

trial which has not been conducted in Sweden for years, ^even,

Swedish citizens are indicted for "serious espionage activity
,

which under the Swedish law is punished by most rigid penalties.

The main accused are Enbon and Gjersford, correspondents oi -• e

organ of Sweden’s Communist Party from the
_
port city oi Luie.

This very nice small town is known to tourists throughout tie

world by the fact that there at the far Worth the sun can be seen

almost 24 hours passing from East to the West in front oi your

eyes. But this town is still more noted in Sweden by the importance

of its port, Iinbon and Gjersford collected information about

military manoeuvres, about the morale of Swedish troops, details

about military strongholds and handed all that ' an attache of

the Russian Embassy throughout ten years, from 1941 to 1951.
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All that what happened in the course of only a few days
broke In Scandinavia . the last illusions about the Russian
good intentions. By this the accords of a dangerous Russian
lullaby have probably been stepped for ever - at least in that
part of Europe, This is the lullaby about neutrals. The English
are especially afraid of its accords in Egypt and in the Near
East. The Russians are singing, that lullaby to these small
countries which under present conditions cannot i,nake tliam

their slaves, but are intending to take them over from the
influence > of the West. The motto is roughly this: You small
countries can buy your salvation and be spared in the future war
among the great ones if you remain neutral.

The fear of the English of this lullaby is understandable.
For the countries of the Near and Far East which experienced
the full weight of colonial and semi-colonial chains this may
seem to be very attractive, Men in these countries do not know
the Russians, the far away Russia .may 1 j >k ci them like a
good natured white bear who plays the balalaika ana is Bailing
ccmplaisantly,

Hovfr does it come that the melody is mw changed in Sweden?
Is it not the country which kept strict neutrality for exactly
139 years, She was neutral in both world wars. Wishing, to
safeguard her security and sedat^ne3S even after the war she
did not wish to enter into various western combinations and
drew upom herself a light anger of the West for stubborn refusal
to enter into the Atlantic Pact. Is that not an ideal neutral?

May be it is and the Russians know this well. But their
melodious lullaby has also its second part, its fortissimo
ending. It seems as if it is tested, now in the N ith. When the
neutral is sufficiently neutralized, then comes little and gradual
frightening, demonstration of strength, the? compulsion. The
good natured bear slowly begins to be changed into a gluttonous
wolf. Finland felt that very well more than a decade ago. For
the ’’security of the Soviet Union" she had to give up Carelia.
Has not the demonstration of strength and feeling ' the pulse
begun how in Sweden. Because the scraps cl’ the lest "Dakota"
found in the open sea, show that this plane was riddled with
bullets too.

But by that what has been seen the Russians have rushed -

chasing the fox they awoke the bear. The Swedes replied resolutely
firmly and sharply. They have nevertheless objected to the rumours
from the West which made use of this to point that the whole
incident could bring the Swedes into the Atlantic Pact community.

Swedes phepe at least for. the time being will not do this. But .

ougn their Sovereign they informed openly tne Russians to Keep
their hands off, that they will be firm in defending if the danger
enmes to their borders. All si^ns show that the events of the last
days suddenly united all the inhabitants of this northern country
rangin'* from isolationists to the followers of most active defence.
The traditional Scandinavian solidarity was again, felt.

This entire regretful event over the Baltic and the Swedish
embitterness gave a good lesson to the whole world. It is sure
that this melodious Russian song - sleep tight until I
swallow you up - will lose a great deal of its attractiveness therewhere they do not know the Russians and are still trusting them
because, it is always so with the Russians - as a witty western
diplomat once said: they have the charm of the unknown until you
get acquainted with them. As soon as you know them that disappears
and you feel ill at ease how to maintain contact. Is there anyone
who felt that trouble more than we did? /s/ M, Radoicic
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TTWT1TMTWISHED DANGER

tryin,
mam danger to- det ailo. When MacArvi ^ Manchuria
his Government, wanted to extend t-he Korean

about his
these men were not satisfied with Truma

clanger- induced

SL^^Si™ SSTt» !Si« «» Soviet Onion has not yet attacked

them, the Soviet danger is exaggerated.

It would not.be odd should the Isteet events in^orea^have

as a consequence similar reasonings. me nece
However

something on the river Yalu can be discusseu about^

everyone for whom such a question wou. > -
.

,

' his short-
er belittle everything else, would show by tlus only his snort

o-* o-htedness or interest- to preserve his own peace, wgsol.u

Europe is fortunate bocause its greatest statesmen got rid

of the Munich illusions, but u cocud no )

- disappeared "in Europe

,

psychology which Munich produced
,

completely disappeared m nuro,e.

Talks about exaggerated defence measures remind us of^the

days when the classic 'peacemakers of the
^®“J!

r
t
g®

r
f°te

W
of°

selling small nations. Daladier naving sealed the

Czechoslovakia in Munich, stretched himself as the aemoires

say, completely exhausted on a sofa and a* - o
^

Munich beer. He sold the independence of Jentlemen
this was at the cost of his nerves. ¥ou.,d all these gmelemen

with exposed nerves demanding of the present world not

prepare for defence, ask for Russian culinary
momatic

tomorrow? Are they not. aware, by what
PJ3;®

e
bJ

0^d
int?0dSS?ion

'

people pay each compromise which would only be an moiouuc

to aggression?

We raise such questions out of many reasons, on the We*t

there are men too who are conceiving their wisnes as xcality.

One of these charged - in the. name of peace - J J
lor

having resisted to the Moscovite hegemonism. That, namely,

brought. -, as he says,. to definite enslavement of satellites

the Russians were frightened of the .
effects

example!

Men who speak in such a way do. not see ®r

to see the essence of the Soviet policy. Be nee
,

^
, cos^

the Russian policy to disturb peace incessantly and at £ul c.

Moscow ascertains that it wishes, a unioed Germany and
^ v- ockade of

why in the course of four years it twice attempt* ^^ocKade o

Berlin or with similar measures to unable. an ef ec ^ A L
Or: in 1946/47 Moscow incited the depression m Iran backed the

Azerbaijan separatists, Explaining hm attitude otalia complainea

to the American Ambassador, how the West prevent* Russia to approach

the world's oil fields. But as soon as he saw that the West could

concede in Iran, he introduced a completely new pretext fox

Intervention - the security of Baku*

Conflicts which are moving on the edge of the world war

are necessary to Stalin. Beside conquest
them

his peoole with distrust and hatred
,
in 0

£
de

fny®5nin?s inflicted
more easily in subjugation. All punishments and warnings inflicted

upon Eastern Europe have not in the leas
^ weakening or

nf neutrals Regardless whether they points to the weaxening or

strengthening of Moscow, those are very
no?

P
finalI

insufficient measures. Measures which are neithe
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It happened that the whole theme fallson the day when four
years ago in Bucharest our revolution was tried* Many people

abroad will not recall this day. But something else is important

for them tool In June 1949 we lived in the period of the cancellation

of trade agreements by the East-Kuropean countries; in June 1950

the provocations of Bulgarian border patrols reacned their climax,

in June last year the kidnapping of our frontier guards took place

and a few days ago the Hungarian Government marked this "anniversary"

by mass flights of its planes over our territory. These are the

details of that unchaged anti-Yugoslav policy from the Last.

Yugoslavia does not forget this. Neither will forget the one who

considers himself as a faithful ally. /s/ J. 0.

( POLITIKA - 28th June, 1952}
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GREEK DELEGATION WILL STAY IN YUGOSLAVIA ELEVEN DAYS

(Belgrade 27th Junej

The Greek parliamentary delegation invited to Yugoslavia by the

PA of the FPRY will arrive on 6th July, in the evening, and stay in

> this country until the 17th July* It is expected that a Tugoslav

parliamentary delegation will go to Greece to return the visit soon

afterwards.

Members of the delegation, representing all Greek parliamentary

groups, will be present on 7th July at the celebration of the day of

revolt of the people of Serbia, in Belgrade • On this day they will

also lay a wreath on the Tomb of the Unknown ^oldier at Avala*

An official luncheon will be given in the Skupstina.in honour

of the guests', and on the evening of the same day there .will be a

reception for them in the Praesidium. of the PA of the JPR. Serbia®

On the 8th July the delegates will look over our chief city,

inspect various peasant working- cooperatives in the toyvodina, and

visit the Chief Committee of Autonomous Districts of the Voyvodina*

Marshal Tito will receive the delegation on the 9th«

After a three-day stay in Belgrade, the guests will tour
*

Sarajevo, Zagreb, Ljubljana, and Skoplje® The guests will break their

• journey from Ljubljana to Skoplje in order to meet some membersof the

People* s Assembly of the FPRY in Belgrade®

(B0RBA - 28

1

h June 1952)

PLENARY SESSION OF THE CC OF THE PEOPLE* S YOU^HJDF,^

As previously announced, the seventeenth extended session of
^

the CC of the PY of Yugoslavia begins in Belgrade at 9 o* clock this

mroning.

Tha agenda consists of the following: - ll- Discussion of certain

problems of youth work 2) Discussion of the projected statute of the

PY of Yugoslavia, and 3) the arrangements for a congress of the PY.

According to information from the Bureau of the CC of the PY, the

plenum will consider the proposal that the congress be held on

29th December this year, that is to cay, on the same day that the

first congress of the USAOY was held on, in 1942 *

i( B0RBA- 28th June 1942)

DISCUSSION OF OUR NEW INDUSTRIAL BRANCH
LARGE PLANT FOR ARTIFICIAL FIBRES—VISCOSE

For quite a long .time one commission of our experts has been at
work studying conditions for the construction of a factory for pro-
ducing artificial fibres—viscose . Viscose is a fibre which is
produced in the form of artificial silk, wool or cotton. We are
talking about a plan which is of great economic importance for our
economy and whose construction will last three to four years.

Revolution on the raw materials textile market

The production of artificial fibres was started on a large scale
in 1896 even though the idea for this type of production existed a
lot earlier than that. At the beginning artificial silk was expensive
substitute with poor physical and chemical qualities. But technicians
and chemists very quickly succeeded in producing a good and cheap raw
material which began to conquer the market. In 1898 viscose was
produced. Before the Second World War, it covered 80 percent of the
world production of artificial fibres. In 1903 the production of
artificial fA|kpreTO& 000 tons.
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Artificial fibres were increasingly squeezing the natural fibres
#

from the market because artificial fibres were considerably cheaper
and production was not restricted by natural conditions, land,
climate and similar. During the Second World War another artificial
fibre appeared on the market (nylon, perlon, etc,), and today in all
industrially developed countries all of these fibres are being
produced in great quantities and serve a multitude of purposes in

many industrial branches..

Our possibilities

Cellulose is the basic raw materials for the production of viscose.
It can be produced from beech wood or straw, V*e have this in consider-
able quantities. Sulphuric acid is also expended in great quantities
for transforming liquid viscose masses into hard fibres. We also have
plenty of this. Then you need caustic soda and other chemicals,
lignite or brown coal and so on. All of the basic raw materials
(except some dyes) can be found in sufficient quantities in our country.

The Five-Year Flan provides for producing new textile goods by
using domestic raw materials for the production of artificial fibres

from beechwood and lumber-mill wastes. If we take into consideration
that our needs are constantly increasing and that the production of

natural wool, cotton and silk is limited, then the production of

artificial fibres has an extraordinary economic importance for us.

The construction of this factory would not satisfy all the needs
of our country in respect to artificial fabrics but the production of

this factory would primarily satisfy the basic needs. Besides this,
the construction of this factory would greatly influence the promotion
of our textile oroduction and our foreign-trade balance,

20,000 tons annual production

The basic products which will be produced by this plant will amount
to about 3 ,100 tons of artificial silk, 15*500 tons of artificial wool
and cotton, then 700 tons of cellophane and 700 tons of "cord" silk,

A large amount of raw material will be necessary for this production.
According "to an estimate, the daily expenditures would be over 130
carloads of straw or 100 carloads of cellulose wood, about SO carloads
of lignite or over 50 carloads of brown coal, 10 carloads of industrial
salt end about 18 carloads of oth#r raw materials. This amounts to
about 200-240 carloads a day.

While artificial silk, cotton and wool serve for the production
of fabrics, "cord" silk is needed in the automobile industry as a base
for pouring cruse rubber and it is a lot better and more durable than
cotton fibres which are being used today. Cellophane has numerous
uses in food, tobacco and other industries, then it is also used for
packing products for export and similar.

The process of production will be mostly automatic so that only a

little over a thousand workers will be necessary, of which most of them
will be skilled and professional. This means that the factory is

highly profitable. And so products will be far cheaper than natural
fibres.

One or a number of factories ?

It is understood that the construction of this plant will add much
to our economy. It is estimated that the annual production will amount
to about 7 billion dinars. But the construction of this factory re-
quires the solution of a number of problems: communications, supply of
raw materials and similar. At the time of studying this problem, the
experts had to solve a number of things. They primarily discussed
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whether it was more profitable to construct one factory with a large
or two or three factories with smaller capacities in individual
republics. They agreed that it is better'to build one large factory,
located in the centre of the raw-materials base for from an economic
viewpoint and for general interests this is the best solution.

But at the time of studying what is best and most suitable, some
experts were influenced by particularistic notions and did not
consider economic interests in general. It is obvious that the question
deals with realizing a high accumulation (for production is very
economic, but nevertheless it is basic to assure the interests of the
entire Yugoslav economy)

,

The most economic thing to do is to build the plant at the lower
end of the Bosna or Drina Rivers; a definite decision has not been
issued. This region is given first consideration because it is in the

centre of the raw materials which will be used in great quantities
(lignite, wood and chemicals which can be obtained from Sabac, etc.),
while the transportation costs of the finished products to individual
republics will certainly be less, /s/ Ljubisa Ristovic

( BORBA - 24th June, 1952)

SIXTH SESSION O F THE DANUBE COMMISSION
, DT3CTJ35OTT5SI' YU^rJvTROPam"Tor REVISION OF THE RULE OF PROCEEDINGS
AND OF THE STATUTES HAS BEGUN
( Galatz

,
27th June)

At tod.- y's meeting of the Danube Commission at which discussion on
the third item of the agenda -Yugoslav proposal for revision of the Rule
of Proceeding and of the Statutes of the Danube Commission-the repre-
sentatives of Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria an-id Rumania tried to
deny the fact that the meetings of the Danube Commission have only a
formal character and the task of voting through what the Soviet
delegation had prepared in advance. The Hungarian delegate proposed
that Yugoslavia be offered the position of Assistant Secretary of the
Danube Commission, the position of Assistant Treasurer and some other
less important positions in the apparatus of the Danube Commission,
The Hungarian delegate accompanied with ironical remarks directed at
the Yugoslav proposal, for which reason the head of the Yugoslav
delegation, Dragoje Djuric, asked the President of the Danube Commission
to call the Hungarian delegate to order. The Czechoslovak, Bulgarian
and Rumanian delegates supported the Hungarian delegate that allegedly
an end should be put to the "abnormal occurrence" of Yugoslavia not
having a representative in the Secretariat and in the apparatus of the
Danube Commission.

After the speech by the Rumanian delegate, the meeting was
concluded. At today's meeting the resolution made yesterday by the
working group pertaining to the question of coordination of hydro-
meteoroligical service on the Danube was adopted. The next meeting
will be held tomorrow morning at which the Yugoslav and Soviet delegates
are expected to speak.

( POLITIKA - 2Sth June, 1952)
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uimniTwri ’H'B’.T ,TI OLERGYMBH FROM THE DISTRICT OF STRUGA

The Church Sub-committee for the district of Struga organised a

conference of clergymen from Struga and the district attended by delegates

from Skoplje and Ohrid as well. The clergyman Sinesija Popovski submitted

a repoSoJ the work of this Sub-committee* The participants then discussed

vaSS noting r.lislon and auparaSdtlon. Iha lahav.onn of

some Orthodox Merer aoi othor priests «os subjected *»• i„n Mam

for abuse of cultural backwardness of the poople m some paros of tms

district encouraging superstition for their own enej-ios

At the end of this conference greetings telegrams were sent to the

Church Committee for Macedonia and comrade Lazar Khlisevsid.©

(WJA MAgjOOIXJA - 33nd June, 1953)

REGARDBTG A SEBMOS BY A SLQVBEB

In Trieste a whole scandal appeared to happen because of a se™°^eld

.
: .hp the Slovene Salesian monk Cvetko. The ir*ffiste Bishop Santin. having

learnt that on that occasion the church was full of Slovene believers

requested from Cvetko to leave Trieste without any further de^ay. As

he had no appropriate travelling permit, Cvetko continued performing his

duty until a permit for transfer was issued© Then ©he ,readers Oj. tne

Salesian order in Torino as well as the Bishop Santm nimself suspended

Cvetko ,!a divini ,!
*

Eecently the Trieste Bishop Santin called or, the leaders of the

Salesian order in Torino. The object of this vAsit was to outline the

policy of Italian irredentists before the general session o,.. leadeis of

the Salesian order took place© It was also necessary to see 0

Salesian monks in Trieste were going to back to a larger extern; the

Fascist campaign waged by the Bishop Santin and according y su*pen a

Salesian monks of Slovene origin in the same manner as Cvetko was reliev

of duty. As a result -Mw would not dare to preach m olovene in Trieste,

This conference was held in the spirit of"Chi’istian love » Remits

did not fail to be produced. The leaders of the mlesians issued an order

to the head of Salesian monks in Trieste Zigiotti concerning a prohibition

of letting one single Slovene even spend a night in their cloister in

Trieste. In Torino preparations are being made upon instructions trom

Don Tirrineo for this general meetinguuder the following, slogan. Trieste

belongs to Italy" and "Italy has sacrificed half a million soldiers. for

Trieste", Salesian magazines carry articles of the escaped war criminal

Dr, Blatnik as well as of other members of the White Guard written xn a

hostile spirit against Yugoslavia, The object of all these asriicles is

to support "the just struggle for the spreading of Christ s teachings

waged "by the Bishop Santin 511

*

Such a behaviour of the Bishop Santin is very similar, to that of

the Bishop Eozrnan who in the same manner suspended the Partisan clergymen*

Professor Lamp ret and the priest Bajt were excommunicated for these

same reasons* Today in our country there is nobody including the.

clergymen who could believe in the necessity of time excommunications *

suspensions and discrimination of clergymen members of the Cyril-Methodius

Association under the pretext that all that was necessitated by religious

reasons* Today all honest citizens in our country are aware of the fact

that all that is nothing else but political manoeuvres, of the Vatican,

and the representative of the Nunciature Msgr* Oddi dined at the abolition

of the WRY and the establishment of a Central European Catholic Federation*

For this purpose they also used some clergymen in our country with the object
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of claiming that religion is being persecuted here- owing to the fact that

this is to the benefit of their own aspirations.

The espionage activity of Dr. Dlatnik during the National Liberation

Struggle and today, when ho is engaged upon the organisation of an

espionage network in our country issuing instructions from Nome, has

already been exposed. The monastery at Eakovnik was a centre of thj

White Guard where numerous publications wore p'intid. . ihe activity

of Salesian monk Span is today following the sane lines in Sloveniae

On the basis of Buch a stand adopted by Salesian monks in Torino

and the leaders of the Salesian Order in Slovenia during the occupation

and after the liberation, one can easily understand- what the role of the

leaders of Salesian students of theology in Ljubljana is. *u. si

still maintain links through couriers with the escaped uaxecian mo s

continuing to work under their instructions. Therefore tee allegations

made by the public saying that something is wrong there are quite

justifiable.

(Signed) Sasa Vrhovec

(SLQTjHSKI POaOGSTJSO - June 26, 1952)

WHEN IS MR. VOVK SQIM 10 CSA5D WITH HIS 070PATIONS?

The workers from Jesenice sent a message to Mr 0 telling him

not to cone to Jesenice for confimation andthus provoke the people who are

embittered because of his behaviour especially displayed in the recent

time. Our workers havo learnt what the contents circular letters

issued by Mr, Vovk and their political background. Therefore these

workers also told him that in case he might turn they would be

compelled to send him back. 3ut Mr. Vovlc failed to take this warning

into consideration and last Sunday arrived in Jesenice. Probably he

believed that in that manner he could commit one of his heroic deeds

thus becoming a ''martyr” and furnishing an "argument” on the persecution

of religion to be used by his sympathisers. In fact in our country-

religion as such is not being persecuted but only those who are using

it as a screen for their hostile and anti-national activity. Por this

reason exactly the wrokers prevented Mr, Vovk from coming to esenice

last Sunday, Nevertheless, although he had an obv. as ir.tBntion of

provoking the people, he failed in achieving that owing to the fact that

a large number of working people sent him back to Ljubljana in a 4U 8

and dignified manner. As a result Mr. Vovk had to smile and instead of

appearing as a "hero” or a "martyr", he played the role of a clown, He

maintain that Mr. Vovk deliberately attempted to provoke an incident

and therefore condemn all acts of this kind which have nothing else,

as an object but to furnish "argument

s

M on the persecution of religion

in our couftb/y to the benefit of the enemies of Yugoslavia#

( SLOVENSKI POIOCEVALEC - June 26, 1952)
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HEADLINES

P.l

BORBA 29th June 1952

PLENUM OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE PEOPLE'S YOUTH OF

YUGOSLAVIA

STATEMENT BY DR. GRUBER TO THE CORRESPONDENT OF "NEUE

WIENER TAGESZEITUNG"

HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATION MOSTE TO BE PUT INTO OPERATION

TODAY

WITHDRAWAL OF OUR REPRESENTATIVES FROM BULGARIA: YUGOSLAV

DIPLOMATS ARRIVED IN BELGRADE LAST NIGHT

SESSION OF THE DANUBE COMMISSION AT GALAC

AGAINST THE REMNANTS OF THE PAST (Editorial by Vida Tomsic)

REGULATIONS ON SOCIAL INSURANCE OF CO-OPERATIVE MEMBERS

UNDER WAY

P.2. Party conference of the Zagreb region
*

• Political events.': .

Session of the legislative committee and the committee

for people's author ity of the National Assembly of

' People's committee of the Kapodistna district adopted

social plan and budget

BURMESE DELEGATION VISITS CENTRAL CO-OPERATIVE UNION OF .

THE FPRY

Anniversary of the battle of Kosovo

Experiences of local authorities: People's Committee

of Skonlje district develops forms of socialist ,

democracy

Draft regulation on pensions to be considered soon

DECISIONS OF THE COUNCIL OF ACADEMIES OF SCIENCE CONCERNING

RELATIONS WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Letters to the editor: _

Unhealthy state to be removed at the Faculty^of Arts .in

Belgrade by mutual understanding and good will
Geographical maps of pre war edition - on sale l?

Could our requests be met?

P.3 . Concerning. London agreement on reply to USSR note- about

Germany * invisible but definite sociax^st oppoujluxCU
>!<

Another release of Anna P&uker?

NORWEGIAN MINISTER IN BELGRADE DECORATED WITH THE MEDAL
OF THE YUGOSLAV STANDARD

Trygve lie in Paris
>]<

The Balkans and the aspirations of Rome (Article by Jasa Lev*i)
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P.3. Events in Korea: Installations on the river Jalu bombed
for the fourth time

*

"In the name of their own peace" (Article by Zdravko Pecar)
P.4. *

FIVE BULGARIAN CITIZENS ESCAPED TO OUR COUNTRY
*

SENTENCE PRONOUNCED ON CODIN’FORM SPIES AT BUJE

Officials of Rumanian ministries charged with corruption

Work of United Nations organisation: A significant victory
of small and underdeveloped countries (Article by Ivan Zic)

*

ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE BORDER: TALK WITH CUR DIPLOMATIC
REPRESENTATIVES WHO RETURNED FROM SOFIA YESTERDAY

*

Letter from Paris: riddle remains unsolved (Article by
Miroslav Vitorovic)

P.7. *

Peak of electrification: eight hydroelectric power stations
will be completed next year

*

Latest news:
Conference of the International Labour Organisation
comes to a close (Reuter)

Shinwell demands special UN session (Tanjug)
Arrest of the leader of CP of Canada
Sentences for sabotage in Eastern Berlin (AFP)

POLITIKA

P. 1. CALLS ON MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
*

London talks (Article by M.M.)
>!«

P.2. Militarization of Soviet satellites: Hungary arming speedily
*

P.3, fifth anniversary of annexation of Slovene Littoral to
Jugoslavia celebrated at Ajdovwcina today

Tourism and prices; summer resorts in Slovenia are
excellently arranged but owing to high prices hotels
are half empty (by M. Milanovie)

38th anniversary of the assassination in Sarajevo: wreaths
jlaid on the graves of Bosnian patriots

A children hospital for treating tuberculosis opened
in Skoplje

*

P.4. NEW WAY OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE BUSINESS
*

P.6 Coke of indigenous coal manufactured at the Chemical
Institute at Ljubljana
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HEADLINE'S BORBA 30th June, 1952,

P 1 CELEBRATION OF THE FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ANNEXATION OF THE

SLOVENE LITTORAL TO YUGOSLAVIA
CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE FROM MARSHAL TITO

SPEECH BY BORIS KIDRIC

THE CONCLUSION OF THE HUNGARIAN CULTURAL F ESTIVAL IN THE

VOJVODINA : SPEECH BY MOSA PIJADE .

*

Petar Shambolic addresses large meeting in Nova Varos
*

FOR A CHEAP BOOK (Editorial)

'

Celebration yesterday of the putting into operation of the.power-
station Moste: Franc Leskosek starts both agregates working

>;<

Important increase in European steel production in the first
: three months of this year
*

Listing of places important during the People 1 s Revolution:
Committee appointed fir, this task with Aleksanaar Rankovic as
Chairman

*

P,2* Assembly of Lawyers of Bosnia and Hercegovina: there is a small
number of young lawyers and law students

Letters to the Editor:
How to prevent an ugly appearance of our towns
"Cultural backwardness" - or just - backwardness?
Teachers - yesterday’s pupils
Superfluous remark
An interesting discussion

P.3, FTT: THE ITALIAN AUTHORITIES PREVENT THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TRIESTE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY:
OPENING OF TRIESTE INTERNATIONAL FAIR
TRIESTE RADIO STATION INCLUDED IN ITALIAN RADIO NETWORK

Presidential elections in the US: General Eisenhower brings out
his foreign policy programme:

House of Representatives approves law on military aid abroad
US opposes extraordinary session of General Assembly on
account of Tunis

Greek Government to undertake sharp measures to project its
economic programme

*

Acheson T s visit to Berlin: Acheson discusses with Halstein the
answer to the Soviet Note on Germany: US will defend its

(

position in Berlin
v
BULGARIA UNDER THE FOREIGNER (Article by A.Petkovic)
>!<

The position of direct production in the USSR (Four) : the
social and legal position of workers and farmers (Article by

Radovan Jaukovic)
*

P*4. Lively discussion expected in British parliament

US lays before UN documents on compulsory labour in the USSR:
Police control of Roumanian peasants

Britain is increasing her steel and pig-iron production

Unveiling in Vienna of monument to Nikola Tesla: Yugoslavia
represented by Sava Kosanovic and Jugoslav Minister in Vienna
Viktor Repic
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P.4. Conference of cultural workers of the Hungarian minority
*

Vladimir Prelog awarded doctorate by Zagreb University
*

Iran seeks sharper boycott of Israel
>!<

Italian firms are buying Iranian petrol
*

Resignation of Egyptian Government
*

A bomb with Soviet marking falls on camp: in Pan Run Jom:
United Command sends Kota to Chinese and North Korean
representatives

Unrest among French Socialists because of Lovatt’s statement
on the possibility of Manchuria being bombed

*

P.5. Tardy conclusion of agreements: in Belgrade only in three
skilled trades have agreements been concluded with the •

:

workers
*

POLITIKA

P.3. Letter from Paris: an attempt to revive the "Vichy tradition"
(.article by Branko Draskovic)

#

REPORT IN DIE NEUE ZEITUNG OF GRUBER'S 5Ti.T-i*sNT ON VISIT TO
Yugoslavia!

TWO NEW TRADE AGREEMENTS WITH AUSTRIA
*

P,4. From the foreign press:
Wiener Kuricr : Brutal murder at Eisenstadt
The limes : S"ea and air manoeuvres

*
~~

40 students from France, England, Western Germany and the
Scandinavian countries, America and Canada, to attend seminar
in Ljubljana

* <

Question for discussion: difficulty in restoring apprentices
to the level of pre-war apprentices

*

Ten-year review of the plan for the development of agriculture
in Macedonia: during the next ten years more than 30,000
hectares of new land will be brought under cultivation

>;c

International laboratory opened at Palic to fight mulberry
pest
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WHAT BECAME OF THL SIGNATORIES OF THE C0MINF0M_H£S0LIlIIQlL.0i
v

j

YUGOSLAVIA

The list of representatives of satellite countries of Eastern

Europe who signed this famous resolution in 194$ >
provides an

interesting picture. Great gaps have appeared in their obedient

ranks and those who. remain have full reason to tremble at their

situation. This is how things are. Let us consider the list ox those

who signed*

Bulgaria, Trfajco Rostov -sentenced to death and

Cervenckovis still the chief servant of Moscow in Bulg
liquidated,
>ria<

Roumania, Georgiu Dez, in the good graces of his bosses for the

moment-. The other two signatories, Vasile Luka ano Anna tauter -

expelled from' the Politbureau. '

'

, , .

Hungary -all three, Rakosi, Farkas, and Gere are untouched, but

Rakosi and Gere are said to be at daggers drawn. News agency reports

in Budapest say that Judin has been obliged to "create order
*

i

Poland **’ no-one hears anything of Jakob Berman, who is ^ believed

,-to have fallen into disfavour with Rokosovsky. The other signatory?

Zadavski, has not yet got 'into trouble.
Soviet Union. Zdanov, one of those who moved the resolution, is

dead. It is impossible to confirm what sort of death he had. but 1

is known that, after his death, a purge _wa.s carried out among his

protegees: the comrade of his Leningrad days, Presaient of the oci_

Plan V osnesenski disappeared: also, the composition of tne Leningrad

district party committee ,
which Zdanov had appoihted, was change «

Maljinkov and ^uslov are still alive.

While the French signatories still have their heads above

water, the Czechoslovaks have all disappeared rapidly: Slanoki,

Geminder, Bares -all are under arrest. Slanski was seiu^ebced xor

high treason. Only Siroki is still at liberty.

has been
The Itlaian signatories- were
on "sick-leave" in Moscow for

Togliattiand Seksija.
a long time,

Tc-'llatti

Of twenty-one signatories, therefore, seven have already

been liquidated or are officially in process of being .Liquidated.

That’ is, one third of them* In any case, a fine result of a four-y-c -

old i'esolut^p,!0^d For Release 2002/08/15 : CIA-RDP83-00415R01 23001 10009-3
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THE NSW ECONOMIC REGULATIONS: FREE IMPORT aND EXPORT

According to a decree which was issued yesterday by the FPRY

Government it was provided that the export and g®y
1
De

®
mits>

payment for roods and other expenses can be
enterprises

Such business may be run by state economic ®nt ® r
- £ t

?
*

orFan i-
of co-ooerative and social organisations and co-operative organ!

sations* who as exiorters-importers are registered with the competent

state organs. The realised foreign exchange means can be freely

disposed of by the economic organisations, except m that portion

which is hsndsd over to the Rational Bank,

The decree provides that the settling of foreign |^
h
g2|arate

accounts will be executed by the National Bank th.uvifen its separat

sections within its head offices, or if needed wi.hxn

in the more important economic centres.
t

The right of di:r '° *6

and selling of foreign exchange means will nave economic organ s

tions tod the National Bank. economic °^a^saoions can foreign
exchange means if they are registered and if J Y

,

- these
cribed yearly subscription, and through the b^n * - °Y

means regardless of the above.

The settling of accounts in foreign Yj^1
b
|a^e

“iu
ed

on the basis of rules which the Governor of th -c
-

_ the* FPRY
prescribe with the approval of the Minister of

, di business
The rules regulate particularly: tne manner of

§ foreign
*

the right and duties of the parties, the minimum amount of for

exchange which can be directly bougnt, the w y
. organisations

daily rate of exchange, the registration of econorai- °£ganisa
amount

who operate in the settling of foreign e ^chanf^ - National
of • yearly subscription, the level of ccnmiBsio-n of the Nctional

Bank and the way of handing out contracts.

Private persons, according to the stipulation of

decree will have the right to buy foreign exchange to travel

abroad, the amount and way will be prescribed.

(BORBA - 2£th June, 1952).

EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENTS FROM PTHEP wILL NOT BE PERMITTED

enterpr:
overnment

+- U /-v
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TAX OH THE SURPLUS OF THE Til'AGES FUND

The Federal Government has issued a decree concerning taxes
_

on the surplus of the wages fund. According to this decree economic

enterprises which realise a greater wages fund from the one .winch

complies with the average wages in economy will ha^e to pay taxes in

the surplus of the wages fund, The taxation basis for the assess-

ment of taxes on the surplus of the wages fund is represented by

the difference between the achieved wages fund and the wages fund

which complies with the average wages in economy f
(the average

wages fund)

,

%

As average wages for workers and employees in economy and pay-

ment for work of apprentices in economy on the basis of which is^
established the average wages fund, the sum of 9^vQ0 dinars montnuiy

for full time work is fixed, and for apprentices in economy - their

reward according to existing rules..

The Minister of Finance of the FPRY in agreement with the

President of the Economic Council of the FPRY Government, can |liot

to economic enterprises in individual economic branches, namely

groups of enterprises, ^advantages In the payment of taxes on the

surplus of the wages fund by increasing the average wages fund*>

The surplus of the wages fund which state agricultural farms

will not distribute remain to these enterprises for their reserve

fund and will not be taxed. These means will boused for the pay-

ment of earnings in those years, when because of inclemency, the

plan will not be fulfilled.

The trade enterprises will continue to calculate and pay taxes

on the surplus of the wages. fund according to the present regulations

regulations*

Assessment 4 and payment of taxes on the basis of the

wages fund, according to the stipulations of this decree will begin
from January, 1952,

( BORBA - 28th June, 1952).

VISITS TO THE MINISTRY OF- FOREIGN AFFAIRS

At half past twelve yesterday the French Ambassador in Belgrade,
M. Philippe Baudet, was received by \eljko Vlahovic, Deputy
Minister of Foreign Affairs, and remained in conversation with him
for about half' an hour.

On the morning- of the same day the Assistant Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Leo Mates, was visited by the United States Ambassador,
Mr, George Allen and the British Ambassador, Sir Ivo Mallet * (Tanjug)

(

P

OLITIKA - 29th June, 1952),

REGULATIONS ON THE SOCIAL INSURANCE OF ML;;: OF CO-OPERATIVES
ggQEiNgnmgmHgr" ———* —— —

The new Law on Social Security is in course of preparation.
The law will comprise the basic principles of social security of
members of peasant working co-operatives. The new law has very
great importance from^the point of view of the life and develop-
ment of our co-operative system. This is the first time in history
that a social system has provided for the social care of farmers in
the case of illness, old age, and so on. In the Law on Social
Security the rights of co-operative members will be fully Protected
and concrete measures will cover- the- conditions and requirements ofthe co-operatives.

( BORBA - 29th June, 1952),
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REGULATIONS ON ADJUSTMENT OF IMPORT AND EXPORT PRICES

'S3 SJ & —
and the new regime of imports and exports.

The order regulates the method of calculating prices of imports

and exports which commercial import and export
£
n^Prises

in
making as well as the producer enterprises which will be dealing in

imports or exports

Unlike the previous method of calculating prices of exports and

imports, under tE. "resent method the oslculating vrll^e d^^xn an^

0.» to 4 on the basis of

which calculations will be done.

Which articles come into consideration for calculation with th e

National Bank .

~

The Minister of Finance of the FPRY has by
^^^th^Nationa^Bank

0

a list of those products for which calculations with t
.

will be made. For those articles whicn ar® ”
, the National

coefficients, enterprises will not be « cco^“|*; imported and
Bank The prices achieved in the country for articles lmporucu ana

s^ioS^Se^L^irraL^tr„rwiS
lsr 1,rti

f
oSi

i
ianh?

rket

For those articles which figure in the list under

below 1, as for example 0.80 or 0.90, the enterprises will be paying

in the plus difference when exporting

charging the minus difference m price. For those a^lc
;
e
;n
w
"J;

c
, ,0

figure in the list above coefficient 1, as for example 1.20 or 1.30

and so on, the enterprises will when exporting charge the minus dif

ference and when importing will pay in the plus di

How enterprises will increase their revenue.

The amounts of these differences will be

When importing, enterprises will be paying in accordi
g 1 £

and conditions at which they buy thegoods abroad
;
-i.e. the lower^

and more favourable prices they obtain, the less uhey - P Y

the better conditions and more favourable prices they obtain for their

exports, the higher minus differences will they get. Jh. min

differences which the enterprises charge
b
° credited to

articles which are in the list of coefficients

the revenue of the enterprises as being their
realiza-

also be included in the revenue of the enterprises as their
: trills

tion those plus differences which the enterprises achieve m pric

oJi Lme mlrkeS after paying in the positive differences upon the

basis of coefficients.

The fixed coefficients are the outcome of the relation of^prices^

of various raw materials, semi-finished articles ^eration the behavi
in home and foreign markets, taking also into consideration tne

our of these prices in the future.
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Premiums will b e given for export, of certain articles

Upon the basis of this Order, the importand export enterprises,

chambers of commerce and other economic organizations will be entitled

to demand from the competent economic -administrative agency

articles also be placed under the regime of coefficients if the

differences in prices make impossible their exchange with foreign

countries upon the basis of the basic rate.

Also the competent economic-administrative agency may supplement

the list of articles which will come under the regime of ^coefficients

and also exclude certain articles from this regime depending upon the

changes in prices taking place on home and foreign markets.

However, these changes may take place at the times of higher jumps

or greater depreciations in prices. Other insignificant behaviours of

prices will not affect changes of coefficients because under the new

foreign-exchange system the enterprises will be achieving a lixect

compensation in prices at the time of selling and buying foreign exchange

on the daily foreign-exchange centres. at free rates of exchange „ k

stability will thereby be brought .'.into the work. of the enterprises

which are taking into consideration the coefficients as a firm orienta-

tion and in that way are being freed from everyday changes and irom

the operational mixing by state agents in their work.

For the purpose of a regular and even carrying out of the balance

of payment with foreign countries and for the purpose of ensuring the

necessary variety of foreign exchange, the Order also provides for the

giving of premiums for the export of certain articles to those countries

where the enterprises, by means of coefficients, would not find their

business profitable. Those funds which the enterprises get upon the

basis of premiums will also be credited to their revenues, so that the

enterprises will thus be materially interested in directing their

exports to a respective country in accordance with the needs of the

balance of payments with foreign countries and in accordance with the

requirements of the import-export policy.

In order that the enterprises should have the same conditions for

starting their dealings under the new foreign-exchange system and under

the new regime of imports and exports, the Order provides that differences

in prices in imports made up to 1st July can be accounted by the

enterprises with the National Bank either according to coefficients

in force as of 1st July or according to real differences in prices;,

a full compensation for past exports is thus ensured to the enterprises,

( POLITIKA - 27th June, 1952)

MAGYAR CULTURAL FESTIVAL IN THE V0JV0DINA
( Subotica

,
29th June!

Today, the last day of the Cultural Festival of the Magyar
minority, Mosa Pi jade spoke before a crowd of about 50,000 people. He
said in part:

"Comrades all; In many parts of Europe the frontier. peoples, who
are rather mixed, have a sad history of struggles, frictions, wars,
hatred and so on. The Magyar people have such a history with their
neighbours. The people of Yugoslavia also have such a history with
their neighbours. There exist difficulties of joint life, but the
popular masses have never been those who have been creating national
hatred and national conflicts.

The history of those national conflicts, the history of those
frictions and wars between neighbouring peoples, between peoples mixed
in the frontier regions, has always been the history written by the
ruling, oppressing class. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
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writers of various history, both in the case of the Magyars and Serbs,
have been the servants of the ruling class and have written history
in the interest of the oppressors and never in the interest of the
people; in their books they have been glorifying the oppressors and
writing the history of wars and conflicts never seeing the popular
movements, movements of the oppressed class which has always found a
possibility for mutual understanding and for the victory of joint
struggle against the common oppressor.

It is time for the historians also to record true historic facts
and to stop writing in the future those things which s eparate the
people one from another and to seek in the history of the past those
things which brought the peoples closer together, these things which
had united the people. In history only the oppressed classes have
known how to understand one another, how not to feel national differ-
ences and how to have a common feeling for those who are socially
oppressed. The Serb and Magyar agricultural workers have always fought
a joint struggle. I shall not go into the details of this struggle
but shall only mention joint movements from 1896 and 1897 all the way
up to the downfall of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and of Old Yugoslavia,
I shall never forget Lajos Cakai who died in the Lepoglava jail after
ten years of imprisonment; I shall never forget his brave stand during
the trial in Belgrade when he defended himself like a true son of the
agricultural proletariat of the Vojvodina; I shall never forget how he
had lived and how he had died. He is only one example, a shining
example of the common struggle which the working masses of the Vojvodina
have fought

.

History has recorded earlier struggles fought by united masses of
Serbs and Magyars at the time of the Doze Djrdja Rebellion, at the
times of the wars against the Turks, etc. The oppressing classes which
had been in power had always in history done everything they could to
incite national hatred, to incite chauvinism, to deprive national
minorities of their rights and to violate their rights. Why? Because
this had proved to be a good method of oppressing their own people too.
In Old Yugoslavia the various national minorities were oppressed in
order that the ruling classes could hold even the Serbian people in a
social and political slavery. If the powerholders in Hungary had been
oppressing their national minorities, they had been doing so in order
to be able to hold the Hungarian peasants in feudal slavery. It is a
proven truth that the nation which oppresses other nationalities cannot
itself be a free nation.

Comrades all, The National Liberation Struggle of the Peoples of
Yugoslavia and the Popular Revolution came about. This put an end to
every kind of oppressive ideology; this put an end to chauvinism.
The Popular Revolution had on its flag the slogan 'Equality of Peoples,
Brotherhood and Unity of Peoples' .

"

Comrade Mosa Pijade then said that the slogan "Brotherhood and
Unity" is not simply a phrase or an expression repeated at meetings
and written on placards but rather a reality which every citizen of our
country feels, a reality which every nationality and national minority
in Yugoslavia feels.

"This is a reality which is being carried out through the entire
social and economic life. False socialists try to make a caricature
of this slogan of brotherhood and unity',' said Mosa Pijade.

Result of work of an activity during four years

"Today it is the 29th June, and strangely enough the final date
of this Festival of yours coincides with the date when four years ago
the Cominform Resolution was announced. I would not have mentioned
here this resolution at all but my Comrades since we are all gathered
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here in a merry mood today, I think that we should devote at least five
minutes of our time to the celebration of that fourth anniversary
(laughter and cheers). I do not know how Moscow, Warsaw, Budapest,
Prague and Sofia will celebrate this anniversary. I do not believe
that they have happy faces after four years of bothercwith Yugoslavia,
(strong cheers and laughter)

Comrades all, X consider that we are the only ones who really can
celebrate this anniversary. We have freed ourselves of tutorship; we
have freed ourselves of political, economic and cultural dependence.
We have

,
by bravely cutting away from them

?
freed our country and

opened for it the true road to socialism.

In their countries it is quite the contrary. Although they say
everywhere in Hungary that the Red Army has brought them freedom and
revolution, in reality Moscow has brought them only economic, political
and' cultural slavery. One hundred years after the time when Russian
Tsarist Troops quelled the revolution in Hungary in 181+8, Russian
troops again enslaved not only the Hungarian but also the Czech,
Slovak, Polish and other peoples in the Eastern part of Europe, It
appears that the Russians are only capable of bringing counter-revolu-
taon and oppression."

All-round development of national minorities

Comrade Mosa Pijade then dwelt in short on the results achievedm_ the building up of socialism in Yugoslavia and on the work of
cultural, economic and other developments of national minorities.

.

,y°u a11 k?ow very well that never before has the cultural life
oi the Magyars in the Vojvodina been so strongly and so intensively
developed as now. This is also proved by the present Cultural Festival,ine result of cultural work of the Magyar national minority during
postwar years is the following: 119 cultural Magyar societies in the
Vojvodina, 90 libraries, 110 dramatic groups and a whole series offolklore and.musical groups and popular universities, 2 theatres, pressand books printed in the Magyar language. To this must also be addedthe tact that every Magyar child can study in the elementary andsecondary schools in the Magyar language. These are only a few wordsdescribing these achievements.

But my Comrades I do not say that everything has already been
0n th

?
confr&ry

,
we still have a lot to do for the develop-ment of these cultural achievements and on the development of all ourcitizens as free citizens of a socialist homeland. In this countrythere is no discrimination against any nationality either with respectto participation in authority or with respect to participation in

P

national representations. There are many Magyar workers in the Voivodinaand no-one even thinks of differentiating between the tegyar, Croat orSerb workers in the enterprises or in managements of the enterprises.
?
nly a c

lu<
r
s
^
lon of brotherhood and unity; it is not only aquestion of equal rights in respect of culture; it is rather a question

an thp
7 ?

1£izen of this country regardless of his nationality enjoying
builder

bei?6 the bearer of all rights as well as an active
3

builder of a happy socialist country. It is the right of the workers
of t2thoi?nr

r P£oducbion through self-administration of local agencies
nf amr a

’ t _ rough permanent concern that no-one is ever deprived

of ha?mfSl
h
infT’ufSec!

fchS°^h cea ?eless struggle against all the remnants
hearor?S

x
?;
fluan

?
es of those circles which in the past were thebearers of chauvinism. In this way we shall build a happy country inwhich everyone of its peoples will be able to live happily.

7

Ma CTyra!I
e

,r

C0^ i
?
er tbat bhe Ma^ar workers in the Vojvodina and theMagyar youth have to play a particularly important role in this work.struggle should be fought against all the harmful influences whichvarious quarrels could revamp. Let us bravely look to the future
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and let us fight everyday so that the equality and brotherhood and

unity of our peoples remain firm as they do today and that they be

strpnger and stronger as the days go by."

After mentioning that the National Liberation Struggle of the
.

Peoples of Yugoslavia and the Popular Revolution had created conditions

after the war which made it impossible for all the people in the

Balkans and in Central Europe to forget all the past hostilities and

to start living a new life in a broad brotherly community ,
Comrade

Mosa Pi jade then said that the struggle of the Hungarian, Yugoslav,

Czechoslovak, Rumanian, Bulgarian and Albanian peoples and their

firm desire to live in brotherhood, to help one another, to liquidate

all the traces of past conflicts and hostilities hao *een stopped by

the Soviet Union by its aggressive policy and by its enslavement of

all these peoples with the' exception of Yugoslavia which would not

permit itself to be enslaved and which has saved its economic and

political freedom, the f reedom of all its peoples and their right to

build up such a society as they like and such as can bring them a

better and happier future.

"Although the Cominformists can celebrate the fourth anniversary

of the issuance of the Cominform Resolution," continued Mosa Pijade,

"let them celebrate it, but however I consider that they can do this

only with bitterness and fury over ths fact that through four years of

hurling slanders against Yugoslavia of barking at Yugoslavia and

making all possible intrigues against it they have-not been able to.

harm our unity in any way but, on the contrary, they have rendered it

better and firmer than it has ever been and has built up unbreakable

walls on our frontiers. They are sowing hatred among the people, but

this can only last a certain tine, and one fine day this brutal policy

of violence and oppression will have to end. Our vrr.ll,^ our love for

freedom and independence will not be destroyed; our path and our

building up of socialism will not bo destroyed but, on the other hand,

their oppression, their violence and their denationalisation will be

destroyed one day. In 1946 they established a Russian Institute in

Budapest. There were seventy students in that institute at that time.

In 1949 there were four hundred, and during this school year, there

are about one thousand four hundred, They call this 'cultural revolu-

tion of the Hungarian people 1
( laughter) . In April this year the

.

Government in Budapest issued a regulation on establishing of special

Russian sections in elementary and s econdary schools so tnat from now

on there will be more studies and lectures in the Russian language in
' Hungarian elementary and secondary schools.

What is the purpose of all this'J if it is not to make of the

Hungarian people obedient officials who will work not in the interests

of their own people but in the interests of their bosses in Moscow?

This is the most repulsive aggressive and oppressive policy which can

resemble only what Hitler and Mussolini did in the occupied countries."

Comrade Pijade then said that the happiness of all our peoples

lies in the development of socialist democracy in our country, in the

development of the rights of every person, in the development of econ-

omic . freedom throigh self-administratiou cf enterprises and through
eelf-administration of agencies of authority. (Strong cheers and

chanting of Brotherhood and Unity and Tito and Party)

In conclusion Mosa Pijade wished the Magyar population of the

Vojvodina and of the other parts of Yugoslavia to continue developing
their abilities and to continue working on the development of their

cultural and e conomic progress.

(BORBA - 30th June, 1952)
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TWi-TiiPfl TO THE EDITOR: WHAT
foff'sFEUIUTsrTfOir

Comrade Editor,

Since January 1951 up to the present day 42 of our experts

engineers - went abroad for. specialisation, 14 of them are still

on specialisation, while the others returned home.

But if we look at the other side of this question, summing up

the result of their work in transfering the acquired knowledge and

exDerience on a broader scale, beyond uhe limits 01 tnexr wo* ice s

collective ,
than we shall see with regret that these results are

very poor or almost none. If we only bear in mind^taat °Uo °f ^
holders of scholarship who returned, only 4 or 5 f

i

-
^;

em ’ “'ans

of holding expert lecture,, consultations, suggestion.,, tilting

in professional publications etc., transfer*! their knowledge and

experience to, other collectives and experts, then we can state

without exasperation that the community as a who-LG beno-L^ea

very°little^with these experts. With such attitude of theirs they

have not only fulfilled their obligations to an international

forum, but what is most important neither to olieir socia s

cummunity which has enabled them. to specialise ^road. S<

them have not even informed the institution tnrough wnich their

stav abroad was organised. No administrative measures and what

?s most Spo??ant,
S
nor moral obligations which they assumed have,

induced these experts to come ouo from ^neir seif-interc^

or their collectives and to put their knowledge and exper-enoe

at the disposal of the whole community j

What does this show to us?

In the first place careless relation of the holders of

scholarships towards the community, and then that in choosing

men we have made mistakes. If vie add to this that some of our

experts, finding themselves abroad, lost, almost complete,

contact with their own. country
,
even net reading our press and

that some of them falsely stated in the documents that they wpeak

foreign languages and this was only discovered at an ii.t-rnationai

lorwf, then miltakes that we made. In choosing personnel becomes

much clearer and more convincing oO us. Such men not on /

spoiled the reputation and the interests of our country but

returning home continued to work with the same intention and

with the same lack of consciousness.

I think that in further sending of our men abroad •

the moral political character of our man. should serve as one oi

the basic properties and (Conditions beside other qualities, as

for example experteness, knowledge at least of one language e c.

The fact should not be forgotten, and the enormous task., that

the realisation of contracts on sending our men to specialisation

has men to begin, who are already chosen, and whose preparation

should be steadily and solidly worked out. It is not a trille

matter to prepare 350 workers, to teach them a language. To allow

a single man to go in for sp qcialisation- abroad unprepared would

mean making even a still greater mistake, it woule moan not o e

consitent towards our community and its development.

Belgrade, June 17 (Signed) A. Zivkovic
Assistant Director of the .

Federal Office for Promotion
of Production

(B0RBA, 28th of June 1952)
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CELEBRATION OF THE FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ANNEXATION OF THE SLOVENE
LITforal To" YUGOSLAVIA 7 sTgggTT 'BY 'B55IirgIEKT7

People from the entire Slovene Littoral gathered today in
the centre of the sunny Vipava valley of Ajdovscina to celebrate
th° fifth anniversary of their annexation to Yugoslavia, By
special trains, trucks, busses and carts were arriving shepherds from
Bovec and Kobarid, peasants from border regions, miners from Idrija
and those employed in the quarry of Kras.

Carinthian Slovenes sent their chorus to celebrate this
holiday with their liberated brothers. The people enthusiastically
greeted the chorus "Sreckc iicsovel", which in the most difficult days
during the war being component part of the Ninth Corps , encouraged
with its songs the people of the Slovene Littoral. The Slovenes from
Trieste arrived by special trains.

The formal part of the festival under the auspices of Marshal
Tito began at about 10 a„m. About .30.000 men enthusiastically greated
the arrival of the member of the Politburo of the CC C?Y (< Boris
Kidric. Vice President of the Slovene Government Dr, Marijan
Brecelj

,
organisational Secretary of CC CP of Slovenia Vida Tomsic,

former President of the Regional Committee for the Slovene Littoral
France Bevk, representative of the organisation of progressive
Slovene women of America Joza Zakrajsek, Slovene writer Etbin Kristan,
representatives of the Yugoslav People's Army, delegation of
Carinthian Slovenes and representatives of mass and cultural
institutions were already on the platform when Boris Kidric arrived.

The Secretary of the district Party committee for the district
of Gorica, Mirko Remec, after opening the festival, introduced comrade
Boris Kidric, who was greeted by the people^with long and
enthusiastic cheers: "Tito - Kardelj - Kidric", "lito - the People -

the Party"

.

Speech by comrade Kidric

Having congratulated the people of the Littoral on the
fifth anniversary of their liberation and annexation to Yugoslavia
Kidric emphasised that this liberation .was the result of a hard and
deadly struggle.

In the first place this struggle succeeded because the people
from the Littoral alone conducted it with perseverance until the
final victory. This struggle also succeeded because the people
from the Littoral has not been isolated but was supported by the
entire Slovene and all Yugoslav nations who under the leadership of
the CP of Yugoslavia and comrade Tito rose up in arms and resisted
terror.

Kidric then recalled to mind the obscure forces which intend
to deprive us of the accomplished achievements. We know very well
today who those men are - that this is the bureaucratic caste in
the Soviet Union, which deprived even its own people of socialist
rights and introduced a blood-stained system of oppression and
exploitation of other nations under its domination. This bureaucratic
caste thought that it will succeed in making out of our country that
which others did not succeed to do throughout centuries. It thought
that because we are small we shall kneel down, but that did not happen.
This did not happen because our whole people stood up in the defence
of achievements of the National Revolution

,
as it already did in

1941, when the Communist Party of Yugoslavia called our peoples to
rise up in arms.
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Comrade Kidric further said that there are men in the West
too, who think that the Cominform. pressure of the Soviet bureaucratic
caste upon Yugoslavia could be exploited for their imperialistic
intentions* Among those are the imperialist circles in Italy
who think that the time has come when they can ehip off from Yugo-
slavia* However, the struggle which is today conducted . is . not only
our but of the entire progressive world* These imperialist circles
are wrong if they think that they will tear whatever part of
Yugoslavia* As to the Italian people, comrade Kidric said tnat
we do not hate them, but that we are wishing them all the best*

We wish that it develops and gains a happy life which we proved
in practice. We gave all the rights to the Italian national minority
immediately after the liberation while Italy did the contrary with
our national minority which lives there*

Kidric then reminded that the Italian Government was given
sufficient opportunities to reach an agreement with our country and
to remove all misunderstandings. But the Italian Government is not
willing to accept the basis on which this agreement can only be

reached. There they still speak about some zone B which^ is completely
out of question because that was from ancient times our historical
and national territory-. The participants of the meeting with strong.-

applause accompanied the speech of comrade Kidric. when he said that
it is possible to speak about the agreement only in view of zone A

and no other*

Turning to the question of our economic reconstruction, Kidric
underlined that the path of a small nation is not an easy one neither
when it fights for freedom nor when it builds up its own country
in an already acquired freedonuHe said that the greatest . difficulties
of our reconstruction were behind us and that the time. is not far
when the life of our working men will be tangibly improved* But,
he reminded here that the question of living standard is not that
which would exhaust the entire interest of our working men, because
many tasks lie in front of them, among which in the first place,
the building up of our socialist democracy*

A letter to cormade Kardelj was sent from.the celebration
in which among other things the ‘'following was said:

TT0n the occasion of the celebration of the fifth- anniversary
of the annexation of the Slovene Littoral to Yugoslavia, the people
from the Littoral with gratitude recall your efforts for the
annexation of the entire Slovene Littoral to Yugoslavia. At the same
time the people from the Littoral are wishing you a speedy recovery ft

0

The performance of an artistic programme began after this*
A chorus consisting of about 2,000 members appeared, while the youth
chorus had more than 900 singers. Their songs resounded from the
rocks to the slopes of Trnovo forest and echoed towards Gorica and
Venetia Guilia, carrying greetings of the liberated brothers in
Yugoslavia across the frontier*

In the second part of the festival which continued in the
afternoon, bicycle races, a football match and other competitions
were held.

. and revolutionary songs echoed till late in the night,

( BQRBA ~ 30th June, 1952)
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BURMESE DELEGATION VISITS CHIEF COOPERATIVE UNION ' OF THE FPRY

Members of the Burmese delegation now staying in this country paid
a visit yesterday afternoon to the Chief Cooperative Union of the
FPRY, The visitors included the head of the delegation U Co Njin,
general secretary of the Burmese Anti-Fascist league, and the newly
aopoihted Burmese charge d’ Affaires, U Ti Mang Ci,

•Curing conversations lasting some hours with members of the Chief
Coooerative Union, the delegation showed its interest in the •

organisation and development of peasant working cooperatives and
their difference from kolhosas.

In the course of the next fes days members of the Burmese delegation
will visit the peasant working cooperative ,; Zora socijailzma" as the
guests of the Chief Cooperative. Union of Serbia, and will also look
over an agricultural cooperative of the general type in the
Kragujevac district and a vineyard cooperative at Vencac,

Statement by the deputy hea l of the Burs-ese delegation on his
departure from Zagreb
(Zagreb 28th June)

As he left Zagreb for Ljubljana the deputy head of the Burmese
delegation

?
Takin Cit Maun, expressed his satisfaction with the

welcome which the dele. cion is receiving in Yugoslavia.

’’The authorities have been very helpful in every respect, 1’ he said
”so that we shall be as successful as possible in learning about
Yugoslavia. On that account the Burmese delegation wants to its
sincere understanding of the people and governemnt of the FPRY, on
behalf "of the people and government of the United Republics of Burma.”

( BORBA - 29th June; 1952)

DECISION OF THE COUNCIL OF SCIENT IFIC ACAD AMIES CONCERNING RELATIONS
WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES -

(upatija 28th June)

At today’s session of the Academic Council of the FPRY in Opatija
it was. decided that, as already arranged, certain representatives
of various branches of the social eciencesin Yugoslavia should still
attend scientific; congresses abroad. The question was also considered
of the scientific work and employment of our scientists abrodd 0

Those parti ci nating in this thirteenth session of the Academic Council
were also .. acquainted with the fact that twenty of our
scientists have been present at fifteen scintific congresses abroad
this year. Also of importance to our scientific work is the fact that
during the same time fourteen of our scientists are working abroad.

According to an earlier decision of the Council; twelve more of
our scientists will be allowed to go abroad this year, and if this
number proves to be insufficient, the number will be increased.

Of the fourteen national committees for individual branches of
science, which comprise, the Academic Council, those which have not
so far joined international unions, will become members of them very
soon.

( BORBA - 29th June 1952)
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DOCTOR'S CONSCIENCE

A doctor' s calling is rarely honorable and noble, especially in

a society which is primarily interested in its men and their health.

But it looks like all of our doctors do not think that . way, at least

not those who actions are not worthy of a man of our times®

Our press has written plenty about doctors who _ have avoided going

into the interior of the country. In realizing their aims, they made

use of many media. Some of them "completely accidentally" got

"seriously sick" when they found out about their transiers. And most

of them suffered from such sicknesses whose cure urgently demanded

that they live in large cities* For example, Marijan Genkic, Hanja

Katunaric and Klement Rus--all from Zagreb®

Others are giving up their calling and are seeking new trades.

They are after anything at all just so that they remain in the city,

"without which they cannot even think of living. 1 ’ Naturally, this

includes voluntary work, giving injections, working at the doctors

friends, etc.

The saddest thing of this is that there are quite a^few.young
men, recent graduate doctors, among these people* In being invited

to use their "professional training"
,
"general education", they are

stubbornly refusing to go into the interior of the country, as if

they cannot learn anything there (there are doctors who got a reputa-
tion in the provinces and became famous specialists)

•

Bozidar Kuljaca practically gave an ultimatum to the Council for

Public Health and Social Politics "of the Government of Serbia: either
Belgrade or its immediate vicinity, no other considerations! Radomir
Stevcic was directed to serve one year in Novi Pazar but he categor-
ically refused. Both of them are using their "wits" for their
earlier institutions have erased their names from their lists.

Because of such a conception of the duties and calling of a^

ui^c'fc'or
,
advertisements in which the peoples' committees are begging

for doctors have not disappeared from the back pages of our newspapers*
A number of days ago the city people’s committee of Pristina offered
positions to five urgently needed specialists: gynecologist

,

children’s, eye, dentist and specialists for skin and venereal diseases.
Here are two, not too old, but characteristic advertisements:

"The district people's committee of Bosanski Samac needs a

general practitioner ». .Conditions : salary according to agreement and
free housing, electricity and wood."

"The district people's committee of Jajce needs two general
practitioners. Salary according to agreement. Apartment, fuel,
lighting and transportation assured. All conditions exist for private
practice."

Not too long ago Barb a carried the letter of a delegate to the
Fifth Annual Conference of"the Syndicate Labour Organization of the
Vlasina Enterprise. The title very clearly expressed the importance
of the problem: "Vlasina Needs Doctors." -After a number of futile
attempts by the management of the enterprise, the delegates were
forced to seek the urgently needed doctors through the press on behalf
of their 3,057 comrades.

It is certain that these and similar ads and letters have been
read by those doctors who are leisurely walking the streets of the
big cities and are persistently tramping from doorstep to doorstep
paying visits to various official agencies and offices of their
relatives, friends and acquaintances or relatives, friends and ac-
quaintances—all for one purpose: not to go to the interior of the
country. Have their consciences as men and especially as doctors
become arou^
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They must also be reminded of another thing*', do they ever give

any thought to the fact that maybe every ten days that they unjustifi-

ably stay in the big cities at least one of the lives of the unlucky

patients
?
who are fruitlessly expecting a doctor 1 s assistance m these

areas where there is a shortage of doctors, is endangered?

How can anyone be so indifferent to something like this? Just

think, these personal and frequently selfish interests cannot give way

to social obligations and the needs of the community!

Today there are 5, £07 doctors in our country. Compared to 4,754

in 193&, this is significant progress, moreso because many of them were

killed in the war. However, the present number of doctors by far does

not satisfy the urgent needs. This is a lot greater in uhat their

assignment is not equal; the ratio of general practitioners to

specialists is unfavourable (3 ‘.2), the number cf secondary medical

cadres is smaller than the number of doctors, in place 01 beir^ three

times greater and because the average age-.cf the doctors is pretoy

high (48 years)

,

As a result of this condition, many of the doctors, especially

in the interior, are overworked, For months at a time tney do not

know of any real rest because of their work. Cur people very careful y

and lovingly give them their merited recognition, for the doctors nave

devoted their entire lives to the struggle against sickness and ueatn.

This is really a noble and glorious struggle. And those who avoid or

desert it deserve public condemnation. Ter to be a member 01 a society

means to carry out its obligations. And those doctors who refuse to

go to the interior without any justifiable reasons also refuse to

perform their obligations towards the social community. Such conduct

is not only disgraceful to their profession but to them as citizens

of a socialist country as well. /s/ A. Petkovic

( 5CRBA - 28th June, 1952 )

THE MOST
RELATIOlo

IMPORTANT RESULT OF MY VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA WAS THr T OUR

OF
RECEIVED A

imurmEm wms
\ Vienna, 28th June)

NEW IMPULSE— SO
ZEITUNG"

STATED" DR. GRUBER TO THE EDITOR

Tomorrows edition of Neue V'iener Tares Zeitung carries the inter

view of its Editor with the Austrian Minister of Foreign /.flairs, Dr.

Karl Gruber, in connection with his visit to Yugoslavia,

When asked in what manner will the agreement reached between

Austrian and Yugoslav representatives be maintained, Dr. Gruber,

among other things, said: !, I thing that the most important result 01
^

my visit to Yugoslavia was that our relations, which have improved and

developed in the last few years, received a new impulse,
.

I believe

that my talks v/ith Marshal Tito and the other Yugoslav citizens helped

achieve this goal. Upon the basis of personal contact whicn has been

established, it will now be possible to easily solve all practical

questions .

"

With respect to economic relations between the two countries,

Dr. Gruber said that both countries are striving towards building up

an economic cooperation in all directions. "I wish to emphasize,

said Dr. Gruber, "that the Yugoslavs are very much interested m
industrial products. This is of great importance for Austria already

now and will be of particular importance in the future. I have an

impression that Yugoslavia will succeed in overcoming her economic

difficulties and that the country is on a fair road to putting its

economic and agricultural relations upon a sound basis,"
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Dr. Gruber once again denied rumours that the question of Trieste
had been considered during the talks between the Austrian and Yugoslav
representatives

.

The Editor of Neue Wiener Tapes Zeitung put this question to Dr.

Gruber: "In the reports of your talks with Yugoslav representatives,
it was emphasized several times that the Government in Belgrade is
ready to help Austria in her struggle for freedom and independence.
How and in what form do you, Mr. Minister, think this aid can be
expected and carried out?"

Dr. Gruber replied: "The Yugoslav Government has spontaneously
voiced its interest in the winning of our full independence and
sovereignty and has stated that it will on its part lend a support if
this question comes up before the United Nations. Yugoslavia’s voice
in the United Nations will be as important as the voice of ocher
nations vhich also have said that they will help Austria’s cause.
Until that time, it is important to find friends in the world who will
intercede in our behalf because they are convinced of the correctness
of our appeal and because they know well our problem. This confronts
Austria’s policy with big tasks. Personal contact between the Govern-
ment in Vienna and the members of the United Nations must be improved
and the interest in our cause must be kept alive.

"In connection with this, I would emphasize that way back in 1947
Yugoslavia assumed a positive attitude towards the question of
Austria's admission into the United Nations," concluded Dr. Gruber.
(Tanjug)

( BOftBA - 29th June, 1952)
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CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE FROM MARSHAL TITO ON THE FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE ANNEXATION OF THE SLOVENE LITTORAL TO YUGOSLAVIA

(*>rioni, June 29 )

A delegation from Nova Gorica invited day before yesterday

Marshal Tito to be present at the celebrations on the occasion of

the Vth* anniversary of the inclusion of the Slovene Littoral to

Yugoslavia and at the same time requested him that these celebrations

should be held under his patronage at Ajdovcina on June 29

#

Marshal fito accepted the patronage but being prevented to be per-

sonnaly present at the celebrations he sent the following ^letter to

the District Committe of tne Communist Party of Slovenia in Nova Gorica *

n Dear comrades, inspite of my promise given t.o you in Belgrade,

I am sorry to say that I shall not be able to attend, tua celebrations \ ••

being prevented by important affairs which cannot be postponed 0 I

will yet keep my promise and one day I shall come in your midst.

Allow me to greet all those present at the celebrations and to join

you at least in spirit in the general rejoicing in connection with

this historical anniversary.

I think that all of you are deer'ly conscious of the enormous

importance - for the life and development not only of your region but

of the whole Republic of Slovenia and by it to all peoples of Yu-

goslavia - of those days when these regions were returned to the home-

land through the efforts o£nd bleed the sons of all our peoples#
This should never be forgotten by anyone in our country One must
never forget the centuries long sufferings of the Slovene people under
foreign yoke, one must never forget the forcible denationalisation and

persecution of the people of these regions, which was done by Italian

fascist rule for more then twenty year3. Only high consciousness and
the well-known inflexible vitality of the people living in these re-

gions saved them from ahinilation and assimilation 5 One must not for-

get these hard days in the past, just as one should never forget the

heroic liberation struggle nor those who died in it or the price
paid for your freedom and for that of all of us#

Bad elements with appetites of conquest in regard to our country
saturated with blood are again stretching their tentacles of conquest.
Why are they repeating this so soon after the recent shameful invasion
and occupation of our country by fascist arsoner3 and murderers ? Why
are they repeating this 'inspite of the exemplary lesson they received
in our country? Because, in Italy, prevail ever more those who from the
depth of their souls hate our people

,
who take no account whatsoever

of the ' self-respect of our people, who consider us as a second class
people, who should 7?uled and administered in a colonial manner and
erasedc from the face of the earth. They have been attempting this for
the past fourteen centuries but until new they not drawn the conse-
quences, which would divert them in a different direction, in the
direction of peaceful cooperation with the people of our country e

While we tried to forget and forgive with a bleeding heart the
terrible jfcnfcults andjer^mfs perpetrated upon our people ‘during the
fascist occupation and tendered them a hand friendship, they offered
and are offering us the sharpness of a knife blade . Cur words of
forgiveness are answered with the most low insults and threats. But
we can let them know that this does not pay - that it is better
to live in peace and friendly cooperation. Char people do not hate the
Italian people and for this reason they wish him an Derail develop-
ment and better life. Our people know quite well wTho is the culprit
for such an attitude In regard to our country, they know that the
culprits are fascist forces, which are again assembling, cominformists,
^ho by orders from Moscow use all sorts of propaganda means against
our country together with the fascists#
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Our people
,
in the first place in the liberated regions, must

not forget all this. They must be alert and prevent 1 inttheir midst
enemies who would like to destroy the dearly paid achievements*

Our country is strenghtening rapidly in all directions and the
people of Yugoslavia will never permit again anyone to darken the
bright perspectives of the future 0 ”

Josip Broz Tito *

( BCRBA . June 30, 1952 )*

PLENUM OF THE CC OF THE PEOPLE’S YOUTH OF YUGOSLAVIA

The 17th enlarged plenum of the CC of the People -s Youth of
Yugoslavia was held yesterday with the following agendas 1) Discussion
concerning the People’s Youth on the basis of the article by Aleksandar
Rankovic, 2) Amendments to the draft of the Statute of the People’s
Youth of Yugoslavia

, 3) Fixing the date of the congress

„

^ L
Be£2re J,

comin§ t0 the discussion of the first item, the Secretary
of the CC of th6 People’s Youth of Yugoslavia, Milijan Neoricic,
explained how the Bureau conceived discussion oncerninr oroblems of
the People’s Youth.

”We consider,- he-.-said - that the article by Comrade Rankovic,
which contains the attitude of the CC of our party, has given so muchmaterial and set up the main tasks concerning the' organisation of thereopie s Youth, that a special report on this matter was superfluousat the present plenum concerning this matter. This is why we decided
to begin discussion concerning the People’s Youth on the basis of this

by discussion certain questions which areimportant both for the youth as well as for the party leadershios andfor members on the terrain.’’ * s ana

After that a very lively and fruitful discussion developed in

Qf
1
?_

,

b® sldes the members of the plenum, representatives
i*-

d
^ B

ri
2
ts and town orSanisations of the People’s Youth,who were invited to be present at this meeting, *

Tnvm r!^LfK
St the floor was Petar Marie, Secretary of the

ludementS
People,s Youth of Belgrade* He said that many

e?e? twf

£

connection with the activities of youth, andeven those by youth leaderships, were often incorrect and did notexpress the real state of affairs*

p
^e thought that in a period of time of work certain members of

^t^0P^J0Uth wil1 fal1 off because they will not be able to
Rn?

PnL
W1
J
h PrototyPe of a member of the youth organisationssuPPre?s the conception that those who are outside the

mirk
ar

+
considered as enemies. They should not be treated as

acUvIqt-^n contrary, youth, organisations should act upon them through
the^youth organisations^

6111 in SUCh a W3y that ^ey one day io?f

Party^eSbS^i^the^ork^^r the Weak Participation of young
of examples^showing g£ i^SfSi erPniSatl°n *uoted a uumbfr
the education of ySSth, suS af are Shooff

Sement °fother factors in
tions, etc.

y ' SUcn as are schooIs
> parents, mass organisa-

Kosovo and
r
Metohija,

State
^airidin^Tvh

the
?outh organisation of

education of the msaes, etc!
exception of the struggle for the
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The youth of Kosovo end Metoniie is quite definite _ when it is

the question of foreign policy end when it has to show its readiness

to defend the achievements of the liberation struggle and socialist

building-up. Comrade Xoxha presented a number of examples of

activities of members of the People* s Youth, and e ven of those young

men who are outside the organisations, whenever a group of diver-

sionists appeared from Albania, There are many cases where youth

discovers enemies by self-initiative.

Comrade Xoxha went on to speak concerning problems of the

socialist transformation of the village.

Comrade Momirovski spoke about the work and problems of the

People's Youth of Macedonia. He underlined the'- articular atten-

tion has been oaid recently ’:o the political work .-j. the youth and

that at meetings of District and Town Committees different questions

concerning youth activities in towns, schools, in enterprises were

presented, etc. Until recently political work developed generally

unilaterally, le^ursn wot s. h,ld political information, etc.

However, the education of youth is much iroader and more compli-

cated than it was conceived until now by the vouth organisations.

Little attention was paid to the problems of ’
„
giene in the homes

of the apprentices in economy and to problems of the social life of

youth in general.

Comrade Momirovski went on to spsax about another problem,

inherited from the past, and this is the sale of girls. This

matter was greatly discussed bv.t nothing particular was done in

that way. Some girls are not much engaged in youth organisations

in individual villages and educational work amongst them is fairly

weak. There are occurrences of selling girls, oven of 14 years,

in the dietricts of Tetovo, Gcstivar and Debar, Comrade Momirovski

remarked that this question would be taken u? soon by the youth
_

leadership and by the youth organisations and cultural-educationaj.

work amongst the girls will he developed. Besides this, it would be

also necessary to activate women] organisations and influence

the parents and families of these girls.

In the afternoon discussion w»s continued on the first item of

the agenda. Danilo Biljanovi-j, Secretary of’ the 0C of the People s

Youth of B & H spoke concerning successes obtained in the develop-

ment of entertainment for youth. /fter him many speakers took the

floor
,
who discussed the problems of their organisations.

The most lively discusvsion took place when the matter of

organisational problems areas.. In this discussion there were many

contradicting opinions, particularly concerning the lact of how

should one create actives in schools. There were proposals to

create in schools, besides the actives of the People’s Youth, also

an association of secondary schools youth, which would unite all

social organisations (debating clubs, section of the People’s

Technique, literary circles, etc*) This or : pc sa^. has been inter-

preted by the fact that it was necessary for somebody to represent

the school as a whole and, according to the opinion of the proposers

this could only be the leadership of secondary school youth and not

the People’s Youth.

However, the plenum refuted this proposal, considering that it

was unnecessary to create another organisation besides the existing
People’s Youth. In this case the actives of the People’s Youth

would become some sort of a leading organisation which would anyhow
disturb the free and right development of social organisations.
Instead of that, the plenum decided in principle to create actives

in schools. In larger schools actives can be created and in social
organisations such as are cultural and physical-cultural societies
so long as conditions exist for this.
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Discussion about the first item, concerning problems of the
People's Youth which have been exposed in Comrade Aleksandar
Rankovic’s article "Concerning work with youth” published recently in
the daily press, was very fruitful and constructive. The object of
this plenum was to discuss the work and the state of affairs in
organisations on the basis of opinions of youth leaders a During the
discussion some problems came clearly to the surface,

the f
’

irs '

t Place, it was established that political work isnot sufficiently developed and a few, particularly in schools andmoreso in the villages, are influenced by hostile elements, The
debaters gave a number of examples which clearly show the increased
activities of enemies amongst the youth. It is interesting, toremark upon a small detail. Catholic priests in Livno are propagat-ing that the paper "Pioneer” should not be read v^cause "it is a
communist paper and it should be boycotted”.

It was also established that the education of youth is notlooked at from an angle which concerns the whole of society. In
regard conclusions were made which were very useful and whichwill increase the responsibility of all mass organisations for theeducation of youth. Comrades from the Vojvodina: for exam ole,gave characteristic data that in their regions 20,000 young' partymembers work in the organisation of the People's Youth" yet theiractivities m many cases are infinitesimal.

Discussion has also shown that imoortant succe; have beenobtained in the development of cultural and entertainment life of the

nna i
tdere are also some important failings. The work

' le
?\
n cultural and physical culture societies, where youth is

i ^ gathered, is outside the influence of youth or any otherpolitical organisation,

Nnmoi->r
Th®- pr° b "!' (

?
m

°f
aPPrenfices in economy, was discussed separately.

t hem
y
lK

Q
J
S
fu

Sslon has shown that not sufficient care is taken about
1!®“’ that there are different problems beginning from school,

T

P
r^f

rammeS to lodgings, nutrition and their entertainments. Proposals
tn

r
f-1

PreS
??

ted the Plenum to change some of the policy in regard
economy. Some think that one should execute the

indntt^i'
tl0

£ °f
Hora3s and schools and take the line of forming

cSssed
a1Yached to large enterprises. This was dis-

nn rfpfi-vHt-
tailbut because of the ’ complicatedness of this problemno aeimite conclusions were brought*

• ?
n

t;
he

,

second item of the agenda Milojke D-ulovic read a

°J
S
^
atute of the People's Youth of Yugoslavia, Thoseap the plenum made a great number of observations, which

S? h
nlT^St

l
y ?ccepted,so it was decided that the final’ text of

for nnhi
1?^ w

hould
-

be sent to the leaderships of the People's Youthtor public discussion.

the PennT^f
the work a letter came from the District Committee of

onmnetfS
Y

~
u
?
h of Panc<

r
v° ln which it was proposed to hold a

6th
P
Cori^ol ^Wn

oDv
C d;)

;

st
^
ic

^
organisations in honour of the

Peoole'? Ynnl vt
and of that of the 5th Congress of the

a
Ihe plenuM accePted this initiative and announceda prior to the Congress competition 0

the pJHi16 ®ndlIico Pakic
,
in the name of the Bureau of the CC of

Youth w?1?
Proposed that the 5th Congress of the People's

on +L 11 b
?

held on 27th Pooember of this year in Belgrade^ namelv
h"l“

ten
,

ye!
i

rp ag0 the lst Congress of So USaS} was
date 'in JlPi be ^marked the 10th anniversary of this importante m the history o~ the youth movement of our country.

•n n,.-
Th

?
n the following agenda of the 5th Congress was proonsed-

if
=™cer

"i
n" ,tl£i Pstple’s Youth activities- 2 ) The passingof the Statutes of the People's Youth and 3 ) The election of the CCIt was decided that in honour of the 5th Congress a review of

Thi
t^ai ~artistic? societies throughout the country should be heldnUm
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JOINT TRANSLATION SERVICE
SUMMARY OF THE YUGOSLAV PRESS

This Bulletin contains translations from Yugoslav newspapers and periodicals. It is intended for the use of

the participating missions and not for general distribution. Accuracy of the translations is. not guaranteed.

STATINTL

No, 651 INS
P,l. Headlines of Borba of the 1st July
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P.13. Agencies of foreign firms
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FROM BORBA OF THE 29TH JUNE

P.4, On the other side of the frontier: talk with our diplomatic

representatives who returned from Sofia yesterday

P.7. Against the remnants of the past (Editorial)

P.11, Norwegian Minister in Belgrade decorated with the Medal of

the Yugoslav Standard

P.19, Meeting of Danube Commission

P.21. The Balkans and the aspirations of Rome (Article by Jasa Levi)
>!<

P.27, Hydro-electric power plant at Moste to be put into operation

today

FROM BORBA OF THE 3 OIH JUNE
*

P.5. FTT: Trieste economy faces danger

P.9. For a cheap book (Editorial)
*

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 30TH JUNE /

P.12. Report in Die Neue Zeitung on Gruber's statement on visit to

Yugoslavia
Two new trade agreements with Austria

*
FROM BORBA OF THE 1ST JULY

P.17 , Third Extraordinary Session of the People's Assembly of

Slovenia
Following violations perpetrated by Hungarian planes

P.13. Burmese representatives visit Shumadia
>!«

P.23. Meeting of Danube Commission
>\<

P*25* First steps in the reorganisation of People’s Committees
(Leading article by Milos Minic)

P.29, Greek parliamentary delegation will arrive in Yugoslavia on
the 4th July
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P.29. UNO founded 7 years (Editorial)
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SLO\£NSKI POROCEVALEC OF THE 22ND JUNE

The clergyman Poznik is botn blind and deaf
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HEADLINES BORBA 1st July, 1952.

5.1. THIRD EXTRAORDINARY SESSION 'OF THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY OF

SLOVENIA

Draft Laws on People's Committees completeu in B & H

Plenary session of the CC of the People's Youth of Montenegro
will be held in Niksic on the 8th July

*

First section of. hydro-electrical works at Santak starts working

MEETING OF DANUBE COMMISSION: YUGOSLAV PROPOSED REGULATIONS
WOULD BRING AN END TO ONE-POWER CONTROL OF THE DANUBE

FIRST STEPS IN THE REORGANISATION OF PEOPLE'S COMMITTEES
(Leading article by Milos Minic)

*
PROVOCATIONS. BY. „ HUNGARIAN PLANES: WE ARE NOT AFRAID OF
HUNGARIAN PROVOCATIONS SAYS PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE AT SENCA:
WE WANT OUR GOVERNMENT TO TAKE STEPS WITH THE UN REGARDING
THE HUNGARIAN PROVOCATIONS SAY CITIZENS OF HORGOS

GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION WILL ARRIVE IN YUGOSLAVIA ON
THE 4TH JULY

Bonn Government reaches agreement with Britain on Hamburg
docks,

>]c

Special railway wagons for the transport of coal to coke- mill
atlBukavac
*

P.2. Preparations fo a: meeting in the People's Committees: chief or
administrative-technical question (Article by Gojko Polovina)

>!<

What is in fact the cause of crime: discussion at open party
meeting in Klenovnika

?|c

Social security for soldiers disabled in peacetime: new regu-
lation in preparation

PROTEST OF BELGRADE JOURNALISTS: JOURNALISTS’ MEETING
UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTS RESOLUTION CONDEMNING ACTION OF SERBIAN
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

BURMESE REPRESENTATIVES VISIT SUMADIA
>',<

Letters to the Editor: ' c

Our public raises a voice of protest
But - very expensive!
Violation Qftuauhhor.s'.' copyrights
.n strange division
Describing the struggle of the people of Dalmatia

Pp3* Visit of American Foreign Minister to Vienna: Acheson says
that the position of Austria is not improved because of Soviet
obstruction

New accusations against Luka Toahar Gecrgresku and Anna Pauker

New Egyptian Government formed by Sirry Pasha: the resignation
of Hilali Pasha brought about by a failure to solve problems
at home and abroad

Events in Korea: Singhman Rhee :demands.- that! parliament:.-V e
change constitution l v

'
'

. <

5.

Anglo-Iranian dispute: British banks will not make payments on
Iranian Government cheques
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P.3. Joshida and Macdonald meet in Tokyo: General Ridgway visits
N orway

TRIESTE AFTER SEVEN YEARS (Article by M.Petrinic)

A view of American economy (1): difficulties with which US
economy is faced (Article by Joze Smole)

£

Wage increase for shipbuilding workers in Britain requested
*

French boat collides with Belgian boat in channel
*

P.5. NEW MEMBERS CF ACADAMY OF SCIENCE
*

P.4* A few statistics (Report from Peris by M.Vitorovic)

The voyage of the "Zagreb” to the Iron Gates ( 3 )* the boatmen
say (Article by A.Ackovic)

*

End of meeting of European Committee on Electrical Energy:
Committee has decided to consider possibility of export of
electrical energy frcm. Yugoslavia

Metallurgical workers in the US will oppose applications of
Taft-Hartlsy lav; (Report •fr^.a J os. 3 Trade)

West German budget envisages expenditure of more then 23
billion marks

*

22 countries want UN Extraordinary Session on Tunis

Committee of Swedish Parliament considers relations with USSR
*
Persecution of Jews in Cominform countries
*

British difficulties in Asia: the Times wants Australia and
New Zealand to play a greater part in Malaya: General
Templar anticipates that the struggle will last even longer

*
P.5. Concerning solid practice and theoretical learning:

discussion on draft regulation on apprentices (Article by
Arsa Stefanovic)

*

P-£u
.

.FOLLOWING THE REORGANISATION OF. PASSIVE COOPERATIVES IKi
DALMATIA (Article by Nikola Spiric)

1 .
t, *

One part of war vetejraris* pensions will be paid in industrial
bonds

*

NEW RAILWAYS AND ROADS: seven railway lines being built in
Bosnia (Article signed H.M.)

*

Economic plan for the Gruza district ready for public dis-
cussion

*
Institute for psychological work opened in Ljubljana.
*i'

Committee formed for Social Security in Slovenia

Plenary session of syndicates of workers and clerks in
^communal enterprises and institutions held In Sarajevo

US agricultural expert, Mr.Jenkins, studies our types of !

maize
*
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New regulation comes into force protecting pregnant women and

nursing mothers

Intrigues directed against our independence (Article^by^Ljubita

*

Aircraft industry exhibition has great success

The development of our marine economy: over 500 harbours along

our coasts (Article by D ,Vukobratov-C)

Preparations for traditional "Marioor week

Our experts visit Austrian artificial fibre factory

Struggle against economic saboteurs grows acute in Bitolj

Four fast motorboats for the transport of tourists between Split,

Dubrovnik
3
Makar ska

>
Hvar and Opatija

British Government White Paper issued on Korea

Sino-North Korean artillery bombs Pan Mum Jam .

New Delhi denies reports of crisis in Indian-Kashmiri relations:

Action to improve agrarian reform xn maia
*

Bonn satisfied with London talks
s»J<

French circles welcome proposal for 4-power meeting
5|S

Washington on new Egyptian Government

Shinwell accuses Butler concerning Conservative’s economic policy

REPUBLIKA

UN. FOUNDED SEVEN YEARS (Editorial)
=:<

PROPAGANDA OF LIES (Editorial)

Jordan crisis (Editorial)

Political events in Turkey (Editorial)
*

The King - Prime Minister in Cambogia
>!« „

Eden Prime Minister?

UN and American foreign policy

THE IMPORTANCE OF DISCIPLINE AND SOLIDARITY IN SOCIALISM
(Article by Stari Drug)

OUR FOREIGN TRADE AND THE NEW ECONOMIC SYSTEM
( Article sd aEk»)

*
Bradley and Formosa
>!<

Truman on the agricultural "revolution”

/D-.^aft law^on martial law in France
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UOVA MAKEDOmA
June 23, 1953®

P.2* Discussion over the Macedonian film production*
*

SLOTOSJQ PODOGEVAEBO
June 27, 1952®

P.1, Yugoslavia and Austria®
*

P*3, 3?he clergynan Poznik is Doth “blind and deaf 0

*

June 28 9 1952®.

P*l* Pull report on the session held by the Cglef Committee of the

Slovene Liberation Pront on June 27 p 1952©
**

P«2« Deferences on the war criminal Pavelic published in the

Argentine press®
*

June 29, 1952®

P.l, Deport on the recent session of the Chief Committee of the

Slovene Liberation Promt continued*
*

LA VOCS DEL P0P0L0
June 25, 1952®

P*2® Works on the recons truction of the Dijeka port continued®
*

June 26 i 1952®

P*2 0 Hew prospects of the development of co-operatives in the district
of Oapodistria*

*

June 28, 1952,

P*2* Preparations for a congress of maritime agencies,
*

June 29, 1952©

P#2® Development of coastal navigation in the Adriatic®
*

'•^.Successful... activity, displayed by the wScoglio Olivi ,f shipyard®
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ON THE OTHijg.SIIE OF 3KB BORDER

HNmRlffi2
W
FR0M

E
S0FIA

;DIPL0MAT 1° BEPBESMTATIV:ES m° YESTERDAY

o v
Di°it

v°
V Grad 13 a 313311 P 130® “ear the frontier. Seven years agot began to he turned into a rampart of brotherhood. Jour years ago itwas rendered into a strategic sentry post. by the force of others,

in wM-fV
snall distance from this place there is a border of the countryin which tne obedience to masters has become the basic, law,

^

°f
innocent victims have already perished in numerous

The lon/S f°
f and deedly horror ° ^“d not only Bulgarian ones.

-no * *
S ^ 8 billed persons also include*:, the names of those whoperished for one single reason contained in their Yugoslav descent,,

M dv
f
n Soferoedc was only 18 when he was arrested. And the reason

Oclnton
*™“ *ft" ,he °f

_ n j .x^
631 Was 21 * he oould see how he was maltreated by his interrogate

ness the sufferings of his father^ who was tortured in front of him 3

e_a ,

Wien was 22 he wrote his last letter to his parents, faced hisexecutors and departed from the last bit of skies he could see from hisceil m the prison of Eolarov Grad,

.

Panilo Poncic in the spring of this year sent his last message

r

Gn
^

a llit hls sillrl: spotted with blood after having spent 35says lying on cold concrete and wrapped with wires instead of a blanket.
m
1 ruined tccau3e o- my. Yugoslav nationality". His comradelaiel Hcdjcpov had no opportunity of sending even such a small message

to his mother, wife and children,,

ln ^ia waY our people are treated in that country to which sevenShears ago we outstretched our hand with expressions of friendship
cancelling the payment of reparations amounting to millions.

We wished for friendship and attempted to forget too soon a21

Nisava
C0EUaitted Gt Crna Trava> Toplica and along the Morava and the

.
£or fraternityo . .And we were not Isolated in ourn on. one. The wishes cf the Bulgarian people were identical. Buthe views of "the elder brother" were not conform with that.

-n, ,

Dimitrovgrad failed thus to become a rampart of brotherhood,

small -n?
placo alone is not duly exposed as a sentry post* This

r~;r presents a symbol of truth, quite big and noticeable for
*h0UBands o£ people deprived of their rights on the othersauo oi the border.

who w+h
Llf

aln arrived fron Bulgaria with our diplomatic representatives
. _

Sofia upon a decision of the Yugoslav Government. This was a0 ..® most energetic protest against a violation of exterritoriality'™ SSy and th0 unheard regime applied towards the diplomatic

tit?"
“Natives of the TP3Y. Thoir compartments were full of flowers

ff
n

4
°

,

t0 tllora ty numerous members of the diplomatic corps in Sofiaat their departure at the Sofia railway station.

a ,

iaterv^ with the diplomatic representatives we obtained

they had left
8^*9 3113 fuCta °n the a,' tual situation in the country
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The diplomatic r.preeeatltivee of the iTHY .ere not the only to he

followed, bv agents since members of their families were also subjected to

S Zt S.X»»t. merever they intended to eo either offierally.or

io trirLt.or to the laker' e or to a hotel, they

hear the agent on duty whistling which was an indi a

to begin following them.

These untiring shadows can easily be identified wearing white,

gym shoes suitable for long wear, dark suits and a copy 9 P

nRabotnicesko Delo” in their left pockets*

If it happens that some of our representatives have supper at the

hotel "Bulgaria" ,
their followers having no money t0 Ttte

packages with food from their pockets and eat there reg^^^ -o^^ h^
fact of finding themselves in one of the n°st eiegani

;
- -

main thing is to watch the Yugoslavs keeping them witain tne reac

their eyes®

The unheard regime applied by the Bulgarian
^ft^h^LloUowing

our diplomatic representatives can also be illustrated w-

examples*

Six automobiles^which numbers are occasionally either

or covered with mud, are always ready to start in puisui
accidents*

..personnel* They do not even hesitate to get involve

On June 20 a Chevrolet carrying the registration number 13 *-

was directed towards the car of our Charge d» Affaires with an obvi-

intention of causing a collision at the corner of the SvTu-

St, Stefan® Next day a Ford, registration number 5033
turn©

^ ^
<

sudden on the street Bokovski intending to hit the car 0
^

’

^ er
Dizdarevlc with its back. On June 22 the motor cars* reg

1, g oc
27.42, 44-07 and 503, accompanied the car of the Secretary oftoojBsySoc.

On the street Ivan Vazov, irrespective of the .act u a _ x "
crir

'full of jjeople including children, a .Bulgarian motorcar
•

driver 1 s
' of the Secretary Soo coming from the street Tolbnhin* ^nks to the driver s

presence of mind, no disaster occurred since he quickly
'r

across the pavement*

On the same day in front of the house, where the attache Brajevic

lived, a horse carriage hit the car of the Yugoslav Fm assy 9 —

thus a damage perpetrated by the Bulgarian agents®

" We are .coming back to our country with the pleasant feeling.

We were not offended by one single common man in Bulgaria a oug w

had numerous contacts with them* On the contrary ,
whenever ere was

opportunity, they expressed a great deal of sympathy for our conn ry

ourselves, declared the Charge d 1 Affaires Stanoje Stojkovic®

an
and

In his bag a gift with a dedication by an.,eminent Bulgarian

journalist whose name cannot be published for understandable reasons 3

can be found* His wife received a wonderful national costume from one

of the citizens upon their departure*

While at the rest home Borovec after a friendly conversation with

our Charge d' Affaires ,a group of Bulgarian workers expressed their wish

to take a photo of the whole group. They invited one of thephotographers

from that place and gathered around the car of our Embassy. ne woi er

and a girl, held, .our .vio-hlng to appear like that on the photo*
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The agent who remained unnoticed suddenly appeared as soon as

the photograph was taken and confiscated the film*

Eecently certain Bulgarian citizens dared to come to visit our

representatives in their houses wishing to hid then, goodbye*

n You are lucky to leave. And what about us?”—they said 0

(Signed) A* Petkovic

(3Q33A - 29th June, 1952)

THE TRIESTE BCOIFOMY FACING A CANGSR

Development of the Trieste shipyards hindered by the Italian authorities

[The Italian authorities are undertaking various measures with the

object of hindering the development of shipyards in Trieste to the benefit

of the Italian shipping companies. The Trieste paper fl Corriere di Trieste R

reported on methods by which the Italian authorities rendered the work

of Trieste lines more difficult* The paper refers to the case of shipping

line between Trieste and Australia which has after long requests been

authorized by the Italian authorities*

the paper states f the tine table is so scheduled that the

operation of the Trieste ships is completely hindsredc Fn route Trieste-

S/dney,old ships San Giorgi o and Toscana are navigating to Trieste^

But, on the other hand, the shipping agency of Genoa has allocated the

latest types of modern ships running on the same line such as !,17eptunia fi

,

^Australia” and ^Oceania ,f

0 The joximey from Trieste to Sydney takes 15

days on board of an Italian ship ,
while the Trieste ships need a whole

month* In addition to this* the time tablo of the Italian ships is

specially adapted so that these ships call on all those Italian ports

where the Trieste ships also come to, so that no passengers are left

for the Trieste ships”*

The paper stressed that the Italian authorities intended thus to

hinder the Trieste chipping agencies from developing a successful business

with the object of demonstrating their incapacity to support themselves.

Opening of, the Trieste International Pai r

Last night the Fourth International Fair has been opened in Trieste.

General Winterton, the Commander of the Anglo-American zone of the FTT,
^

opened this Fair, following speeches held by a representative of the Fair

management, the Major of Trieste Bartoli and the Italian Minister of

Industry and Trade Oampili*

The celebration was also attended by representatives of countries

who have their exhibitions there, including the Chief of the Yugoslav

trade delegation ip Trieste Joze Zenljak. ITanjug)

Trieste Radio Station in eluded in the Italian Ifetflio network

The Italian state radio network (RAl) has placed a contract with

the Trieste radio broadcasting station according to which in Trieste a

number of installations are to be erected for the strengthening of

transmissions 6f the Italian radio broadcasting stations* Erection of a

television station and the taking oyer of all technical matters of the

Trieste radio broadcasting ^°se?f§s^§i these contracts was made

so that BAI is to make the transfer of 89 employees and officials hired so far

by the Trieste broadcasting station* The Trieste paper H Corriere di Trieste”

today writes to this effect stating that thereby the Trieste broadcasting

station is to be included in the radio network of Italy* (Tanjug)
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AGAINST THE REMNANTS OF THg_.PAST

ThPrP are things in our social life which deserve a greater

attention from all of us, a greater alertness towards them and a

.tmriwr rpartion of party organisations and ox all communisms

tSX to I thin/.bodt the negative personal qualities

which here and there to a greater or lesser extent come to

?eStfOTf!n
5
?,ojStr=“in

yVamitr!irerhhefmL^°cSe‘
y
wS?hare

increasing as inebriation and similar.

It is logical that some of these negative occurrences are

sometimes linked-up with bureaucratic caste tendencieo in the state

and sometimes even i in our party apparatus. J-hen they become

the most disgusting.

If we would like to boil down all these negative occurrences

to their common source, we would establish that t ey are Ypi
^

growths of class society. In our society the eau
an ^Session

of the not-fully liquidated class relations, stixl more an expreosion

of class relations in opinions of men, in the 3.r^conocious •

These are the remnants of class society in which ^sona. 1happiness

and welfare are not built onthe basis - -- ^t on a
and happiness of all workers,, of the' whole collective, bum orr a

struggle for their own personal good* and against the col

0?l if we examine occurrences of inebriation, the very essence

of alcoholism.

No doubt, the struggle against alcoholism health problem

and it is well known how alcohol is ruinous for the health when

one takes too much of it, but alcoholism is also a social ill, w

has itsroobfe in the exploiting social system. We :know tha

capitalists of all "communal" institutions in £!?^_v" nrr(p W1‘th
factories in the first place took care

#

of the public houoe

whose help, they held workers in a still greater maucria. dep^n
^

apd-annihilated their moral-: resisting force. This was a so

^6y the rich peasant - the inn-keeper in the village.

The more the exploited workers felt their hopeless position^

the more they abandfehed themselves to alcohol, because ^ this was __

means of consolation to them and forgetfullness of their difficult

reality, •

Our struggle for a social f system, on the basis of changed

relations in production is in the essence the struggle agains e

main source of these negative occurrences* .This struggle leads

the people to a life of a full and true happiness. It will

liquidate gradually egoism and similar remnants*

But the question is posed, what we can and what must we do

today, in order to restrict these negative appearances to a minimum.

This is today the component part of our struggle for the liquiaa-

tion of the remnants of an outlived social system, a component part

of the struggle for the education of socialist men. In t is

struggle the strongest weapon is - the knowledge of the workers . that

they are themselves the builders of their life
}
that their happi-

ness depends on the success of the whole community a Our present

experiences have shown, for example; different irregularities m
the protection of national property, thefts, neglect and similar

have been gradually liquidated in workers 1 collectives where
t

management by workers has become a reality, It^is clear ir
\

the oresent state of our development, when the victory of the work-

ing people has'been achieved but the class struggle has not as yet
been completed, in the struggle against the remnants

.

of the past,

the state of the working people must use administrative measures*
In this regard our social community by punishing and persecuting
most right.
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And yet this is not only a matter for administrative measures

but is in the first place the problem of education and personal

examples

,

It is true that our working people have sufficient healthy

feeling and moral force for struggle against all these occurrences.

And yet it seems that administrative measures’ Me still being more

applied than broad political-educational work, that there are more

accidental than systematic struggle ageinet. them.

It is not sufficient to undertake measures against unsocial

appearances but one should pay full attention to the education of

men during the struggle for new social relations, the elimination

also of causes, incite people to form a new social relationship and

attitude towards such appearances, to develo.) social condemnations

of such aooearances.

In this light the struggle against alcoholism should also be

observed*

Today we are in the midst of the building-up of society where

there is no exploitation of man by men* Therefore we need no

opium for this, no alcohol, no religious mysticism, need only

clear views of morally and physically healthy men* Therefore

alcoholism, which is generally the cuase of many social ills, must

be rooted out as a social ill, as the expression of the former

prospectle ssne ss and that fatalistic, defeatist attitude towards

life

.

One hears often "that there are no other amusements except

the inn” . And therefore it is allowed that drunkenness should be

considered as recreation and rest and in connection with this free

fights are considered as heroism* It is the duty of the builders

of socialism to root out this ill 3nd be the initiators m their

places of organising healthy amusements and entertainments ±ull oi

go. Such entertainments and amusements will not destroy
_

health,

the morals and the families of our working oeoy-Lc tut will imbue

them with a new live force *

In this regard, no doubt, the subjective factor is^of

decisive importance, the conscious action of the Communist Party

and Front organisations.
always

The source of the great political strength of our party was/

the moral force of its members, their personal example in the

struggle for the party programme, their high ideological level,

consciousness concerning the objects and perspectives of the

struggle

.

So it is even today.

There, where negative qualities have appeared amongst the

roembers of the party, there where the arbitrariness of bureaucrats

is prevailing, means that the communists have begun to lose their

perspective, that they have surrendered to dry practicism, to

execute "tasks" and do not see the go means that some of them

perhaps are demoralised and have given themselves up to the wild

movement of their not outlived petty bourgeois passions. As much

as the party organisations fight against such occurrences, yet it

seems that they are applying measures which are not for recommen-
dation, namely: it is waited that the vice becomes so great that

it is nearly impossible to reform the man and then he ^ is thrown out

of the party and they cease to have any ihterefet in him.

Party organisations who work in this manner do not strive to
find out the cause of such occurrences of neglect of educational
work amongst com&m±&t£~,y and. logically amohgst- .the^ working- people
in gen^raI
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In party organisations where
J^eminr '

thl^Ibr^Mof'our hSlldins-
working man in

'•

our c ountry

.

To raise one's ideological level; to 8®^^° ^“™
sJ

h°
he

r
rlmnants

first place of communists c

(Sd.) VIDA TOMSIG

( BORBA - 29th June, 1952)

»

FOR A CHEAP BOOK

On the pages of Borba and other newspapers
, ^gp^jjltative

meetings and plenums of authors, printers and others
, J*®

of the increase of price of books was
,

ais
® L'^ctr^ooks cheaper,

concerning measures which could be taken to nale T. Rru^ions
1

All
Citizens of all professions participated in these g^usoions. aii

of them more or less demand that something s ou h
price of books should be more within the means of tne people.

Our country, such as it is, which must struggle with all its

strength against cultural under-development, mu
_ -

f
necessary conditions, and one of them is the e. .o c,.

orevent it
gressive and scientific literature, whose price will not prevent it

...from penetrating within the working masses. becauoo a±i

the achievements of the cultural inheritance ^*<1 “p-to d*te
x^oitine

creation in our country are no longer the mono oolv of the exploiti g

class (either bourgeoisie or bureaucracy), but the property ox une

whole people. Our people are toaay for the hj,
to exploit to a full measure the achievements of the greatest minds

of humanity and its sons*

How does the price of books stand and what are the causes that

our books are so expensive'?

The selling-price of books for the whole of Yugoslavia is now

on ari average 7 times greater than the pre-war one
,
and there where

the number of copies is small it is sometimes 10 or 12-fold, P t

the latest consultative meeting of printers of Yugoslavia it was
stressed that this occurred on account of the rise of the price of
paper since April of last year by 6 - 12 times. ' Printers ! ink,
bookbinding materials, running expenses, rebates, royalties, printing
services, etc,, have been increased.

It must.be understood that this rise in price should be con-
sidered in the framework of our general level of prices and even in
regard to the income of the population. If these elements are
taken into account, then the book is on an average no more expensive
than in pre-war days*

But books, because of their cultural, educational and political
role ^cannot be fully treated in socialism as goods nor can their
selling price be left in all cases to the acting of the economic
laws of supply and demand. The price and quality of books should
be harmonised with the purchasing power and e national objectives
of our society, namely with the building of an overall educated
prototype^ of socialist man* Such demands and educational objectives
have nothing in common with any tendencies of individual publishers
and booksellers for unreserved, too-high profits or individual
authors for unjustified high royalties, better paper than warranted
by the work it prints*
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The present discussion has not only exposed the causes of the
rise of price in books, but has also pointed out the road to
decreasing printing expenses and similar* Thus certain possibilities
for the cheapening of books have been pointed out.

Paper and printing services - are. two constant factors on which
mostly depends the price of books. Although one can understand
that paper must be much dearer than it was formerly, yet it is not
justifiable that the prices should be so high. It is not justifi-
able by the fact that our p'aper mills come together and a'gree on
fixing the price of paper and lately they have gone so
far as to increase the price in order to decrease some earlier
losses.

Besides this, in the work and dealings of individual printing
and publishing enterprises; in the organisation and distribution,
propaganda and make-cp of the book

;
in the system of our book-

sellers’ network, in the publishing policy and similar - there are
many problems on whose solution depends whether our books will be
dearer or cheaper.

The expensiveness of books is a complex problem, it is not
solved only by lowering the price of paper but also by eliminating
the above-mentioned and other deficiencies which make the books
unjustifiably dearer.

The increase in the price of books, which has led up to a
decrease in sale, has incited some publishers to publish cheaper,
sensational literature, hoping that with the gained profits they
will be able to cover their financial losses.

Out art councils, criticism, authors, cultural and public
workers, editors of all papers and reviews have not sharpened in
a sufficient measure the course against such literature and such
occurrences. They have also contributed very little to the propa-
ganda of a good book. It is a similar case with the publishers.
Our mass, social organisations and party leaderships on the terrain
should make popular a good book with much more s.nse and organisa-
tion, On all this, of course, depends the sale of the books, the
number of copies printed and from them the price of the books,

A decrease in the selling price of books demands common efforts.

Material and other possibilities already exist to a great extent
in our country. It is up to the People’s Authorities, responsible
economic organs, publishers and of all cultural and social organi-
sations to find a way out to decrease the costs of publishing
books by common efforts and measures, each in his sector.

It is quite comprehensible that the degree of development of the
productive forces of our country and the need for proportionately
great investments for its building-up and defence, conditioned
expenditure for cultural and similar needs of society. Therefore,
it is not the question .of the demand which would foresee our real
economic possibilities, but of • the demand which is realisable in
our present situation.

It is necessary to occupy oneself with the question of by what
measures one can obtain good and cheap books. No doubt the
political and other literature, intended for the education of the
broad masses, as well as some other publications, should be solved
at reasonable prices as soon as possible. This can be attained by
a number of measures such as are, for example, allocation of sub-
sidies, decrease in the cost of paper, harmonising and reviving the
component parts of expenses which ere included in the cost price of
books, as well as by solution of many numerous problems about which
we have written.
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The working people of all professions expect rightly concrete
--measures which will make it possible for them to buy good, and
cheap books.

This is the demand of a rapid socialist development and one of
the conditions for a still greater development of our progressive
thought and socialist culture.

( BORBA - 30th June, 1952}.

NORWEGIAN MINISTER IN BELGRADE DECORATED WITH THE MEDAL OF THE
YUGOSLAV STANDARD ~ ' “

(Belgrade, 2$th June)

•The Praesidium of the People’s Assembly of the FPR.Y has
awarded the Order of the Yugoslav Standard (Fi~‘ c!

'
f' Class) to Mr.Knut

Like, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Norway in
Yugoslavia, Mr.LyUce, who will shortly be leaving this country, was
decorated on the suggestion of the President of the Government of
the FPRY for services in improving the friendly relations between
Norway and Yugoslavia,

The decoration ceremony took place at 12 o’clock today and
was performed by the President of the Praesidium of the People's
Assembly, Dr. Ivan Ribar. Also present were the Secretary to the
Praesidium, Mile Perunicic, and Assistant Minister and Chief of
the Protocol Section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sloven
Smodlaka,

After the ceremony President Ribar received Mr.Knut Lykke on a
farewell visit.

( BORBA - 29th June, 1952),
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AFTER DR. GRUBER'S VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA
Eu'i'k PARTIES SATISFIED WITH RESULTS OF VISIT, SO WRITES "DIE NEUE
ZEITUNO', WEST GERMAN NEWSPAPER

The paper Die Neue Zeitung , which is published in Frankfurt,
*

carried. an article by its Vienna correspondent
>
Ernest Nev/sbaum,

concerning Dr, Karl Gruber* s visit to Yugoslavia,

The paper says that, the results of this trip wore received with
yreat satisfaction in both countries. Besides the details which are
important for both countries, the policymakers of Yugoslavia assured
Gruber that Austria can count on full support from Yugoslavia in her
efforts to be accepted into the UN... Austria may also count on Yugo-
slav support on the question of concluding a state treaty.

The correspondent goes on to say that Belgrade accorded great
significance to this visit because this is the first visit by a
Western Minister of Foreign Affairs to Yugoslavia since the war, and
he went on to say that Austria and Yugoslavia feel linked to one
another because they both have a similar neutral position between
the East and the West; neither of them belong to the European defence
•community or the Schuman Plan, both border with the sphere of the
Eastern bloc and both wish to cooperate with the West without being
linked with either party.

After enumerating the questions which were discussed, the report
concludes that Gruber's press conference on Brioni incited great
interest of the foreign correspondents in Yugoslavia.

TWO NEW TRADE AGREEMENTS WITH AUSTRIA
WHICH OUrTEOFIEjr REPUBLICS APPEAR A
(Ljubljana, 29th June)

—FIRST BILATERAL AGREEMENTS IN
S PARTNERS OF A FOREIGN COUNTRY

In the development of our commercial relations with foreign
countries, we recently achieved another significant success. Our
peoples' republics, Slovenia and Croatia, concluded two agreements

provide for an exchange of goods amounting to
J-d,duu,uuu shillings. The agreements were given the names of Klagenfurt
and Graz.

The Klagenfurt Agreement, which was concluded between Austria and
PR Slovenia, provides a compensational quota of 2,500,000 shillings

^he.Graz Agreement provides a fair quota amounting to
5,500,000 schillings or 11,000,000 schillings because the fair is held
twice annually in Graz.

The bilateral agreements provide for the exchange of only those
goods which are not on the list of the general Trade Agreement between
Austria and Yugoslavia, Although the contingents which are provided
for by these agreements are not large, both agreements are of great
significance to the economic life of the Peoples' Republics of Slovenia
and Croatia for the list contains goods which despite all endeavours
could net be entered on the list of the general Trade Agreement betweenAustria and the FPRY. The importers of both countries will get the
equivalent exclusively in goods and not in money, and this is why the
goods listed on the list of the concluded agreements will be obtained
easily and quickly without any specific formalities. The agreements
will be especially precious for the individual smaller republic,
district or municipal enterprises b ecause they will be able to obtain
machine parts for various installations, rolling stock or machines aswell as some goods for wide consumption which they lack in the shortest
time possible. Our enterprises will export mineral water, gravel,
brick and tile, milk and milk products, etc. /s/ M. M,

( POLITIKA - 30th June. 1952)
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AGENCIES OF FOREIGN FIRMS

On the basis of Article 1 of the Law authorising the Government

of the FPRY to issue regulations for the purpose of coordinating

relations in economy with new economic system and on the proposal

of the President of the Council for Commerce of the Government of

the FPRY, the Government of the FPRY issues the followin,.

REGULATION
ON AGENCIES OF FOREIGN FIRMS

Article 1

Agencv bureaus* economic ruuei * — vr
tions Ian act as agencies of foreign firms on the territory oi the

FPRY".
’

. , „Article 2

The following will be the work of the agencies:

1) Doing for and on behalf of foreign firms tne work which

precedes the conclusion of an agreement on the sale or pureness o

goods or an agreement pertaining to services, as well as th, wo.k

connected with the carrying out of these agreements v mediation)

,

2) Doing for and on behalf of foreign firms the work of mediation

with the right to conclude contracts ori sale or purchase of goods or

contracts on performance of services (commercial representation),

3) Doing the work of commercial agency parallel with performing

service services, technical and other services (commercial-technical

representation)
;

4) Sale of goods imported bn consignment by foreign firms

(consignment stocks).

In exceptional cases, bureaus, economic enterprises and other

economic organisations, may do the work mentioned in items 2, 3 >
A

of the preceding paragraph also in their own names for the account oi

foreign firms as well as in their own names and for their own account.

enterprises and other economic organise-

Article 3

Agency bureaus are economic organisations whose business is

representation of foreign firms.

Decisions on establishing of agency bureaus shall be issued by

the federal state agencies which have jurisdiction ^ over foreign trade,

on their own initiative or on the proposal of the interested agencies

and organisations.

The decision to found an agency bureau shall at the same time be

a licence for doing agency work.

The decision pertaining to the founding of the agency bureau shall

also specify the kinds of agency work which the agency bureau may be.

Article 4

An agency bureau is a corporate body.

Article 5

Agents of agency bureaus may be either individual or collective.

Rights and duties of the agents of agency bureaus shall be deter

mined by the statutes of the agency bureaus.
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Article 6

The agency bureau which has less than seven employees and workers
shall be managed by a director (chief, manager).

The director (chief, manager) shall be appointed by the agency
which founded the agency bureau.

Article 7

The agency bureau which has seven or more employees and workers
shall be managed by a board of managers.

The board of managers must consist of not less than three members.

The members of the board of managers shall be elected by the
working collective.

Article $

The decisions of the board of managers of an agency bureau shall
be obligatory for the director.

The director may stop execution of those conclusions of the board
of managers which he considers to be against the law or against other
legal regulations, and in such cases he must immediately notify the
federal state agency which has jurisdiction over foreign trade and
this agency will decide the matter.

Article 9

Agency bureaus will be registered in accordance with the provisions
which are valid for state economic enterprises.

An agency bureau may not start business before registration is
completed.

A.rticle 3.0

The regulations pertaining to financial dealings and to salaries
and wages of employees and workers which are valid for state commercial
enterprises shall also apply to agency bureaus.

Article 11

More detailed regulations on agency bureaus shall be issued by
the federal state agency which has jurisdiction over foreign trade in
agreement with the President of the Council for Legislation and
Promotion of People's Authority of the Government of the FPRY and in
agreement with the Minister of Einance of the FPRY.

Article 12

The economic enterprises and other economic organisations, with
the exception cf agency bureaus, shall be obligated to obtain a licence
to act as agencies.

The licence will setfoi*th the agency work which the holder of the
licence may perform.

The economic enterprises and other economic organisations which
fulfil the conditions for acting as commercial agencies shall obtain
their licences from the federal state agencies which have jurisdiction
over foreign trade after first of all obtaining the opinion of the
chamber of commerce.
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The federal state agency which has jurisdiction over foreign

trade chall prescribe conditions which the economic enterprises r.

oSS economic organisations must fulfil In order to get a licence.

The federal state agency which has jurisdiction over foreign

trade shall keep a register of the licences issued for doing agency

work.

Article 13

Agency bureaus, as well as the economic enterprises and other

economic organisations which obtain licences s.or doing agency ,

shall sign written agency contracts with foreign firms.

In addition to other clauses, the agency contract must contain

also the name of the firm in whose behalf the agency work will be done.

Article 14.

Agency contracts must be submitted for approval to the federal

state agency which has jurisdiction over foreign trade.

The state agency mentioned in the preceding paragrapn will

refuse permission if the contract contains provisions which are

contrary to the interests of economy

«

received.
Agency work cannot be started before the permission is

Article 15.

The reward for doing agency work must be specified in the

agency agreement.

The reward for doing agency work wiH,as a general, rule,

be fixed in the form of commission. In exceptional case j,.the re c. y

be fixed in other ways.

Article 16 s •

General supervision over the worm ?
f '

r

Jhe>af?ency bureaus,

economic enterprises and other economic organisatio o £ c

fL . .

in the sense hereof. shall be exercised by the state ag °

have jurisdiction over foreign trade.

Supervision over financial dealings shall be exercised by the

agencies of state which have jurisdiction over finances.

The state agency which has jurisdiction over foreign trade

shall give prior approvals to decisions of appointment o peroO^i
^

agency' bureaus, as well as to decisions of appointment of personnel of

economic enterprises and other economic organisations which do agency

work.

Article 17*

There shall be a fine of up to 200 ,000
#

dinars for the
agency bureau, economic enterprise or other economic organisation:

(a) if • it does agency work without a licence;

(b) if it does agency work which is not specified in the
licence or in the decision pertaining to the opening of the bureau,
economic enterprise or other economic organisation

;

'

(c) if it starts doing a.went# work before the agency
agreement is approved; and

(d) if it employs' personnel before obtaining prior apnroval
Waved Fnr ReleSse.2002/08/1 5 ~CIA.RDR83.-004^ 5RO123O0 1 1 0009-3
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v, n F°r offences mentioned in paragraph I of this Article there
flirr/i?

0 ba a fin<
r
of uo

.

to 10,000 dinars for the responsible official,
the offence is committed for material interests then the fineshall be up to 100,000 dinars.

Article 18.

The federal state agency which has jurisdiction over foreigntrade may cancel the licence for doing agency work in the case the^
possessor of the licence is punished for offences mentioned in thepreceding Article hereof, as well as in cases when circumstances arise
because of which a licence for doing agency work could not be issued.

Article 19

•

„ ^ ,

With the entry into force hereof, the Regulation on the foundingand work of Commercial Agencies and Commercial Agencies of Foreign
Enterprises and Institutions( "Official Gazette of the FFRY" Ho. 100/4.7)the Regulation on the founding and work of Tenhnicra Agencies-

’

Representations( "Official Gazette of the FPRY"No. 100/47) and the
Regulation on the founding and work of Warehouses of Foreign Enterprisesand Institutions( "Official Gazette of the FPRY" No. 45/47) ,as well asa j. the prescriptions issued on the basis of these regulations, shallcease to be valid.

Article 20.

.

Licences on opening cf representations, agencies and consignment
stock issued to foreign firms on the basis of provisions mentioned inthe preceding Article whose validity has not exoired by th« date of theentry into force hereof, shall remain in force. The federal state
agencies which have jurisdiction over foreign trade may render decisions
on cessation of validity of those licences,

tbe Perf
oc^ ^or which, by a suecial decision issued according

to the old regulations, a specific person was given permission to menagea representation, an agency or a consignment stock oi* a foreign firm hasalready expired, then the licence for opening the representation. agency
or consignment _ stock shall cease to be' valid if within 30 days from the
date of entry into force hereof the respective foreign firm does not
conclude an agency agreement in accordance with the provisions hereof.

Article 21.

^°re detailed instructions on the carrying out hereof shall be
issued by the federal state agency which has jurisdiction over foreign

Article 22.

The present Regulation goes into effect on the date of
publication in the "Official Gazette of the Federative Feoole's
Republic of Yugoslavia".

BELGRADE, June 18,1952.

President of the Government of the FPRY
and Minister of National Defense,

Marshal of Yugoslavia,
(Sgd.) JOSIP BROZ-TITO

Minister in the Government of the FPRY
President of the Council for Commerce,
(Sgd.) OSMAN KARABEGOVIC.

( OFFICIAL GaZETTE OF THE FPRY No. 33, Item No»39S, Belgrade , June 25,1952)
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gm thibd mMmMML sv-asioh of the .people’s assembly of slovekia

During the first meeting of the third extraordinary session of the

People' ^Assembly of PE Slovenia held today in Ljubljana under the _ chair-

manship of Dr. Perdo Kozak, four important fivaft laye on decentralization

S dictation of people's authority in Sloveni,. were adop ted. Law

A,H „,h of District People's Committees, Law on Town and Municipal

on‘Wtion and S.*U
Committees and Law on Various Changes in the Territorial Division of

Municipal ^People's Committees were passed.

The Chairman of the Council of Legislation and Building up of

People's Authority of the Slovene Government, Dr, Marjan

at today's meeting explained the proposed .aws * ? , Qur country
stressed that thereby a new system is being introduced

as to organization and operation of agencies of people's authority and

state administration*

Marjan Brecelj then emphasized that the'P^^S^Hv^eSslative
examination *by the Slovene Assembly were no

Iv^n-ns-od ^
and administrative bodies, since they were also a^»cufla6d \e^spauers,
political organizations, people's committees, ^ ^ “ J,/
at numerous mass meetings, etc.

comrade Eardelj,
analysis given at a session of the joaerai Assomoxy jj

provides a basis for the outlining of republican yaws to b^®“
s

and

accurately define the reorganization and methods of w r p P

committees*

In his further explanation Dr. Brecelj gave some more details

concerning the jurisdiction of municipal, distric a
* jt

committees, organization and activity of people s comm
f _® nrthoritv

emphasized that, owing to fusion of legislative wi 1 exe
.

• „

to be exercized by people's committees as a whole, the principle of

permanent session was adopted. Dr, Brecelj especially s re.,se
.

d

importance of the producers' councils, commissions compose

and also referred to a new institution founded an conformity with the

proposed law - referendum.

(Signed) K,M»

(BOEBA. July 1, 1852)

-.V ' 1

FOLLOWIES VIOLATIONS PBBPETRATED BY HUITGA£IM_£B^1£

A letter from the Senta Dis trict People’s Committee

The District People's Committee of Senta sent a letter to the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs protesting most energetically against t

violation of our air space on the part of Hungarian aeroplanes. In that

letter it was stated that Hungarian aeroplanes in groups o

a violation of the Yugoslav air space on eight occasion on

flew as far as to Kanjiza which is located within more than 16 kilo ot

£r.©&- the border*

At a session of the District
poople's Committee of Senta it ww

further stated that this kind of provocation indicated that the Cominform

Hungary intended to intimidate our people. But, we shall not allow to be

intimidated and, as to the unity of our peoples, it cannot be destroyed

by no provocations whatsoever. The people of the district o en a s

prepared to oppose any aggressor in the defence of achievements gamed

through our Revolution, it was stated in conclusion of that letter.

•

• j
0‘..h .'.A «'

1

••• * " ?

V , . , h r '

' .... i. ^ ' VV ’
:

;
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Plnally, the People's Committee demanded the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs to protest most energetically against such violations

of the Yugoslav air space.

We want our Gov^rrjrfent to taice steps with the

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the FPR'i has received a large

numher of protest telegrams condemning the recent viola-ion of the

Yugoslav air space perpetrated on the part of Hungarian aer pla »

demanding most energetic steps to he undertaken against such flagrant

violations.

"Being witnesses of the latest provocations of Soviet satellites,

as stated hy citizens from the frontier region of Horgos, wo Protest

amainst such evil provocations hy Hungarian armed forces end^deraand

oS Government to take appropriate stops with thehungarlanuovernnen

and the United Nations Organization so that the whole o, the democ atic

world could learn which country is a peace-loving one and wno is the

aggressor 1**

The workers' collective at the Scnta furniture factory, in their

protest telegram, stated that Hungarian planes flew over our territory

on June 23 and 25 on numerous occasions reaching 18 kilome eis w

the Yugoslav territory "which confirms that this provocation was planned

beforehand with the object of violating peace of our country

o

( 3033-4. , July 1, 1952)

BEPHBSSHTATI7E5 OF BURMA VISIT SUMADL'A

Eepresentatives of political and economic life of “e
J?

ers

of a delegation of Burma which has beer. In cur coun-ry since June 2 ,

yesterdny left Belgrade and began touring Serbia. Co Hjen, Secretay

General of the Anti-Fascist People’s League of Freedom, who heauing

this delegation, is -accompanied '/"ten Mnung Gi, Charge
n^rnn to

Embassy of Burra, the first diplomatic representative of Burma to

perform his permament duty in Belgrade.

Yesterday, the delegation accompanied by

the Main Co-operative Federation of Yugoslavia and Serbia, visaed

several districts in Sumadija displaying their interes n *iS
.

activity of peasant working co-operatives and agricultural co-ope.atives.

The delegation also looked round the vine growing co-operasive a- Venose

in the district of Orasje#

(BCjyA. July 1, 1952)
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MEETING OF THE DANUBE COMMISSION AT_GALAC

The Chief of the Yugoslav delegation Dragoje Djuric^spjk^

to-day at the session of the °m
“f

S

the Danube Commission to
speech he emphasized^ the subordination o

Union v/hich attains
the interests of a single country - Secretary of the Commission,
its ends through its representative - the Rotary o

0f the

^^cSTSS & Commission*

Soviet representative Kononov spoke before the Yugoslav delegate.

Speaking for the first time at this session aatteCnje. of the^ovieu

delegation, Kononov said that ne x

ei eJates, and that he also agrees
Czechoslovak, Bulgarian and Rumanian delegate

, Yugoslav officials
to the proposal of the Hungarian delegate that the ^os

g in
should be appointed as assistant secretaries and P

the Commission.

At the end of the meeting Hungarian delegateJik^ubmitted a

draft resolution, under .wnich the. ugos
^rising all repre-

be considered by a specially set
J^^

0,

^g
S^

a
this

F
proposal ,

the

question'laid down
0
in the Yugoslav memorandum would be debated at

one of the next sessions of the Danuoe CommiSoion.

Chief of the Yugoslav delegation Djuric pointed out^that behind

the speech of the Hungarian reprosonta^ives intent
gtJdT,

1

n sss™ sshSf.rsdKBWi."

Rumania declared that they are m xavour of this propos .

Yugoslav delegate DragoJeDjuric stressed in his sg« ch that

the revision of the rule of procedure and the -taW-JOT
troubl|some

of the Secretariat would mean the J brought the Yugoslav
and impossible situation in wuich the majo y a

delegation in the Danube Commission.

all formal conditions to conceal «oUtaon and ^““Iquality

23 ^Rof^sovereign^right

s

b
and°interest s ,

and especially

when it deals with Yugoslavia^.

"The Yugoslav delegation considers - said Djuric - that the

question of the
g
internal organisation of the Danube Commission

the most important question which -?
hou^ nresen^orFanisation

of the Danube Commission are deriving lta P^®ent orSanisa^ 0

which has been imposed already at the first session.

The present rule of procedure and statute
a
the

Danube Commission to a single member . counury, and that jemai^

fact regardless to the attempts of the majo
> leading functions

organisation of the Commission is such that the leaning

are secured to that member country, to whom the majority wishes

to secure them*
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v •“

Turning to the yesterday f s statement of the Hungarian

delegate Sik who said that the secretary and by this the secretariat

is responsible to the Commission, Djuric underlined that this does

not correspond to the actual §tate of affairs as the practice has shown

that the secretary and the secretariat are not responsible to the

Commission but that the secretary is answerable for his work only

to the Soviet Government.

"All what the Yugoslav delegation is criticizing derives from

this. Because such privileged position of one . delegation in the

Danube Commission causes a series of other deficiencies , These

privileges are given to the Soviet delegation in an. allegedly legal

way by the majority of votes owing to the political constellation

in this part of the world and to the relation which exist between the

governments of the countries of the Soviet bloc.

Such composition of the Danube Commission, founded on the

imposed rule of procedure and statute, puts Yugoslavia in an unequal

position. Yugoslavia is prevented from taking part in the management

of the Commission and attempts are made to avert Yugoslavia to

influence the work of the Commission 7

:

Speaking further about the difficulties which the Yugoslav

delegation has while travelling to sessions at Galac, and for which

the representatives of the majority yesterday said that the Danube

commission could not deal with this Question, Djuric stated that

the Danube Commission canr ot be indifferent as to how the Rumanian

authorities are treating the Yugoslav delegation in the Commission

in view that its seat is in Rumania*

Between Rumania and Yugoslavia there is no railway nor postal

traffic because Rumania cancelled the railway convention with

Yugoslavia. That is why coming to Galac is accompanied with great

difficulties* When the Yugoslav delegation returned from the last

session of the Commission to Belgrade its railway carriage s'

Surrounded by Rumanian soldiers with bayonets on the muzzle of the

rifle on the Rumanian-Hungarian frontier. The situation was nothing

better with other countries through which the Yugoslav delegation

had to pass. In Budapest the police agents follow the Yugoslav

delegation in a provocative manner.

The Yugoslav delegation travelled through Bulgaria to this

session. The Bulgarian Embassy in Belgrade gave transit visa only

before the train started, and even then not for all members of the

delegation. The Bulgarian Embassy stated that it could not allow

passage to a member of the Yugoslav delegation because he is

allegedly known as being against Bulgaria*

said:
Concluding his speech *

the chief of the Yugoslav delegation

"The Yugoslav delegation from the very beginning of the Danube

Commission consistently and steadily endeavoured to introduce t e

principles which correspond to the democratic principles oi our

time and that the Danube Commission should truly be an organisation

by all its members on i-.he basis of full equality and mutual

respect of rights and interests. The Yugoslav delegation already at

the first session and at the following meetings pointed to all that

which is contrary t^ the principle of that co-operation and proposed

corresponding counter-measures .but ..most often and in most important

cases the Yugoslav appeal remained without any reply. Thus the rule

of Procedure and the statute have been adopted at the first session,

by means of which the present impossible situation has been created.
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THE BALKANS AND THF; ASPIRATIONS OF ROMS

An unforgettable international incident is still in the

unpleasant memorf both In Greece and in
'

;^key : men are stxll ^
Sd??a?fan1e^ SclB*bfSpS Slander ’within the

Atlantic Pact,

Today this unfortunate idea has been reduced. In order

h «&.
apifefethat attempt as of something that could have had far reaching

consequences, and that not only for tne two cou' h

whole Balkan world.

It would be difficult not to agree with them in this respect.

Here, however, it is not only the question of the formal no-

mination of a personality, a foreigner, as commau&er of armies o

Athens and Ankara. Far more than that: the question was about an offer

that these armies should be commanded by a colleague Oh those

generals who in history already as cored Greece and luKey - as

ronnuerorso And not even that, that tnese generals m all ana similar

tests always got bad marks, was not In favour of accepting the idea

about Castiglioni as military commander of two worthy and strong

armies on the Balkans,

• The attempt of Rome to impose its general to Greece and'

Turkey, countries with which Italy is today in tne Atlantic Paut,

was more skilful than any previous one, Once upon a time Rome first

sent its armies and afterwards appointed the commander over the

conquered country; now the commander had uo be appointed without

those difficult and hard preceding 'normalities * But the Greeks

Turks are not considering that this new even more nimble .way has

introduced any change in the essence of tne uncnanged Italian

aspirations to the Balkans*

Of course , statesmen are refraining to say thi s^using another

vocabulary than the diplomatic one, but the average citizens of

Athens or Ankara 'is not restaining himself at all to openly

expose the public opinion of these countries,,

The Greek and Turkish statesmen confined themselves mainly

to the statement that the question of the Italian commander over

their armies has been taken off from the agenda. Several high

officials expressed their view roughly in this sense: 'My function does

hot allow me to say this officially, but privately ,
you can be

sure that in respect of Italian aspirations our and your feelings

are identical"*

Hence it is no wonder that in Greece and
#

Turkey one often hears

the views that the Italian aspirations
,
that is the policy and

claims of Rome today, are having an explicitly negative role a™-

that objectively can only undermine the defence of peace.
. ‘By the

way, this view is not only, met in these two Balkan countries.

While the potential danger is not moving from the Balkans,

while the armies of the Soviet satellites are growing far more than

provided by the Peace Treaty, Rome as having nothing else to do,

than to interfere in affairs of the Balkans and to exploit all

its skill of international juggling for something that impartially

means the undermining of co-operation and determination to resist

against aggression.
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But Balcan countries are not at all ready to accept Rome
as a sponsor, the least as a guardian. That is why they in Ankara
and in Athens emphasize with satisfaction the assertions received
by Admiral Carney that the question of command in the Atlantic
Pact can be solved only with the approval of Greece and Turkey.
As both countries are not willing to accept and cannot conceive
why should an Italian genera} and by what right and on the basis
of what principles command their armies, - there is hope that by
this the danger has been removed that this question would trouble
their readiness for defence.

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to assume that an end has
been put to Italian appetites towards the Balkans with this episode*
For, the "city on seven hills" has long ago the misfortune to have
pretenders to foreign parts and to the wealth of others. Conquering
marches of the Rom*: legions have always been' historically determined
in our direction towards the Balkans, and that does not mean only
Yugoslavia but Greece and even Turkey. That is the Italian "drang
nach Osten" whose adventures should be borne in mind because -

as the present time shows (no matter whether it is the question
of Castiglione, the Vatican nuncio who rushed to Greece and Turkey,
or of Trieste) - forgetfulness could be fatal. Not so much because
of the Rome power, but because of its skill to accomodate to all
conditions and to deceive- the naive ones.

It is natural however that the aspirations of official Rome are
met with i the cautiousness of some countries, which experienced
both its unsincere friendship and its insidious aggressions.

For the past half century, the Italian aspirations towards
the Balkans (and not only towards it) have so frequently and
clearly been manifested that about them there is no and cannot be
any doubt. At the conference in Buchlau

,
in 1908, Albania was

pronounced as an Italian zone and Greek as its sphere of influence.
In London

,
in 1915, Italy has, as price to betray the central

powers and to pass to the side cf the Entente, extorted the promise-
that a£tew"bhe War She would -be <*iv err :Trentinc and the Alpine Tyrol,
Trieste, and Gorizia, Istria and Dalmatia (she was not given Rijeka
and some islands) Valona and the island of Saseno (as well as
everything else which was to remain after the planned division),
all islands of the Dodecanese, the "right" to receive some parts
of Turkey (Especially in the part bordering the province of
Adalia"), then Libya, expansion of possessions in Eritrea, Somaliland
etc. etc.

In 1919 D'Annunzio broke into Rijeka with his plunderers;
some years later (1923) Rome bombed the unprotected population of
Kqrfu, the same Rome which sent its army to prevent the creation
of the new Turkey and to seize its territory after the First World War
had had no smaller appetite neither towards the Greek Dodecanese;
Rome performed the aggression on the Balkans, broke into Albania
attacked Greece at the mument when the Italian Ambassador in Athens
toasted - "friendship with Greece"!; this same Rome broke later on
into Yugoslavia, already attacked from all sides by the German and
Bulgurs-Hungarian Quisling troops; this Rome which with its nalkan
appetites, was always classically beaten and always classically
incorrigible, after the short post war pause* again began to dream
shout the "ancient glory", revealing his everlasting dream-book
in the fora of Trieste or Kastiglioni-like aspirations.

"Once again it is more difficult to those with whom Rome
is one the same side, than to those against whom it declares itself" -

wittily said an Athens journalist.
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arfrevived by those same people who wish to lead the present Italy

along the same dangerous Balkan paths

»

International co-operation in defending peace, and against

aggression can be stabilized only on the ground of re^c^f

1 ar Speacelovmy

countries, whose strengthening she ought to assist,

(B0R3A - 29th June, 1952)

SESSION OF THE DANUBE C'0r/!MISSI0N..i,T_GALATZ

Chief of the Yugoslav delegation Dragoje Djuric at today’s

meeting of the Danube Commission reviewed the Yugoslav draft rule

of procedure of the Commission,

The Yugoslav draft has 5$ articles, devided into eight

chapters The first chapter of the draft regulates the composition

S the ?«mlSlon 2d presidency, the functions of its members and

other questions. -The second chapter deals with sessions of th*

Danube Commission, discussions , voting and signing of the fi a.

of each meeting. The third chapter of the Yugoslav draft speaks

about the setting up of an executive committee, composed oi

representatives of all members of the Commission which will

administer the work between sessions. The executive committee

does not exist now. The ether chapters of the draxt speak about

the working groups, official langauges of the Commission, i

Secretariat and bodies, financial and other questions.

"In Preparing' this draft rule of procedure - stated Djuric -

the Yugoslav delegatipn took into consideration the^stricttapplication

work^o f he^Danube
e
Commi s sion

,

°on^th^ground of

P 00
(

Srl2l8e Yu.Llav

of other members."

Dragoje Djuric then documented the Yugoslav proposal that

the Secretariat of the Danube Commission is not to be ^ administered

bv the secretary cn his own will, without any responsibility be o e

the Commission, but a. director who would. really be
rpJ’®

s
JJ°5

S
Yugoslav

the Commission which can appoint or dismiss him. The new Yugoslav

rule of procedure - he said' - would put an end to the conditions

in which one country, through its representative, controls

both the Secretariat and the body as well as the whole activity of

the Danube Commission.

The Yugoslav delegate then spoke about the attitude of the

secretary of the Danube Commission, the Soviet representative Kononov,

qn Saturday, emphasizing that his speech was offensive to-tne
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Yugoslav Government and the Yugoslav delegation. Namely, Kononov
restricted himself to say that the Yugoslav memorandum, in which
are stated the Yugoslav motives to demand the revision of the
present rule of procedure and statute, consists of "inventions”.

. .

"Such offensive wcrds - stated Djuric - should not be heardm an international organisation* We are, however, used to hear
such statements by Soviet representatives in ether international
organisations too. But, facts cannot be denied by slanders, no matternow unpleasant these facts are to the Soviet delegation. Therefore
i request Mister Kcnonov to refrain in future from using such expressions
on the account of my country."

Informing the Danube Commission that the Yugoslav delegation
acknowledges the offer that its officials should be appointed as
assistant secretaries and four ether posts in the Secretariat and
the body of the Commission, the chief of the Yugoslav delegation
Djuric said that in this way the present abnormal condition would
be improved. This would mean one of the ways to improve the situation
in the Commission and to pass from the period of inequality to the
period of genuine equality and co-operation,

"However, he added, this is rot the first and most important
prerequisite.. According to the vie’.; of the Yugoslav delegation the
most important thing is that the internal organisation of the Danube
Commission should be in conformity with the Danube Convention, which
is provided by the Yugoslav draft rule of procedure. That is why we
expect, because those two matters form an unity, that the majority
will declare about the question of the Yugoslav project, that is -
does the majority wish that Yugoslavia should remain in the Danube
Commission or not?

After the speech of the chief of the Yugoslav delegation,
representatives of the Soviet majority in the Commission declared
one after another for the proposal of the Hungarian delegation that
the debate of the Yugoslav draft rule of procedure should be submitted
to a special commission and to discuss it only at one of the next
sessions. They stated that "some questions" of the Yugoslav draft
are not "sufficiently clear" to them underlinin'1, their "good will"
to allegedly thoroughly study this question.

The Yugoslav representative Djuric set out reasons concerning
this,why the Yugoslav delegation is insisting that its draft rule of
procedure should be considered at this session.

Revising the present rule of procedure - he said an impossible
situation in the Danube Commission would be removed, which lasts
already three years. Second, the Yugoslav draft is quite mature
to be debated at this session. The Yugoslav delegation is ready to
oifer all necessary explanation and adopt all possible useful
suggestions.

"The Yugoslav delegation considers - underlined Djuric -
that the reasons which are stated here are not justiable, by which
it is intended to postpone indefinitely the debate of the Yugoslav
draft rule of procedure".

Reminding that the delegates of the majority alleged that ‘

owing to lack of time at this session the Yugoslav draft could not
be carefully debated, the Yugoslav representative pointed to the fact
that at the first session of the Commission the present rule of
procedure was adopted and debated for only four days though there was
no experience from the work of the former Dcmibe Commission. 24 hours
were sufficient to the delegates - said Djuric - not only to study the
Soviet draft rule .of procedure

,
but to study and reject the Yugoslav

draft rule of procedure. The next seesion will take place tomorrow
morning.
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FIRST STEPS OF REORGANIZED PEOPLES' COMMITTEES

New organization of the peoples' committees and of their adminis-
trative apparatuses is already proving to be a big' step forward in the
development of the popular authority. Already now it can be quite
clearly seen that the reorganization has opened broad possibilities
for the development of socialist democracy.

First meetings held by the peoples * committees have almost every-
hwere passed off in discussions of current problems, particularly of
the budget. The newly s etup councils have taken up their work serious-
ly nearly everywhere, particularly the councils for economy, education,
social welfare and public health. In many of the places corresponding
committees have been set up in the councils, and these have already
started functioning.

I do not claim that everything goes smoothly and that everything
is all right. No one ever imagined that the new organization would be
a perfect one or that it would function perfectly from the first day.
Various difficulties are cropping up and different concepts are
conflicting. (The data at my disposal have been collected from 20
districts, $ towns and a certain number of other municipalities in
Serbia. I shall only mention here the biggest and .most ..important
problems which surely exist in other republics as well.)

The low professional level of the personnel employed in peoples'
committees represents an obvious and serious difficulty. The number of
personnel with the proper qualifications - is quite insufficient. The
peoples' committees must be helped as soon as possible by sending to
them a sufficient number of economists, jurists, agronomists, etc.
We must be clear on the point that the peoples' committees, as the local
agency of sslf-administration, will not be able to properly perform their
duties and exercise their rights if their administrative apparatuses do
not have the necessary number of experts. The reorganization of the
federal and. republic administrative apparatuses

,
which is in course now,

lends a possibility for helping the peoples’ committees in this respect.

There still remains a lot of inadaptability with respect to
authorities vested in the councils and in the directors. In some places
the directors interfere with the authorities of the councils and in
other places it is vice-versa; in ether places, however, the councils
interfere with the authorities of the councils of districts or towns/
Quite frequently presidents of. peoples' committees of districts take
upon themselves

•
jobs which belong to councils and directors, while the

vice-presidents, by their interference, usually restrict the necessary
independence of the director for economy.

It is not only a question of inadaptability, which is understand-
able at the beginning of the work of a fundamentally new organization
of peoples' committees, but of the difficulties which mostly come
because republic laws on peoples’ committees which will regulate all
these questions in detail have not yet been issued. Another difficulty
is the existence of various instructions and prescriptions of state
ministries, provincial and regional councils which have not yet been
reorganized and which are still working according to the old method.

In the peoples' committees of municipalities, reorientation of workdoes not go. so smoothly. The presidents of these committees have not
changed their old method of work very much because they have not as yetgrasped the fact that in the new organization they must call the peoples'
committees into session more often; the peoples' committees, being theonly ones authorized to solve the questions of any importance.
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It is a characteristic feature that in most of the councils the
members are mainly government employees while there is a small number
of immediate producers. The line of policy of "professional qualifica-
tion" of the council is followed here. Professional skill of personnel
who prepare the material and proposals for the councils is indispensable
but this by no means applies to the councils themselves. It is a good
thing to see to it at the time of the election of councils that the
members of the council should dispose with general knowledge of questions
which they will be solving, but this must by no means lead up to unreason-
able restriction of participation by immediate producers in the work of
the councils. Judging by everything, the so-called policy of "profes-
sional qualification" of the councils hides in itself a certain degree
of belittling or at any rate a fear that the immediate producers will
not know how to handle various jobs in the way professionals handle them.
There is no reason to have any fear because already now our revolutionary
practice shows that the immediate producers are successfully administering
enterprises.

Even after reorganization, an end has not been put to everyday-
unauthorized interferences by personnel of peoples’ committees and in
some instances also by personnel of the councils in the work of economic
enterprises and other institutions. Although explanations have been
given that in our country management of enterprises by the workers and
independent functioning of the institutions excludes the so-called
administrative-operational management by state agencies, the fact is
that this idea has not been fully accepted by the peoples’ committees
qt by all the leading men or by all the officials. Bureaucracy is
still existing even after the reorganization of the committees. Conse-
quently, the reorganization by itself has not been able to weed out the
remnants of bureaucracy primarily because of the fact that many of our
men are still not clear about the essence of the organizational changes
in the mechanism of state authority; changes in its functions. If these
vital questions are not fully understood, then the old habits and
practice will remain under certain circumstances.

The practice of the bureaus of some of the Party leaderships of
districts and towns proves this. In seme places the bureaus of the Party
committees are continuing their old practice of direct and everyday
interference in the work of the councils or, at any rate, in the work
of individual heads of councils. This interference is often in connection
with very minor questions. The fact that some of the bureaus cf Party
committees of districts are still working in this way clearly shows that
some of our cadres still do not have a clear idea of some of the questions
of principle of the Party's line of policy.

The fact that we have not yet completed the changes in organization
of the mechanism of our popular authority certainly makes it difficult
for our men to get a clear picture of our entire system. Vie have, for
example, reorganized the peoples' committees but councils of oroducers
have not yet been set up. The councils of producers will be set up
after the elections which will be held at the end of this year. We have
gone a long distance on the road of decentralization, but however the
peoples' committees are still not managing many of the jobs which they
will be managing when decentralization is completed. One can see from
the articles written by Comrade Kidric and recently carried by Borba
that the sphere of activities of the peoples' committees has changed
only in the realm of economy.

It is certain that after the final completion of the reorganization
many of the unclear and wrong concepts of the meaning and character of
the revolutionary changes which we are making will disappear.

However, even at this stage these changes would be clearer if the
work of the Party organizations in explaining them to the popular masses
were more intensive. There are very few lectures on these questions.
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The press does not contain many simple explanations of theoretical

hypotheses from works by our leading Comrades. The number of politically

elevated cadres engaged in this work is a small one. It is necessary

to extend more help to the Party leaderships of districts and towns;

similarly it is necessary for these leaderships to extend more help to

the basic Party '
organizations

.

It is not necessary for me to particularly emphasize how important

this work is. This work helps our workers to get clearer pictures and

to administer in a fuller measure state and other public jobs through

their self-administering agencies 0 The workers ^
r ®

managing through the s e 1 f - a. d m i n i s t e r-

ing agencies —that is the essence of socialist democracy.

The wrong and bureaucratic ideas that selected men should command the

workers through these agencies cannot exist.

The Party organizations today have no task which is more important

than the task of political and educational work among the masses-=work

which will elevate our men so that they could more successfully manage

public jobs .
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PROPAGANDA OF LIES

New large, undertakings in our country excite everywhere dis-
cussions, criticism, suspicions and wishes - according how they
feel about the matter and what they expect* It is natural that
the efforts of our people give rise to a great deal of interest because
they belong to a community where men dispose of the yields of their
production. It is therefore quite natural that these efforts are
followed closely and judged and measured* We shall be able to differ
from criticism and approval what is healthy and well intentioned
and :what is pathological and ill intentioned *

Our efforts are r heVtold by those who know something about
our country and ourselves but more often by those who know nothing
or very little. We can easily know those who strive sincerely to
understand and explain even if they are too far away from us to be
able to understand all. We like those whoceorse- and we had them over
here from many countries and their • nvnicer is ever increasing - they
come in our midst to see and learn, yet their st-'y is generally
short so that they cannot conceive fully okrtrealty' in &$1 its
aspects and all the causes which make it such* Such interpreters of
our real iAfr>r%S@d ppWP&feaW# i®^§8/fy?GIA^E)lp8S^ii5R(Pffi86^^e®9-?fhen it
is humane and well -intentioned ,
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GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION WILL ARRIVED IN YUGOSLAVI^nWlIIil

The Greek parliamentary delegation which is coming^ to Yugoslavia

on the invitation of the People 1 s Assembly of the FPRY, will arrive

in Belgrade on the evening of the 4th July, it is announced

«

delegation will consist of all Greek parliamentary ^
groups

,
including

five members of parliament of the Liberal Party, five of the Epe^c,

six of the Movement for the Union of the Greek Peoples, and one

belonging to a group of agricultural workers 0 A group of Greek

journalists will accompany the Greek delegation in Yugoslavia 0

(Tanjug)

( BORBA - 1st July)

UNO FOUNDED SEVEN YEARS

The anniversary of the Organisation of the United Nations will

most probably be marked in the world public by stressing that which

was realised for the past seven years as well .as enumerating a number

of difficulties and hindrances .which in this period of time occurred

and resisted the application oi the principles of the Charter, which

all the member nations solemnly accepted* The development . of the

international relations in the period, after its creation did not move

in the spirit and in the sense of these basic principles; its affir-

mation as the supreme international forum by the help of which and

through whom the contours of the new international order should be

expressed is still far away from the expected and wished for results*
The balance of the anniversary of the United Nations in other words is

not satisfactory*

Does that mean that the idea concerning the basic postulates and

principles of the new international order, based on collective
security, peaceful solution of international disputes and conflicts,
mutual understanding and efforts in the direction of restriction of

armament and the common organisation of measures for safeguarding
oeace has failed ?

Can one justifiably affirm as yet# that the resistance against the
appliance of these principles and postulates which exist and which is
based on selfish interests ’ and shortsighted political tendencies of
individual members of the organisation threatens the repetion of the
dramatic picture of impotence and final annihilation of the former
League of Nations which has been so deeply ingrained m the conscious-
ness of present humanity?

No, that need not have, such a dark perspective as this* The

selfish interests and shortsighted political moves of individual
members, either great or small, can for long flutter over international
relations and threaten the prospects of a new international order but

they cannot in the least injure the ideological contents of the
charter and its basic political and moral value In vain are all effort
and attitudes, the world can neither organise itself nor safeguard
peace on the basis of any hegemonies and domination* The modern
imperialists will lose breath and he will not have material and still
less moral strength to weave a net in which they would collect
enslaved people and- destroy their human rights and their legal yearn-
ings to live freely, independent and in agreement in the general
international community* This resistance of such international
factors, however it might be persistant and fateful', raises the
ideological contents of the charter and imbues more consistently its
moral and political qualities in the consciousness and conscience of
the broad people’s masses throughout the world.
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A struggle is forced, a consistent and persistent fi^ht for

the new international order on the basis of the Charter. The only

true struggle for the safeguarding of international peace.

In this struggle, the people of Yugoslavia, by general r ecog-

nition. are to be found in the first ranks. They are unanimous,

not only from the end of the Second World War but also during

existence, they suooort the political and state leadership in their

own country which in fact consistently carries out a policy of peace

and peaceful international co-operation, a policy of conscious

striving for the achievement of a new international order based on

the principles and postulates of the Charter of the United Nations.

( REPUBLIKA - 1st July, 1552).
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SHEMIES OF SOCIALISM AO? WORK MOW A!r SCHOOL

In the course of the last two years Party organisations in Marihor

gained valuable experience struggling against the influence o i- e ,

Guard reaction and its methods and means used among school children©

Prom this experience we can see that all these attempts carried ou^

behind the scene are by no means incidental or isolated from other

attempts made by reactionary clergy* but is a component part of the

systematic and premeditated action planned by the Vatican with the object

of taking away the youth from joining our present social community*
.

(Che abuse of religious feelings and cultural backwardness for these aims

is evident since they are the foundations for a revival of the movement

of the White Guard sponsored 'by the hostile clergy©

Our efforts for the development and deepening of socialist

democracy and constructive criticisms and discussions on common *

were interpreted by hostile elements as yielding and opening of doors

to western democracy under which the reelotionary ideology could gam
fresh strength and thus be smuggled into new conditions m our country*

Sven some communists were not sufficiently aware of class characteristics

of socialist democracy and thereby their alertness towards hostile activity

was diminished© Hot until they became witnesses of some hostile acts

they could realise what is the importance of views on current events

and oportunistic yielding and how detrimental it may be©

Last year reactionary elements succeeded in opening a broad discussion

on bad character of young people* This discussion xvas put on the agenda

as one of the items taken up by Front and mass organisations© Although

the idea was to examine certain examples, from life of young people? these

discussions were from the very beginning
1

directed against the socialist}

society and the people ! s authority instead of criticising the system of

education at school* home or youth organisations© In most^ cases it was

obvious that the idea was to avoid discussion over the. activity of the

class enemy displayed among our youth© As soon as the situation as to

our young people was examined*, one could easily realise that it was a

matter of a premeditated hostile activity© During those discussions

complaints were made that discipline was weak although at that time

exactly the authority took energetic measures for the observation of

disciplinary order in schools© As soon as the Party came out against

this exaggerated manner of treating this problem* new problems were

produced and placed on the agenda such as books* cinemas* entertainments

and dancings detrimental to our youth© Undoubtedly some of' it was true

but the people* s authority alone was made responsible for all that as if

it could be blamed for the fact that young people went in Irate evening

hours to the cinema or dancings etc© As to poor results reported by^

school administration* in the course of these discussions the authorities

were again blamec^sl* pre-tot that text books and similar equipment were

not made available© Debate on teachings encouraged various people to

touch upon various things instead of arguing about the basic social

problems. A good example of this can be found in a debate in which a

professor of history tried by all means to explain on the basis of

historic materialism how Trubar joined the Protestant movement© (Ehe

development of Protestant movement in Slovenia could not be brought

about by the same causes which introduced it in other countries© (Doday

there is a large number of pedagogues and professors believing that

dialectic materialism should be studied only by those professors who

are concerned with the subject of sociology while others do not need it*

(The difficult circumstances under the occupation were also cited as one

of the reasons why young people showed poor success© (Dhey pretended that

their spiritual development was definitely held up and thus underestimated
the capacity* of our youth© Instead of blaming the circumstances during

the war, they could better try to solve this problem by making up for

the wasted time by cutting down the programs and in adapting them to

practical .requirements to include the? essential items in the necessary amount
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instead of maintaining a bureaucratic attitude according to which school

children must study the full programs* A tension was created when the

young people were blamed for spending too much time in playing games t or

going to cinemas, etc*

In those circumstances the communists only established the facts

and cited what the failures and shortcoming were in our schooling and

education system witho\xt taking any mere energetic measures for the removal

of deficiencies* As soon as the communists and progressive eduoAtors began

to strengthen the discipline and demand from pupils to work more, the enemies

in turn took the opposite direction! they began to be inclined to yield to

the wishes of young people, thus aiming to gain their sympathy and approval*

Such people in fact were appreciate! by young people who lack experience

and cannot have an objective stand. This was just a manoeuvre aimed at

involving the youth in their reactionary strivings* The reaction blamed

the socialist community and the people’s authority for the present situation

pretended that it was a result of the introduction or tne socialist

system on the part of the working class which is primitive, incapable and

uneducated. All their slogans and allegations were directed towards making

the impression tint without the religions mystical education honest man

cannot be brought up. At the time when the Party began to defeat such

efforts, the reactionary elements were confronted with a dilsr.im: before

the authorities they had to pretend to be loyal, while benind their bac.c

they continued with their reactionary activity. The young people assumed

this same false attitude, thus render in r; the work of educators and youth

o rganiaations among them impossible. Therefore all steps undertaken by^

youth organizations for a revival of discussions on those subjects, failed.

Clerical fascist circles attempted to abuse the lack of experience of

young people by encouraging them to work against the authority: exaiming

that that was their fIhistoric duty” consisting in ojjpositicn to the exist-

ing social order and the authority*

The main success which later on enabled the reactionary elements
tn

to develop their hostile actidty among cur youth was achieved by the
.

dermal

fascist circles who somehow mobilized the progressive educators dealing

with less important problems ?V . although not being extremely important

or essential, were, of course, of some influence even upon the basic

problems of the current situation*

The main things which progressive educators must realize if they

wish to assume a correct attitude towards their work are as follows!

to understand that present deficiencies and shortcomings in the educational

system do not arise from the socialist order in our country, that is to

say that they are not necessarily brought about by socialism but are in

fact the remnants of the capitalist past survived in this transitional

period which get infiltrated in our class struggle if we neglect the class

nature of this period and thus the struggle against the r&nnants of the

past as well*

Therefore the struggle for this new socialist education in this

transitional period should be centered upon the struggle against the

remnants of the capitalist past in all its forms. Our efforts are not

solely being directed against the exploitation of man by man but also

against spiritual exploitation resulting from the cultural backwardness

of the masses. This is an extensive struggle including the suppression

of all infiltrations of capitalism or petit-bourgeois system, that is of

idealism and mysticism. Hot until we defeat ell stands inherited from

the past, shall we obtain a solid basis for socialistic education in our

country* Struggle against the remnants of bourgeois elements must today

take the most important place , more important one than the outlining'.Of

plans for the future, although being of certain significance which^must

not be underestimated! one should bear in mind that a soxid foundation

for our new methods of education must be built up in th^s struggle, and

apart from that that the outlining of plans for the future outside of this

struggle might also lead us to idealisation, utopianism and disappointment*
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If wo fail to realise the class essence of all this struggle^ nobody

will he able to rescue us from the blind alley in which we might get

into* Revolutionary practice of the working class has confirmed that

class struggle cannot be replaced by any substitute!

In secondary schools of Maribor hostile activity of certain

religious instructors and anti-national clergy as well as of some

students betrayed by then* has assumed great proportions & Reactionary

educators have’ begun completely to Ignore the methods of true material-

istic science by introducing idealism and mysticism in instructions xn

the treatment of subjects from history and literature eap eaiaxlyo

In this manner they became saboteurs by exploiting democracy* I'hey also

made open statements against our social reality® One of these educators

declared before the students that he was and will remain a Clerical

a

Another one interpreted before the students various decrees issued by^

our authority as barbarian, activity and terror Another one on his side

went so far in stating that people was going to revolt against the

peopled authority* The young people encouraged by such and similar

statements began to express in their turn their own hostility towards

the socialist reality in our country* In one of their essays on Presern

a student availed himself of that opportunity for waging a rude and

slanderous attack on the present political education* He complained

that none of the ideas of Presern were realised today owing to the fact:

that young people are currently being instructed how to commit murderso

A girl student who hesitated to express her views openly preferred to

assume a hypocritic attitude towards our community* She did not argue

about her mystical views in the spiri.t of scientific materialistic stand

but only referred to our political events by attacking them* Whither

such absurdities can lead a young man subjected to instructions o±

defender of the White Guard 9 one can be see from the example of the

student who compared his own homeland, with that of a bumblebee*

Apart £ra?n* the fact that various Clerical Fascist educators carried

out their activity through duping of youth.? reactionary clergy
" together with Jesuits and choir boys led this hostile activity in

the Maribor bishopric 0 [therefore there is no wonder that young people

who expressed their dissatisfaction regarding the treatment of the

[Trieste problem without the participation of Yugoslavia^ were attacked

by theml The most reactionary literature dmed against socialism was

distributed by youth who used to visit the efer.ch office in Maribor*

various books on spiritual restoration^ issued by Sales ian monks* The

same youths Issued an illegal ^literary 11 gazette propagating among other

things the revival of Catholic activity* Consequently almost without

one single exception all young people who carried a u religious h life

in Maribor had a hostile attitude toitfards their socialist homeland and

also took an active part in the fulfilment of designs planned by the

Slovene White Guard

„

The Jesuits Berden and Boehm x^ere almost always in the lead of this

hostile education* When they were approached by a young man who had two

difficulties, that is his mother^ illness and his own sexual troubles*

these Jesuits cunningly used him for their own political scopes* Those

gentlemen somehow solved moral problems in a simple ways sins can be

daily committed and appropriate indulgence can be granted everyday as well*.

Therefore it is quite understandable why this young man was extremely

grateful to the Catholic Church for such a help in his • moral life!

In this case their two-faced morale was also reflected § in his private
life this student was ruined while on the other hand at school he was

considered as a fanatic defender and advocator of the Catholic morale*

These Jesuits did not hlame this young man for being extremely ambitious
and haughty*but pretended that he had good qxialifications including

persistence which meant that he was going to succeed in his plans*

As to his activity among thegirls* he was advised to be most energetic*

decisive and conceited since such a behaviour makes the girls respect men©
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Thanks to all these ffmoral instructions on life n this student became

a fervent agitator of the Clericals in this secnndary school and as

soon as he claimed to have the situation under control,his efforts
proved vain®

.Apart from moral deficiencies brought about by this kind of
hostile education, we are also concerned about its effects. Sooner
or later consequences of such an instruction must he manifested* Owing
to this some young people have lost their national feeling, and now

have completely been deprived of patriotic feeling towards their own
homeland as well as towards their own people* The limit of all this

represents the allegation that the Americans are pigs failing
intervene in our country* All honest citizens must naturally be
amazed by this wondering who are the people pertaining to havs the right

to invite an enemy to attack their own homeland and people after our

magnificent straggle for liberation] We are deeply convivial that all

citizens in any country throughout the world would get a right punishment

for such a thing because political struggle has also some limits* High
'

treason does not cone within the framework of political straggle but

is ranked among criminal deeds of the most flagrant nature,^ Such

misdeeds can be committed in our country by ideologists of cominforn

or the policy of the Vatican who are the only people capable of such

behaviour.

On the basis of all those facts nobody can blame the authority

for having fulfilled its tasks in removing from our schools all those

educators and students <ming from the ranks of Clerical fascists who

developed hostile activity. In fa,ct this was against our good will

and our willingness to assist them in adopting the new road.

But the hostile Clerical Fascists would not be faithful to

themselves unless they used no allegations or lies referring to their

own hostile activity at the tine when it was exposed* The££ object

was to dissemble their smeared political treason under the cloak of

religion and religious persecution. Aiming such a stand they intended

to become the prosecutors instead of appearing on the defendants 1bench.

Their own hypocricy they intended to attribute to all those honest

educators who obeyed the wishes of their own people and revolted against

the old fashioned conceptions Joining the ranks of the working class

in its struggle against exploitation and backwardness* They further

intended to shake the honest instructors by appealing to their feelings,

the sense of honour and. honesty, etc* Nevertheless they carefully avoided

any kind of arguments on their own errors and directed all their efforts

to the undernining of the peopled authority* When all those efforts

produced no results whatsoever it was evident that the working class of

Karibor had realised what ves the object of the destructive activity of the

Clerical Fascists# Some of then could hear the true warnings by our

working men and their wives# In the struggle for socialist education and

school local Party organisations should carry on with their own clearly

outlined program.

Our struggle must result from the conviction that today the great

challenge and obstacle to socialist education represent these efforts

and influences of the enemy of socialism on educational work# In

addition to this we must further struggle against all ideological

remnants of mysticism, various ideological frippery of the past# Utmost

care should be devoted to the scientific interpretation of all subjects

under the program of our schools# We cannot decide what kind of education

our youth requires at the green table, in a bureaucratic manner, but

in accordance with social development and relations in our class struggle

and socialist advance. In our public life we must get rid of any kind of

underestimation of our wcrking class especially with regard to young

people in our county who should be educated in love and respect for the

working class and its efforts ©Ao6d/Ihe creation of a better life for our

community.
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3Tor the working class has established this unity among our peoples

which must he intensified by our young people developing love of their

socialistic homeland to an increasing extent. Our Party must struggie

removal of any kind of a bureaucratic attitude towards our youth who deserve

our Si attention. In. this way only we shall be able to apply an effective

system of education. Apart from providing a scientific or^a
^

0

^
-

youth, the adoption of a correct attitude towards young people is one of

the most important tasks as to secondary school education.

As regards youth organizations, they should completely change their

methods of work in secondary schools. They should take into consideration

the fact that young people like to discuss things tnorcjg.-uy. One of the

basic tasks consists in the fact that young people must u <3 -lj
-.

" '

in our current efforts made in our country* A shaip st/..vg£>e c -

be waged against the adoption of the reactionary vfews that our youth must

be in opposition to the people's authority. Arguments which were

at the time of rovcMticn against the reactionary capi xaiisnis cann i< *

nowadays when the now socialistic society is about to be built np. owag

people should be offered such kinds of amusements which can contribute t

the strengthening of their forces to bo employed for learning and at work.

A still closer links should be established between students and working

youths o

With the assistance of front and syndicate organizations,

must to a greater extent he engaged for this struggle to the hene i o

our youth as a whole. Parents must realize that their
^

children canno

become honest citizens and happy people unless they join their efforts

with the working people of our country* The future of their children

would depend upon tfo$ !

.. attitude adopted towards the policy of che

working class on the part of you^ig peddle*. ' As to the positive relaoion

to the working class® it should not he smeared on the part of the paren s»

or school, Por the sake of their children 1 s futures the parents shou

take the lead in the struggle against reactionary influences upon young

people*

(Signed) Vlado Majhen*

21 '

i
1 -52 )
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THE CLBROYMAN P0Z1TIK IS BOTH BLIND AM) DS-AP

Last week at Vid near Cerknica there was a great celebration

taking place to mark the 10th anniversary of the arrival of first partisan

units in this place and the electrification of this place as wexl. Both

events took place on the same day. During the National Liberation Struggle

_

150 victims fell in thiB place which was neglected at the time of reactionary

regimes.

A large number of people were gathered on that occasion to hear a

report of the Chairman of the Kegional ^eople's Committee on domestic and

foreign political situation, cur efforts and achievements in the struggle

for a better future of the working people. The meeting was also addressed

by Major of the Yugoslav People's Army Comrade Pavlin, wno invited the

present people to persist in their struggle against all those who intend

to hinder the working people in their striving

Total value of the amount of work on electrification carried out

in this place was 13,163,300 dinars. The value of voluntary work contributed

by the population and material amounted to 532,300 dinars. Apa»t from

the people also contributed 475,000 dinars in cash. Total amount of con.ributions

made by the local population therefore equalled 1.007,000 dinars,, . The

District People's Committee allocated 13,634,000 dinars from its own means.

The people fully appreaciated the attention received from ^he

people's authority. The only persons who was completely disinterested, in

this celebration was the local clergyman Viktor Poznik. Instead. of speak-

ing about this achievement in an honest W since he himsel- will ai ®°

enjoy the benefit of electricity^l^ld a Mass at <5.00 PM U), exactly

at the time when the meeting was calleao He did this unaer e pre ex

that that morning he conducted a mass in another place in their neighbour-

hood which preveted him from being in his parish that morning. The participants

in this celebration believed that a misunderstanding was involved, and

therefore sent some people to intervene with the priest to pos„poiu, s

service. On two occasions the priest behaved in a rude manner wioi e

representatives of the people, and fifthly, told his cook to tell t

representatives that the Mass was going to be held at 7.00 PM.

Naturally, the people were very much disappointed with such a

behaviour of their priest.

What is in fact the aspect of the clergyman Eoznik? He has the _

.

reputation of a "good host". Nevertheless he knew how to establish links

with 24 Slovene emigrants now resident in America who sent him regularly

good supply of packages allegedly intended for "the use of the enure ' .

In his letters to theso emigrants he knew how to depict the hopeless

position of the church and population applying for their help pclaiming to

be completely neglected on the part of the people's authority. Apart from

this,he also listed the names of their relatives who refused to have

their children baptized by such a type of man as he was. This was an open

denunciation. His idea was to incite quarrels among relatives so that

he might obtain more things from America for himself*

What his relation to the state was one could easily realise from

tax declarations concerning his own and church property. As an intelligent

person he should know what efforts our state and people's authority is making

for the rising of the living standards in our country, so that he also

could know what his duty was to this effect, Bat he neglected his nty

following the example of a nunber of c tlier clergymen© [They all pre en o

have no duty towards the socialist state. In I960 and 1951 he cia ea o

have had ar. income of 314,907 dinars as compared with 280,971 belonging to

the church „ These are facts which cannot be found included in tax forms

filled in by this clergyman. Ho declared that total income amounts to

74,810 dinars only. Therefore the appropriate authorities wore revolted

b}r such a behaviour©
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Let us now compare the amount of taxes paid in by other inhabitants

of this place for the same period with those of the church and its

clergyman* In 1950 they paid taxes amounting to 270,336 dinars and in

1951, 618,623 dinars, totalling 808,959 dinarso In effect they represent

67$ of total taxes* On the other hand the state allocated to the

population of this place 2,644,000 dinars paying out pensions of

disabled persons, family pensions and subsidies* This practically means

that the allocation made by the state is three times as big as the amount

of taxes actually paid by the local population^ In all this place

received nine times as much as it gave to the states Here the sum of

18 million dinars allocated for electrification schemes must also be

included*

We assume that this clergyman should both think and vg&?*k about

our people* s authority and its care for the people* s welfare in an.

objective way instead of sending fa3.se messages to the emigrants living

in «America 0 He siiou3„d think about these figures© This also can refer

to all those who are being betrayed by the clergyman H’osnlk and should

on the basis of facts see what the actual situation is liko<> In his

blind obedianoe to the Vatican and adopting a hostile attitude towards

everything that is positive, this clergyman remains both blind and deaf*

(GLQVgHBKX POBOOHVALHC ~ 37th June, 1952)
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No. 652 INDEX end. July, 1952.

P.l. Headlines of Borba of the. 2rid July

P.2A. Headlines of Politika of the 2nd July
>!<

FROM NARODNA DRZAVA NO, 3 -4 OF 1952
•

' ' '

P.3., Regulations on procedure for the liquidation of economic
'enterprises

P.7. Content and form of minutes of meetings of Workers’ Councils
and meetings of Managing Boards of enterprises

*
P.12. Significance of the Law on Administrative Disputes, for

strengthening the law (Speech by Fran Frol in the People's
Assembly on the 31st March 1952).

>|;

FROM BORBA OF THE 29TH JUNE

P.21. Recall of our representatives from Bulgaria - Yugoslav
diplomats arrive back in Belgrade

5 more Bulgarian citizens escape to Yugoslavia

P.22.' Sentence passed on Cominform spies in Buje

FROM BORBA OF THE 30TH JUNE

P»17® Bulgaria under the foreigner (Article by A.Petkovic)
* '

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 30TH JUNE
*

P.35® Important sabotage activities in Hungary: several factories
destroyed and damaged by fire

FROM BORBA OF THE 1ST JULY

P.19. US agricultural expert, Mr. Jenkins, studies our types of maize

P.20. Election of regular and honorary members of Yugoslav Academy
of Science and the Arts

Vaso Butozan elected new Hector of Sarajevo University

P.22, What is in fact the cause of crime? - discussion at open
party meeting in Klenovnika

P. 23 . Preparations for meetings of Assemblies and of People’s
Committees.

>!<

FROM REPUBLIKA OF THE 1ST JULY

P. 27 . The importance of discipline and solidarity in socialism
(Article by Stari Drug)

P.2B... Our foreign trade and the new economic system (Article signed
EkJ

over/
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FROM BORBA OF THE 2ND JULY
*

P.25 , Statement by Admiral Mountbatten concerning his visit to

. Thetillage of Kumrovec and the American town of Chester

exchange gifts

P. 26 . Bulgarian troops camp near Yugoslav frontier
.

9 foreign countries will exhibit their prooucts at this

year’s Zagreb Fair

.20» Confirmation of lists of goods to be exchanged between

Yugoslavia and Belgium

,30i FTT: Slovenes outside Yugoslavia still forced to fight for

their basic rights says P rimorsk i _ Dnevnik

The position of the Slovene minority in Italy

,31. The celebration of the 8th anniversary of the Italian Union

of Istria and Rijeka

.32. End of sixth session of Danube Commission

.33. Manoeuvre in Galaz (Editorial on Danube Commission)

.34. Infiltrated Albanian spy and war criminal surrenders to

Yugoslav authorities
Israeli Minister visits Bogdan Crnobrnja

# Jfc
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HEADLINES BOEBA 2nd July, 1952 e

P*l* Political chronicle
. f ^ np Tv.npprinrin

Today the Sixth Plenary Session of the vd Macedonia

Special Commission will consider problems of worker-youth

103 million dinars for communal building at Skoplje

END OF SIXTH SESSION OF DANUBE COMMISSION

YUGOSLAV TRADE RELATIONS ABROAD: LISTS OF GOODS TO BE

EXCHANGED ¥rMJ3J£LGJUM CONFIRMED
^ * \

MANOEUVRE IN GALAZ (Editorial on Danube Commission )

ISRAELI MINISTER VISITS BOGDAN CRN0BRNJ

A

>!<

Aide menickLre on tri-part it e aid to Yugoslavia to be handed to

Yugoslav Government on the 6th July

INFILTRATED ALBANIAN SPY AND WAR CRIMINAL MALICI SERIF

SURRENDERS. TO OUR AUTHORITIES

THE REORGANISATION OF TIIE ECONOMIC APPARATUS OF THE GOVERN-

MENT OF OB & H

Greek-Ital ian trade relations interrupted

FTT* SLOVENES OUTSIDE YUGOSLAVIA STILL FORCED TO FIGHT FOR

THEIR BASIC RIGHTS, SAYS PRIMORSKI DNEVNIK
>\C

Regulation., on the Social Seaaritif for members of the free

professions being prepared
*

Travel grants for parents too: members of the Yugoslav

Association of the Blind have 75°% grants three times a year
*
Erection of machinery begins in the electrical works ffKosovo fT

:

New machinery in the mine T?Novo Brdo n

*
P *2 , DEATH OF THE PEOPLE’S HERO COLONEL PANE DJUKIC

>)<
...

Tragic death of Major Zdenko Sumanovac
*

In honour of the sixth congress of the CPY: invitation to

Mavrov builders to take part in competition

So far the National Committee for the Defence of Peace has
received 6 U '7 million dinars worth of. contributions

* h ,

Maritime Congress to be held at Rijeka on the 5th and 6th July
*
Accor ling to one judgment: those who are responsible and
those who take no care of people's property

Meeting of Workers' Council of miners at Ivanec

Letters to the Editor:
Our socialist development in words and pictures
Proposal from a high school teacher
A proposal about general education in our schools
It is good to learn e foreign language but better to know
your own

A traveller's justifiable complaint

P .3 . STATEMENT BY ADMIRAL M0UNTBATTEN CONCERNING HIS VISIT TO
YUGOSLAVIA

*
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THE VILLAGE OF KUMROVEC AND THE AMERICAN TOWN OF CHESTER

EXCHANGE GIFTS

BULGARIAN TROOPS CAMP NEAR YUGOSLAV FRONTIER
*

Measures against misinformation in Greece
*
Duclos released
>»<

The war in Korea! negotiations in Pan Mun Jom renewed:

discussion concerning Korea continues in Britain:

By an error Britain was not consulted about the bombing

of the hydro-electric olant says Acheson

Dispute in Labour Party over Korean resolution

Group of Conservatives condemn official attitude to Korean

question
High ranking US airforce officers arrive m Korea

Protagonist to Singhman Rhoe condemned to death
$

Prior to the presidential elections in the US: Stevenson

will accent democratic nomination: Taft will not be able

to defeat' democrats tut Eisenhower may says tew_jxrjc__imes

Discussion on Germany in American Congress: Senate Committe

recommends US to- ratify b agreement' immediately

A view of American economy (2): military production in the

US will maintain a high level (Article by Jnze Smole)

THE POSITION OF THE SLOVENE MINORITY IN ITALY: THE ITALIAN

AUTHORITIES ARE STRANGLING THE ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL

DEVELOPMENT OF SLOVENES IN GORIZIA

Rumanian Working Party paper Skante.ja accuses Luk of

sabotage

Plunder by Soviet soldiers in Hungary

N'ew Assistant Secretary of State in the US

Resignation of Hilali Pasha is a failure of Farouk’s policy

says C ombat
jjc

YUGOSLAV ECONOMIC RELATIONS ABROAD: TRADE RELATIONS - ONE

OF THE BRIDGES TO UNDERSTANDING AND CO-OPERATION BETWEEN

YUGOSLAVIA AND AUSTRIA

CELEBRATION OF THE STH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ITALIAN UNION OF

ISTRIA AND RIJEKA

Lowering of prices of certain medicaments
*

NINE FOREIGN COUNTRIES IN THIS YEAR'S ZAGREB FAIR
*
Reorganisation of local authorities in the Eijeljina

District
*

Young people near the frontier vaccinated azamst
tuberculo sis

Regulation being prepared on the social security for

porters, shoeblacks, etc*

The villagers of Kijevic build a school

House of Commons rejects Labour Resolution requiring
vote of censure on the government for events in Korea

*
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P.4. Sirry Pasha still forming new Egyptian Government

Resolution of European Conference of the World Jewish

Congress

Security Council rejects Soviet proposal
jj;

American Senate ratifies general agreement with Western

Germany

P.5. SENTENCING OF CHETNIK JUDGE
* PQLITIKA

P.2. Following the meeting of Eden, Ache son and Schuman: London

hypothesis (Article by Leon Davico)
>\<

Prior to the presidential elections in the US: balance or

strength between Eisenhower and Taft: possibility exists

that the Republican Congress may accept MacArtnur as compro-

mise candidate

P a THE RECENT ELECTION OF NEW MEMBERS OF THE SERBIAN ACADEMY OF

SCIENCE: IN DEFENCE uF ADVANCED THOUGHT:

BELGRADE JOURNALISTS CONDEMN ACTION 01 SERBIAN ACaDEMY OF

SCIENCE

P.4. Question for discussion: how commodity exchanges ought to
appear (Article by Miodrag Jevremovic)

RETURN FROM SWITZERLAND OF WIFE AND CHILDREN OF THE PILOT

KAVIC WHO ESCAPED IN A JAT PLANE FROM YUGOSLAVIA LAST YEAR

P.2, PART OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE WHICH MUST BE GIVEN TO THE NATIONAL
BANK

*
DISABLED VETERANS,. TO RECEIVE 10,000 CARE PARCELS

P.7. OPLENAC TO BE OPENED AS A RESORT
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REGULATIONS ON PROCEDURE FOR LIQUIDATION OF ECONOMIC
ENTERPRISES .

The government organ establishing an economics enterprise may

decide to liquidate it. However, by issuing a decision to liquidate

the enterprise^ the legal relations formerly established by tne

enterprise are still existing. Therefore, It is .necessary. for the

legal existence of the enterprise to continue for a time in order

to liquidate the enterprise’s legal realtionso The liquidation of

the enterprise's legal relations ifi effected by a special procedure.

This procedure is presribed by the Rules Pertaining to Procedure

When Liquidating Eoonomic Enterprises (Official Gazette of FFRY

No. 57/51), . Thus, a deficiertcjr in the legal regulation of this ma r

has been made up. For a long time there was a need for such a regu-

lation in white not only the social community is interested, but

also the creditors of the enterprise under liquidation as well as

its working collective*

The procedure on liquidation can only he applied to an economic

enterprise which the competent government organ has decided to liqui-

date. Such a decision is a prerequisite to the procedure of liqui-

dation* However, the procedure is not applied in all cases in which,

enterprises cease to exist. The enterprise ceases to exist also when

divided among several other enterprises, when it fuses with ano ner

enterprise, as well as when it becomes attached to. another en .Ap-

prise* In these cases, however, considering the consequences arising

from the liquidation there is no need for a procedure ox liquidation

because by dividing the enterprise all its rights and obligations

are transferred to the new enterprises* By fusion of the enterprise^,

its rights and obligations pass to the new enterprise arising Irom

this fusion* By incorporation of the enterprise, its rights and

obligations are transferred to the enterprise by which it has been

incorporated*

In the procedure of liquidating an enterprise, the Rules diffe-

rentiate between ordering and executing the liquidation*

The liquidation of an enterprise is ordered by a decision of the

economic managment on the basis of the decision pertaining to its

liquidation* By this decision, the organ of economic managment m
agreement with the financial organ establishes the liquidating com-

mission and fixes the time in which the liquidation is to be carried

out * After the liquidation has been ordered, the words under liqui-

dation” are added to the name of the enterprise in order to inform

economic organizations and other persons entering into legal rela-

tions with such an enterprise that its liquidation has been ordered*

The two facts that a decision has been passed that the enter-

prise shall cease to exist and its liquidation ordered, as well as

the names of the members of the liquidating commission must be en-

tered in the register of state economic enterprises for the purpose

of publicity. The application for registration is filed by the

'"liquidating commission immediately after the liquidation has been
ordered. This registration is of legal significance because the or-

gans of 'the enterprise# the workersr council, the managing board and
the director remain on their duties in the enterprise until they are
registered. After registration their duties cease* However, while

they are on their duties in the enterprise under liquidation, they

must not do any new business in the name of the enterprise except

wnat is necessary to do to complete the unfinished jobs* After regia-

tratian^alao 'the authorizations of representatives and authorized
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agents of the enterprise shall cease to be valid unless the liquida-

ting commission decides differently and registers their names . In

regard to the organs of the economic administration, they shall exer-

cise with respect to the enterprise under liquidation their rights

and duties provided for by law and other legal rules in line with
the nature and limited business of such an enterprise.

The liquidation of the enterprise is carried out by the liqui-

dating commission. Whei%.s the purpose of the procedure of liquidation

is to liquidate the legal relations of the enterprise the task and

authorization of the liquidating commission are determined thereby.

Its task is to^ascertain the financial status of the enterprise, to

collect its claims, to pay its debts from the availaole means, to

liquidate its remaining obligations and to complete the current and

unfinished Jobs of the enterprise. ,f (Article 4 of the Rules)*, In

order to fulfill this task, the liquidating commission is authorized
to conduct the business of the enterprise, to represent it and to

sign contracts in its name which might be necessary in order to comp-

lete jobs which were unfinished before the enterprise had been
turned over to it* The liquidating commission is not authorized to

sign any other contracts.

The Rules contain provisions with respect to the structure and

methods of work of the liquidating commission and supervision over

its work. The liquidating commission consists of three or five mem“

bers including the chairman. It takes decisions by a majority cf votes

at a session with all members present. The liquidating commission is

represented by the chairman who signs the enterprise together with a

member of the commission* Supervision over the work of the liquida-
ting commission is exercised by the organ of the economic administra-
tion and by the financial organ* They also give instructions and
direct the work of the commission, and take decisions with respect
to the liquidation of the enterprise for which each of them is compe-
tent.

The Rules provide that immediately after the liquidation has been
ordered, the managing board of the enterprise is obliged to start

with the transfer of the enterprise ter the liquidating commission.
This must be done within the time limit dlxed by the chairman of the

liquidating commission in agreement with the financial organ. The

transfer of the enoterprise is an important act in the procedure of

liquidation because on the basis of it the status in which the liqui-
dating commission has received the enterprise is ascertained which in
turn makes it easier to find out any irregularities if any in the work
of former members of the enterprise and to define the responsibili-
ties of those members and the liquidating commission*

Immediately after the transfer of the enterprise, the liquidating
commission is obliged to make a balance sheet of the status as shown
by the book-keeping on the day the liquidation has been ordered^the
starting liquidation balance).

The liquidating commission is also obliged to make an estimate
of the expenses of the procedure of liquidation and submit it to the

financial organ for approval* These expenses are to be paid from the

available means of the enterprise, and if none, by the financial organ

Of special importance for the creditors and business connections
of the enterprise under liquidation is the provision of the Rules by
which the liquidating commission must without delay announce in the

official gazette of the peopled republic in whose territory the seat

of the enterprise is or in the Official Gazette of the FPRY if the

enterprise is under federal competency that the liquidation of the

enterprise has been ordered and the liquidating commission organized
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requesting the creditors and debtors of the enterprise to report^Uielr

Sfsion^obSg^o IeSStS/‘l3orm^he^nh ^vhle^the «t«-

Src^dTnr?Lt
a0tSerigr^;i^l7 authorised person^to^

sign the enterprise has ceased uo be valid, and al P

signatures of its members with the banks

In regard to legal consequences of the above
pSse^^

6"

ment, it should be stressed that the credi o i '

G i aims from
under liquidation do not lose the rignt to coilect c

, ntquida-
the enterprise merely by not presenting their clai

liquidating
ting commission within the time

rreans^of the enter-
commission is obliged to pay from the ava •

* 1 ' ^ been pre-
prise its debts regardless whether or not the clai.^ a

due time,
sented in due time or not at all. Presentation of claim., in^due^txme,

however, is of legal importance because tne
presented

is obliged to pay primarily those claims which had
~ enterprise

within the time limit fixed by its announcement. If the
£ lms

has no available means for the payment °f
commission

against the enterprise i.e. claims wluch the liquidating comnlo.i

has, from whatever source, xound to ex.iot,
enterprise the neces-

obliaed obliged to place at the disposal of the enocrpiioO one nooi,

fS the payment of those claims. This amount

must not. exceed the value of the basic means
the enter-

prise itself, not including the basic means allotted to the cnrei

prise by the social community

o

Means ef the enterprise servingfor the payment of its debts

include also the funds intended for the payment *°£;e^ai*J%rom
yees wages. The liquidating oommiesion, however ,

may pay claims ~ r™
these means only if anything remains al ter Pay ng _ exis-
kers and employees to which they are entitled according to the

ting rules

*

According to the provisions of the Rules neither do those claims

of creditors become extinct which the liquidating °?T1
^Q®'

L

^ow
a
that

paid before the end of the liquidation because it
_

did not know that,

they existed. Such claims are to be paid by the
-^Se^hav^not

after the termination of liquidation (inasmuch as they have n

become obsolescent). For such claims however, h®^,^0>JP°n
?he enter-

up to the amount of the surplus of the working capital of tne enoer

prise paid into the budget by the liquidating commission.

It is the duty of the liquidating commission not only to pay the

debts of the enterprise but also to collect its claims.
-

d ^
claims that cannot be collected it is tne duty of the liqu-id o

commission to investigate in order to find out the reason^ and if l

was the fault of former members of the enterprise or other person

request them to pay compensation of damages.

The Rules also fix the duties and authorizations of the liqui-

dating commission with respect to the working capital and ba
conslst

means of the enterprise. The working capital, if it does not consis

of money, is to be sold by the commission at market prices, while

the basic means are to be handed over to economic organization ,

establishments or organs designated by the act of xiquidation or y

the decision of another authorized agency. If no provioionu have

been made with respect to basic moans, the economic administration

shall decide.

After having fulfilled its task, it is the duty of the liqui-

dating commission to mako the final liquidation balance sheet and
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submit It together with its documentation to the financial organ
for approval within eight days at the latest after the termination

of liquidation, In case the financial organs approves the final
liquidation balance sheet, he shall strike the firm's name off the
register of state economic enterprises, release from obligation the
liquidating commission and the last managing board and director of
the enterprise and send a rejbort to tlie economic administration.

The legal existence of the enterprise ceases only after its
name has been struck off the register by the financial organ after
approving the final liquidation balance sheet.

The Rules stress the fact that after release from obligations
the managing board and the director are not freed from responsibility
for their incorrect work in the enterprise if found out after the
dispensation had been granted.

In regard to the means of the enterprise remaining after its
liquidation, the Minister of Finance of the FPRY Bhall decide.

The transitory and concluding provisions of the Rules provide
that a procedure of liquidation which has been started but not
finished before the Rules became effective, doe to be carried out
according to these provisions. Tho. procedure presribed by the Rules
relates to the liquidation of economic enterprises established by
government organs, but the Rules stipulate that their provisions
shall be applied also to the liquidation of general directions, gene-
ral managements, agencies, services and establishments under the
competency of government organs, to tho liquidation of enterprises,
directions, agencies and services of social organizations, as well
as to the liquidation of cooperatives, copperative unions, th9ir
enterprises, directions, agencies and services unless special rules
exist with respect to the liquidation of these organizations.

The procedure of liquidation is extensive and complicated, and
it requires expert knowledge from the persons carrying it out, especi-
ally from the financial organ with wide authorizations and important
duties in the procedure.

The Rules could not regulate all questions in connection with the
procedure of liquidation of economic enterprises and therefore, the
Minister of Finance of the FPRY is authorized to issue more detailed
rules for their execution.

(Sd. ) B. RADA NOVIC

NARGDKA DRZAVA (People's State) Nos. 3-4, 1952
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ABOUT THE. CONTENT AND FORM OF MINUTES FROM MEi^mTG^ OF

WORKERS 'S COUNCILS AND MEETINGS OF MANAGING BOARDo 01

OF ENTERPRISES

This analysis was made on the Basis of minutes fr ° I
?

of workers' councils and sessions of managing hoards which the Bureau

for Organization of Managment in Economy had received from a large

number of enterprises In the course of last year.

Among the rest, this analyst
the minutes of workers' councils
date by their contents nor by the

-very often do not furnish a true
councils and managing boards. On
minutes, especially if the resolu
render more difficult the exercis
resolutions of the workers ' counc

„ shows that in many enterprises,

and managing boards are not up to

ir forms* Therefor© $
such, minutes

picture' of the work of workers

the other hand, the poorly prepared

tions are not well formulated,

e of control over execution of

il and managing board.

The analysis shows that the shortcomings of minutes are in the

main the following:

1. Very often, it cannot be seen from the minutes what resolu-

tions the workers' counsil or managing board had passe
.

discussed at their meetings, because very often tne mj.nu^u>
-

£
mention that the workers' council or the managing -

ted a proposal submitted by a member of the workers council or

managing board.

2 . Inasmuch as the resolutions are formulated, usually they

-are not short, clear and definite.

3. In some enterprises the minutes are too detailed, the whole

course of the meeting is described as for instance: er '

^Q „ n ,Tf r1 n.

has been said by each member of the workers councillor managing

board, all the explanations of employees /book-keepers,
. & / - U

planning clerks etc/, various reports submitted by repreo.
r ,

of government ©rgans under whose management the enterpri^
, .

/commissioners of the people's committee,/ and oy direct
.

unions? reports sxibraitted to the workers council by t
..

'*/

§

board and director of the enterprise etc. Thus ,
the niinux, ot tne

managing board of the Sisak Iron Works include the entire text o

letters and acts read at the meeting, while in Rudnik a

Works the minutes are written in the form of dialogues l. • «.

questions asked by members of the managing board are pu
t

well as the answers and opinions of other memoers.^omet

insignificant statements are recorded. In other enterpr
j ^

opposite happens i.e. the minutes are so short and incorap

it is impossible' to get a picture of the work at meetings as to what

problems had been discussed, what resolutions passed e c.
_ . _ .

example, we quote the minutes from the meeting °f the mag-j
text*

pf the enterprise "Kovina" in Slovenia with only ^he follow- g

"Agenda
Absences in 1951"

foiled by signatures of the clerk and. chairman
hoard attesting the minutes.

of the managing

4. In the majority of
the minutes whether the re so
by the majority of votes i.e,

* enterprises it does* not appear from

l.ut ions' had been passed unanimously or

a whether there had been an isolated
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opinion, "by which member of the workers' council or managing board
and why etc.

;
:

5. In some enterprises the minutes do not show the number of

present and absent members of the workers' council or managing
board so that it is impossible to determine whether a quorum had

existed i.e, whether the necessary number of members had been ore-

sent t* make proceddings of the meetings valid. Inasmuch as the

data with respect to present and absent members of the workers

council or managing board are entered into the minutes, the practice

varies. In the majority of enterprises the minutes of the managing

board Include the names of present and absent members, while the

minutes of workers' councils usually contain only the total number

of present and absent members without mentioning their names.

6. Often the minutes are not easy to survey, they are not

clearly and systematically arranged because the various questions

under discussion are not separated bo that one does not see c ear y

where one discussion ends and the other starts.

7. Neither is the procedure of signing the minutes uniform.

It is a habit in some enterprises not to sign the minutes at all , ox

the minutes are signed only by the clerk /enterprises Istra-Vino ,

Rijeka, "Mlinsko Preduzece", Cclje/, while in other enterprises the

minutes of managing boards are signed either only by -he director,

er chairman of the managing board and clerk, or chairman n t

managing board, director and clerk /"Okrajni Magazin, ^tuj/,

chairman of the managing board, clerk and all or a
.

of members of the managing board /"Preduzece za Proroet Zitaricama 1

Stokcra", Gospic—Enterprise for Trading in Grains and
ncils

Similar is the practice when signing the minutes
mv!ra°/K£zar" Sara-

but usually these minutes are attested by two members / K
minutes

jevo etc/. Many enterprises put their seal at the en

of managing boards and workers' councils.

8. Purthe rrcore , it appear? from the minutes that usualiy °ne

of the members of the workers council or managing board is- entrusted

with keeping the minutes who, as a rule, has no experience in this

kind of work, and that is one of the main reasons why the minutes

are poor.

9. Finally, there are also such enterprises where the meetings

of of the managing board and workers' council 1

a

*® :

^eetin^
on the basis of agenda fixed in advance but at the very “jeting

they try to find problems to discuss. It is clear that minutes irom

such meetings without preparation, plan and organiz t

well written nor easy to survey.

We shall try to give some suggestions with respect to content

and form of minutes.

The first and basic condition for good minutes is a correct

choice of the clerk. The lcerk must be an educat® d
e
P
fnterprisl

S

well the business, organization and problems of the
Sslntial from

Only such a clerk will be in a position to 8ePa^® of
the unessential, to judge correctly the “®

he
various members of the workers council and manag

6 reQ0 iuticns
questions under discussion, to formulate

ettimTlost
passed and to describe the meeting concisely withe

^

in unnecessary details but including all th
formu-

Urns. How Important the minutes are, LLuee wl'Se
latlcn of resolutions, it is best shown hy ‘he practice In some

enterprises /"Brodogradnja”—Shipbuilding, Belg /,
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metallurgical enterprises) in which at the very beginning of the

meeting of the workers 1 council a special commission is &PP
formu

"hose tas* is to see that the resolutions passed “o correctly formu-

lated* It is the duty of this commission to prepare aw
written

lation for each resolution passed by the workers ,
* nnl vhfter

formulation is read again before the workers counci
^ re30lution

it has been approved it is entered into the minutes as a resoluti n^

of the workers' council* As a rule, the duty of th
n ^

performed always by the same person i.e. by the same eropl J

eceas
enterprise because in this way he will soon a q ^ s"„. not need
experience and routine in keeping the minutes . The Jlexk does not need

to be a member of the workers' council or managing £oe„ra eu

who is
the case in many enterprises because the clerk may be a P

^
not a member to the workers' council or managing hoard. In

lth
~

enterprise has a legal adviser, it is desirable
, advisers should

this duty. (It is an erroneous conception that legal
directlv

not he clerks because, by the nature of their work, they are directly

subordinated to the director).

The minutes of the workers' council and managing .of

enterprise should consist of the f<ollowing: ab®n&a
ih

°
°^!

of the meeting (discussions, resolutions etc) and atteotmg

nutes.

The heading includes various data to be stated before
pain^

1113

of the workers' council or the session of 'che managing board *

These data are! the name and seat of the enterprise, them
organ (workers’ council or managing board), the date of the meeting

and data on! the number of present members of the workers council

managing board and other persons (such as for instance, I

^ ^
tives of the state organ under whose economic managemen

,

prise stands^ trade union organizations etc. Of special impor

are the data with respect to present members of the workers o n

or managing board, because they show whether there
f

to make proceedings of the meeting valid. Therefore, the heading f

the minutes of the workers' council should always include the t

number of members of the workers' council as well as .the number

the members present at the meeting. Furthermore, it^is al •

to enter the names of absent members of the porkers £“ ° d
f

to see who do not attend meetings regularly. In regard
_

the managing hoard whose number is usually a small one (£1 b .

most) it is best to enter the names of the present and ab^en. 8

because even without showing the total number of present
_

members the quorum can bo easily ascertained by counting *

Besides, this is necessary in order to know which memhei s of
J*® “if?

ging board had participated in passing various _ resolutions especially

if the question of responsibility of the managing board is rai
^

*

It is‘ useful to mention in the heading the number of meetings of the

workers' council or sessions of the managing hoard (for . ins anc ,

third meeting of the workers' council or the fifth session of the

managing board), because in this way the members of the worxer a. council

and managing hoard, as well as the members of the organiza

whose economic management the enterprise stands may easily a

whether meetings are held regularly. Each year, aft
?
r ®lec bi

°*f
s *

the new workers' council or managiflgboard have been held, a new num-

bering of meetings should bo started. The heading should also include

the time (hour) at which the meeting opens and ends in order to see

how long the meettng had lasted. This is needed when settling payments

to members of the workers' council or managing board. It alp° shp/^a

whether the meetings were too long or too short. Finally, this part,

of th© minutes includes the chairman's statement with respect to the

existence of a quorum as well as opening of the meeting*
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After the heading the proposed order of the day is entered inc-

luding the statements of the chairman with respect to various prob-

lems to be considered and settled at the meeting, as well as the

statement that the workers 1 council or managing board had accepted

the proposed agenda (including any amendments or complements)*

The following part of the minutes includes the progress of the

meeting of the workers’ council or managing board. First are entered

short summaries of oral reports to the workers’ council or management

board (report of the chairman of the workers 1 council or chairman

of the managing board, report of the director etc)* In case written

reports are read at the meeting, it will suffice only to mention this

in the minutes and attach the written reports to the minutes. It Is

wrong, as practiced in some enterprises, to enter Into the minutes

various reports on general questions a3 for instance saving and its

significance etc. usually read, before the meeting begins, by the

representatives of the organisation under whose economic management

the enterprise stands, by the reperesntatlves of the economic assoc -

ation, trade union organization etc.

Now the various Items of the agenda are entered one after the

other, each item with a title underlined, for instance? 1U Heading^

the Report of the Managln Board etc. In this way it is easier to sur~

vay the minutes because it is easy to ascertain when the discussion

on one item of the agenda has started, when ended attd the next item

started. (In the majority of enterprises they do not follow this

Instruction and very often it is hard to see, especially if no reso-

lutions have been passed, when the discussion on one Item or the

agenda ends and the next one starts).

It appears from the practice that great difficulties are encoun-

tered in entering into the minutes the course and content of the

discussion* In some enterprises the whole course of the discussion is

presented very extensively ,
even in the form of dialogues, so that

the minutes have twenty or even more pages. This, however, is wrong

because it is enough if only the problems under discussion are men-

tioned in a few words and the proposals for the solution of these

problems (such, for instance, are the minuteB of the Stamparlja

Finistrastva Posta, Belgrade-~th6 Printing Shop of the Ministry o

Posts, “Kovina”, Slovenia etc). Accordingly, not eveything said or

suggested by each of the participants should be entered into the minu-

tes. It is wrong, however, to enter only the resolutions without men-

tioning the problems under discussion and the proposals made by mem-

bers of the workers 1 council or managing board, as it is practiced

in some enterprises (for instance “Zelezara 1 'Ironworks, Smederevo.)

It is the practice in the majority of the enterprises to enter

into the minutes the resolution tight after the discussion of the

problem. We are of the opinion that this method is right and Justified

because the proceedings of the meeting are presented in the mlnu
J?

the order as they occur, because aft or discussing a problem the co

ponding resolution is made* In this case, however, in order to obtain

a bettor survey of the resolutions passed it would bo useful to

separate, in somo way, the resolutions fcom the text of the discussion

so that at the next meeting they could be quickly found, without

reading the whole text of tho minutes from the preceding meeting, in

order to verify their execution* This could be attained in several

ways ; in the middle of tho line, before the text of each resolution

the word “Resolution” (underlined) could be placed, or, (as it is prac-

ticed In some enterprises) a margin is left on the left side o

text of the resolution etc. In some enterprises, however, the ^solu-

tions are placed at the end of the minutes because it Is thoug

in this way, at the next meeting, it is easier to verify their ex
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(BORBA - 30th June, 1952).

US AGRICULTURAL EXPERT, MR. JENKINS. STUDIES OUR TYPES_OF_MAIZE

(Zajecar, 30th June)

Mr.

M

0 T.Jenkins ,
the well-known -maize selector .from the US and

member of the Agricultural Institute, arrived at Zajecar yesterday

on his journey through Yugoslavia with his wife, With^ them were

Alois Tavcar, agricultural professor at Zagreb University and

Engineer Milorad Piper, Director of the Institute for the Propagation

of Medicinal Plants in Zemun Polja,

The American expert has travelled. to Timocka Krajina in order

to inform himself concerning the types of maize in this district and

comparing it with American hybrids. He pointed out that the types of

maize in this place are more valuable than the majority of hybrids lh

•the US, because new and better hybrids can be created from them,

( BORBA - 1st. July, 1952) .
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In Brussels yesterday documents were signed confirming the
lists of go<?ds to be e: changed betwe en Yugoslavia and Belguim for
the period from July 1952 to July 1953.

Confirmation of these lists takes place every year on the
basis of the existing trade agreement between Belguim and
Yugoslavia, signed in 1943. The goods exchanges are fixed in advance
to the extent of 1,230,000 Belgian francs or 7,380,000,000 dinars.

The value of our exports amounts to 650,000 Belgian francs. The
export list comprises cattle food, plums, medicinal herbs, maize,
tobacco, zinc concentrate, soft woods, pens and beans, sleepers,
and other products.

Imports from Belguim are expected to amount to the value of
580,000 Belgian francs and will consist of the following products:
coke, rolled goods, steel, products of metal and electrical
ins<. ustries

, chemid?ls, textiles, chemical preparations,
photographic materials, and other products.

( BORBA - 2nd July 1952)
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tion without reading the whole text of the minutes* This is not wrong

although we are of the opinion that it does not represent the actual

course of the proceedings of a meeting at which usually immediately

after the- discussion of the problem the corresponding resolution in

connection therewith is passed*

After each resolution it should be stated whether the resolution

had been passed unanimously or by a majority of votes* In the latter

case the essence of disagreement of individual members . vouing against

the resolution should be stated inna few words (this is especially

important in the minutes of managing boards )

«

At the end of' the minutes comes the attest* The minutes of the

managing board should be attested (signed) by the chairman of the

managing board and the clerk but it won ? t hurt if it is signed also by

the director who by the nature of his functions has to see to it that

the resolutions passed are executed* It is not necessary, however,

for all the members of the managing board to sign the minutes as it

is practiced by some enterprises* A similar procedure should be follo-
wed also when attesting minutes of the workers 1 councils with the

provision that these minutes may be signed also by the chairman of the

managing board. There is no harm in using the seal of the enterprise
because the minutes are a sort of a public documents

( Sdo ) ZORAN CERIC

NARODNA DRZAVA (People * s State) Nos. 3-4, 1952
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LAW ON ADMINISTRATIVE DISPUTES FOR
STRENGTHENING OF LAW (Speech Made by Minister of Justice
Fran Frol in People’s Assembly on March 31, 1952)

The draft of the Law on Administrative Disputes which is being
now discussed reflects our endeavouring to establish a legal order
in our country in which the principle of lawfulness i.e. the prin-
ciple of correct application of laws and the principle of respecting
and obeying laws will be the leading idea, the foundation of govern-
mental and social life and the basis of all judicial and administra-
tive activity.

It is a known fact that in our country the courts have always
been regarded as very Important organs whose task is to struggle
against the violators of law, to strengthen and develop the socialist
legal order which without strict 3tagrIt:k»feion of lawfulness cannot
exist. The very organization of people's courts is based on prin-
ciples which insure the realization of lawfulness.

In a similar manner, all our laws especially the Law on the Or-
ganization of Courts, the Criminal Code, the Law on Criminal Proce-
dure and the Basic Law on Trespasses offer guarantees with respect
to protection of civil rights and liberties. They make it a basic
primary duty for all government organs and civil servants to apply
legal regulations. The civil servant who does not apply the law,
who acts against the law or circumvents the legal rules is respon-
sible and will be pfcnished. The laws in our socialist legal order
are to be obeyed and not violated.

Why is so much attention being paid to lawfulnwss in our country?

First of all because they aro our socialist laws whose basic
purpose is to extend the rights and liberties of citizens and at the
same time to exterminate the hostile elements and their harmful
schemes. Furthermore, because the realization of principles of lawful-
ness is a necessity of our state because among the rest, lawfulness
conditions the development and conversion of the state of a transi-
tory type into a socialist state; because our laws are necessary and
in the Interest of our people's masses and beacuse in a state in
which all the power is in the hands of the working people, the exe-
cution and respect of lawB is in accord with the Interests and needs
of workers; because oru peoples are liquidating, by means of laws,
the backwardness in social and government activities.- Therefore,
disrespect and circumvention of our laws mean an attack against our
peoples’ interests and needs; because our laws make way to new forms
of political and social life, accelerate the tempo of development,
direct the development of our new society and remove any mistakes
in the line of movement; because our laws are the expression of our
people's aspirations for economic and political Independence and dor
socialist buildup; because violation and disrespect of laws lead to
arbitrariness which may develop into lawlessness and lawlessness is
the basis on which bureaucracy feeds, grows and thrives; because
without lawfulness real and true democracy cannot exist; because
individual freedom and citizens’ rights can only be protected in a
state in which laws are being respected; because the application of
laws is a guarantee for citizens’ rights and interests based on law.
while violation and disrespect of laws are a criterion for the right-
less condition of citizens.

While speaking of lawfulness, I do not only mean the application
of law by courts but also by administrative organs in the field of
administrative activities. The administration in its activity differs
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a great deal from the court. The activity of administration ismuch

more extensive, universal, richer and more varied -nan trio cow t s

activity. The administration is the most powerful weapon in cairying

out the policy of the state. The administration is the machinery by

which the policy of the state is realized in a most succeessful,

quick and elastic manner. The courts apply laws only in concrete

cases, while the administrative activity is operative. The courts

are independent in passing judgements and not even tne higher court

can issue orders to them with respect to settling. disputes, ihe ad-

ministrative organs are dependent and subject to instructions and

orders of higher administrative organs. In regard to ,-ndependence

of courts, all the judges are elected by representative organs of

the state, while the administrative organs are appointed by higher

organs of the state administration. The position of judges, their

responsibility and dismissal differ from the position, reoponsibili

ty and dismissal of civil servants of the staoe administration. The

rules by which the courts proceed are elaborated more exactly and

in detail than the rules by which the administration proceeds.

Therefore, a court procedure offers more guarantees with respect to

correctness of decisions than the procedure of administrative organs.

By the nature of its activity, the administration, makes a., so use of

discretion with respect to concrete cases. There is no suclv discre-

tion in judiciary activity. The organization of the courts diifero

from the organization of the administration* The character of h

court, the method of judiciary work and the guarantees contained

within that mathod differ from the character, method of work and

guarantees with respect to the correctness of thai method of. work

in all other government organs.

Inspite of all these differences, however, our courts and admi-

nistrative organs although representing, with respect to formal orga-

nization, two separate organs, yet their base and roots are the same,

their road is parallel, and their common source lies in the represen-

tative organs of the uniform state authority.

Therefore, in regard to strict application of laws according

to our positive laws there exists no difference whatever, between the

activity of judiciary organs and activity of administrative organs.

Our C onstituiti on of the Federative People* s Repuolic of Yugoslavia

says in its Article 8: **A11 acts of the state administration and

judiciary organs must "be founded on law n
* From this it appears that,

with respect to enforcing the principles of lawfulness, the adminis-

trative organs are in all respects equal to the courts 6

Our Constitution does not say that, in principle, th8 adminis-

tration is free in its activities or that it is permitted to do any-

thing not expressly prohibited by law, but our Constitution takes

the more correct attitude that all acts of the state administration

must be based on law and that the administration may pass an act

only if authorized by law to do so. According to our positive laws,

the administration has no authority whatever separate or indepen-

dent from the Constitution or other laws, but all its work and its

entire activity is based on lawful authorization* In other words,

also the administration is only enforcing the law*

Heretofore controlling lawfulness of administrative acts was.

mainly in the hands of the state administration itself
«

^1 say mainly
because even formerly there were cases when courts had judged tne

^

lawfulness of administrative acts,* Such were, for instance, adminis-
trative acts pertaining to disputes in connection with the Law on

Social Insurance, labor disputes and right to vote*

But in the majority of administrative acts the control with
respect to lawfulness of administrative acts was exercised by higher
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organs of administration either by virtue of the right of supervision

or at the initiative of the public prosecution. It is certain that

the public prosecution has in many instances given the initiative

for the removal of unlawful decisions issued by administrative organs,

and it is certain that the higher administrative organs by virtue of

the right of supervision have in many cases restored lawfulness which

had been violated by lower administrative organs* Such unlawful adm *-*

nistrative acts have in the main been passed, primarily and in the^

great majority of cases, by local government organs because of iac^

of sufficient knowledge of positive legal rules on the part of -nose

who had to apply them* But it has also happened sometimes that the

higher administrative organs had made mistakes, in an endeavor to rea-

lize an economic measure or a political task in a hurry, by Sly^ng

unlawful instructions or wrong directives to lower local aanunisura-

tlve organs.

In all these cases, however, only the administrative organs have

controlled the lawfulness of administrative acts so that, as a matter

of fact, the administration was its own judge* This did not suffice

in practice* Neither by its organization, nor by its dependence upon

other organs, nor by its methods of work is the administration fit

to exercise this control, and it has also happened that the higher

administrative organ had taken decision cn lawfulness of an adminis-

trative act which it had itself orderel to be issued* Very often,

such a control could not produce the desired results. Cn the other

hand, however, such a control did net onuole the citizens uhemselves

to request the annulment of unlawful acts by whicn their rights ana

personal interests based on lav/ were violated*

Therefore on the one hand it wa3 necessary to establish the

right of controlling lawfulness of administrative acts outside the

administration, and on the other, to give the citizens themselves

the right to fight for the protection of their rights and interests

based on law. No doubt, this struggle of citizens for their own rights

and interests, for their own civil and poltical rights and personal

freedom* which at the same time is a struggle for tne realization of

lawfulness in all fields of our social-political life, will deepen

and strengthen our socialist democracy and prevent bureaucracy _rom

taking root in our legal order.

Finally, our endeavours to democratize our social and political

life, to build up, strengthen and consolidate our socialist democra-

cy, to enable the great masses of our people to participate in the

management of economy and government, and our entire struggle

all forms of bureaucracy, must be reflected also in trie work Ox the

administration because the administrative organs have also their

special task in this struggle*

When tho IV Plenum of the Central Committee of the Communist

Party of Yugoslavia proposed measures and adopted resolutions for

further strengthening tho judiciary and lawfulness, it tod also to

include the problem of controlling the lav/fulness of administrative

t S § - | , . *

The Law on Administrative Disputes which toe been now submitted

for approval is the realization of one of those measures which the

IV plenum saw fit to introduce in order to protect lawfulness.

The proposed law is only a continuation of various measures which

had laready been carried cut in our country in order to insure social

democracy and creative participation of our citizens in tue govern-

ment of our country* It Is a known fact that the groat masses of thG

people, since the foundation of the new state, tod an important

place In the government of our country* A further step in the same
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direction was the taking over the management of state economic enter-
prises by direct producers. In order to be able to perform these
important and responsible duties the citizens must feel safe, they
must have full protection of their liberty and persona These duties
may be performed only by free men aware of the fact that no one in
this country may exercise arbitrariness or unlawfulness and that they
have at their disposal efficient means to fight against unlawfulness
and arbitrariness. In addition to other remedies in our legal system,
the lawsuit against administrative acts

'

presents a relatively new
but very important means in the hands of the citizens in their
struggle towards lawfulness and justice.

I 3 the proposed law in line with these postulates? Will this
law satisfy all the requirements? Will the aim be attained?

I think that the' answer to these questions is positive. The fol-
lowing basic principles of the proposed law will confirm this.

1«-Lawfulness of administrative acts is subject to the judgement
of regular courts.

Why regular courts and not special administrative courts?

When considering this question it roust be borne in mind that
the administrative disputes will be settled by our supreme courts.
On the other hand, settlement of these disputes requires not only
expertness but also great political experience and understanding of
the development of our socialist buildup. No doubt, our supreme
courts possess all these qualities and, considering the degree of
development of our jurisprudence for the settlement of administra-
tive disputes, there is no need for establishing special courts.

2* -.In principle, an administrative dispute may be started
against any act of administrative organs by which the citizens T rights
or their direct personal ineterest based on law has been violated*
Excepted are only the administrative acts expressly mentioned by the
law.

Thus, the proposed law is based on the system of general clause
which is more practical and more favorable for the citizens 1 safety
than the system of enumeration. It is true, no objective administra-
tive dispute may be started i.e. dispute against a general rule, but
in a subjective administrative dispute or when taking decision in a
concrete individual case, the court is authorized not to apply the
general rule if it finds that it is not founded on law or other
rtt.es based on law. An administrative dispute may be initiated also
if, at the request of the party, the government organ does not issue
an administrative act at all.

Thus, the citizens 1 right to set going administrative disputes
according to the proposed law is very extensive and universal.

3*- In order to insure even a stronger control over lawfulness
of administrative acts, a complaint may be lodged against the judge-
ment of the state supreme court with the Supreme Court of the Fede-
rative People 1 s Republic of Yugoslavia when the federal law is to
be applied to the case.

4. -The procedure in administrative disputes is such that the
government organs and citizens, as parties, are perfectly equal in
their rights and positions.

5#~ Sentences passed in administrative disputes are binding
upon the administrative organ. In a given case, the supreme courts
may issue the necessary administrative act and execute it themselves.
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quc v, a iaw wni. no doubt, contribute to the strengthening of

lawfulness in the field of administrative activity not only in a

regressive manner by restoring lawfulness when concrete violation of

bCt even more In a preventive manner because the adminis-

trative organ, aware of the fe.ct, that a control ® ® b'f

work and knowing that its acts are subject to the Juagoment

court, will be careful not to deviate iron law.

It appears from the above that the proposed law is a step for-

ward in the strengthening and consolidation of
^

A

d
provisions of that law wi:.l_,r-oatl>- contribute to .l.evitonslon and^

deepening of our socialist doiuocrac/ and protectj.0 x *

and political rights of our citizens.

Therefore, I ask the Rouse to adopt the proposed Law on Adminis-

trative Disputes as a whole and in details.

NARODNA PRZAVA (People's State I Nos. 3-4, 1952
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BULGARIA UNDER THiC FOREIGNER

In Bulgaria everything is planned. Simple people have nothing

to think of - postulates exist.

Recently the Central Committee of the Bulgarian Government

published in three pages of the Rabotnicesko Delo
^

postulates con-

cerning the development of animal Husbandry* Tn it are given

detailed directives to party organisations* Amongst other things

it is said that in h rsebreeding one should be very alert and

consult at every moment' the veterinary surgeon to see how the mare

is progressing*

Postulates have been recently issued concerning the care of

children in which are established in detail tasks for creating
better conditions in the bringing-up of children, at the same time,

the pioneer city which was built at the time of Dimitrov serves

exclusively for military purposes and for the holding of different

espionage courses.

7 ,000 purchas ers of eggs

In Cervenkov T s country there exists not a single agricultural
product which is not under compulsory purchase* Everything from
cherries and strawberries to hogs is under the compulsory purchase.
And how great is the administration for this business the following
data is quite sufficient: For the purchase of eggs there exists

7,000 purchasers*

And how many thousands are there for the rest of the products?
And is it not quite clear from this figure where disappears the

surplus of the work of the working class in Bulgaria?

And here too Gervenkov i s first

The monastery at Ril is a famous historical monument. In the

rich monastery treasury one can find many charters, important
vestments and different documents from the medieval times.

^

The

ceiling of this room is painted in oils of old church dignitaries*
and the- most prominent place amongst them belongs to Gervenkov 1 s

picture, painted in the same style as all the old Holy Fathers,
The difference is only the beard - in it consists Gervenkov* s only
priority.

Sofia adornments

Great busts of Stalin are set up in some of the most important
spots in Sofia. They are painted over twice a year - in winter in
black and in summer in white. This is considered as some sort of a

uniform.

One can find Stalin* s busts in all institutions, particularly
in courtrooms where they have taken the former places of the Holy
Gospel.

And the pictures? Instead of enumerating them
y
one could give

just a detail, in a public lavatory in the Sofia Park of Freedom
Stalin and Cervenkov*s pictures are to be founa d ecorated with
flowers*.

Russian Arohb.iehop ~ gue st of the working clas s *

Towards the end of May a great event happened in Bulgaria: the
Holy Father Nikolai Krutecki, the Russian Archbishop, paid a visit
to Bulgaria,
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In Plovdiv, at the official meeting, he was greeted by the

Secretary of the Regional Committee of the CC and the organisation

of the Ortecestveni Front arranged a special meeting for the nigh

guest of the working class of Plovdiv".

Of course a diploma of a honoris causa, doctor of theology,

wa3 „ot left oS. wSS knows, perhaps Father Kruticeski *111:return

to Bulgaria, only in a new role - as a Russian expert for

Bulgarian Church,

This is not as yet Russian

Experts from the country of the "elder brother behave in _

Bulgaria as stern masters* Even the artisans are not omi *

diplomatic tailor Parasjac, who had his shop *“tolKrclofhes Cot
to whom en passant v?e can say it Fas forbidden to ^
the Yugoslav diplomatic mission, felt on his back the fury 01

°? the' Soviet-Pul garian building enterprise. Discontented

with the cut of his clothes, the fat director shouted one day at

him:

- You should not cut clothes like that. You must do it in

the Russian way.

Namely, narrow shoulders, a short -jacket and broad turnups

have not as yet conquered Bulgaria,

Spontaneously, according to „ directives

Tn Biilo-aria the law that everyone must learn the Russian

language has no^ts yet been brought, but spontaneously, according

to Sfctivls" People attend courses! He who misses two or three

lessons can feel the benefits of a concentration camp.

The knowledge of the Russian language is not only vital for

advancement in employment but for staying in it,

A few days ago, guests at the hotel "Eigaria" were able to

hear over the loudspeaker the following-

"Attention
,
attention, all employees must today assist at

the great celebrations on the occasion of Jie conclusion of o r

course of the Russian language”

*

It means: that not only Russian is taught, but that the

teaching itself is celebrated,

A true .joke

In Bulgaria a ,1oke is circulating secretly. The mother asks

the son:

- What would you most like to be?

- The editor of the Rabotnicesko Delo .

- Why?

- Well nobody seems to work there.

- Hew is that?

- It is simple enough: the first page contains telegrams -to

Stalin and promises to Cervenkov, the second - reports - postulates

and decrees, the third - attacks on Yugoslavia, Greece and Turkey,

.the fourth - Tass news.
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RECALL OF OUR REPRESENTATIVES FROM BULGARIA--YU^SMVJDIL^OMI!S
ARRIVED IN BELGRADE LAST NIGHT

A group of Yugoslav diplomatic representatives arrived in. Belgrade

last night by train from Sofia; they left Bulgaria on the decision^ of

the Government of the FPRY as a sign of protest against the violation

of the exterritoriality of our Embassy in Sofia and the conduct of ohe

Bulgarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs which was contrary to all.

international rules on relations between countries » The group in-

cludes the Charge d* Affaires, Stanoje Stojkovic, Second Secretary

Steva Soc Military Attache Bogdan Zajsek and Attache Ljubomxr

Brajevic. The members of their families also arrived with them.

Before leaving Sofia
,
the Bulgarian authorities undertook a number

of measures directed at provoking' new incidents. These measures began

with the usual escorting and chicanery of our representatives to

intentional collision with the cars of our Embassy. The Bulgarian

Cominformists apparently wanted to lessen the impression whicn resulted

in the recall of our diplomats from Sofia, in Bulgaria and in the world

by provoking new incidents ' and blaming our diplomats for them.

Our personnel was recalled from Sofia after the agents of the

Bulgarian State Security trespassed our Embassy and . kidnapped Yugo-

slav citizen Momir Seferovic and because the Bulgarian Government

refused to accept both protest notes which the Yugoslav Government

sent in connection with this.

The only personnel left in the Embassy in Sofia is one attache,

Raif Dizdarevic, and one clerk, a guard for the building and a

chauffeur, /a/ A, P, _. r _
x

(B0RBA - 29th June, 1952)

FIVE MORE BULGARIAN CITIZENS_E^AQLIjL.Qy R COUNTRY

iNis, 2Vbh June]"

Five more Bulgarian citizens have recently . escaped into our

country. * Among them were three Bulgarian soldiers, one employee. and

a 6£-year-old peasant. All of them are at the reception centre in

Nis. In talking with newsmen, they spoke about the terror which is

reigning in Cervenkov T s Bulgaria.

A serious fate awaited old Krsto Toskov when the agents of the

Bulgarian State Security entered his home in August. 1950, just as

they did thousands of other homes throughout .Bulgaria. They ordered
him to take the most necessary things with him, and that same night
along with forty families from the Belogradchik district he was
interned. Thirty-two families were taken to Klisura in the Karlov
district. There all the people under 60 years of age were assigned
to work on building the Burgas-Sofia railroad, so stated Toskov.

A better fate did not await Stefan Petrov. He spent 26 months in

the army. In April of this year he was sent to work in the Borjev
mine in the Plovdiv district which is being operated by a Soviet-
Bulgarian society. There he did the hardest physical work, and when
he could no longer endure it, he fled to Yugoslavia.

Jozo Ivanov-Vlasov from the village of General Nikolajev in the
district of Plovdiv said that after completing the fifth grade of

gymnasium, he was forced to leave school because he did not have the

material means for further schooling. On the basis of a competitive
examination, he reported to a technical school for workers. However,
instead of going to school, he got a pick along with 200 other youth
and the same number of older workers and went to work digging a canal

for irrigating the land. He said he then decided to escape to Yugo-
slavia. In the meantime he had to go to the army, to a frontier unit,
from where he succeeded in escaping to our country.
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A similar fate happened to Matthew Kncev, a soldier from the
Guard Regiment, and Todor Brigov, an employee of the city commercial
enterprise of Ruse, as well as many others who live under the whip

;
'the hated Cervenkov and his clique.

*****

SENTENCE PASSED ON COMINFQKM SPIES IN BUJE
TBuJe ,

2Sth June]
~

The Regional Court in Buje sentenced seven people today who were
collecting classified political and economic data in the Yugoslav
Zone of the FTT on directives from the Cominfcrm espionage centre in
Trieste and were spreading cominform propaganda.

The chief accused, Anton Jugov, was sentenced to five and a half
years of prison and the loss of his citizen rights for two years;
Gaetano Pegoraro was sentenced to four year’s and four months of
prison and the loss of his citizen rights for two years. The accused
Guiseppe Davanto, nticon Rak end Anita Salic were deprived of liberty
for from six to twelve months; while the accused Guiseppe Solieri and
*ldo Gelicci were acquitted.

The public prosecutor submitted an appeal against the acquittal
of these two as well as against the light penalty for Anton Rak.
(Tan jug)

(BO -BA - 29th June, 1952)

WHAT IN FACT IS THE CAUSE OF CRIMES
( Ivanec

,
30th June)

~

~

The Party organisation in Klenovnik in the district of Ivanec held
an open Party meeting a few days ago at which causes of the increase
of crimes in that district were discussed. A few thefts and one murder
had warned the Party organization of a serious problem with which it

ought to deal.

In addition to the Party members of the locality, about 200 members
of the People’s Front also aggended the meeting. It was established
at the Party meeting that the chief cause of increase of crimes in
the district was the excessive drinking of alcoholic drinks and the
hostile work of the waiter who tells the people that allegedly it is
the "curse of God" that some cf the youth are fighting among themselves.

Those who are the cause of the increase of crimes in the district
were exposed at the meeting. They are a few youths who are not in the
local youth organization and who the local priest in Klenovnik is

educating.

The Party organization has pointed out the need of intensifying
the struggle against crimes and also of increasing ideological-
political work among the youth and enrolling the youth in the People’s
Front organization.

( BORPA - 1st July, 1952)
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PREPARATIONS FOR SESSIONS OF ASSEMBLIES AND_OF_PEOPLES_t_CCTMITTEES

I think that many of us, particularly those of us who are high

officials of federal and republic institutions, are to blame for t

'fact that all the citizens have not been informed in time of the facts

which the public should know.

It is a question here of the reorganization and functioning of the

agencies of state authority in our system. For examples, it happen

that personnel working in the administration of peopl
“O th orq-j narv

do not allow the peoples' committees to become acquainted wxth or • y

matters without prior permission f rom the chief or due ^ .

not out of question that something similar has experienced by some

of the peoples’ committees, not to mention _ the _ difficulties ^wnici

newsmen and other public workers are experiencing in

will the peoples' deputies, newsmen and other public workers ptrio..

their public' duties if a possibility is not given to them to acquaint

themselves with subjects under discussion? Naturally, state secrecy
_

should be preserved. The idea of this article is to star, a discussion

on this question.

Very often as a "secondary" reason for lack in the work. of repre-

sentative agencies, particularly peoples' committees and their councils,

the excuse is given that elaborated and technically documented material

had not been supplied to the members of the committees, In practies

,

this has several times been the reason for members of the j
.

,

of the councils not taking serious participation in the diocussi^ns and

in rendering decisions on various problems.

According to present practice, the members of .the committee are

informed in writing or orally of the time the session will be
_

of the daily agenda. In this my, a member of the . committee ,
who is a

worker in an enterprise, a peasant or a school teacner ,
comes to tne

meeting knowing in advance only that the agenda contains, o I >

a discussion of the budget, the question of social -aid, assessment of

tax, etc. As a general rule, only the members of the executive board

are acquainted with the material on the agenda because they ha_ re d

reports, drafts and other proposals and data.

There have been frequent cases where only individual commissioners

were informed of the questions on the agenda, and this only because the

relevent questions concerned their particular department. If the

commissioner does not have the necessary professional qualii ications ,
as

is often the case, then the dossier. is known only to the personnel ox is

office who had worked on it
;
however, this professional preparation o

the material has often boiled dov/n to simply copying various circulai s

,

instructions and orders of the state or federal agencies, ana m some

cases also copying of minutes from some conference. There are cases

where peoples 1 committees have voted through their budgets as they were

submitted to them by the state ministry of finance without cnanging even

one small detail in it.

Members of committees have been able to acquaint themselves with the

subjects on the daily agenda no sooner than the opening of the session

it self--when reports were read by secretaries or presidents, when one

takes into consideration the fact that these reports have been onesided,

always calculated to justify the work of the members of the executive

boards and the work of their officials, then it is understandable why

members of committees have not been <i)le to seriously prepare themselves

for the discussion. In fact, they have not had enough time even to think

about the sub ject 9

?

and still less time to^collect and to put in order the

material as documents supporting their criticism, opinion or proposal.

Therefore, it has happened that at the meetings of peoples 1 committees

the commissioners have had the mainsay, and sometimes the commissioners

have criticized the members of the committee and the people ^ more than

they themselves were criticized by the people. And so sessions have

ended in p6l/f-^6pi^8i
1

ftko
<
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This problem crops up also in the oeoples' assemblies, although in
a much milder form. The peoples' deputies in the assemblies almost
regularly get printed proposals and drafts of laws,-, plans and budgets
in advance. However, because of the complexity of the problems, these
projects are not sufficient to give to every people's deputy the necessary
material and information which he could use as documentation in support
of his criticism.

It would really be absurd to seek of all the peoples’ deputies and
of the members of committees detailed knowledge, professional and
theoretical, concerning economy, law, science and other scientific
facts necessary for the drafting of some law, resolution, plan or budget.
However, in order that the peoples' deputies in the assemblies could
really participate in the discussion, so that they could inform their
electors and obtain their opinions before the decision is rendered,
it is necessary for them to get in advance not only the project but
also the expertly prepared material, explanations and documents on the
project in question. This, in my opinion, is the minimum technical and
professional aid without which the majority of peoples' deputies in the
assemblies and members of peoples' committees cannot seriously prepare
themselves for the discussion.

Experiences gained from discussions carried on in the past in
various committees of peoples' assemblies prove this. Committee dis-
cussions are much broader, much more lively and more all-round than in
the plenary meetings of the assemblies. One of the reasons for this is
that as a rule committees are composed of selected deputies who have
more general and professional knowledge; another reason is that for one
reason or another it has been possible for them to become acquainted
with the material, documents and also with some of the theoretical
questions concerning the subject in the solving of which they participate.

In the new organization of popular authority, this question has not
been solved, but, in my opinion, has become even more acute. In order
that the peoples' committees and the peoples' assemblies should be
working bodies, representations of working collectives and of social
communities, it is indispensable for the members of the peoples' commit-
tees and for deputies in the assemblies to get not only drafts and
projects but also professionally prepared material, documentation as
well as explanations of these drafts and projects. It is true that
even in this case, every member of peoples' committees or deputy in
the peoples' assemblies will not be able to go into all the details
of these reports and documents; but these should be placed at their
disposal and they should then decide what to study in detail.

From this one can see that the giving of documentation to members
of peoples' committees and deputies in the peoples' assemblies before
the meetings arc held is not only an administrative-technical question
but is also an important question of principle of organization and
functioning of the agencies of popular authority. Therefore, this
principle should be adopted in the new Constitution.

Daily agenda of peoples' assemblies and of peoples' committees
should be composed of only those items which have previously been
studied by the deputies or members. Only in exceptional cases should
there figure on the agenda questions which have not been previously
studied. In the case of many of our peoples' committees, this could
not be immediately practiced, but in their case too this could be
put as a task which sooner or later must be carried out.

/s/ Gojko Polovina

( BORBA - 1st July, 1952)
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sTATEMENT GIVEN BY ADMIRAL LORD MOUNTBATTEN TO A YU_G0PRESS CORRESPONDMT

The Commander of the British Mediterranean Fleet, Admiral Lord

Mountbatten, has given a statement to a Yugopress correspondent on

his recent visit to Yugoslavia.

"Ever since I took over the command of the British Mediterranean

Fleet on 15th May of this year, I ha ve naturally wished to use the

first opportunity to visit representatives of all the frien y

countries bordering on the Mediterranean and to establish person

contact. I wish to emphasise that these vists are the usual courte y

visits and that I have not had any special mission.

"All of us in Great Britain have heard a great deal about the

brave struggle fought by your people against the enemy under the

excellent leadership of Marshal Tito. For this reason it

a great honour for all of us to get personally acquainted with him

at Brioni.”

. Admiral Lord Mountbatten also expressed his. satisfaction over

the fact that an opportunity . had been given to him to get acquain e

with the other distinguished Yugoslav leaders, and he said:

"I should like to express my deep gratitude for the extraordin-

arily friendly reception given to my officers and men on the occasion

of our visit to Rijeka. We are very thankful for the hospitality

which was so kindly extended to us.

"We all know the terrible devastations which your towns and^

villages suffered during the war. I should like to say how deepxy I

have been impressed by the spirit in which the Yugoslav peoples

have taken in hand the job of reconstruction of their country. I was

very interested to know the plans for the full utilisation of the

natural resources of your country and for the raising of the standard

of living of the people.

TT I hope that our visit will contribute towards the strengthening

of the relations between Yugoslavia and the Western Countries

,

tf

concluded Admiral Lord Mountbatten.

(BORBA - 2nd July, 1952)

THE VILLAGE OF KUMROVEC AND THE AMERICAN CITY OF CijE^EQXCHAN^
GIFTS "(New York/ June)

The end of the school year in American city of Chester in New

Jersey on 12th June was marked by an exchange of gifts. and letters

between that city and the village of Kurnrovec in Croatia.

In the presence of four hundred parents of school children,

Miodrag Markovic, the Yugoslav Consul General in New York, presented

thirty bound and illustrated books containing Croatian folklore. The

books arrived by boat just before the opening of the ceremonies.

Consul General Markovic gave also to the children seventy-five letters

written by the children of Kurnrovec,

"This is the best way of maintaining international connections
said the Yugoslav Consul General in handing over the books and letters.

"Friendships like this one, established by the school children of our

two countries, are the best way known to me of maintaining peace and

creating rapprochement

.

Tt

( BORBA - 2nd July, 1952)
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BULGARIAN TROOPS CAMPING IN THE VICINITY OF THE YUGOSLAV BORDER

Yugopress learns that units of the Bulgarian Army are camping in
tents mainly in the area along the Yugoslav border. The so-called
"working units" are building objects, field fortifications and
digging trenches. At some places, these units are digging in tanks
as stationary firing emplacements. Such units are located along the
road Kriva- Palanka-Custendil, along the railway line Pirot-Sofia and
in the vicinity of the places of Dragoman, Lovec, Sevlijevo, etc.
Infantry and motorised units of the troops which are camping along
the Yugoslav frontier are carrying out practical exercises under full
combat equipment.

In the. opinion of many observers, the presence of these troopsm the mentioned areas has the object of aggressive preparations and
exerting of pressure on the local population in connection with the
forthcoming compulsory delivery of agricultural products to the state.

In connection with this, the presence of a large number of troops
in the region of Vidin-Beicpradcik-Kuln

,
where the population put up a

resistance last year against the compulsory delivery of products and
where the Bulgarian powerholders were compelled to make numerous
arrests of peasants and to purge the Party organizations, is particu-
larly characteristic,

(BORPA - 2nd July, 1952)

NINE FOREIGN COUNTRIES WILL EXHIBIT THEIR PRODUCTS AT THIS YEAR'S
zagrlb fair

Ia le5S than three months from now, the 13th September, the
oixth International Fair will be opened in Zagreb. According to
requests made for space, the following nine countries will participate:
V*est Germany, France, Italy, United States of America, Great 3ritain,
Austria, Belgium, Switzerland and Holland. Producers from the Free
ierritory of Trieste will also exhibit their products. Participationoy ioreign countries will twice as big as ever before.

Switzerland will exhibit mainly various precision machines and
instruments, optical instruments, machines for testing materials,
electrical appliances and materials, precision scales and other
articles of the precision industry. West Germany will exhibit, among
other articles, various products of heavy industry, lathes, special
presses, electrical aggregates, various kinds of pumps, diesel motors,
cranes, tractors, etc. British firms will exhibit various chemical
products, plastic-material products, agricultural implements, electrical
material, automobiles, etc. France and Austria will exhibit heavy
industry products. Italian firms will exhibit mainly textile articles,
compressors, machinery, electrical equipment, autocars, etc. Ford,
General Motors and other companies from the USA will exhibit various
types of automobiles.

Local exhibitors, our import and export enterprises, will occupy
6,000 square metres of space for exhibiting their products. The
machine-building industry will be mostly represented and will be
followed by lumber, food, chemical, metallurgical, textile, mining
and other industries.

is expected that this year more business will be done at theZagreb Fair than ever before .because funds for purchases have been
secured. It is expected that at the b eginning of August the first
consignments of goods for the exhibition will be delivered. The soacewill bo thoroughly reorganized and reconstructed by the end of July

t’“ e
,

lates1::'- Some of the work has already been started on puttingthe fairground into shape.
( B0R3A - 2nd July, 1952)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF DISCIPLINE AND SOLIDARITY_DJ_SOClALIa|l

The well-known scientist and Marxist theoretician of the pre-war soc

'ial democracy Dr, Anton Panelcuk wrote an article on taxa

subject. This is a free translation of his article, in order

to make it popular to the reader who is concerned with the

subject olTwithering away of the state, i«s, the state authority

and compulsory measures in the socialist society-

The organisation of social work as well as tae entire social

life in a socialist society implies a amount of legal

compulsion, subordination of the will of individuals and

minority to the will of the majority ,
to the society as wnole*

But in what way does that future society acquire authority to

perform and carry out its will and its decision over all men.

A whole series of compulsory means and measures' are at the

disposal of state power under capitalism and its rule*
# _

Therefore, only by compulsory physical means which the ^minority
has at its disposal* • can this minority succeed to stabilize and
carry out its authority and its will over the overwhelming majority
of wide people's masses* However, for the rule of

^

people s

masses alone, for social society, that compulsion is absolutely
needless simply because that rule - the rule of the

people itself - relies only upon moral compulsory means*

The system of rule introduced by the working class
after the full class victory can be rightly denoted as a completely
consistently carried out democracy. And that means that this
system 1 will be carried out by fall equality of all members ^ of
the community, of the society, by full expression of the will of
the majority, that is the people's entirety, in legal decisions,
provisions and regulations.,

But what does that specifically denote? It denotes voluntary
subjugation, subjection of individuals to the community, to the
society as a whole* Discipline is the essential proletarian
virtue. It ; has always been the property of the working class-
minded and fighting masses in their class action and. struggles
against capitalist class rule*

The working class cannot completely overpower capitalism
and its class -rule until that virtue comes into full
expression. And that means: until it becomes habit

;
bf. complete

subjection of individuals and their personal pelfieh: interests ,

ends and needs - to general interests, ends and needs*, The
workers are bringing with them into the socialist, society this
most important virtue of theirs - discipline. And there, in that
society this virtue becomes in the true sense of the word a.

moral power. Here it becomes the basis of the whole socialist
order and thus dusciplire is a pillar of socialist society.
That is why the democracy of the socialist society does not
need at all some other kinds of compulsory means.

'Discipline is alv/ays the expression of restraint of an
impulse both in personal and in social life. And that impulse
which must be overpowered. :s egotism, that is selfishness, self-
indulgence . It develops from the very economic conditions of
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production on the ground of private ownership; and from the

competitive struggle in life where the rule is homo homini lupus.

The prestige and progress of socialist society over capitalism,

over bourgeois social rule consists just in restraining and

suppressing ' egotism. And this can be achieved by another force

- by discipline cr wise social convincing, that is which became

a habit of men through conscious experience: that taking care a

defending common social interest is at the same time the test

safeguard of special, personal vital. interests of each individual

as a member of a society as a whole.

However, the new- socialist system carries and develops by

itself completely different characteristics and features wnich will

fully cover and overpower that selfish feeling. What are tho

characteristics and properties of the future socialist society/

Common work for common socia
individual interests with the gener
develop those social features sad o

inevitably and strongly carry and cl

feelings of brotherhood, as well as

community. And as under the capita
ownership, the sorcalled congenital
social and economic necessity is
essential characteristic of men', so

the socialist society will become
property of men.

And that spirit and that feeling of men for their community

will be continuptjfly strengthened and deepened
,

awakened and developed discipline and soiidarity of the workers

movement. And so^fchis will only there, in a socialist system

be developed and s|iow its superiority over all other features and

properties of a hijLan being and its acting*

Men will fcj longer feel primarily as individuals but as

members of the cc&jmnity, of the society »3 a whole . Gener*.

well being, welfare, progress and freedom of the comw

the society, will Jester their thoughts, feelings and stuvings.

All this
deeper, more dire
this feeling of sj

impulse - irnpul
stabilization ai

comes out with aj

and conditions o;

1 aim, s community of personal,

al interest of the entirety will

liaract eristic s , This will

evelop in individuals deep
feelings of solidarity and

i i sm
,
under the rule of private

egotism irresistibly by the

by itself the main and most
discipline and solidarity in

he most essential feature and

LI now in a socialist society be founded on a

it and stronger feeling of sympathy. Exactly on

apathy which instead of subjecting an inherited

’ ftf egotism in men. requires by itself the

deepening of the impulse of solidarity, which

Irresistible force from the very living relations

a new socialist system.

(REPUBLIKA - 1st July 1952

OUR FOREIGN TRAtB^ AND THE NEW ECONOMIC SYSTEM

Since t^Pt>assiner of the significant decision on handing

means of production to the administration of direct producers,

a series of measures have been undertaken by which the structure

of^our economic system has been changed both substantially and

formally And thi latest decisions of the Federal Government, about w

ou^dailv press has written and which will soon be officially -publisher

and will' come Into force, have for their purpose, on one hand, to

to make the ehtetbrise completely independent, and onythe other

^o crelte conditions for free internal markets. Releived from

every order of their administrative-operative managements and
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whatever interference from above, our economic enterprises are

gaining full independence. They will , undisturbed by _ administrative
measures; decide alone, under their full responsibility and on their
own risk, about their business. Directorates and main offices
are being abolished which up till now managed our economic enter-
proses; economic ministries, republican and federal will be united
into a single economic body: state secretariat for national economy
but without any operative tasks and jurisdiction. The state hands
over to the workers' collectives not in ownership, but for economic
administration -basic • means of their enterprises, and the- National
Bank by means of credits, regular, terminal and seasonal, hands necessary
reSources. On the workers' councils and managing boards of the
enterprises lies the duty to transact business by sound husbandry
and profitable utilization of these resources and to realise incomes
from which they will pay out wages and salaries (wage fund) and by
the social plan determined contribution to accumulation and funds

«

Within the social plan, enterprises will alone prepare their own
plans; elaborate alone programmes of production; decide alone
and take care about the procurement and sale; conduct alone the
policy of prices and calculations; export and import alone; settle
alone their relations with the National Bank. Conditions for transfer
to the free internal markets are created by other measures. To this
effect allocations and distribution of essential key raw material
and important semi-finished products are allocated; so-called
economic prices under which the accounts were made to the present
between buyers and sellers are put out of force; the Fund for
Unification of Pricws under the Ministry of Finance is abolished;
completely free contracting between enterprises is. being introduced.

These significant and far reaching measures of our economic
system could not and cannot be without effect on our foreign trade
business. By abolishing the Ministry of Foreign Trade, at the
close of last year, and transferring a part of its jurisdiction
to republican bodies for condicting foreign trade the existing
stiff monopolism and centralism in the regime of our foreign trade
has been to a great extent modified. The former Ministry of Foreign
Trade beside the control over the foreign trade business, directly .

our export and import. On the basis of plans, received from the
Federal Planning Commission it used t-o work out foreign exchange
plans, determining what will be exported and where, a what will be
imported and from which country. By trade agreements with
individual countries, the former Ministry of Foreign Trade secured
through lists of good corresponding consignments for placing our
and for purchasing foreign goods. And through its commercial
enterprises which had monopoly positions executed import and export
plans. In the same way as each producing enterprise had its planned

assignments in regard of securing export consignments, the exporting
. enterprises received their planned tasks for placing these goods at
foreign markets. Foreign trade enterprises were paid cash for their
mediation services in the form of margins, regardless how the business
was executed; they paid and sold the goods in the country at fixed
prices; the difference between the purchasing and selling prices were
settled with the Fund for the Unification of Prices under the Ministry
of Foreign Trade; their losses were covered by the budget. Realised
foreign exchange was paid in at the official foreign exchange rate
into the Central Foreign Exchange Fund, which was also administered
by the Ministry of Foreign Trade. From that fund foreign exchange was
allocated to import enterprises for procuring goods abroad. For
concluding business .abroad- they needed verbal or written approval of
the former Ministry of Foreign Trade which also issued export and import
permits, as well as permits for payment, and approval that the National
Bank can issue a letter of credit for transacting business. As it
can be seen from the above mentioned the former Ministry of Foreign
Trade controlled all businesses in connection with export and import,

( REPUBLIKA - 1st July, 1952)
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FTT: SLOVENES OUTSIDE YUGOSLAVIA STILL FORCED TO FIGHT FOR THEIR BASIC

RIGHTS. gS?i "PRIMORSKI DNEVNIK

The Trieste newspapers which otherwise are not published

on Monday, devoted front pages in their today's issues to the

message of Marshal Tito at the festival at Ajdovscina. Primorski

Dnevnik publishes the message in full and emphasizes that fervent

manifestations to Marshal Tito and Yugoslavia took place at

Ajdovscina

.

"The Slovenes from the Yugoslav Littoral writes the _ newspaper

,

are building today their happy future
,
while Slovenes outside the

boundaries of the FPRY are .still forced to devote all their energy

to the struggle for the most basic human rights'*.

Corriere di Trieste commenting the message of Marshal Tito

emphasizes tfiat "the Prime Minister of the Yugoslav Government

reiterated the desire of the Yugoslav people to live in peace

with their neighbours. The manifestations at Ajdovscina mean a

new offer to Italy for a close co-op aration with Yugoslavia -

states Corriere di Trieste and rerrls that Marshal Tito oi-ered

such co-operaticn already several times. The newspaper points

that the responsibility for rejecting such a co-operation does

not lie on Yugoslavia.

New municipal council at Nabrezina held, its first meeting

The first meeting of the newly ' elected municipal council of

Nabrezina-Devin was held at Nabrezina last night. The meeting had to

elect the president of the municipal council, but of the three

proposed candidates - of the Liberation Front
,
of the Slovene

National List and Vidali Cominforn ists no one received the^

necessary absolute majority, so the election of tue president had

to be postponed for eight days. At the next meeting the election

will be carried only between candidates of the Liberation Front

and the Slovene National List, as the candidate of the Vidali

Party who received the smallest number of votes has no right to

appear as a candidate.

H.M.S. Glasgow in Trieste

Commander of the Eritish Mediterranean fleet Earl Mountbatten

who arrived in Trieste two days ago, yesterday^ called on the commander

of the Anglo-American zone of the FTT General Wmterton. On board

of the flag-ship H.M.S. Glasgow Earl Mcuntbatten received yesterday

the commander of the American troops in Trieste General Bradford,

President of the regional council Palutan and the mayor Bartoli,

(BCRBA - 2nd July, 1952)

THE POSITION OF THE SLOVENE MINORITY IN ITALY: THE ITALIAN AUTHORITIES

are STRANGL ING THE "economic APB CULTURAL development op slOVknes
'

IN GUTTZTA

During the discussion concerning the budget of the Gorizia

municipality' for the past fiscal year, the Slovene representative

Rudi Baratuz exposed data of the discriminatory economic policy

of Italian authorities towards the Slovenes. He stated that for the

needs of Slovene villages unproportionally small resources were

allocated, and that is why the Slovene villages up to the present

moment are left without basic needs, as for example without water and

electric lirfrt*
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Referring to statements of some Italian members of the

municipal council, who demanded that columns in future budgets
. _

for maintaining the small number of Slovene schools in the Gonzia
region should be'deleted, the member of the municipal council

Pavlin stressed that the Slovenes contribute to the financing of

public institutions in the same extent as the other population,

and that therefore they rightly demand that out of these resources

one part should he set apart for the maintenance of Slovene elementary

schools.

Pavlin emphasized that the means provided in the budget

of the municipal council for Slovene schools are insufficient

.

and that owing to this these schools are in a very bad condition,

and that they lack the most essential equipment. The position of

Slovene schools in the Gdrizia region is still undetermined and

the Slovene teachers are not guaranteed permanent employment.

Pavlin underlined that the authorities belittle Slovene,

institutions and repeated the claim of the Slovenes of the Gorizia
region to cease with discrimination towards the Slovene institutions

and the Slovene village and to solve most essential cultural
and social problems of Slovenes in Italy

«

New changes expected in the Italian General-Staff

In the presence of the Commander of the Southern Sector
of the Atlantic Pact General Carney, General Castiglioni turned
over his duty as commander of land forces to General Fratini,
recently appointed by the Italian Government as his successor.

Concerning these changes, rumour is spreading that the
dismissal of Castiglioni resulted owing to disagreement between
members of the Atlantic Pact in the Southern Command and the
decision of the Supreme Commander of the North-Atlantic Pact
forces to renew the commanding cadre.

In well informed circles it is also alleged that it will soon
come to the dismissal of feome high ranking Italian officers and
to changes in the composition of the Italian General Staff,

The dismissal in the Southern Command of the Atlantic Pact
is being connected with the recent visit of General Ridgway to.

Italy. The reorganisation of the forces of the Atlantic Pact in
the Southern Sector are also anticipated’.

( BORBA - 2nd July., 1952)

CELEBRATION OF THE F.TGHTS ANNIVERSARY OF THE ITALI AN UM0N_0^I STRIA
AND RIJEKA

Final preparations are being made for the election of the

Italian national minority which, will be held at Rovinj. On Sunday
the 6th of July several thousand Italians will gather here to

celebrate the eighth anniversary of the foundation ."of the Italian
Union for Istria and Rijeka, From all parts of Istria, where the

Italians live, excursions will be organised by trainsm busses and

boats. A great number of representatives of’ the Italian national
minority will come from Rijeka, Vodnjan, Pula, Bala, Porec,. Rasa
and from small towns of the FTT and probably from Trieste.

(BORBA - 2nd July, 1952)
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END OF SIXTH SESSION AT GALAZ .

( Galatz, July 1 )

,

The majority in the <anubian Commission passed today a resolution
by which examination of the Yugoslav Draft on the Rules of Procedure
was postponed " for one of the next sessions This draft will have
to be studied previously by a special commission, which the chairman
of the Danubian Commission will call in between this and the next
session. The Yugoslav delegate voted against this resolution. As
today’s meeting passed the temporary agenda for the seventh session
so the sixth session of the Danubian Commission was concluded.

Immediately at the beginning of today's meeting, the Hungarian
representative Sik declared that he has changed his former resolution
in as much as he proposes that the special commission for examinig the
Yugoslav proposal should meet between the sixth and seventh session.
In the first text of the resolution the date for calling a meeting of
the special commission was not forseen, which the Yugoslav delegation
critisized. It critisized also because the resolution did not fix the
date of the session where this problem should be discussed,

Reffering to the new version cf the Hungarian resolution the
head of the Yugoslav delegation Dng:;;e Djuric said : " If it is the
duty of the Chairman to call a rasebi.v; of the special commission
between the sixth and seventh session that still does not mean that
the recommendations of this commission in regard to the Yugoslav
Draft of Rules of Procedure will be discussed at the seventh meeting.
Although we are against the decision that the question of the revision
of the Rules of Procedure should be token off the agenda of this
session,we are not indifferent to the fact if our project will be
discussed at the next or at one of the following sessions ”,

After Dragoje Djuric , the delegates of the majority spoke,
explaining that the Hungarian resolution ” dees not exclude the
possibility " that the Yugoslav Draft of Rules of Procedure will not
be discussed already at the next session. The head of the Yugoslav
delegation replied by underlining that because of the present experien-
ce the delegation cannot have confidence in empty statements of the
representatives of the majority. This is the reason why the Yugoslav
delegation voted against the final text of the Hungarian resolution.

After that, the question of the temporary -agenda of the seventh
session of the Danubian Commission was approached. According to the
Secretariat’s proposal the temporary agenda will consist of : the
report of the secretariat concerning the Commission's activities
from 1949 to 1952 and plan of Commisnsion' s work for 1953 ,

report
on the budget for this year, the draft of the budget for next year,
examination of te project concerning the establisiiment of a uniform
system of marking the navigation routes cn the Danube, the election,
of the chairman, vice-chairman and secretary of the uanubian Commission
for the forthcoming three years' period.

The Yugoslav delegation demanded that the Yugoslav Draft on
Rules of Procedure should be put on the temporary agenda of the next
session of the Danubian Commission, but the majority refuted this
proposal taking shelter under the excuse that the special commission
" will not have perhaps time " to " examine " the Yugoslav draft.

As the majority refuted the Yugoslav amendment, the Yugoslav'
delegation voted against the proposed temporary agenda in general*

Speaking about the attitude of the majority in regard to the
proposed agenda, the Yugoslav representative amongst other things
said : " At the next session we shall have new elections. The majority
wishes to exploit the possibility and to have elections once more
according to the present Rules of Procedure in order that Yugoslavia
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might be still kept in a subjugated position in the Danubian Commission,

Yugoslavia will never agree to this The Danubian^Comission^s

not only an affair of riparian countries. t
The Yugosiav

organisation in which the world public
. d introduction of

delegation. insists on the setting-up of equality ana murouuo

democratic principles in the Danubian Commission.

1

After that the seventh.mesting was conciuded. Thus the

session of the Danubian Commission endad. It is believed

session will begin work on 15th Decemoer of this year.

The Yugoslav delegation is leaving Galaz for Bucharest tomorrow

morning, from where it will continue to Belgraae.

( BOR

B

A - 2nd July, 1952).

MANOEUVRE AT GALAZ

The present course of the sixth session of

Commission at Galaz has shown that the majority,
if

machinery secures for the USSR a dominant posi io
£ affa ir g on

not ready to bring to an end the present abnormal, state oi aiiai. s

the Danube » The USSR has succeedeo. in creating also™ out its
national organisation an instrument vnich enables l

• riparian
imperialist objective directed against the interest of .all riparian

countries

o

The basic principles of the Danubian- °onve
^J;°5en

P
5oon

d
bv

0
the

years ago at the session in Belgrade
,
have been trodden Jhon^y

present sessions of the Danubian Commissions in ^ c
.

eauality
sovereign rights of riparian countries and re sP

ha*' "been Heft,
in the activities of the Danubian Commission nothing ha* been ieiu.

In order to revive the; principles of the ^ubian
or^the^

in order to secure for riparian countries a real - P
£ . p session

basis of equality, the Yugoslav delegation proposed
rw£ of Se new

in Galaz a revision of the present/ anti presented a
^ this

rules of procedure of the Danubian commission. According to this
^

proposal, all elements which secure for the USSR a pr lvile g P

on the Danube would be eliminated, and which deprived the m<. .

countries from any influence whatsoever in the .activiti
. ian

Danubian Commission, The last 3 years of ® f £he
countries on the Danube and arbitrariness of the Secretary of the

Commission - the USSR delegate - has shown that the preoent situation

in the commission is in full contradiction to the basic i P

the Danubian Convention.

The Yugoslav proposals for the creation of an Executive

Committee of the Commission, consisting of representatives of all

its members which would manage, affairs in between two meetings of th

Commission, would be an important contribution to democr^tioc-tion of

work in theDanubian Commission and the securing of righto oiaii

member nations. According to this proposal the ^f^irs
^

Secretariat of the Commission would be directed not by the Secretary

at his own discretion and by. instructions of his _
government ,

but a

director responsible to the members of the Danubian Commission,

Yugoslavia, which at present was fully alienated from affairs

landing navigation on the Danube, although through her country flows

the most" important part of the navigation route of this river
,
presented

her proposal, wishing that the essence of the present work and

organisation of the Danubian Commission should be changed. Instead of

such a constructive, solution, the USSR and its voting machine within

the commission • unwilling to discuss concerning the basic problems oi

managing navigation on the Danube, offered to Yugoslavia some

positions in the Commission of which she was at present illegally

and forcibly deprived. This transparent manoeuvre has the object to

divert the attention from the essence of the problem which is now on

the agenda of the session in Galaz,
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These oroposals concerning the appointment of Yugoslav repre-

sentatives* in the Commission means nothing less.in the present

moment but an attempt to decrease and dull the importance of the

Yugoslav proposal on the rules of procedure. At the moment, when

Yugoslavia, on the basis of present _ experience in the work of the

Danubian Commission, proved the futility of such a state o

affairs in the commission and proposed on account of that a new

organisation and new methods of work of the Commission, the Ub5_

and its majority had recourse to this transparent manoeuvre wish-

ing to present things as if they could be solved by some format,

changes in the composition of the commission, keeping m .act „o

the present practice and spirit.

This has been confirmed also by the proposal of the Hungarian

delegation, according to which the Yugoslav dra_t of the Rules

Procedure should be "entrusted to a special commission and be

examined at one of the next sessions",. This proposax speaxs

clearly about the fact that the USSR does not wish to solve vital

and basic questions, in the work of the Danubian Commission, out

strives to keep for itself as long as possible- a privileged

position of an imperialist power on the Danube, which wisnes
r
o

discuss Danubian problems only on that basis wnich complies

with its hegemonistic projects.

The acceptance of the Hungarian proposal .which the majority in

the Commission favours, will m n the continuation of the abnormal

situation on the Danube, and tae proposal that Yugoslavia should

be given some position, from which she was formerly _ excluded in a

forcible manner, remain a transparent manoeuvre of imperialist

hegemony on the Danube which at the came time refutes every attempt

of revival of the Danubian Convention and respect of equality and

equal sovereign rights of riparian countries,

POKBA - 2nd July, 1952).

INFILTRATED ALBANIAN SPY AND WAR CRIMINAL MALICI SERIF SURRENDERS

TO OUR AUTHORITIES

(Pristina, 1st July)

The Albanian spy Serif Kalici Serif .surrendered to our

frontier authorities some days ago. He was infiltrated into our

country from Albania with the task of assembling information on e

economic situation, the disposition cf our military units and

particularly on the "number of American troops in this district .

The plan was for this spy to return after a month with all this

information.

The spy Serif Malici Serif lived like an emigrant in Albania.

During the war he committed many cr..mes in our country in the

district of Gnjilan. For a long time he was a deserter and when

he was arrested our authorities condemned him to death. However,

he was successful in escaping from prison and fleeing to Albania,

where he became an Albanian spy.

( BORBA - 2nd July, 1952)

.

ISRAELI MINISTER VISITS BOGDAN CRNOBRNJA

The Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Israel

in Belgrade, Mr.Esra ’Yoran, yesterday paid a visit to the

Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs, Bogdan Crnobrnja and had a

long talk with him. (Tanjug)

( BORBA - 2nd July, 1952).
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FREQUENT SABOTAGE ACTIVITIES IN HUNGARY

SEVERAL FACTORIES DESTROYED AND DAMAGED' BY FIRE

Of late there have been a considerable number of technical break-

downs in Hungarian industrial enterprises. In cert «ork has

been completely stopped. Most of these damages in economy have been

caused by fire. This is particularly the case of the industrial

enterprises in Budapest which rank among the nost modern in Hungary,

and the number of fires breaking out in them has increased lately.

The AF0RT Oil Refinery on the islet of Cepel in the Danube
.

,

the first to be burned down by fire. The fire broke . out on 6th April

in the afternoon and lasted until noon of the following day. During

the fire large oil reservoirs exploded. After this happened
,
rumours

circulated on the islet of Cepel that this was a case of sabotage and

that some of the managers of the refinery had been jailed.

Fire broke out in Ujpest in the afternoon of 13th April in the

leather factory which is in the same block as the hemp and- jute

factory ’'Raider-Juta" . The fire could not be ^inguished, so both

factories were completely destroyed together wide all the installa-

tions, raw materials and readymade articles; all that remains

are bare walls. As soon as the fire broke out, the Pres iden '

Hungarian Government, Rakosi, accompanied by the Hungarian Do

Minister and about 150 security agents arrived on the spo .

inhabitants who happened to be there say that Rakosi on t i
'

said that the fire was a real act of sabotage. There was so

,

military material (footwear and other equipment) stored in the factory

that in the opinion of the local inhabitants it would have been

sufficient to meet one year's requirements of the Hungarian Army.

Three fires broke out on 14th April: in furniture factory, in

agricultural implements factory and in tar factory. The iir y

is the largest of its kind in Budapest and has been completely urn
,

while serious damage was done in the agricultural implements factory.

After these fires, the police carried out numerous arrests and searches

Hungarian papers published nothing about these fires which were

the re'sulfc of sabotage and resistance by Hungarian workers who are

discontented with the present situation in Hungary. Hungarian police

and the Security Service have \mdertaken precautionary measures so

that all these cases of sabotage should remain unknown to the public

as long as possible. /s/ B .. r .,

( P0LITIKA - 30th June, 1952)
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No. 653 INDEX 3rd July, 1952.

P.l. Headlines of Borba of the 3 rd July .

;Jc

P.2. Headlines of Polit ika of the 3 rd July

FROM BORBA OF THE 29TH JUNE

P. 6 . For the sake of their own security (Article)

p

,

8 , Prayers for the Fascists (Article)

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 29TH JUNE

P*9 0 Militarisation of Soviet satellites: Hungary speedily

rearming

FROM BORBA OF THE 1ST JULY
>\C

P.21. Following the reorganisation of passive co-operatives in Dalma

Dalmatia (Article by Nikola Spiric)

FROM BORBA OF THE 2ND JULY

P*3* Trade relations - one of the bridges to understanding and

co-operation between Yugoslavia and Au strip
>!«

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 2ND JULY

P#5. Oplenac to • be opened as a pleasure resort
Part of foreign exchange must be 'given to the National Bank

Disabled war veterans receive 10,000 CARE parcels
>;<

P*l 6 * The recent election of new members of the Serbian Academy of

Science: Belgrade journalists condemn Academy ? s action

P. 23 . Return from Switzerland of wife and children of the pilot Kavic
who escaped in a JAT plane from Yugoslavia last year

FROM BORBA OF THE 3 RD JULY

P.12. Sixth full session of the CC CP Macedonia

P.13. A manifestation of good-neighbourliness (Editorial)

P.14. Criminals from Sofia (Editorial)

P.19. Statement by Aleksandar Belie on Academy's rejection of the
candidature of 3 well-known cultural workers

*
P.25. Sava Kosanovic visits Austrian Chancellor

Yugoslav Minister in Egypt appointed Minister in Ethiopia
Yugoslav Ambassador visits Nehru
Albanian NCO escapes to Yugoslavia
Hungarian troops still massing on our frontiers

P. 26 . Trieste and Rome Irredentists wrangling over the position in
Zone A

-f

P.27. How money gained from the sale of Aid goods will be dispensed:
c oAiSiftBOSdiEoid&efeffstf!2X3QOl2«l8/itSU:tClift?Riy^8^O04ol<SRi)<|:23OdO4 1 dHJOSKJig 0 s lavia

over/
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FROM POLITIKA OF THE 3 RD JULY

P.5 # Delegation of American Slovenes to visit Trieste
%

P.15. Comitadji crime (Editorial)
>;<

P. 26 . Italian trade delegation arrives in Zagreb today

FROM B0RBA OF THE 3RD JULY :

P.24. Death of Lt, Colonel Pane Djukic in frontier skirmish

#**$$*#
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HEADLINES BORBA 3rd July 1952

P.l. Session of PA of Macedonia begins today
*

Draft regulations before Legislative Council
*

Meeting of Presidents of Central Committees of Syndicates

YUGOSLAV MINISTER IN EGYPT APPOINTED MINISTER IN ETHIOPIA

YUGOSLAV AMBASSADOR VISITS NEHRU

ALBANIAN NCO ESCAPES TO YUGOSLAVIA
>;<

SIXTH SESSION OF PLENUM OP CC OF CP OF MACEDONIA: POLITICAL
WORK THEMOST IMPORTANT TASK OF PARTY ORGANISATIONS, SAYS
r.KRSTOCCEVENKOVSKI : message sent to Marshal Tito
*
TRIESTE AND ROME IRREDENTISTS DISAGREE OVER POSITION IN ZONE A
*

SAVA KOSANOVIC VISITS AUSTRIAN CHANCELLOR

A MANIFESTATION oF GOOD NEIGHBOLRLINESS (Editorial)

CRIMINALS FROM SOFIA (Editorial)
*
Following the crime of Bulgarian terrorists: 10,000 citizens
from Leskovac to Belgrade respectfully accompany the body
•of Pane Bjukic: how the People’s Hero Pane Djukic died

*

HUNGARIAN TROOPS STILL MASKING ON OUR FRONTIERS

P.2. WHAT IS HINDERING COOPERATION BETWEEN THE STATE AND THE
ORTHODOX CHURCH (Article by Toso Popovic)

Steps on the road to victory (Article on the People's Liberation
struggle by Rodoljub Colakovic)

Letters to the Editor:
Is this decision correct?
What is becoming of the history of the people of Yugoslavia
Protest by journalists from Radio Yugoslavia
A laudable action of the citizens of Mostar
A misunderstood request and an incorrect decision

>l<

Citizens of Vlasina send greetings to the CC CPY and to Petar
Stambolie

Negotiations in Pen Mun Jom: United Command proposes new
compromise over POW question •

*

UNO: Security Council refuses to listen to Chinese and North
Koreans:

Economic-Social Council continues the session on the
financial development of backward countries

5,'c

View of American economy (3): public works as a partial solu-

}

,ti°n to the difficulties in the US (Article by Joze Smole)

Situation in Germany: before the banning of neo-Fascist
Socialist Reich Party in Western Germany: ratification of
;Bonn agreement in American Senate has varying receptions

Letter from Paris: concerning a political inquest in France
*

(Article by M.Vitorovic)
Swedes send new Note to the USSR
*
French Government will seek to remove immunity of Jacques Duclos
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CONFERENCE OF YOUTH LEADERS IN CROATIA; Vladimir Bakaric

speaks on the* problems of youth organisations
>!<

More than 200 students go abroad to study
*

Celebration of holiday of miners of Tibovljo

What is happening about new regulations on the railways? They

still continue to be run in the old way

CHANGES IN CUSTOMS REGULATIONS ARE BEING PREPARED

HOW MONEY GAINED FROM THE SALE OF AID GOODS WILL BE DISPOSED:

CONCERNING DINhR EMPLOYMENT OF US ECONOMIC Aid TO YUGOSLAVIA
>;c

Salvage of boats and barges from the bottom of rivers and the

sea:
Boat at Split at a depth of 5o metres

Coke ovens at Lukavac without water

P.5. STATEMENT BY ALEKSANDAR BELIC ON THE REJECTION OF THE CANDIDA-

TURE OF 3 WELL-KNOWN CULTURAL WORKERS:
SERBIAN WRITERS UNANIMOUSLY CONDEMN ACTION OF SEaBIaN

ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

P.7. Meteorolcgical forecast: dry warm summer expected: warm

summer and fine autumn on the coast
*

Camps in certain parts of Rumania will provide slave labour

Two Polish scholars seek asylum in Italy
$

P.3. New section opened in Sarajevo museum
5!:

POLITIKA

P.l, COMITADJI CRIME (Editorial)

DELEGATION OF AMERICAN SLOVENES TO VISIT TRIESTE

P.L. Question for discussion: "Our language" and the study of our

language (Article by I*Mamuzic)

ITALIAN TRADE DELEGATION ARRIVES IN ZAGREB TODAY
>;c

After the adoption of a new system of using foreign exchange,

how foreign exchange accounting offices will be employed

The right to insurance allowances has been extended to

invalids
,
pensioners, teachers and students who receive

salaries
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TRATlR 'RELATIONS: ONE OF .THE BRIDGES TO UNDERSTANDING AND

This year has brought for the Yugoslav-Austrian mutual relations

new important steps in the direction of good-neighbourly relations

and solid co-operation between the two countries whose many

interests are at the same time also identical* . Amongst them

as one of the important places « is the mutual interest oi

ever-growing and more close mutual economic relations and lor trade

particularly*

This interest is natural* Yugoslavia and Austria are two

^

neighbouring countries whose economies complement each other;

through Austrian frontiers pass railway lines which from Jugoslavia

lead to Central and Western Europe and through Yugoslav territory

the shortest roads to the nearest sea coast for Austria; the

Yugoslav-Austrian state frontier passes through an energetics

complex, which in the framework of interest, is in any case,

identical*

The mutual trade relations were always, in the periods of place

and occupation, very developed* In between the two world wars

Austria participated to a great extent in Yugoslavia s loreign

trade just as, the role of Yugoslavia in the Austrian trade with

foreign countries was of not small importance*

For example, in 1929? Austria held with 17.4% the second place

in the import of goods of old Yugoslavia - behind Czechoslovakia

from which Yugoslavia imported 17.5$ of the total imports*
^

This

same year, on the list of the Yugoslav exports .Austria again held

second place, exports to Austria were 15*6$ - immediately after

exports to Italy which were 24#9%.

Austria, 'in the Yugoslav export, until Hitler's occupation of

the country, held third place amongst the exporting countries to

Yugoslavia; in 1935 with 11,9$ (after Germany with 16*2/6 and

Czechoslovakia with 14$); in 1936 with 10,3$ (after Germany with

26,7$ and Czechoslovakia with 15*4$); in 1937 with 10*3% (after

Germany with 32*24$ and Czechoslovakia with 11.1%) of the total

imports. In the same. period Austria was the third on the list of

exports from Yugoslavia* In 1935 with 14'.3% of the total exports
from Yugoslavia (after Germany with 18*6% and Italy with 16.7/6);

in 1936 Austria was second with 14*6% and also second in 1937 with

13-5$ (after Germany with 23.7%, namely with 21.7%)#

After the war trade relations, taking Into account the
.
general

political conditions and the particular position of Austria,

occupied by 4 great powers, took time to be set up.

In the second half of 1946 Austria began to ^ conclude trade
agreements on the basis of clearing. Already in 194?
participated in • Yugoslavia imports by 3$ in 1948 with 4.66%, in

1949 with 8 , 84$, in 1950 with 7.65$ and in 1951 with 4 #81$. In our

export Austria participated with 4.98$ in 1947? in 1948 with 6.17%,
in 1949 with 11*02$, in 1950 with 10 . 78$ and in 1951 with 9.84$.

The road was opened for important trade co-operation ,The drought
in 1950 and its reflection on 1951 have only for a short period
decreased the volume of mutual trade, however, this year a trade
agreement was signed for the first two months of 1953 5

by which
the value of the volume of exchange both ways was established at
60 million dollars - in fact for 50$ greater value than the
previous trade agreement had established.

and this change has been provoked also oy the cons
tj changed,
ces of war

and by changes..- in the economy -of "both, the countries* However,
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possibilities forg,oods exchanged have-not fallen offs

±n E rc-nirinoBj^Tn the post-war penod^xports from our country an

important role is played by the export of timber and timber pro

ducts (30.5$ in 1951, 15.2% in 1950) ,
ores and petals particu-

larly (29.1% in 1951 and 23.6% w x950, while in 1946 64%) .The

participation of agricultural-food and
91 <st\

moved about 50$ in 1950, andlabout 44$ in •1951 (in 1946 21$) of

the total exports to Austria, but the export of these pro

was much less than the pre-war one.

The part of import needs of Austria is important which was

covered by the Yugoslav exports and can cover on the sector oi

different industrial raw material. (Rotation paper, arti 1

thread, pig iron, chemical products etc.) and in the field 01
,

imports of agricultural articles in front of our exports
.

. h
stand, for example, the USA end Italy. Here are possibilities which

can be further developed.

The post-war structure of imports from Austria to Yugoslavia

has greatly changed, The participation of black metallurgy has

increased to a great extent (in 1951 even by 33.6$) and this should

be the basis of the further development of goods exchange v

Austria who becomes one of the main suppliers of many ar c e

rolled materials and many other articles. Austria can co^r to

a great extent import needs from our country by pig iron,

kinds of steel, in sheet iron, different alloys, rotation paper,

artificial thread, technical keys, natural nitrate ,
f1

^
P

material, different tools, electrical materials, vehicles, etc.

However, here it is not only the question of

economy but also of other moments such as being neighbo_

proximity of the market. The tradition of use and knowledge and

habits of consumers to a certain defined kind of goods 1 ‘

without influence. All these factors together offer fur
f

possibilities for a profitable co-operation. An
f

is the new trade agreement, according to wnich.in t c
_ .

the already-mentioned 60 million dollars cur country wi
_

agricultural, food and livestock produce, industrial P^-^ts, ores

and metals, timber products to Austria and import from p s

iron, rolled materials aqd steel, fireproof material and pa ,

different machinery and parts, artificial thread and articles of

mass consumption - all that in much greater volume than m previous

years.

The exchange of goods is operating normally. It is the

achievement of negotiations in which the moment of
nn<? n3avnd cn

concerning common profits and interests for good rei®.
,

important role. Trade relations between the two countries are in

this case one of the solid bridges of understanding an - .

tion carried from one side of the border to the other.

(Sd.) BLAG0JE LAZIC

(B0RBA - 2nd July, 1952).
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OPLENAG TO BE OPENED) AS A PLEASURE RESORT

One of the most attractive pleasure resorts in Serbia will shortly
be opened at Oplenac* In this beautiful wooded district a hotel
is now being prepared which will have sixteen roomsand every comfort
and convenience. In the • immediate vicinity of this hotel will be
found the vill* "Sumadia"

,
which is built and furnished entirely in the

^umadian style, and has fourteen rooms.

( POLITIKA - 2nd July)

PART OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE WHICH MUS T BE GIVEN TO THE NATIONAL BANK

According to an officail^ruling
,
socialist economic organisations

will sell to the Yugoslav atibnal Vank 55$ of foreign currency earned
by the export of goods

,
after 30th June this year* In the same

proportion, currency will be sold to the bank by socialist economic
eterprises which traffic and carry out services abroad * Currency _ bought
bought by the National Bank i- n this way goes into a fund for meeting
general state foreign currency needs.

( POLITIKA - 2nd July)

DISABLED WAR VETERANS TO RECEIVE TEN THOUSAND CARE PARCELS

The first consignment of 39 parcels for war veterans will arrive
in Yugoslavia soon. A ccording to the agreement with the jrfbrld

Federation of Ex-Soldiers, the organisation CARE is sending a
shipment for physically dsiabled persons in European countries. Two.
parcels -five ^r&ille wristwatches- have already reached the
Federation of War Veterans of Yugoslavia.

This parcel aid is part of the general programme 'for the
rehabilitation of invalids belonging to the World Federation of^

War Yeterans* It is dependent on the goodwill cohtributions which
are collected by the CARE organisation in thise countries in which
it has authority to do so. The suggestion doncerning this activity,
which w s started, two months ago, wa: made by the administrative
council of the World Federation. According 'to the programme of the
Federation, aid in European countries will reach $6^000 disabled
veterans, and all the 6000 blinded ones. The Federation of War.

Veterans of Yugoslavia considers that 10,000 parcels will be received
in Yugoslavia over a period of time, of which 519 will be for blind
people.. The parcels for the blind'will consist of Braille wrist-
watches, Braille pocket writing sets, Braille office ^and pocket
notebooks, Braille chess sets, pocket radio setsand electrical
shaving outfits. 1213 cases of difficult amputations and paralysis
will get special invalid carriages, and about B,600 invalids p, reels
with clothing.

( POLITIKA - k-;nd July )

DELEGATION OF AMERICAN SLOVENES TO VISIT TRIESTE
TTriests 2nd JulyT

A ccording to .information fromthe US* f .
ePrftsg5tatives of the

organisation oi American Slovenes and ox the American Committee
for the Building of a Slovene Instiutie of Culture in Trieste,
will visit Trieste in the near future. The report on this first
visit of representatives of American Slovenes to Trieste has been
confirmed by the delegation of American Slovenes which is now
sta ying in Jugoslavia. *

( POLITIKA - 3rd July)
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2) Yugoslavs must report to' the local police as they so order,

and those who reside in Budapest must report every Friday to the

police station in their precinct.

3) Yugoslav citizens are forbidden to leave their homes from
2200 hours in the evening until 500 hours in the morning.

4) Yugoslav citizens are strictly forbidden from visiting public

places, political receptions and similar.

5) Yugoslav citizens are forbidden from sending telegrams at the

post office as well as the use of the telephone, and all of their

postal packages are under strict control of the government.

Similar regulations were prescribed by the Malan Government of

the South African Union during its time against the native .population.
Because of this,- the world public condemned the situation in the
Union of... South. Africa as the reign of the blackest slavery. However,
the individual regulations, which; the Hungarian Government has.

prescribed for the Yugoslav citizens, were not even imposed against
the South African natives. Such criminal and occupation regulations
were only prescribed by the Gestapo in its time. For the Yugoslavs
in Hungary, the worst laws have again gone into effect; these laws
existed at the time of the Fascist- occupation.

Get rid of the scum

Recently in Hungary, as in Rumania, they are continuing great
violences against the -Yugoslav minority. Besides the already under-
taken police measures, a wide-scale evacuation of Yugoslavs from the
border regions is taking place. About 250 families were taken from
the border region of Baranja and moved to the vicinity of Debrezin.
The Yugoslavs were only allowed to take the most urgent things with
them, and their entire property was taken over by the Hungarian
military plunderers. The same thing happened in Monoster (St. Gothard)
a village on the border of Yugoslavia, Austria and Hungary, where some
Slovenes lived. This village was completely evacuated for "strategic
reasons."

Sven the Hungarian peasants in the villages are no better off.
Recently in the region of Arad, where there are large contingents of

Russian soldiers who are "assuring communications for the Russian
occupation troops in Austria", there was a great peasant uprising
because of the looting and violence of the occupation troops over the
inhabitants. Soviet soldiers intervened and quelled the peasant
uprising in blood.

This is not the first time this has happened in Hungary. In the
glorious moments of Hungarian history, when under the leadership of
Koshut the • Hungarian peasants rose against Vienna and the local
feudalists, Russian Tsar Nikolas the First sent Field Marshal Paskevic
to Hungary to "take the necessary action without sparing the scum
which must be eliminated for our own security", so stated the Tsar in
his instructions to Paskevic.

It was a little over a hundred years ago when the Hungarian revo-
lutionists succumbed before the superior Russian forces at Vilagos.
Today the Russian Generals and Officers are again committing violences
in Hungary and quell in blood any protest of the Hungarian people.
No, there is a certain difference here. Sometimes the Russians them-
selves; in behalf of the counter-revolution and as the chief jailer of
Europe, quelled European reaction. And today in Hungary they are being
helped by their paid governor, Rakosi, and all of this is taking place
under the cloak of "socialism" and the "brotherly aid of the great
USSR."
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But the motives are the seme. The massacres in Hungary and the
disorders on the Yugoslav borders are being ordered by the despot from
the Kremlin once again for the sake of "their security."

/s/ Zdravko Pecar
( BCR BA - 29th June, 1952)

PRAYERS FOR THE FASCISTS

At the end of May the Thirty-Fifth Eucharistic Congress was held
in Barcelona under the patronage of Hangsman Franco. This congress,
which was really ode large Fascist manifestation led by Rome, was
attended by the Ustashi emigrants and formed its "Central Committee
for the Eucharistic Congress." At the head of this committee were
war criminals-Ustashi former Sarajevo Archbishop fabric, Srecko
Dragicevic, accomplice of the Jasenica murdere r Ljubo Milos, and
other Ustashi criminals. Fascist by its character, this congress at
the same time was expressedly hostile towards our country. The Ustashi
criminals were shown great honour, the bloody Ustashi flags were kissed
by the bishop-pilgrims and fluttered on the building of the main office
of the congress. Even Archduke Ctto Hapsburg, who promised the Ustashi
butchers that he would "help the Croatian matter", was there.

This Fascist manifestation even had its followers in our country.
The Bishop of Split, Kvirin-Klement Boaefacic, gave the priests under
his jurisdiction an order to hold public prayers and adorations for
the success of this congress and for all those present at the congress.
In calling the people to pray for the Ustashi butchers, this executor
of the wishes of the Vatican has or.ce again abused the freedom of
religion in our country for the manifestation of his hostility towards
our state and peoples. /s/ Zdravko Pecar

( UQRBA - 29th June, 1952)
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MILITARIZATION OF SOVIET SATELLITES
hungarTTpeedily REARMING

The Southern part of Hungary, from Lake Balaton to the Drava
River and Szeged, has of late been turned into a broad military area.

Nearly five infantry divisions have been concentrated in the area
near the Yugoslav border. Units are being constantly shifted from
one place to another and collected into camps which usually are

created on the eve of big military manoeuvres. The year before last

and last year this area near the Yugoslav border was used for big

army manoeuvres, and it is not improbable that the manoeuvres will be
also carried out this year.

Northern Hungary is much more favourable for military manoeuvres

of this kind; however, this area is not being used and instead of it

the territory in the vicinity of Yugoslavia has been chosen.

Expansion of communications

Work on the repair and expansion of old communications and on the
building of new communication lines has been speeded up particularly
lately. A modern road is being built from Budapest to Pecuj and Mohac
and is intended only for military purposes. Work has b een speeded up
and the date for the completion of the road, which originally was
scheduled for the end of this year, has been shortened by two months.

This road, which is twelve metres wide, is being built on a firm
concrete blocks since it is envisaged to stand the w eight of the
heaviest military vehicles up to $0 tons. Blueprints for this
strategic road were made by the Hungarian Defence Ministry and work
is being supervised by a team of experienced engineers. Although
construction is speedily progressing, measures have been undertaken
to have everything completed as soon as possible. Very near this
military road there is an old cobblestone road which is sufficient
for normal communication.

In addition to this, a number of old roads are being repaired in
Hungary. Communications which lead from the Soviet Union to Hungary
are being broadened particularly. Thus, the road which leads from
the Soviet border to Zahn-Debrezin-Bekescaba -Szeged is being repaired
as well as the road from Beregovo (Soviet frontier place) to Miskoltz-
Djendjes-Budapest

;
parallel with this the road from Debrezin to Solnok

and Budapest is also being built. These roads are being arranged to as
to be able to stand increased traffic and also to be suitable for quick
shifting of modern armour in the direction of the Yugoslav border.

Similar work is going on also on the Hungarian state railways.
Plans are being made to build from Miskoltz towards Budapest a railway
line of abroad Russian gauge which will make it easier for the shifting
of Soviet armour to the centre of the Danubian lowlands.

New airports

The air force occupies a particular ^place in Hungary's rearmament.
Several modern airports are being constructed. Just where the Danube
River bends between Dunafelddvar and Paksa, about 150 kilometres from
the Yugoslav border, a big military airport with concrete runways has
been built. Work on building this airport was supervised by Russian
experts. In the district of Kaposvar, near Tasar, large military
airports are being built on concrete foundations. Barracks for
aviation personnel are also being built.

A similar military airport is also being built in Sekesfehervar-,
while another airport has already been completed near Sombathel. In
addition to all this, a big Soviet airport is under construction in
the northwestern part of Hungary near Sopron; this airport is already
being used by Soviet heavy bombers and fighters.
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Most of this work is done in addition to local labour force by
the so-called labour battalions in which untrusty elements are
mobilized. It is reckoned that there are now in Hungary from 15 to
20 such labour battalions.

Underground telephone and telegraph cables are being laid in
Hungary, From Pecuj, which is about 50 kilometres north of the Yugo-
slav border, a special cable is being laid as far as Dombovar and from
there towards Katosvar.

Military factories

The reorganization and expansion of Hungary’s military industry
have considerably changed the economic activity of tne country planned
two or three years ago. A number of factories are now being built
which will work exclusively for the army and which will replenish
present-day Hungarian armament. In Seibbabonj, near the village of
Fisfej near Lake Balaton, a factory is being built for the production
of war material. About twelve thousand workers are employed on the
construction of this factory. According t o certain data, one section
of a factory which will produce tanks was put into operation in
Dunapentel last November , A new factory for the production of war
material was recently opened in Bekescab. Near Sekesfehervar a factory
is being built called "Inotka" which will probably produce airplanes.
Aircraft parts are being made in the aluminium factory in the same
place. The "Lampdjar" enterprise in Budapest is making small arms.
In the place of Jobadj, between Hatvan and Salgotari jan, a large
ammunition factory has been built which disposes with underground
installations. This factory started working last August and is
principally making artillery ammunition. The workers who built the
factory have now been shifted to Felnemet near Eger where a new
military plant is being constructed.

Hungary's expanded war industry is now producing light armour,
ammunition, gun barrels, of small calibre as well as parts for t anks
and airplanes. Tank and airplane parts are being constructed in Cepel.
Apparently jet planes are also assembled in this factory.

Increase of military budget

According to official Hungarian data, the present outlays for
military requirements are ten times greater than in 194$. While in
194$ a sum of 600 million florins was envisaged for military require-
ments, this year it is 5,910 million. The total outlays for the
Hungarian Army have constantly been increasing since 194$, and this
year the outlays are bigger than for 1949 and 1950 together.

In addition to the modernisation and increase of military equip-
ment, the numerical strength of the Hungarian Army has also increased.
Four years ago in 1949 Hungary had four infantry divisions (which was
already above the level permissable under the Peace Treaty) . During
the past two years, Hungary has increased the number of its infantry
divisions to seven and after that to thirteen, and has also formed two
tank divisions and nearly two aviation divisions. This year Hungary
has fourteen to fifteen infantry divisions, two armoured divisions
and two to three aviation divisions. These aviation divisions have
forty to fifty jet planes. Hungarian military forces, considered as
a whole, are much greater than four years ago as can be seen from the
number of infantry divisions which have been more than trebled during
this time.

Special political courses are being held in Hungarian military
units by means of which soldiers are being kept in perpetual fear of
war. Hungarian Army Officers are regularly telling their soldiers
that allegedly an attack from Yugoslavia is imminent and that, therefore
they must prepare and arm themselves in a disciplined way. Hungarian
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Array Officers are telling their soldiers particularly that ali. those

who escape from Hungary into Yugoslavia are immediately returned to
.

Hungary; this is obviously intended to scare any person from attempting

to flee from Hungary to our country.

The entire military training in Hungary is directed towards

tactical attacks. All this shows that this entire activity in Hungary

has no connection at all with any defence measures but rather that it

is of an explicitly aggressive and warmongering character. Frontier

incidents on our border are a particular form of this activity.

Repeated flights by Hungarian aircraft over our territory at the time

of increased rearming of Hungary illustrate a serious danger which

comes from militarization of the Soviet-bloc countries, /s/ B„ D.

( POLITIKA - 29th June, 1952)

sIXTH FULL SESSION OF CC CP MACEDONIA
TSkopI j e ,

2nd JulyT

The Sixth Full Session of CC CP Macedonia opened here today.

A report on some political and organizational questions of. the

Party was submitted by Comrade Krste Crvenkovski, Organizational
Secretary of the CC CP Macedonia.

In his report, Comrade Krste Crvenkovski described the successes

achieved by the Party organization of Macedonia in explaining the new
important changes in the social, economic and state life of our
country as well as in the work on the carrying out of the new measures-
switch-over to the new economic system, reorganization of popular
authority, etc.

Speaking about the weaknesses and occurrences of bureaucracy in

establishing management of enterprises by the workers, Comrade Krste
Crvenkovski said: "The managers in our enterprises are still the

almighties-. The managing boards are still working as executive
agencies and are neglecting the workers' councils, not to mention
working collectives. In connection with the drawing up of wage scales,
we have had such cases xvhere they were made only by the bookkeepers
and other clerical staffs without consultation with _ the working
collectives or the workers' councils of the enterprises. For example,
in the "Braca Kosuljcevi" metal enterprise in Titov Veles the wage
scale was made in the office and, consequently, the salaries of
clerical staff increased by an average of 1,100 dinars while the

wages of the workers were reduced by an average of 600 dinars."

In addition to these weaknesses, the speaker also gave examples
of incorrect work- of the basic Party organizations in some of the
enterprises which, instead of making efforts to improve the ideological
political work, very often mix in the work, of the managing boards,
managers, workers' councils and the entire working collectives, as
is the case with the collective of railway workers in Ohrid and
Skoplje where, on the basis of signatures of secretaries of Party
organizations, some of the engineers and brakesmen have been dismissed.
Surely, this leads only towards the compromising of the Party organiza-
tion and towards the neglecting of its main task—the ideological-
political elevation of the working collectives

.

The Party and labour union organizations are not active enough in
connection with the economic education of the worker.

The speaker then spoke about the tasks of the Party concerning
the reorganization of authority. "The new organization of our popular
authority has brought the popular authority closer to the people.
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Offices of commissioners and paid commissioners have been abolished.
In lieu of these there have been created councils of citizens, public
workers and cultural workers. It is now necessary that the members
of the council and representatives of the councils should perform their
duties conscientiously. The Party organizations and committees should
pay attention to this so to avoid the councils being gradually neg-
lected. The new organization of peoples' committees brings up the
question of professional training and of the white-collar apparatus,
and this is also a question which the Party committees should bear in
mind.

"One of the problems of authority which is likewise important for
the Party is that of the work of the meetings of voters at which the
work of the agencies of authority is criticized and which represents
a successful weapon against bureaucracy."

The speaker then dealt with the work of the Party in the mass
and social organizations . "However, I must say that the work of the
mass organizations, especially of the People's Front, is still far
from satisfying the demand of the present-day stage of our struggle.
One of the basic weaknesses is that directives are expected to come
from above in order to start in a camoaign fashion work in the mass
organizations instead of finding problems on the terrain."

The speaker them emphasized that the activity of the Communists
in the mass and social organizations is a poor one.

Further in his speech, Crver.kovsk.l mentioned the organizational
problems of the Party. He said that after the announcement of the
Cominform Resolution the Party organization in Macedonia was strength-
ened, ideologically improved and became a monolithic one by expelling
from among its ranks the scum which, for personal interests, voiced
themselves in favour of the Cominform Resolution.

Crvenkovski then spoke about the concrete organizational weaknesses
in some of the Party organizations as well as about the methods for
removing these weaknesses.

After the reading of the report, a discussion was opened at which
Secretaries of Party Committees described the successes and shortcomings
in the ideological-political work in the various Party organizations
on the terrain. During the morning's work, the following took part in
the discussion: Blagoja TALEVSKI

,
Jovko JOVKOVSKI

,
Boge KUZMAN0VSKI,

Rista KADIFK0
,
Mito DIMITRIJEVSKI

,
Krste MARKOVSKI

,
Kemal SEJFULA,

Dimitar ALEKSI JEVSKI
,
Sedat VELI, Vasil DJORTOV and Mito TEMENUGOV.

In the afternoon Comrades Aco ICEV, Risto DZUN0V and Metodija
ANTEVSKI took part in the discussion. The Secretary of the CC CP
Macedonia, Lazar KOLISEVSKI also spoke as well as the members of the
Politburo of the CC CP Macedonia Vidoje SMILEVSKI and Nikola MINCEV.
The session thereby concluded its work, /s/ B. B.

(

B

ORBA - 3rd July, 1952)
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A MANIFESTATION OF GOOD-NEIGHBOURLINESS

A Greek parliamentary delegation arrives tomorrow to Yugoslavia* The
delegation is led by Dimitrios Godnikas, the president of the
Greek Parliament and ..members of the delegation are representatives
of all political parties* The guests will spend about two weeks in ..

Yugoslavia and their sojourn in Yugoslavia will be followed by a
visit of Yugoslav deputies to Greece .

This event, with many others in the relations between the two
countries, marks a further step forward in the creation of an atmos-
phere of friendship and good neighbourly relations between the people
of Greece and Yugoslavia, connected with a common frontier and common
wish to contribute to peace in this part cf the world and to peace
in general.

The social systems in the two countries are different* But the
internal structure and order of each country is purely its own inter-
nal affair, a matter of the people* Taking into account that in in-
ternational life people come closer together by common interests, -

means that everything points to a need of mutual acqua&nhansoshipj,
cooperation and strengthening the friendship' between the two peoples -
Greek and Yugoslav*

In the midst of peaceful building up, creating better conditions
of life, and situated in a very sensitive spot in world happenings,
Yugoslavia does everything which might contribute to a peaceloving

,

constructive cooperation with other nations who strive for peace*
Greece being exposed also to Soviet bloc’s 'pressure has the identical
wish to strenghten defence of peace in this part of the world* And

.

• the best road to achieve, this object is acquaitanceship, raprochement
of the peoples on the basis of mutual respect , equality and common
peaceloving yearnings* .

The Balkans were always in the past the battlefield of con-
flicting interests of the powers who wished to subjugate them*
Lately, the attempt of the USSR to set up its domination over Yugo-
slavia was the most flagrant manifestation of such imperialist appe-
tites. We were able to resist this thanks to the power of the Sense
of freedom and independence, which is imbued deeply in the Yugoslav
masses and thanks to the power of our army, which was and has re-
mained an insurmountable hindrance to the aggressor* Today also,
Yugoslavia believes that the Balkans can resist foreign hegemony
and aggressive attempts the more the • people' ' Wlioi inhabit them
are stronger and more decisive to defend their freedom and indepen-
dence and at the same time to collaborate as good and peceloving
neighbours*

It is quite comprehensible and natural why the rapprochement
and increase, of cooperation between the Balkan peoples, particularly
so between Yugoslavia, Greece and Turkey is a thorn in the fledh .to
Soviet imperialism * But it is less comprehensible why this co-
operation meets with hindrances -and negative • reaction somewhere
else too; And this is the case, for example, in some circles
abroad who still cannot liberate themselves from traditional indlinaticns
for territorial expansion towards the Balkans, as is shown by the
case of Trieste or that cf;. General Castilogne * Their hidden and
open efforts to set up influence or control according to patterns in
the past - are identical today with attempts to break up the Balkan
defensive readiness and compactness towards the Soviet aggressive
policy, as much as they do not help the Soviets consciously '•

also, , which often appears so on the basis of their actions against
Yugoslavia.

of The visit of the Greek parliamentary delegation is an element
/ever-growing understanding which is developing between the. two
countries, therefore they will meet everywhere in Yugoslavia with a
hearty and warm welcome.

( BORBA - 3rd July, 1952).
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CRIMINALS FROM SOFIA

The rulers from Sofia have enlarged their list of heavy crimes.
The People’s Hero Pane Djukic, Lt, Colonel of our Army, who was a
faithful son guarding his country, was murdered by spies who were
sent into Yugoslavia by the Sofia agency of Moscow,,

This is net the first murder nor the first provocation of the
Bulgarian Cominformists , The foreign flunkeys, oppressors of the
Bulgarian people for the account of the Soviet policy of domination
and subjugation have in the past few years directed all their
activity on anti-Yugoslav activities and pressure, frontier
incidents, provocations, diversions and murders. They have intro-
duced the law of the jungle, together with the other Quislings of
the Soviet bloc and for the account of the Soviet aggressors, They
have introduced in international relations a law of international
banditry.

Out of 1,500 border incidents of all kinds which were provoked
last year by the Cominfermir-t border and other bands on our
frontiers the Bulgarian agents are to be blamed for a good number
of them. In the period January to October 1951 the Bulgarian
organs have killed a Yugoslav frontier guard, executed 2 kidnappings,
2$ times violated our territory, our airspace was violated 4 times,
and they made 104 serious armed provocations,,,,. And since
October of last year until today, the list of frontier provocations
by the Bulgarians has been greatly increased.

To this list can be added . facts concerning the murders of
Yugoslav citizens in Bulgaria, concerning death camps to where they
are taken, concerning prisons in which their bones are broken, their
hair pulled out and k±bsys beaten out, only because they are
Yugoslavs and because they want to remain as such. One can add to
this bloody Cominformist list the crimes executed on Danilo Doncic,
Ivan Seferovic and many others, together with the kidnapping of
Momir Seferovic, who took refuge in the Yugoslavia Embassy in
Sofia to protect his very life,

A whole series of attacks on our representatives, the massacre
and murder of our citizens, fortifications and aggressive prepara-
tions on our frontier, violation of the ex-territoriality of our
diplomatic mission, provocative border actions, infiltration of
spies and terrorists - this is the system w. ich the Cominformist
agencies have introduced in their relations with Yugoslavia,
separately the one from Sofia.

The latest crime of this sinister policy without scruples, this
system of international crime, this inquisition ideology of the
Cominfcrm and her bloody hands - is the murder of our People’s
Hero Djukic, which has been perpetrated by Cer7bnkov f s terrorists,
terrorists from Moscow.

This band of murderers will pay for their crimes. But those
who stand behind them will continue their policy of violence and
provocations against Yugoslavia, We remember well all the crimes
which they have perpetrated so far, and let them remember that too,
because after each crime punishment comes.

Before the men of the whole world their inhuman figure has
been condemned already. Covered with the bllod of their own
people, they are shedding the blood of the Yugoslavs also. The
Yugoslavs, and we believe also the Bulgarian people also will never
forget this.

( BORBA - 3rd July, 1952),
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COMITADJI CRIME

The news of the latest crime of the Bulgarian Cominformists -

concerning the dastardly murder of the People's Hero Pane Djukic
produced gre&t revolt amongst the Yugoslav public. In. a number of

crimes against our country and our people, executed by Cominformist
countries, incited by the Soviet Government amongst whom Bulgaria
takes the first place - this latest crime surpasses all the present
ones. The Bulgarian Cominformists have succeeded in murdering the

celebrated Hero of the National Liberation Struggle and National
Revolution, a true son of the people and party, Pane Djukic. They
have succeeded in doing that which the German and Bulgarian Fascists
did not succeed in doing. There was not a single citizen of our
country who did not ask himself with revolt: "Will there be an
end to the Bulgarian crimes .and provocations'? W 11 the Bulgarian
rulers who have gone mad come to their senses?"

This latest crime perpetrated by the Bulgarian rulers had
been carefully prepared in a way proper to professional criminals.
Their officers of the State Security Service have prepared for this
crime just as for the old former ones a group of the worst kind of
terrorists - despised traitors of our people. After collecting
them at an established spot and training them at special courses,
the organs of the Bulgarian Government sent them with criminal
tasks to our territory. Conscious of the fact that they would
find no support whatsoever amongst our people - the Bulgarian
officers were forced to give food to them for the whole duration
of their stay. Thus equipped, these new Comitadjis failed to do
that for which they were prepared because the whole people stood
up against them.

It is not the first time in history that Bulgarian rulers
organised such crimes towards the people of Yugoslavia,, In the
past 50 years history has shown that the Bulgarian rulers have not
renounced their hegmonistic objects towards Serbia rMacedonia, and
the idea of "Great Bulgaria" on account of which the Bulgarian
rulers were defeated in both the world wars ha'S found in Cervenkov
and others worthy heirs.

Conscious of the fact that with their proper forces they
cannot realise great Bulgarian imperialist objects when they put
themselves under the protection of Austria-Hungary in the First
World War and of Fascist Germany in the Second World war in order
to achieve their dirty plans - the Bulgarian t raitors are now
attempting now, serving their new master - Mo p ^ hegemonists,
under their protection and with their promises, to realise the
very same plans.' .

The Bulgarian -people on account of that policy experienced
shame and despisal-, . which it is not necessary to stress. This
same fate is declared now by Cervenkov and company by orders from
Moscow, to such a similar crimes, striving consciously to throw the
Bulgarian people again into a fratricidal war against the peoples of
Yugoslavia. It is now up to the Bulgarian people not to permit
this time a new catastrophe towards which it is egged by its
rulers. The Bulgarian people must know that neither the Serbian
nor the Macedonian people, as well as the other people of Yugo-
slavia, have .'nothing against the Bulgarian people and that they
were always ready, particularly after the liberation, to help the
Bulgarian people and offer them many proofs of their friendship.
However, the number of crimes perpetrated by the Bulgarian Govern-
ment and by the organs of the State Security Service towards our
country and its representatives, towards our citizens, has grown
so much lately that our people rightfully, .-demand themselves; has not
present history given the necessary lesson to ..the Bulgarian rulers,
will there necessarily be another catastrophe, so that those in
Bulgaria may see the sterility of the policy of Cervenkov and
others for the account of Moscow, for which they are preparing them-
selves so stubbornly. One should underline, after this crime, that
every attack upon our frontiers in any form will result in a lesson

should
be taken info account by the Bulgarian rulers m the first place.

( POLITIKA - 3rd July, 1952).
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EEGARBIUG THE RECENT ELECTION OF HEW MEMBERS OF THE SSBBIAN ACADEMY

OF SCIENCE
~

In the French language the word immortal is a synonim of a .nezabs^

of the French Academy, Usually to all academies of science throughou

the world the most eminent representatives of scientific and cu

life in one country are being admitted, that is to say those wnose names

will remain immortal. In addition to this in all countries all over the

world members of academy, that is to say those who are suppose

entitled to perform that duty take decision on tho admivtar.ee of

members of academy*

But in history there can he found numerous cases when these who

had deserved to he admitted wore not actually admitted, while those

who did not deserve it on the contrary were admitted and ent-

take decision on the admittance of otherso

Having already referred to the French Academy, may I he allowed

to cite two examples frem the history of the French Ac 0^* ’ ®

time Moliere as one of the most distinguished representatives o* culture

of the French people was not admitted into the Academy under the pretext

that an actor cannot he worth of such a distinction^ ITevertheless^today

his statue can he found in the Academy vi th the following _.rscrj.p.ion,

"His glory was complete and we miss him''* Marechal Fetain was a so

a memher of the French Academy. Everybody can imag-ne what spr a

disapproval was evoked among tho French democratic public w en ie

appeared among tho immortal after tho paet A

o

rid rfar an e

France*

Therefore there are such cases which prove that the democratic

iflothod of election of merabors of academy can sometimes enable

conservative conceptions to prevail in the adoption of e^®10
^
8

somebody* s value. But in hhoso cases the decision on aonittanc

such candidates into the ranks of the most autnorita j.vo peop

the sphere of scientific and cultural rife coasee to e a ma *

single institution. In our country especially the election f

of Academy represents a question of social significance.

From history of our Academy of Science wo know very well the case

od admittance of our greatest comedy writer Branislav ITusi^o ^
public rightfully exoected that that and similar cases now belonged to

the far distant £ast. nevertheless the recent eaa

e

of our public - when the candidacy of cur eminent literary c- i vie Milan

Bogdanovic and the prominent artists Petar Lubarda and Marko Ge e

were rejected - arose a number of different questions.

It is not a matter of making a comparison between great personalties

from tho history of Franco and our country including our contemporary e »

However a comparison concerning the acts committed by those two academies

is undoubtedly imposed. In the past as well as in the P^sen* ^
those who participated in these elections were undoubvedly insP^®d *y

extremely con*oiVuui.ro criterion which are today close to ^ y

Our poonle can therefore rightfully demand that lessons ro.

be taken into considerations those who are worthy of becoming menbe s

of Academy of Science should certainly he exclusively se ec e

ranks of such people who occupy the most prominent P0BiJf°
n8 I*, k

scientific and cultural life of the country. It is an old andwell xnown

fact that true science and true culture did never defend conse

and backwardness.

At their meeting held the day before yesterday, journalists from

Belgrade clearly outlined a number of problems and reached conclusi

regarding this particular case. If one considered the pre8 °n
.

of members of our loadomy, then these three candidates would undoubtedly

.deserve to obtain the honourable title of a member of Academy, On the
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Tmsis of all this one necessarily cones to the following conclusion^

if the candidacy of the most eminent progressive people
J®® 0J Jhe

then it is obvious that it could not have been

quality of ©.©candidates which is indisputably high , but exclus y

because of their own progressiveneesa

Other public workers and social organisations will a^te probably

also ’Ll* «» opinion on this case. It 1. very nnlJ
ly thnt

this rejection of candidacy of our three eminent cultural workers

going to be met by approval on the part of our public.

The public can thus rightfully ask a. certain nunoer of

of the Serbian Academy of Science to give an account Deloxe
f

c
tt-

7

adopting such an attitude towards the progressive bought ™

stand which is in contrast to the development of our socialist society

o

The .journalists from Belgrade

At the Journalists’ Club in Belgrade in the evening of June 30

a. public joint meeting of Boards of the union of Journalists ^^lavia
and Association of Journalists of Serbia attended by a lax*-

.,.ian
journalists from Belgrade was held to discuss the recent act by the Serbian

Academy of Science which rejected the candidacies for a ra

„., t, dsnovif
corresponding members of the moot eminent public workers Milan Bogda

writer * Petar Lubarda* artist, and Marko Celehonovic, artiste

The meeting was opened by the chairman of the Association of

Journalists of Serbia Stojiljko Sto JilJkovic.

General of the Union of Journalists of Yugoslavia Vilko Yinter

in a brief introductory speech explained the foundlessness **[.,

of the Academy of Science of Serbia which in its essence is
^
ec

against the interests of the development of our science and ax >

Science

In a lively discussion a greater number of present journalists took

part including Busan Blagojevic# editor in chief of £orb<a 9 Jim ^
/- 9

deputy editor in chief of Politika^ Mirko Kales ic P
editor o aroana

Armija s ITajdan Pasic, editor of KI1T and othersc

They all agreed that the rejection of candidacy for corresponding

members of the three prominent cultural workers in fact represented a

reactionary demonstration committed by a certain number o± ^ mem^e^s o le

Academy of Sciencoo Such an act cannot be accepted with incxnhierence

because thereby people whose candidacies were quite jus t it a xe weie

subjected to discriminations

Buring the discussion it was further emphasized that journalises,

beingda significant factor in our public opinion and society cannot keep

silent about this attempt of a group of members of the Serbian ^ Academy

of Science to abuse socialist democracy and turn this ^ high scientific

institution into a reactionary bulwark of their own without beang

subjected to responsibility before the public* In our country all

institution are obligated to give an account of their work and the

behaviour of their members before the broad public* The Serbian Aca emy.

of Science irrespective of the fact that some of its members are not
^

inclined to do so has this same social as well as democratic obligation©

Por this reason at their, meeting the journalists stressed. the need

of discussion on work of its members and its institutions in detail

before our public*

At the end of the meeting the present journalists unanimously

adopted a resolution as follows i
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1. The journalists of Belgrade join the protest of a group of
writers from Belgrade against an act of the Serbian Academy of Science
rejecting the admittance of Milan Bogdanovic, Petar Lubarda and Marko
Celebonovic as corresponding members 9 maintaining that one group of
members of Academy, taking advantage of democracy in this high institution
for its own narrow interests f abused its position in the Serbian Academy of
Science for the purpose of a reactionary political demonstration*

2 o Comrade Milan Bogdanovic is one of our most eminent and productive
literary critics, while comrades Petar Lubarda and Marko Celebonovic are
considered as prominent representatives of our painting, so that as such
have a reputation and are iny^atfrem in our country and abroad - and this
is the reason why the journalists from Belgrade cannot realise this decision
adopted by the Serbian Academy of Science in a different manner but as a
result of progressive social stand of candidates concerned*

3© The journalists from Belgrade maintain that broad public in
our country should be acquainted with the personality and character
as well as scientific and social activity, including that displayed in
the past and at the present time, of those members of the Serbian Academy
of Science who impose such decision to this high scientific institution,
teving found a shelter in the apparatus of the Academy and at the Academy
where, unfortunately, there ie still no place for Milan Bogdanovic, Petar
lubarda and Marko Celebonovic * Who arc those people who today in the
scientific circles represent the Serbian science and openly come out
against its democratic developments

4« The journalists of Belgrade find it necessary that all
scientific, artistic and social circles in cur country separately
express their opinion concerning this case of definite offense of
our science and democratic public opinion**,

The signatures of the following journalists were eiteds
Busan Blagojevic, Chairman of the Association of Yugoslav Journalists 9

Stojiljko Stojiljkovic, Chairman of the Association of Serbian Journalists,
Vilko Vinterhalter, Secretary General of the Association of Yugoslav Journalists,
Zivan Mitrovic, Secretary of the Association of Journalists of Yugoslavia,
Rudolf Stajduhar, Secretary of ** B ,r n 11

members of the Board of the Association of Serbian Journalists — Bade Vujovic,
Rajdan Pasic, Radivo jo Markovic, Milisav Rikic, Milorad Ciric* and Dobrila
Popovie; representatives of the paper Politika - Bogdan Pesic and Ljubomir
Stojovicj representatives of the paper Borba Tosa Popovski and Milo Popovic;
representatives of Tanjug Vasko Ratkovic and Bjivo Visic; representative
of Birectorato of Information Marko Pericj representatives of Radio Belgrade
Pavle Maletin and Jovan Sceklcj representatives of the peper Rarodna Armija
(Peopled Army) Mirko Xalezlo and Ljubo Andjelicj representatives of the
paper RUST Bragan Stojiljkovic and Bragoslav Adamovic| representative of the
magazine Medjunurcdna Politika (international Affairs) Bade Vlkov;
representatives of magazine Ekonomska Politika (Economic Policy) IhcsJasa
Bavico and Vlada Milenkovicj representative of the paper Za&ruga
( Co-operative) Snilja Koracj representative of the paper front MohmecL
Tockic, and the representative of the magazine Zena Banas (The Woman of
Today) Banica Peric*

This session of Academy was attended by the following members P

according to information available; Aleksandar Belie, Milutin Milankovic,
Petar Jovanovic, Ivan Bjaja, Eosta Todorovic, Bjordje Resic, Vladimir
Farnakovski, Sinisa Stonkovic, Pavle Savic, Petar Xonjovic, Petar Kolendic,
Ivo Andric, Rikola Radojcic, Jovan Radonjic, Vojislav Miskovie, Busan
Redeljkovic, Anton Bilinovic, Rikola Saltikov, Tdiaa Zivanovic* Ksenofon
Sah^vic, Cedomir Simic, Ko & ta Petkovic, Miloje Vasic and Stevan Hristic,

(POLITIKA, July 2, 1952)
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' SJATOmg BY jDIU AmiSMDAR B1LI0, PRESIDENT OF THE ACADEMY, PgfijgjDgg
THE REJECTION 0E CANDIDACIES OF THE THREE PROMINENT CULTURAL WORKERS

Regarding the latest election of. corresponding members of the

Serbian Academy of Science and protests by our public against the
attitude of a group of regular members of the Serbian Academy of Science
who have 9 using the democracy in this high scientific institution*
rejected to admit the well known public and cultural workers Milan
Bogdanovic* Marko Oelebonovic and Peter Lubarda as corresponding members
of the ^Academy - President of the Serbian Academy of Science Dr 0 Aleksandar
Belie made a statement to Borba correspondent as follows?

1 have not been amazed by the campaign waged in public concerning
the case of three candidates whose candidacies were dropped off at the
session of the Serbian Academy of Science,* Although I maintain that
public interest in the work of Academy can be useful to it, 1 still cannot
agree to numerous reports made public on this regrettable case*

Pirst of all s I can tell you that a majority of members of Academy
shares the feeling of disapproval manifested by the public because of
rejection of these candidates* but I shall at the same time also tell you
that apart from these three candidates other seven candidates were a3,so

not elected at the same session* Accordingly* there were ten of them
affected®

Reasons why they failed to be elected are undoubtedly not identical
but vary very much* Nevertheless one can by no means claim that they were
not elected because of their progressive views as cultural workers* since
even among the other seven candidates who were elected as corresponding
members, there are some who are beyond any discussion progressive both
scientific and cultural workers* On the other hand, the Academy has
demonstrated through its former elections that progressive views did not
represent a hindrance in the election of prominent personalities from
political and cultural spheres of life but that they were also elected as
members of the Academy.

Conditions for the election of new members of Academy are very
difficult, since two thirds of present members of Academy must vote for
them* Two of the mentioned candidates (Milan Bogdanovic and Marko Cele—
bonovic) received 14 votes of the present 24 members* obviously a 'majority*
But for their election they need 16, that is to say 9 two more in favour
of each of them only*

As during the discussion nobody disapproved of these candidates*
it would in future be necessary to vote in public and not in secret as
up, to the present. As a result all members of Academy who TOteect

against the admittance of a candidate might be given an opportunity of
explaining and justifying thair attitude* This would not be in contrast to
the existing; Law on Academy in the same manner as it approves secret vote*
Owing to the fact that last time elections were secret, it is not right
to indicate to some groups of members of Academy claiming that some of
them voted against these three candidates*

Bhis time there were 12 vacancies in the Academy, This number of
places was defined in accord with requirements of various departments and
institutes of the Academy,, But various department put up the candidacy
of 17 persons, of. which five were conditional, that is to say, *df some of
the candidates failed to be elected, then vote was to be taken, on thair
candidacies later on. Maybe that this fact has contributed that a smaller
number of candidates than necessary was actually electedo

The Presidency of Academy regrets that five members failed to be
elected, although they could have been and are needed for work in various
departments and institutes of the Academy* The three candidates of whom
so-amch. As today been spoken in public are also needed*
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It is incorrect to condemn the Academy blaming it for having

rejected the candidacy of certain people 0 In fact the candidacy of

all candidates was put up by the Academy, that is to say* by its

departments * I can tell you that the candidacy of those candidates

of whom is so much being spoken in public was unanimously suggested

by the appropriate departments concernedo

You are wondering how it was possible to happen that at so well

prepared elections those candidates referred to could be reject e&* It

is beyond any doubt that a certan number of members of the Acadamyj as

it used to happen in old Yugosavia, had taken. a negative attitude towards

all candidateso whAdh is due either to insufficient knov;ledge of work of

those candidates or to certain other reasons

o

In response to a question put by Borba correspondent whether in

this case it was a matter of the same members of Academy who were to be

blamed because of their stand in 1947 when our great poet the deceased

Vladimir Nasor failed to be elected a member of the Serbian Academy of

Science, Dr® Belie stated*

!I Xt would be a difficulty thing to reply to this question absolutely

in the affirmative® Anyhow it/& natter of poojjbio who have identical views

with then or people who are close to tha* group of members of Academy

due to their conceptions® But, I may declare that in all directions ,

according to my deep Opinion, we arc making progress in our Academy®

I hope that the opinion that there is no true science without progressive

people,which is among the ranks of members of Academy today sufficiently

acc3pted
# will begone to an increasing enhont tho leading principle in

all activity, including the election of new members®

The fact that this principle fr*lcd to be applied adequately in

all instances this year, is also due vo failure to harmonize all moments

affecting the positive development of Academy so that thoreby all waverings

of any kind could be fully removed.

The seven elected members indicate that one should not have a sceptic

view of the future. It will certainly follow the only possible path today

to the interests of our Academy and our scionce, the path of complete

collaboration between progressive people and true science**.

(30R3A ~ 3rd July, 1958)
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FOLLOWING THE REORGANISATION OF PASSIV.E_,COOPERATIVES_IN PJjjjATIA

Socialist transformation of villages has previously been

incorrectly conceived in many villages of Dalmatia, That is why

^

they have been founded there where there were no conditions

the development of large socialist estates. Thus, beside o
,

about 50 working co-operatives have been founded in ™ h

had only 8 to 12 households. The majority of these midget co

operatives do not possess more than ten hectares of arable land,

which yields on an average only five metric cents of wneat or 12 to

15 hectolitres of wine*

Poor organisation of work and business on the ground of

working days brought about those well-known manife s oations in co-

operatives, as for instance, peacemeal, fight tor a Shaver numoer

of working days st the cost of tne quality of _ work, g°
the homestead and widening the homestead. Owing to all this

co-operative land was poorly cultivated than that of private persons,

and the dissipation of co-operative property was a frequent eve t.

Members of those co-operatives were becoming more and more po,,- and

had a harder life than other peasants. Failures deveioped still more

the individualistic conceptions of peasants* The motto, jour own

land is best cultivated” was- strongly affirmed*

The existence of poor working co-operatives is harmfully

reflected upon the development of agricultural co-operativesi in

general. Only members of the Party and few members of the lont

entered these co-operatives, which had no ; economic foundation

There were cases that these comrades well-intentional^ .made
,

pressure upon other peasants with the aim to enlarge and strengthen

the co-operatives* Such work, however, brought them in tns;.

position that they were deserted very- soon

Co-operative members were too much engaged with failures of

their passive co-operatives. This turned their attention from
^

e

tasks of the People’s Front and other political organisations in
^

villages. Hostile and speculatory elements exploited such situation.

They prevented the members of working co-operatives to take active

part in the work of agricultural co-operatives* This slogan was

spread n when they do not know to put things in order among t lemsel es

they will not be able to set co-operatives in order .

Actions which have been undertaken to direct the co-operatives

of general type towards developing the agricultural production and

strengthening the co- operative ownership have not been met wit
.

broader support of peasants, there where passive co-operatives exist.

The conception that co-operatives of the general ty e were only

something transitory and in fact the way towards peasant working

co-operatives greatly contributed to this^ effect. And as passive

and in every respect disorderly co-operatives could not he attractive

for the peasants, they began to avoid also co-operatives ox the general

type.
'

The existence of passive peasant working co-operatives

which were full of unsettled problems, hindered the development

not only of co-operatives of the general type but of those working

co-operatives which had conditions for development 0 The work 0 *

many district managements was restricted to save ^ inefficient co-

operatives. Meetings of the boards, annual meetings and conferences

of co-operatives, Party meetings, work of commissions, revisions etc.

all that was daily on the agenda. The purpose was to save these

co-operatives from dissipation, and the only thing that was achieved

was that they were artificially maintained* On the other hand to those

co-operatives which fulfilled all necessary conditions
,
an inconsiderabl

help was given, because allegedly they did not need it. It turned
^

out that it was most important to save the full number of ^ co-operatives

and co-operative members, and not the question of production,

profitablAP|$i3)^e&¥$r
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The instruction of the CC CPY on further roads of the socialist
transformation of villages enabled to make the pre-orientation of
work in villages to a great extent and for a very short time.
It pointed to the most appropriate forms of the co-operative movement
and that more care should be paid to the conditions m villages.
So the practice of creating working co-operatives regardless to the
conditions has been abandoned and the reorganisation of co-operatives
w-'ich have neither material nor other conditions for existence has
began.

Fifty two co-operatives have been reorganized to the present
which had not the necessary material basis for correct economic
development. The co-operative in Folicnik, in the Zadar district,
was one of those poor estates which grew worse day in day out.
Beside other things this co-operative was not able to cultivate
even four hectares of first class land. Ncw

?
following the

reorganisation, p$nscnt's net cnly began to till these four hectares
of co-operative land, but the village with its own means started
to dig a canal fcr irrigation of 50 hectares of land more, which was
to the present flooded. The irrigated land will be cultivated
by applying modern agrotechnical measures. A greater portion of the
revenue from that land co-operative members will pay in co-operative
fund. In view that the soil is .

' -irst rate the co-operative farm
will soon become a model estate in the village.

In the co-operative at. Bicgrad nn Moru, only five co-
operative members used to work till recently, who of course, were
not able to cultivate even those two hectares of vineyards. The
agricultural co-operative in the same place, considering that the
promotion cf agriculture was the concern of peasant working vo-
operatives, reduced its rcle only to commercial activity.

_

So
both cooperatives lagged behind, however after the publication
of the instruction of CC CPY the conditions have changed. Peasants
already at the first annuel meeting of the agricultural co-operative
decided to set up a vineyard on 35 hectares of land and two
lime-kilns. Similar conditions exist in regard to the reorganisation
of working co-operatives at Islam Grcki, the district of Benkovac.
The small and poorly organised co-operative, which existed in that
village till recently, could not cultivate even ten hectares of land.
But today, peasants through the agricultural co-cparative of the
general type, arranged a co-operative farm comprising 70 hectares of

land.

Today a great number of agricultural co-operatives in
Dalmatia develop a wide economic activity. Only on the territory
of Benkovac and Zadar co-operative farms are being organised on
600 hectares of- arable land. Cc-operative farms have been organised
on a total of 1,200 hectares in Dalmatia. This is nearly one fourth
of arable land and gardens owned by all peasant working co-operatives
in Dalmatia by the end of 1951

•

All these examples show that there are many possibilities
in villages to advance agricultural production if the forms of-

co-operative movement which the peasant gladly accept are used,
and if the practice of bureaucracy is abandoned,

( BORBA - 1st July, 1952)
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RETURN FROM SWITZERLAND OF WIFE AND CHILD OF THE PILOT KAVIC

gurrriTRTTrFErTr^ IggR

After a nine months 1 stay abroad Ljubica Kavic returned

with her seven year old son Stevan to Belgrade on Monday 9 ohe

escaped with her husband, who was a pilot of JAT
,
to Switzerland

by plane in mid-October last year*

Ljubica Kavic went with her husband without thinkings She did

not even have time for that, because he phoned her ^ the day before

the escape to come from to Ljubljana by the iirst train, He

told her that they were going to the seaside 0 On the day when she

reached Ljubljana, he told her that he wants to flee the country

and that she had to come with him.

On that day, October 17 last year, they went ^aboard of the

passenger plane' which maintains the airline L jubl jana-Zagreb-

Beogrado The plane was piloted by Bjeianovic and her husband*

The plane flew over the Alps and after two and a half hours landed

on the Zurich airport* Passengers and three members of the crew
returned immediately to the country, but she, . her son and her
husband together with the pilot Bjeianovic said that they did not
wish to return*

Ljubica Kavic had more time to think about all this especially
after the court’s rule not to be surrendered to our authorities
after what they felt more free and were no more afraid* She felt

homesick. *

The longing for her homeland, her mother, brother and sisters
who remained here was intesified by the cold reception and she came

to the decision: to return home at whatever price*

She informed, her husband about her decision* First he tried to
persuade her and after that quarreling began. Once he told her:

-You can go home. You are of age. But you cannot take the
child with you. It will remain here.

Quarreling, began from that da}/. The husband tried everything
to persuade her not to return home. He told her that she was going
to be arrested and sentenced and many other things in order to
frighten her and to give up- to 'return home.

This lasted several months* The quarrels ceased, but
began again on the day when she heard the call of comrade Rankovic
by radio. This time the reasons of her husband changed, but they
had no effect upon her, as she says. Apparently she agreed with
him, but nevertheless she decided to return home.

Ten days ago she finally decided 0 She did not inform her husband
nor did she tell him that she was at the consulate and that she had
applied to return to the country.

Last Thursday she received all the documents* Her husband knew
nothing about this. On Friday, when he went to work, she came to

Zurich with her child carrying no luggage.

Her husband surely awaited her impatiently on that day. The
night came and she was already on her way to her homeland leaving
behind her husband with whom she spent 14 years 'of marital life,
and with whom she went on very well till that time.
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Ljutica Kavic speaks at length about all this as well as about
her life in Switzerland. Often through tears. Always when she
thinks about this and begins to speak about her homesickness
she breaks into tears,

-You do not know that.. You cannot feel it - she says
it was hard for me: I felt miserable, good for nothing. I lived
and moved like a robot, I coulr. absolutely not get accustomed
with thepeorle there and give up the hope to return to my
homeland, to see my family.,

,

She continues:

-Especially when I thought about my son Misa, I wqs very
depressed. He went to school there. And after - he will become a

man without homeland, without prospects - of no earthly use,
I returned for his sake and my own,. Life and men there are not

as they are here. I am here with my relatives, with our men,
who are friendly, familiar and sincere. This was stronger than
anything else, and that feeling prevailed.

She again stresses:

You are not able to feel this.

Indeed, she cannot express all her feelings, nor can she

describe them. Nostalgia was not a eLpty phrase with her.

This feeling was so strong that s'*.e abandoned everything, even
her husband and returned home with empty hands.

Ljutica Kavic lives with her sister in Belgrade. /s/ B.J.

(rol.ITIKA - 1st July, 1952)

DEATH OF LT. COLONEL PANE DJUKIC IN FRONTIER SKIRMISH

On June 30, at 21:30 in the village of Veliko Trnjane, the

district of Leskovac, National- Hero - Lt. Colonel of the JDBA

Pane Djukic was deadly wounded by a terrorist group smuggled

from Bulgaria into our country. On the FI rst of July Pane

Djukic passed away.

The terrorist Cedomir Stojkovic who was recently smuggled

from Bulgaria was killed in the clash.

National Hero Pane Djukic was a communist already before the

war, a brave man from the vicinity of Krusevac, where he was

elected as people’s deputy, became a victim of individual

.

terrorists which the Bulgarian Cominformists are sending into our

country. For the last six months only, 13 terrorists from

Bulgaria have been caught. Fighting terrorist groups on the

Bulgarian border four militiamen and 'two
.

peasants were wounded.

National Hero Pnae Djukic was the fifth victim of Bulgarian

terrorists.

On the last journey from Leskovac via Nis and Krusevac to

Belgrade the people paid homage to late Pane Djukic, throwing

flowers cn his coffin.
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The funeral of the National Hero Lt, Colonel Pane Djukic
will take place today at Belgrade Cemetery. The funeral procession
will start at 5 p.m. in front of the UDBA Club.

(BORBA - 3rd July, 1952)

MINISTER SAVA K0SAN0VIC CALLS ON THE AUSTRIAN CHANCELLOR DR. FIEGL

Minister of- the FPRY Government Sava Kosanovic, who is staying
in Vienna these days, accompanied by the Yugoslav Minister in Austria
Viktor Repic, called on the Austrian Chancellor Dr,. Fiegl, Vice
Cahncellor Dr. Scherf and the Minister of Foreign A.ffairs Dr. Gruber.
Minister Sava Kosanovic had a cordial and iohge conversation with
Austrian high officials.

(BORBA - 3rd July, 1952)

APPOINTMENT OF YUGOSLAV MINISTER TO ETHIOPIA

Minister Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary in Egypt, Milan
Ristic, is appointed by the Ukase of the Praesidium of the National
Assembly of the FPRY as Minister Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the FPRY to Ethiopia. Minister Ristic will retain his seat in
Cairo.

( BORE A - 3rd July, 1952)

YUGOSLAV AMBASSADOR CALLS ON NEHRU

Yugoslav Ambassaodr in India Dr. Joze Vilxar called on
the Prime Minister of the Indian Government Nehru in the building
of the Indian Parliament. The Yugoslav Ambassador had a cordial
conversation with the Premier Nehru.

( BORB A - 3rd July, 1952)

ALBANIAN NON -COMMISSIONED OFFICER ESCAPES TO. YUGOSLAVIA

Non-commissioned officer of the Albania army Ali Ramadan
Mat ole, who was on duty at the Albanian frontier post of Cafa San
escaped to our country, early in the morning on June 29 at Delicko
Brdo; The Albanian non commissioned officer who escaped with small
arms, stated that he decided to escape after the Albanian authority
arrested his brother and because of the terror in Albania.

( BORBA - 3rd July, 1952)

HUNGARIAN TROOPS STILL MASSING ON OUR FRONTIERS

Hungarian troups lately are hastily building strongholds
along the Yugoslav border, bunkers, mashino -gun nests, • digging
trenches and setting up barbed wire .Thv.s

f
eight trucks with

Hungarian soldiers arrived recently three kilometres north-easy cf
the Yugoslav border village of Horgos near che Yugoslav border.
Immediately after their arrival they began eo dig trenches and set
up communication lines.
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Hungary increases the number of its tank units

It is learnt that the number of tank units in the Hungarian

army has been considerably increased dui'ing last year* While in 1950

it had only one tank and one motorized division, the Hungarian army

today has a tank corps which includes two tank and one mechanized
divisions

,
and about five tank regiments with two battalions each.

Beside this infantry divisions and corps, especially those which are

stati Anined in the area facing Yugoslavia, are reinforced by smaller

tank units.

Floating mines comin^ from Rumania by the Tamis

Durin~ the fortification of the border ifirco facing Yuroslavia which

is recently systematically carried out, the Rumanian troops do not

hesitate to openly violate the Yugoslav integrity. On June 22

an anti-tank wooden mine thrown in irom Rumania floated by the

river Tamis near the Yugoslav place Jasa Tonne in the Banat 0

(BO^3A - 3rd July, 1952)

TRIESTE AND ROMS IRREDENTISTS V.RaNGT.IKG OVER THr/ POSITION IN ZONELA

(Trieste, 2nd July)

Yesterday ? s Primorski Dnovnik wrote' about the resistance which
the Trieste I rr e dentists~a re put tin g up against Rome, so that they can
get as much authority in Trieste, in connection with the carrying out
of the conclusions of the London conference. At one meeting held
last week in Udine, which was attended by the leader of the Trieste
irredentists Bartoli, the secretary of the demo-Christxan Party m
irieste Redento Romano, and advocate Tannasco, in addition to the
Under-Secretary of the Presidency of the Government in Rome
Andreotti, the matter of the election of persons who would take the
places of the former Genera] Director for Civilian Affairs in
Trieste and General Whitelaw and the leader of the so-called direc-
torate in the division for internal affairs was primarily discussed.

At the meeting they also discussed who would be the Italian
Folitical Counsellor in the Allied Military Government,

(Sd.) M.P.

( BORBA - 3rd July, 1952)

.

ITALIAN TRADE DELEGATION ARRIVES IN ZAGREB TODAY

(Zagreb, 2nd July)

... / 2Ln .Jtpliaa trade delegation of nine members who will moet
rej&esentatives of the Yugoslav timber industries will arrive in
Zagreb tomorrow. At this meeting which will last several days all
important questions will be dealt with concernixig bvwter exchanges
in the timber trade and the products of the timber industry between
our country and Italy,

(Sd.) M.B.

( POLITIKA - 3rd July, 1952).
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HOW THE MONEY OBTAINED FROM SALE OF GOODS RECEIVED AS AID HAS BEEN USED
tin connection With tEe dinar execution of the first USA economic aid
to Yugoslavia)

The rest of the dinar funds of the USA economic aid to Yugoslavia
given in food .articles will soon be spent. It is possible to give now
a complete review of the aid received in food, to appraise the
significance of that aid to our peoples during the disastrous drought
of 1950 and also to give a review of the expenditure of dinar counter-
part obtained by the distribution of the aid upon the basis of the
agreement concluded between the. two governments.

As the American Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, said in his
report to Congress, the USA started carrying out its program of aid
to Yugoslavia by the decision of President Truman before the formal
introduction of the law on aid. Immediately after the Yugoslav
Government applied for aid in food articles. On the basis of that,
the carrying out of the first installment of aid from means approved
by the Government of the USA began in November of 1950, The second
installment embraced the needs which the USA Congress voted through
within the framework of the "Law on Aid to Yugoslavia in 1950."

It was envisaged to send in the first installment 243,900 tons
of foodstuffs to the value of 31»4 million dollars and in the second
installment, 272,446 tons to the value of 33 million dollars—i»e„,
a total of 521,346 tons of foodstuffs to the value of 69»4 million
dollars.

However, the actual carrying out of this has been greater, so
that by June 30, 1951 there was delivered a total of 524,293 tons

—

namely, 17,129 tons of wheat, 142,092 tons of wheat flour, 116,297
tons of maize, 27,657 tons of maize flour, 94,394, tons of -barley,

‘

oats and- animal fodder, 55,571 tons of beans and peas, 35,132 tons of
fats, 20,015 tons of sugar, as well as powdered milk and powdered
eggs, canned meat, seeds and honey.

The greatest part of the products were imported direct from the
USA with the exception of a quantity of flour (about 100,000 tons)
delivered by order of the ECA from Germany and Italy and 20,000 tons
of sugar from Cuba.

It was originally planned to transport 33% of the total aid by
our vessels but due to transport difficulties in the world a consider-
ably- greater quantity was transported by our vessels. In addition to
this, . our railways and other means of transport have done a big job
by quickly delivering the goods to the remotest parts of our country.

If we consider our total requirements in different articles, then
the aid in foodstuffs- has been satisfying 20% of our r equirements in
wheat, 37.43% in oats, 75.11% in beans and peas, 6612% in fats,
23.33% in maize, 73% in sugar, 43«33% in barley and so on e From this
it can be seen that this has been a serious aid to the peoples of
Yugoslavia to help them surmount the consequences of the 1950 drought,

By a special agreement concluded on January 6, 1951 in Belgrade
between the Governments of the USA and Yugoslavia, it was envisaged
that the funds obtained from the sale of food articles from the aid
program would be spent for social and health protection and for other
purposes agreed to by the two governments. A part of the funds
obtained from the sale of goods supplied by MDAP and through the
Export-Import Bank has been left at the free disposal of our Government,
The balance of 1,944,070,204 dinars after deduction of 10% for technical
aid and for expansion of work in the realm of agriculture and medicine
(194,407,020 dinars), namely a total of 1,749,663,134 dinars, has been
distributed according to a special plan made on the basis of mutual
agreement.
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under this plan, dinar funds have been distributed in this way:
for equipping homes of social institutions and schools, 600 million;
for food, 934 million; for clothing and footwear, 166 million. A
total Siam of 1,700 million dinars has been distributed and the rest
has been distributed where it is most urgently needed. This amount
has been distributed among the republics aa follows: Serbia, 556
million; Croatia, 462 million; Slovenia, 239 million; Bosnia and
Hercegovina, 213 million; Macedonia, 162 million and Montenegro, 68
million. On the basis of this distribution, the republics have made
their own plans of expenditure according to requirements.

According to data given by the Commission for Extraordinary
Purchases of the Government of the FPRY, a total of 1,431 >300, 000
dinars was spent by the end of May. The rest of the money will be
distributed and will be completely spent by the end of July of this
year. This means that the money obtained from the sale of goods
received as aid will also be completely spent according to the
conditions of the agreement.

It is further necessary to mention that the aid has been used
according to requirements: in Serbia by 899 social and health institu-
tions; in Croatia, 367; in Slovenia, 263; in Bosnia and Hercegovina,
390; in Macedonia, 47 and in Montenegro, SO—that is to say, a total
of 2046 institutions in the whole of the country. Until the end of
April, the number of individuals who benefitted by these means was
on a monthly average: in Serbia, 60,046; in Croatia

, 39 > 245 ;
in

Slovenia, 25,717; in Bosnia and Hercegovina, 23 , 610 ;
in Macedonia,

16,288 and in Montenegro, 8, 654--an average of 176,560 persons per
month. The means which have been earmarked for technical aid serve
for the needs of our scholarship students and for covering the
expenditures of visits by foreign experts to our country as well as
for .buying technical books, libraries, publications, etc.

In his report to the American Congress, Secretary of State Dean
Acheson emphasized that the American observers had had full freedom
of movement in our country and had ev rvwhere met with full under-
standing and cooperation of Yugoslav agencies. It should be mentioned
that on the whole, during the entire period when the aid was arriving
in the country, while it was being distributed and at the time of the
spending of the money obtained from the sale of the goods received as
aid, there always existed the closest, friendly cooperation on all
questions among our agencies, representatives of the American Embassy
and American observers who had always emphasized the correct carrying
out of the aid agreement by the Yugoslav Government.

The aid which Yugoslavia has received has been given without any
demands of a political or economic nature-, and the peoples of Yugo-
slavia have appraised it as a friendly gesture of the American people
towards a people who had found itself in a difficult situation.
Therefore, it is understandable that the carrying out of the aid has
met with broad sympathies in our country.

( BGRBA - 3rd July, 1952)
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&
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P.3. Trieste After Seven Years (Article by M. Petrinic)
g:

P.9. Seven Railway Lines Under Construction in Bosnia
*

FROM BORBA OF THE 2ND JULY
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P.6, Reorganisation of the Economic Apparatus of Bosnia and
Hercegovina
Sentencing of Ghetnik Judge

?:<

FROM BORBA OF THE 3RD JULY
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P.7. Conference of Youth Leaders in Croatia: Speech by
Vladimir Bakaric

P.ll. What Is Hindering Co-operation Between the State and Orthodox
Church (Article by Toso Popovic)

g<

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 4TH JULY

P.5. Representatives of US Defense Ministry to Pay Friendly Visit
to Yugoslavia

Military Delegation from Burma Visits Enterprises in Rijeka
Ministers Representing Guatemala and Costa Rica Visit
Factories in Zagreb

g«

P.13- Member .of. Burmese Delegation Lectures in CC of Federation of
Yugoslav Syndicates

Ivan Rj.bar Congratulates Harry Truman on US Independence Day
g<

P.14. Visit of Greek Parliamentary Delegation to Yugoslavia: Mutual
Understanding (Editorial)

P.15. Reception in Yugoslav Legation in Athens in Honour of
Members of Greek Parliamentary Delegation
Greek Parliamentary Delegation Arrives in Belgrade Tonight
Stop Press: Greek Delegation Arrived in Yugoslavia This Morning

P.16. The Question of Trieste Ought to be Settled Between Yugoslavia
and Italy, Says Trygve Lie at Viennese Press Conference
Possibility of Greater Export of Yugoslav Timber to Italy

>[c

P.17. American National Holiday (Editorial)

>!<>]«
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HEADLINES

P.l

POLITIKA 4th July 1952

P.2

Slav

VISIT OF GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION TO YUGOSLAVIA* MUTUAL

^SfoS^N YUGOSLAV LEGATION IN ATHENS IN HONOUR OF

MEMBERS OF DELEGATION
.

Delegation arrivew in Belgrade uonight

t “ pS“
its development

REPRE8ENTAIVE OF US DEFENCE MINISTRY PAYS FR-uiNDLY VISIT TO

YUGOSLAV ARMY

MILITARY DELEGATION FROM BURMA VISITS ENTERPRISES IN RIJEKA

MINISTERS REPRESENTING GUATEMALA AND COSTA RICA VISIT THE

FACTORY "HADE KONCAR" IN ZAGREB

THE WORLD IN WHICH WE LIVE: WITCHHUNT (Article by Miro

Radoicic on the world situation)

Western Europd and Germany: Western Powers adopt text of

answer to Soviet Note

Letter from Paris: is there unity in the °{
1
?5J,8Btern

Powers? Reaction to London talks m France (iU

g^raskJ)vic )

•American national holiday (Editorial)

Trygve Lie in Vienna: Austria has long fulfilled conditions

for reception into the UN, UNO General Secretary tells

Austrian Premier:
. _ , .

Trygve Lie speaking in Austrian Parliament

Soviet soldiers stop Trygve Lie's car

Carinthian Slovenes ar£ longer a stumblings clock in
#

relations between Yugoslavia and Austria
j,

says oiovensKi

V.iesnik ,
Slovene -Carinthian newspaper

Acheson considers that Austria should not -apply to the iJN

Events in Persia: Mossadeq will submit Government resignation.

# Publication of Persian Government’s reply to Soviet Note

p #3 0 The anger of the people of Yugoslavia * against the unprovoked

crime of Cominform agents: about 5p > ^00 Belgrade citizens

accompany the body of the People’s Hero Pano ^jukic: about

70
?
000 citizens pay homage before his beir:

Speech by Minister Rista Antunovic
Farewell in the name of the People’s Assembly of the brtil

Commemoration in Serbian Ministry of the Interior

P.4. Meeting of the Council for Legislation and Development of the

People's Authority: findings of the Economic Council on the

reorganisation of activity of the economic apparatus adopted:

regulations on pensions and invalid allowances prepared:
People’s Committees and enterprises still get 451 clerks
and experts
Carrying out of reorganisation of economic-legal agencies of

B & H
>;<

End of conference in Chief State Arbitration: enterprise for the
expert improvement of arbitration: preparations for the
development of full general f acilities for trade
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P.4. THERE EXISTS THE POSSIBILITY OF GREATER EXPORT CF OUR TIMBER
TO ITALY

Meeting of CG of Yugoslav Federation of Syndicates: syndicate
organisations must sharpen their struggle for the protection
of the people’s property

#

New regulations: pensions and invalid allowances fixed accord-
ing to professional skill anu length of service

P.5. A group of clerks inflicts a million dinars worth of damage on
Bor mines: various falsifications and embezzlements carried
out

*

For the development of the Buje district 273 million dinars has
been allocated

*

MEMBER OF THE BURMESE DELEGATION LECTURES IN THE CC OF THE
FEDERATION OF YUGOSLAV SYNDICATES

*

Programme for the celebration of the Day of the Serbian People's
Revolt, 7th July, in Belgrade.

P.8, IVAN RIBaR CONGRATULATES HARRY TRUMAN ON US „NDEPENDENCE DAY

THE QUESTION OF TRIESTE OUGHT TO BE SETTLED BETWEEN YUGOSLAVIA
rvND ITALY SaYS TRYGVE LIE IN VIENNESE PRESS CONFERENCE

*

Soviet authorities carried out Katyn massacre: confirmation of
report in Special Committee of American Congress

Czechoslaovak legislation brought into line with that of
Soviet Union
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1 .s

...^TRIESTE AFTER SEVEN YEAES ,

‘

Trieste greeted us with a blazing summer day* advertisements for
Italian factories, Italian gas "Pibigas", banks, Neapolitan, Sicilian, commercial,

and also the Italian credit bank, the headquarters of the irredentist, expansion-

ist, Italian agency, ''Lege nazionale" and with exclusively Italian notices*

There are Italian inscriptions on the streets, shops, cafes,

squares, advertisements, posters* ©oo We crossed the streets; D'Annunsio, Milano,

Genoa, Roma * We read the inscriptions: Piazza Venezia, Via San Lazaro, Vxa

Santa Lucia, San Marco, San Maurxzio, San Nioclo, San Sebastian, San Giorgio,

San Giacomo, etc* As if the whole -of Italy, together with all the saints in the

calendar, had removed to Trieste «,

At the central bus station, where buses start for all parts of

Zone A y I scanned the big timetables in vain for Slovenian towns and villages;
Nahrezina, Prosek, Devin, Sveti Kriz, Zgonitc, Dolina© Substituted for these
names, we read: Aurizinu, Prosecco, Monsupino, Santa Crocee , Zgonico, and even
San Dorligo della Vale for Dolina*

Wq tried in vain to find any Slovenian notices© But instead of

this, we came across people who spoke Slovenian© We found them even in the
centre of the city, but to a greater extent on its outskirts©

Tuscan wolves©

About a ki" *~etre or two from the Italian frontier, on the main
road from Trieste to Italy, before you get to DGvin, we saw an ordinary monu-
ment© On a rock at the side of the road itself, two wolves arc in a watchful
attitude, ready to leap, - one , crouching, and the other with raised and extended
head, both with gaping jaws - they gazed at us and past us to the Yugoslav fron-
tiers©

The Italian inscription below the wolves read: "19th October,
1930, or Year Eight of the Fascist era"©©© ,

The original wolves- were destroyed in 1945 ° In. November, 195 1$
the Italian and Triostine irredentists hastened to revive the memory of the
"Tuscan wolves" © Beneath them a marble tablet bore this inscription;

"The Association of Tuscan Wolves from Bergamo, Brescia, Milan,
and the Federation of Triestine Veterans of the holy ridge of Timava have re-
erected the monument in memory of the glory of the. old brigade of wolves of the
77E and 78 infantry regiment© A reminder, an example and a' hope© *©"

The feeling everywhere in Zone A i3 that this hope is not only
a hope© The desire of conquest has revived, not by force of arms, it is true,
but in all other forms©

In the steps of the occupier©

We passed through the Slovene villages of“Davip, Sveti Kri&,
Sesljan, Prosek© ' Wo conversed with our Slovene people©.

A big new settlement is being built in Devin - for Italian fisher-
men©

In Sveti Kriz. they are trying to take away, from the Slovene fisher-
men even the little which they have with such difficulty obtained possession of.

Before the war nin Slovene families built five small huts for
storing their fishing tackle© Those huts were damaged by an explosion during the
war# Tho fishermen managed somehow to repair thorn quickly and asked for means
to complete the operation* They roceivod nothing©
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Recently tho port captain summoned tho owners of these huts 0

-mot ancLjsame .along® They wore first of all pleasantly and courteously
received.

They were told: “Vhat do ycu want with theso old huts? Give
them up. Vq shall erect a new building on that site* It would be better to
keep your things in a fino big building which does not leak* 11

The fishermen then asked whether it would bo their building*

They replied that it would not bo theirs but that they could use
it - if they paid a monthly rental.

Those in the port captain* s office shrugged: “You won't? Very
well. T7q shall erect tho now building near by, and leave you with what re-
mains to you.”

tfBut what about the war damage?” the men perseveredo

“You are late in submitting your application, and can no longer
receive compensation for war oarage.”

In 1903 - as the fishermen of SyOti Kris relate - an open con-
flict came about between them and the fishermen who came from Italy with well
equipped boats and who, fishing in ?riestiro waters, deprived the resident fisher-
men of their living. In that battle the Italian fishermen killed four Slovenes
at sea: Vcrgincllo, Sulcic, Bizino and Sedrak*

,r£nd today, 1
* say tho Slovene fishermen of Sveti Kriz, “fishermen

from Italy are again sailing our sea along cur coast 0
“

"lath their nets they remove our nets which wo leave in tho sea
for two or three days for special catches,” say the fishermen*

Thrco or four years ago there were about eighty Slovene fishermen
in Sveti Kriz. There arc only half that number now*

But, although the fishermen of Sveti Kriz are giving up fishing,
because they cannot withstand the ever increasing Italian competition, although
they are going to work in tho city or at road-mending, or are being loft unem-
ployed, they are unwilling to soli their fishing equipment o Tlioy lock it up
in their huts and awc.it better days, which they firmly believe will cone*

The visit continues .

Two Slovene families totalling 12 members live in a small house
in Sosljan. Tho fathers of the families and one 3on fish* Tho proceeds of
fishing average 30*000 Lire a month. The wife of one of them works in a house
and earns 10,000 Lire a month. Twelve people live on a total of 40.^000 Lire a
month, or 3*333 Lire each. This is so little, that any less would be quite out
of tho question* Recently a road was built across a small section of their
garden, in front of the house > Nobody asked them for the land, as it was said
that the land was not theirs. At the samo tine a few stops wore constructed
leading from tho road to tho rise whore their cottage is situated. They wore
told they would have to pay fer this. During the operations, a section of the
ceiling of their house fell in as a result of the blasting. No one will pay for
this.

A big camp with barracks has been erected in S^oti Kriz for
Italian refugoos. Sixteen bar.racks have been built to accommodate 60 refugee
families. In this way tho Slo\eno village of Sveti Kriz should take on an
Italian character.

The tracks of the occupier load one further to Opcinc, right along
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"the coast towards the dcmarcatioii lino between Zones A and B at Zavljo« They

lead from one end of the coast to the othcr0

After seven years much of this has boon changedo Only those

people who occupied positions in the civil service remained as they were oofore,

but they make use of the old* tried methods®

One other thing b!hs remained the same as before 0 The resolution

and hardiness of the people ^ who arc continuing to fight wxth all their strength

against the hostile aspirations of Italy, still remain^

(Sgdo ) M* Pctrinic*

(BORBA 9 1st July$ 1952°)

REPRESENTATIVE OF US DEFENCE MINISTRY TO FAY FRIENDLY VISIT. TO
Yugoslav army

' " ' “

It is 'anno meed that two high officers of the US Ministry of
Defence

, Major-General George H. Olmstead, chief of the Office for
Military Aid, ad Major-General Claude B. Edelman, deputy^ assistant
head of General Staff, will pay a friendly visit to the Yugoslav
People’s Army. These high-ranking officers are expected to arrive
in Belgrade on 7th July, They will visit many parts of Yugoslavia
(Tanjug)

.

( POLITIKA - 4th July 1952)

MILITARY DELEGATION FROM BURMA. VISIT ENTERPRISES IN RIJEKA
'(Hi j eTTa 3rd July!

-

The military delegation from Burma which is visitng Yugoslavia
arrived in Rijeka yesterday. Members of the delegation visted
the enterprise "Aleksander Rankovic” and the ship-building yard
’’Treci maj”and inspected their achcivments 0 N.B,

( POLITIKA - 4th July 1952)

MINISTERS REPRESENTING GUATEMALA AND COSTA RICA VISIT FACTORY
RAPE KONCAR AT~ZAGREB'

TZagreb~3rd July")

In Zagreb today the Guatemalan Minister in Yugoslavia Francisco
C, Calvez, and the Costa Rican Minister in Yugoslavia Teodor B.

Castro visited the factory "Rade Koncar”
. and other institutions.

In the factory "Rode Koncar” they inspected new products destined
to be exported to their countries. They were especially interested
to be informed concerning the actual methods of working administra-
tion in this kind of large enterprise, /s/ M. B. .

( POLITIKA - 4th July 1952)
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THE REORGANISATION OF THE ECONOMIC APPARATUS OF BOSNIA AND
HERCEGOVINA

The Economic Council of the Government of Bosnia and
Hercegovina at its yesterday's meeting discussed the
reorganisation of the council and the abolishment of central
directorates and directorates of the Economic Council, of •

the Council of Industry, the Council of Agriculture and
Forestry, the Council of’ Building Industry and Communal Affairs
and the Council cf Trade. All business of the present economic
apparatus will in future be carried by the secretariat through
its economic-planning and executive-leg :.l dspcrt: K.r-tdt, Beside
this secretariat an office for budget will be set up. The
commercial and catering chamber w.;J 1 to a great extent take over
the business of the Council of Trade.

About 330 experts will be able to be transferred to people's
committees, enterprises, hitrh schools and ether oohoolg a ftar the
reorganisation of the Economic Council and the abolishment of the
aDoaratus of other councils and ministries of Finance. About 150
employees, from which 24 with university degrees °nd 62 with complete
secondary school will be transferred to people's committees and
about 150 employees, from which 21 with 'Aiiversity degree and
51 with complete secondary school in the enterprises outside
Sarajevo. Thirty employees will be engaged in Sarajevo enterprises,
and more than 100 of them in enterprises and people's committees
in the interior of the country. The Secretariat of the Economic
Council will comprise something over 100 qualified and a smaller
number of assistant clerks.

72 employees with university degrees and secondary school
are transferred from the Council of Industry to people's committees.
Those are highly qualified and qualified economic-financial and
commercial and administrative employees y1 long standing.
Commissions have already been set up which are preparing the
transfer of business, investment for project and other businesses
of the Council and directorates to enterprises.

( BORBA - 2nd July, 1952)

SENTENCING OF CETNIK JUDGE

Yesterday the Jury of the County Court for the city of

Belgrade pronounced a sentence against Mirko Djurdjevic, former^
driver from Belgrade, who as a follower of the Cetnik organisation
of Draza Mihajlovic denounced during the occupation followers and
fighters of the National Liberation Movement.

Once he denounced the member of the NLM Bogomir Petrovic
from the village of Jarmenovac, to the Fascist organisation of

Liotid d^Zbor after whfci. Petrovic was arrested. As an intelligence
egect of the Cetniks, D jordjevic was a member c»f the Court Martial
which condemned to deatn the arrested partisan Vitomir Cbrenovic
"Lazar”

.

In the course of the trial Djordjevic stated that he wished
"to save men" by taking part in the activity of the organisation of
Braza Mihajlovic. The Jury rejected this dafervCO of his._ In

1944 when the enemy military formations and the .lor.? 1
were dispersed, he escaped to Bosnia with the remnants of the Uetmk
forces which clearly denotes his hostile attitude towards the
National Liberation Movement.
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The Jury of the County Court for the city^of Belgrade

sentenced Mirko Djurdjevic to 12 years 7 strict*'imprisonment
and restriction of civil rights in the duration of three years
after the expiration of the penalty

»

(BORBA - 2nd July, 1952)

CONFERENCE OF YOUTH LEADERS IN CROATIA: SPEECH BY VLADI_MIR_BAKARIC

ON PROBLEMS OF "YOUTH ORGANlS^UTlONS

The three days* conference of youth leaders from the entire

Croatia on which actual problems and tasks of youth organisations
were discussed, vended today. The Secretary of the Politburo of the
CC CP of Croatia "Dr. Vladimir Bakaric with the members of the
Politburo Nikola Sekulic and Miko Spiljak were present at this
meeting.

Speaking about the results achieved by the vouth organisation
in Croatia, Dr* Vladimir Bakaric acknowledged great sueceseea

•scored by the youth in consolidating the organisation during the past
year. However, stressed comrade Bakaric, some deficiencies are

not yet removed in youth organisations, especially regarding alround
political activity among the youth. Party and otner political
organisations in Croatia will offer in the future work still more
help to the youth organisations especially in- the work among
the working youth and the youth in villages.

Speaking about new tasks of the organisation, of People f s

Youth comrade "Bakaric particularly underlined the importance of
stabilizing and raising the- political consciousness of the youth.
This strengthening

,
that is, creating organisations in which the

best members of the youth will be assembled,* should be carried
out by means of an efficient program whose execution
will be performed, by gathering the best young people from towns and
villages*

( BORBA - 3rd July,. 1952)
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NEW METHOD OF DEALING IN FOREIGN EXCHANGE

As of July 1st of this year there will bea new regime in

the realm of foreign oracle and dealings in foreign exchange©

The basic character of the new regime is that it will abolish

the old administrative way of dealing in foreign exchange xn foreign

countries. The new regime gives a possibility to the economic

organisations to freely and independently operate in foreign trade

and foreign exchange. The economic organisations will thus be able

to fully develop their own intiative in selling goods on foreign

markets or in importing necessary materials or other goods for the

needs of their manufacture or for sale on free heme mancets.

-r

^

Free dealings by exporters and importers

Exporters and importers '/ill be able to export and import

goods without obtaining licences, permissipns to make Pa/r.ieni.o

and so on. This means' that exporters and importers will have c.

hand. This means also that cur economic organisations will be quite

independent with respect to both dealings in goods and dealings m
foreign exchange and that they will be able to independently base

their operations upon their butir.^ss and financial possibilities.

Restriction of export or import of certain products may take place

only through ban on export and import placed by competent state

agencies in view of internal requirements and abilities ox our

economy.

Giving of necessary working capital in dinars

The basic regulators of the new regime are working capitals

given in dinars to economic organisations and the system o

coefficients i.e. the system of regulating differences between

prices on home and foreign markets.

The giving of necessary working capital to economic organisations

will be done for a purpose of ensuring their normal internal operations

determined by proportions of social plan. Those economic organisations

which need more capital because of their expanded trade on ioreign

markets will be given supplementary capital.

In giving necessary working capital to economic enterp±ises for

their foreign trade dealings attention will be paid to co-ordinate

the volume of working capital given for import businesses with

the volume of capital given for the carrying out of exports and

with the existing foreign exchange system in the country.

Consequently the new regime of foreign trade and foreign exenange

there can not be any more impm'tant derangements, wmle a possiuility

has been given to economic enterprises to operate freely ana

independently.

Equal?, nation of prices on the basis of the existing dinar parity

With the introduction of the system of coefficients there will

be established an approximate equalization of the level oi prices

on home markets with the level of prices on foreign markets on the

basis of the existing dinar parity. In other words by making up

for or deducting the dinar difference which appears between home

and foreign prices in the case of certain products, the oxlicial

Darity (rate) of dinar will be ensured. By this system ol

coefficients all the importers and exporters dealing in the same

commodity are placed in equal position . The general conditions for

business for all of them will thus be equal.
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WHAT IS HINDERING CO-OPERATION BETWEEN THE STATE AND THE ORTHODOX
CBUlTcTIT?

The Holy Synod of .the Serbian Orthodox Church held a meeting
recently in Belgrade. One of the most important questions was the
problem before and after this meeting, the recognition of the
Association, of Serb Orthodox Priests c From talks which took place
prior to the meeting and statements which were made by individual
bishops, one could have concluded that there would be no hindrances
to solving this problem favourably. However, the Synod refused
by a majority to recognise the activities of the Association.

/

Perhaps this matter might look like a purely internal affair of
the Church* However this is not so* This decision of the Holy
Synod shows that it is a question of refusing recognition of an
organisation because it is devoted to the building-up and progress
of ^ socialist Yugoslavia. Therefore it is ‘ necessary to refer to
this problem and explain it to our public.

The present work pi^ the & 3 soelation

As far back as 1945 patriotic Serb Orthodox priests attempted
to form their Association with the objective of a closer co-opera-
tion with organs of public authority. The association was
necessary in regard to the needs of solving class problems of priests

In 1947 the Association of Serb Orthodox Priests was formed
in all our republics* At the beginning of 1949 the Federation of
Serb Orthodox Priests of Yugoslavia was created* The membership
of the Association amounts to 1//00 members or 80% of Serb
Orthodox priests in the country. Outside the Association are
mainly only those priests who during the war collaborated with the
occupier and with local traitors and are today hostilely disposed
towards the building-up of socialism in our country. According to
statutes

j
the main task of the Association is to solve the class

problems, include priests in the activity of the PF and other mass
organisations to co-operate with the People 1

s Authority and help
with the building up of the country, to protect the achievements
of the People ? s Liberation Struggle "and particularly the brother-
hood and unity and equality of our people, j. , .

In phetpaet:' period the Association realised its programme
successfully. According to data which the Federation possesses
81 priests were. elected as organs of the People 1 s Authority, 201
instate economic enterprises and 527 priests are on duty in the
P F, all are members of the Red Cross, where 452 work actively,
122 work in co-operatives and there are 60 who work in peasant
working co-operatives. In the War Veterans Association 64 priests
are members. In cultural-educational societies 220 priests work.
Most of the members of .:.the Association are members of the- PF* etc.

The Association of Serb Orthodox Priests has achieved • . r

;

successes with the help of the state in solving material problems
of their members. We have secured for them the most vital material
means for activities in the Church.

In short, such is the wrork of the Association, Therefore,
there are no reasons whatsoever that they should not be recognised.

yet_j why, has not th e Association been recognised ?

^ In the beginning, when the Association was created- individualreactionary Bishops ignored its existence . They considered it asan association of individuals", "of those who have linked them-selves up. with this authority", but, when it grew into an
organisation which assembled the majority of the clergy, then theyattempted oy all means to disrupt it or to subjugate it to them-selves. In order to achieve this they did not choose means. TheAssociation ^ was proclaimed as illegal, the bishops exerted pressure
°?, Progressive priests, punishing them and transferring" them, andan the priests who were outside the Association were forbidden tocreate si^^©^|&&e|^§aaet2Di)2/08/15 : CIA-RDP83-00415R01 23001 10009-3
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The question arises from such a reactionary
attitude of the bishops towards the Association of Priests?
Has it not perhaps been organised contrary to Church rules?

The Association is criticised that by its creation it
destroys the episcopal character of the Church 0 However, that is
not the question at all. The Association is only a class organi-
sation which has the task of deciding upon only class problems and
to co-operate 'with the People’s Authority in the building-up of a
better future. The Association is also criticised purely from
the formal side that • it should have been organised u

y bishoprics
and not by republics, that the rules of the Association should
have been approved by the Synod and net by the Priests’ Assembly
and similar.

As one can see from all this, there are no -justified reasons
that the Association should not he recognised.. This negative
decision of the Holy Syr.od has not therefore a purely Church
character as its protagonist • wculd like to present - a reactionary
bishop. On the contrary, it is the question concerning a decision
which has shown clearly that one part of the bishops wishes pur-
posely to condemn the Association* of Serb Orthodox Priests for the
sole reason that it has shown its readiness to co-operate with
public authorities, and to contribute from its side as much as
possible in the struggle for the building of socialism and safe-
guarding of the independence of cur country.

The policy of our state towards the Church is directed to
creating relations of co-operation. The Federation of Associations
of Serb Orthodox griests of Yugoslavia and individual bishops
accepted such co-operation. They joined the struggle which the
people of Yugoslavia are leading for a better future . Thanks to
that, they created an atmosphere of mutual understanding and
co-operation. This resulted in an agreement between the state
and the Serb Orthodox Church concerning social insurance of Serb
Orthodox priests. The Governmeno v/ill give this year about $5
million dinars for this social insurance . During the past year the
state gave material aid to the Orthodox Cr.urch amounting to 20
million dinars, and this year it has given, up till now, about 16
million dinars. Besides this, the governments of the FKs give
further aid to the priests.

However, some of the bishops who are hostilely disposed
towards socialist Yugoslavia, amongst whom are particularly common
J ovan Ilic, Bmilijan P iperkpvic, Iosif Cvijanovic, Simeon
Stankovic

?
Arsenige Bradvarevicj Makarije Djordjevic and Vasilje

Kostic, did not agree with them, particularly in regard to the
settlement of relations, participation of priests in the work of
mass organisations, their support of public authority and so forth.
In such a situation they are incapable of exploiting the Serb
Orthodox priests for their sinister plans as it is sometimes done
by their ‘Catholic brethren .

This is the main reason for their strivings and hostile work
to destroy the Association of Serb Orthodox Priests in the very
beginning of its creation and now work that the Holy Synod should
not recognise it. On the other side, they have in this way lent
support to all hostilely disposed priests who are outside the
Association.

The Association of Serb Orthodox Priests of Yugoslavia
which in its present work has given proofs of love and attachment
to the homeland will certainly net permit that these bishops make
their further fruitful activity impossible.

One should not wonder why the above-mentioned bishops came
forward in this manner because most of them collaborated with the
enemy during the war, and after the liberation acted openly in a
hostile manner. It is strange, however, that these reactionary
elements succeeded that their attitude should orevail in the Holy
Synod,
*X Approved For Release 2002/08/15 5 CIA-RDP83-00415R0123001 10009-3
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At a time when the relations between the state and the Serb
Orthodox Church take the road of co-operation, which should be in
any case continued, one must not permit such an open anti-people
activity of this group of reactionary bishops , That it is not the
question which concerns internal Church affairs but that it is an
open hostile activity, which after al] , does not end here, is
proved by their attitude towards the Association of Serb Orthodox
Priests and therefore such activities cannot be and must not be
calmly tolerated.

Our working men cannot yet understand how it is possible that,
even beside the help which our state gives to the Serb Orthodox
Church an achieved co-operation can permit hostile activities of a
group of bishops.

This is not in the interests of the Serb Orthodox Church nor
in the interests of our c ountry.

Therefore such a hostile act of the reactionary bishops should
be sharply condemned,

(SdJ T0S0 P0P0VSKI

(BOIBA - 3rd July., 1952),

MEMBER OP THE BURMESE DELEGATION LECTURES IN THE CC OF THE FEDERATION
OF YUGOSLAV SYNDICA.TE5 ;

.One of the members of the Burmese delegation staying in Yugo-
slavia, Co Njen, General Secretary of the Burmese Anti-Fascist
People’s League of Freedom, gave a lecture yesterday morning in
the Central Committee of* the Federation of Yugoslav Syndicates

»

He gave an outline of the history of the struggle of the Burmese
peopxe and of their current problems, as well as the problems of
the syndicates and of social security and. development in his country,

lading syndicate officials of Yugoslavia. In addition, he spoke
of the popularity of Yugoslavia and Yugoslav experience in Burma.

of th
Present at the lecture was the President of the Central Committee
e Federation of Yugoslav Syndicates, Djuro Salaj.

( POLITIKA - 4th July, 1952)

CONGRATULATES HARRY TRUMAN ON US INDEPENDENCE DAY

„ °Vhe pension °f Independence Day of the USA, the Presidentof the Praesidiurn of the PA of the FPRY has sent the following
'

congratulatory message to Harry Truman, President of the USA:

"On the occasion of Independence Day of the USA I have verygreat pleasure m conveying to your Excellency on behalf of the
Praesidiurn of the PA of the FPRY the most sincere congratulationsand best wishes for the progress of the people of the USA.

President Ivan Ribar"

( POLITIKA - 4th July, 1952)
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^IT^0F^GR|GK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION TO YUGOSLAVIA: MUTUAL

The arrival of the Greek Parliamentary delegation in ourcountry marks no doubt further progress in Yugoslav-Greek relationsOn both sides ,th«re exists the wish for mutual ... acquaintanceship and*
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RECEP TT ON TN THE YUGOSLAV _ LEGATjgjL , IN

Olf~*TTiE GREEK PARLIaMEN TARY DELEOa IlUij

ATHENS IN HONOUR OF MEMBER S

(Athens, 3rd July)

The Parlia-

They expressed the hope that tacxr vioi

further deepening of Greek-*Yugoslav relations*

THE GREEK PARLIAMENTARY

According to programme, the delegation of Greek^parliamentarisns

Salonika^from^where thefwiU arrive this -rningUn Skoplje

and will remain there for half an hour.

The parliamentary delegation is headed by the ircoidenu ^^he

?he deiJgaUon wUlOoih.t 17 «.'«k parliamentarians, and they

will be accompanied by a group ol. Greek journal-L^to,

It is foreseen that the Greek parliamentary delegation will

remain in Belgrade a few days after its _ arrival .
Alter that the

guests will tour our country and visrt individual places '

where they will be present at the celeoratio
ithouph the pro-

of the Day of the People’s Rising on /th July* A^^gn Pp the
gramme has not as yet been definitely fixed

^rnatf^ SI ovenia
Greek parliamentarians will visit phe • \ oj vodina ,

Cr ^
, occasion they

Bosnia and Hercegovina, Serbia ana Macedonia,
_

'

. ornii^inted
will visit the Presidia of the People’s Assemolies, .got acquainted

with the activities of our People ' 5 Deputies and
and

7

will pay visits to individual industrial workerv - -
- Greek

peasant working co-operatives, -t, is conside
nntW l6th JulV

'

parliamentary delegation will stay m our country -- - - \e

GREEK DELEGATION .

(D-jevdjelija, 4th July)

This morning at 1,50 a.m. the Greek parliamentary delegation

crossed the Yugoslav border and arrived at Djevdjelija..At the

-railway station the delegation was met by_represent.au. -
^

--

People's Public Authority, mass -organisations ana the prcow.iho
delegation was welcomed by the President oi the xo^rxc i F

Committee of Djevdjelija, Dusko Georgijev.

The Greek delegation is headed by tha prominent Greek politician

Dimitrios Gondikas, President of the Greek Parliament and member of

the Venezelos Liberal Party, The delegation which consists of 18

members - MPs of different political parties of Greece, is •••

accompanied by two Greek journalists.

At 4.25 a.m. the delegation will leave by train for Skoplje,

namely for Belgrade, where it will arrive tonight,

( POLITIKA - 4th July, 1952).

ARRIVED THIS MORNIN G IN OUR. COUNTRY
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THE QUESTION OF TRIESTE OUGHT TO BE SETTLED BETWEEN YUGOSLAVIA AND
FfAtY SAYS TRYGVE LlE IK VIENNESE PRESS COHERENCE
(Vienna, 3rd July)

At a press conference today, Mr. Trygve Lie, UN General
Secretary, said that he had come to Austria on the invitation of
the Austrian Government and that his visit had been planned some
time earlier. Since he had said that he would soon visit Western
Germany on the invitation of the Vast German Government, he
regretted that he had not received a similar invitation from the
Government of Eastern Germany. Answering a question about the
possibility of the reception of Austria into membership of the UN,
Trygve Lie said that the answer to this question did not depend
only on the UN but also or. other factors.

On being asked what ho thought of a solution of the Trieste
problem, Trygve Lie said that the UN had long been cor. side- ring this
problem but that they had not yet found the answer. "My opinion,"
he said, "is that this question should be solved by agreement
between Yugoslavia and Italy because it is to then that the solution
is of primary interest."

Finally, the General Secretary of the UN said that there were
three primary tasks before this. international organisation—-securing
world peace, bringing technical'/ to certain countries and securing
the rights of man. (Tan jug)

( PGLITIXA - 4th July 1952)

THERE EXISTS THE POSSIBILITY OF GREATER EXPORT OF OUR TIMBER TO ITALY

Italian timber trade experts arrived in Zagreb last night.
They will consult with our experts on the possibility of increasing
the export of our timber to Italy. The talks will be conducted in
Zagreb.

Yugoslav exporters consider that the expert of various kinds of
wood can be increased this year in •; s truch _as Italian trade can be
arranged with cur export enterprises. According to information from
the Economic Section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it is
envisaged that 250,000 tons of various sorts of timber will be sold
to Italian traders this year, but it is considered that existing
exports can be considerably increased. Last year we sent to Italy
about 250,000 tons of various kinds of timber, about 50,000 tons
less than the greatest postwar export which was reached in 1949.
In comparison with the former prewar agreement, postwar export
slackened considerably. Thus in 1948 the amount exported was
700,000 tons: twice as much as in 1949. The falling eff in timber
export to Italy came about because Yugoslavia considerably broadened
her export of wood to other European markets, particularly to Britain.
Besides this, in cur export circles it is believed that the falling
off of the volume of exchanges came about because of the unsatis-
factory commercial conditions of the Italian market. According to
the unofficial statements of informed persons, it is expected that
in the conversations of our timber exporters and the Italians in
Zagreb, this question will be satisfactorily resolved.

( POLITIKA - 4th July. 1952
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.the_american national holiday

The American people are celebrating today their greatest

state holiday - the Day of Independence,

The proclamation of American Independence took place on 4th

July 1776. The North American states were at that time colonial

possessions of the British Crown. However, on that day 13 American

states through their elected representatives assembled . at the
_

Joint?' Congress decided unanimously to refute the British Colonial

Rule and conclude amongst themselves a union of free independent

states o

This event is known under the name Declaration of Independence

and the American people consider this act as the most precious docu-

ment of its history * That which gives particular importance to the

declaration is not only the proclamation of independence but at
.

the

same time the proclaiming of the principles upon which the American

states base their state community and independence. They are the

principles of equality and solidarity, the principles of the b ranch

Revolution which was just on the threshold. The declaration pro-

claims as the highest principle that the Government ^ exists only for

the happiness of the 'people and ;cotain.s: all authority through the

people. In this way, the declaration has become the basis of the

complete American democracy which somewhat later Abranam Lincoln

formulated in his famous simple woras VT The Government of the people,

by the people, for the people.

Since the proclamation of the Declaration of Independence 176

years have passed. In this period - not so long lor the history of

a country, the American people made a gigantic rise: 30 colonies

without any rights transformed themselves In time into the United

States of America, which consists today of 4$ states -
.

- •

and represents today a world power of the first rank*

The development of American history, which made America great
and powerful, was conditioned, by many particular . circumstances which
existed in the new world 0 But no doubt that this development was
influenced to a

'

great * extent by the principles proclaimed in the

declaration. Thanks, besides great economic possibilities and.to
these principles, particularly the political, religious and national
tolerance, America has become for many people an attractive country.
In it arrived millions of impoverished foreigners from all parts of
the world, to whom Europe no longer offered the possibility of
employment and who, by becoming Americans, contributed with ^their
work to progress and greatness of America* America is in fact more
or less the synthesis of all peoples end races in the world*

American history, as any other history, has its bright and
dark pages. But as a difference from the history of other' great
peoples in the time of flourishment of imperialism, America is not
imbued with wars of conquest*

Having become powerful and great, America plays today an
important role in the world* ' Their political standing-up against
the aggression of the Soviet Union and the help given to many
countries in their efforts to defend national independence - mean
today a struggle for the safeguarding of peace in the world which
all humanity yearns for*

( POLITIKA - 4th July, 1952).
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No. 655 INDEX 5th July, 1952,

P.l. Headlines of Borba of the 5th July
''I
s

P.2. Headlines of Politika of the 5th July

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 4TH JULY

P.3. The world in which we live: witchhunt (Article by Miroslav
RadoicicJ

FROM BORBA OF THE 5TH JULY

P.5. US Ambassador’ s reception in honour of American national

holiday ^ n ,

French Assembly ratifies agreement on compensation for trench

property in Yugoslavia
Leader of Indian Socialist delegation gives delegation s

impression of Yugoslavia
. v

President of Spanish Republican Government will visit Jugo-

slavia
jjc

P # 6, New agreement with United States on guarantees of United

States administration of Trust Loan (MSA)

Postponement of M, Spaak r s visit

P.7. Visit of Greek Parliamentarians: statement by head of dele-

gation on arrival
'[<

P.S. FTT: anti-annexionist group protest against the inclusion of

Trieste Radio in Italian network
>!<

P.10. The position of the Slovene minority in Italy: discrimination
against Slovene schools in Gorizia

s|<

P.ll. 2 tactics with one aim (Editorial)
'I
s

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 5TH JULY

P.6. Soviet Union hastens to support Italian request regarding
Trieste

More than half a billion dinars from emergency funds will be

used for development of Yugoslav agriculture
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HEADLINES BORBA
.

5th July 3-952

P.1, Political Chronicle: Macedonian assembly adopts ,a number of

laws
'

Assembly of B.&.H. to meet on 13th July

VISIT OF GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION TO YUGOSLAVIA
STATEMENT BY HEAD OF DELEGATION ON ARRIVAL

jjc

TWO TACTICS -WITH ONE AIM (Editorial)
>[<

Marshal Tito visits Edward Kardelj (Illustration)
>!<

Koca Popovic convalesces on Brioni (Illustration)
ijc

The administration' of economy until the coming into force of thenew
constitutional law; today the work of the uniform apparatus
of the Economic Council begins

*

P.2. A novelty in Party work in Bijeljina

Celebration in the party school 'D.juro Djakovic"

National Committee for the Defence of Peace has collected

400 million dinars so far
*
Discussion on pharmaceutical services: grading of chemists

shops according to the quality of work (Article by Miodrag
Ciric)

*

Letters to the Editor:
A number of remarks on the article ,r The position with regard
to direct products in the USSR ,r

The experience of a translator with individual editors
An invitation to take action against alcoholism
A book on the results of socialist development so far

.P.3, AMERICAN AMBASSADOR f S RECEPTION IN HONOUR OF AMERICAN NATIONAL
HOLIDAY

A view of American economy (4): American economy and backward
countries (Article by Joae Smole)

Yugoslavia supports request for an extraordinary session of the
UN on Tunis

US Congress definitely approves c redit for foreign aid

Events in Korea: with police help Singhman Rhee obtains vote on
the revision of the Constitution

*

Prior to the answer of the Western Powers to the Soviet Note on
Germany: Adenauer wants definition of conditions for 4“Power
talks: it is believed that, because of these remarks of
Adenauer the answer will not be handed over until the end of
the week

THE POSITION OF THE SLOVENE MINORITY IN ITALY: DISCRIMINATION
AGAINST SLOVENE SCHOOLS IN G0RIZIA

FRENCH ASSEMBLY RATIFIES AGREEMENT ON COMPENSATION FOR FRENCH
PROPERTY IN YUGOSLAVIA

*

P.4. Meeting of the Secretariat of the International Forum for Peace
will be' held on the 26th and 27th July in Paris

LEADER OF INDIAN SOCIALIST DELEGATION ON DELEGATION'S
IMPRESSIONS OF YUGOSLAVIA
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E-4. PRESIDENT OF SPANISH REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT WILL VISIT YUGOSLAVIA

NEW AGREEMENT «1TH US ON GUARANTEES OF AMERICAN ADMINISTRATION

OF TRUST LOAN
*

UNO: Malik uses vetoes enquiry into accusations of bacteriologi-

cal warfare in Korea
*

Deportations in Hungary continue:
Hungarian authorities introduce control over typewriters

*

FTT: AN TI -ANNEXI ON IS T GROUP PROTEST AGAINST INCLUSION OF

TRIESTE RADIO IN ITALIAN NETWORK
*

M. SPAAK'S VISIT POSTPONED
*

P.5. Chamber of Commerce established in Belgrade
*

POLITIKA

P.l. IN PEACETIME (Editorial)

P.2. SOVIET UNION HASTENS TO SUPPORT ITALIAN REQUEST REGARDING
TRIESTE

*

"A network of black spiders" in Me star: 5 monks in Mostar to be

tried for forging documents releasing criminals and enemies of

the state
*

P.3. Details of the Sofia outrage: exactly how the kidnapping of

Momir Seferovic from our Embassy in Sofia was carried out
*

MORE THAN HALF A BILLION DINARS FROM EMERGENCY FUNDS WILL BE

USED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF YUGOSLAV AGRICULTURE
#

New regulations : adoption of draft regulation on the training of

apprentices
*

A significant attempt at the planned development of the Gruza^

district: mijalko Todorovic, President of the Federal Council
for Agriculture and Forestry present at discussion in Kragujevac

*

A terrible economic crime: clerks in Bor mines create a whole
system for the falsification of wage payments: one of the

accused describes how large sums were embezzled
*

Question for discussion; schools for apprentices must go even
further along the road they are now treading

*******
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THE WORLD IH WHICH WE LIVE: WITCHHUNT

I met once in London a man, an American citizen who on account

of his realistic opinion on post-war events in Asia had so many
inconveniences that he had finally to leave his own country. He was

no Russian agent nor sympathiser, but simply a man who, being during
the war in the American army in the Far East, perceived on the spot
the reality over there and began to cherish certain sympathies
towards "the Yellow Continent" which \vas awakening and demanding
freedom. He is now living in Great Britain as every peaceful
inhabitant of the island. In his free hours he occupies himself
by writing articles and, as he has accepted English habits, he repairs
his house and dabbles in the garden. And now when in the history of
the unhappy professor the last chapter has been written, I remember
now well how my London friend described so well psychosis of America,

For 2| years Owen Latinore'was a respected American citizen,
a professor of the famous University "John Hopkins" in Baltimore.
He is the representative of the United Nations in the mission of
Afghanistan and one of .the best known American experts on the Far
East, Whose advice was asked from time to time by the State Depart-
ment, Then two years before an avalanche fell and the name of
Professor Latimers ,his name became in America a double symbol. To a
number of Americans similar to Senator Macarthy, he became the
symbol of a man who threatens American • security

,
while for others,

by far the greater number of Americans, Professor La‘timere symbolises
a man who has become a victim of a monstrous witchhunt.

Perhaps all began at the moment when Chaing Kai Shek and with
him the American policy in China experienced a fiasco. There was a
tendency to discover somebody upon whom the responsibility might fall.
Perhaps for certain reasons Owen Latimore was the man. As a man who
in his time lived in China and as a public worker to whom social
roles are not -unknown, he perceived what deep changes are taking
place in Asia, he understood the historical importance of these
changes. As a difference, .from some Americans who are liable to
see in all these events a foreign plot, Owen Ls timere perceived the
unavoidability o.f the Chinese Revolution and considered that this is
a reality which one should accept and take it as it is. These con-
ceptions he presented also to the State Department,

The sufferings of Professor Latimore began in fact when Joe
Macarthy was elected as senator and when this man who was many times
laughed at as a hunter for publicity and sensation began his famous
mission "to clean up America from the red danger" , Acquainted with
Professor Latimore',s ideas, he attacked him in February 1950 in a speech
of k hours before the American Senate as the "Russian spy No„l."„
This happened at the time when the USA was confronted with a
dilemna, either to follow Great Britain’s example and recognise New
China or to save the remnants of Chiang Kai Shek, Under the fire
of the Senator’s attacks came also all those in the State Department
who. thought it sensible to accept General Marshal’s advice, who
affirmed that the time has come to put a stop to wasting money on
Chiang Kai Shek, Neither Dr, Jessup, the American representative in
the _ Security Council, who a few weeks earlier declared himself for
an independent and united China was not preserved, Dean Acheson found
himself also under fire because it seemed that he was accepting the
British recognition of China, and Macarthy, who was recently still
considered as a charlatan, being now a Senator, supported by stronger
people, became so fearsome that for a time people in the State
Department were afraid of the very idea if the Senator began to skip
through their political convictions.

. .
T^us Professor Owen Latimorewas confronted with a modern

inquisition which he described so convincingly in his book (Terrible
“ with the Help of Slander) . A man who never directly

seriously with politics found himself on the top
ox Macarthy’ s list of dangerous men "for whom the Foreign Secretary
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know that they were cambers of the CP and still work in the State

Department”. At that moment the confusion of the Senator was not

remarked who, to begin with, spoke about 205 dangerous persons and

finally about 57, he even forgot that Latimorein the Russian-Finnish
War was supporting the Finnish cause, Macarthy, who ohly a year
ago strove with all his forces to save from execution members of

the SS who were accused of the murder of 350 disarmed Americans,
furiously attacked Latimore. The powerful apparatus of the 7th force
which stood behind him made from the peaceful professor a state
enemy, and bombastic headlines covered the pages at the moment when
Jatimcre wa s not in the position to answer these attacks because at

that time he was on a mission to Afghanistan. But Latino-re did not
succumb. He returned and confronted the Senatorial Committee which
had to enquire into the whole case. After a brilliant lecture
concerning history and its laws he sharply attacked Macarthy and
this committee: "which has eliminated most of the people with an
exceptional knowledge of China ' and produced unassessable damage to

American policy.”

Latimore held out numerous examinations. He himself affirmed
that he did not dare to use a telephone because his conversations
were recorded on gramophone records and given to Macarthy, After
all his tortures and examinations of witnesses, the whole matter
evaporated. Professor was right but this witchhunt has
destroyed his reputation forever,.

The latest event of a few days ago might look to somebody like
a happy end in American films. But one vtv.ld say that it is
more of a sad proof of how far one can go in a country which boasts
so much about its freedoms and in spite- ofothe fact that every 9 out
of 10 American citizens are probably convinced of Latimore’

s

innocence, just as’ Senator Denton from Connecticut, a close friend
of Truman’s, demanded that a Commission should enquire into the
matter if Macarthy is at all capable of performing a Senator's duties

Some Finnish emigre, Hark Jervinen, met one of the members of

the American Bureau of Investigation and drinking with him gave a sensa-
tional information: in the greatest secrecy Professor Latimore is
preparing himself to leave the States and tn sail for Russia,
Having been informed of this by the Intelligence Service, the State
Department a cted rapidly. Confidential instructions were sent to
all ports and airfields to be alert and to prevent Latimore from leav-
ing the Country. G-men came into action and reporters impatiently
sw&ted news . The fear of the State Department one could have somehow
comprehended - the latest complication concerning Latimore was not
without effect on the elections. If it was proved that Latimo re

attempted to leave the country, Macarthy would exclaim:

"You see I have always affirmed thisl”: and Senator Taft's
chances would rise because it is rumoured that he agree® with
Macarthy.

its
The tenseness reached/peak 7 days ago and then all the tower

of lies fell down. The G-men found out that Latimore has been accused
without foundation, Jervinen will be now called to book for false
information. Keadnltted that his whole story was false and told in
moment cf inebriety. Then President Truman appeared on the scene
and demanded a report on the Latimore case

,
and tr.o epilogue of all

this: the American Government publicly apologised to Professor Owen
Latimcrq who, by the way, had no intention whatsoever of leaving the
country now.

Why Latimore, after all that happened to him, did not accept
the apology with particular grace, is not hard to understand. And
the angry words of his reply that "America borders on the danger of
starting to be ruled by informerd', although they are exaggerated
come as a warning of a danger which in the moment when flared-up
passions over-rule the brain, can occur to a country which has so
many freedom-loving traditions. Even against the wish of their
citizensApproved For Release 2002/08/15 : CIA-RDP83-00415R01 23001 10009-3
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(P0LITIKA - 4th July, 1952).
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AMERICAN AMBBA SAPOR'* S RECEPTION IN HONOUR OF AMERIC

A

NJM^0^

Last night Mr, George Allen, US Ambassador in Belgrade, gave a

reception on the occasion of the American national holiday

,

Day. Present at the reception -were the Vice-President of the Praesidium

of the PA of the FPRY Mosa Pi jade, Ministers of the federal Government

Boris Kidric Svetozar Vukmanovic, Rodoljub Colakovic, Pavle Gregorio,

Krsto Popivoda and Stanoje Simic, the President of the Federal Committee

of the PA of the FPRY, Vladimir Simic, the Assistant Minister Oi Foreign

Affairs Veliko Vlahovic
,
Colonel General Vlado Janjic, Vice Admiral

Srecko Manola, the President of the Praesidium of the JUl of Pa Serbia

Sinisa Stankovic, the Assistant Ministers of Foreign Affairs Leo Mates

and Bogdan Crnobrnja, the President of the Serbian Academy of Science
.

Aleksandar Belie, the Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church Vikentije

Prodanov and many high state officials, public workers, members of

diplomatic corps and home and foreign journalists.

The cultural artistic society, Tambouritza, from the US gave a

program of Yugoslav and American songs and dances.

(BORBA - 5th July, 1952)

FRENCH ASSEMBLY RATIFIES AGREEMENT ON COMPENSATION FOR FRENCH PROPERTY

IN yugSslavTI
( Paris") 4th July)

Last night the French National Assembly passed the law by which

the President of the Republic authorises the ratification of the

Yugoslav-French Agreement on the payment of compensation for French

property nationalised in Yugoslavia.

(BORBA - 5th July, 1952)

LEADER OF INDIAN SOCIALIST DELEGATION ON DELEGATION’S IMPRESSI0N_S_0F

YUG0SL7iVIA-
"["New Delhi

,
4th July)

’’The Yugoslav people are devoting their whole strength to their

struggle for the preservation of the independence of their country,”

said Farid Ansari, leader of the delegation of the Indian Socialist
Party which recently spent two months in Yugoslavia. Addressing a

press conference in New Delhi, Ansari spoke about the efforts of the

Yugoslav people in the economic development of the country as well as

about the successes attained so far in this field. . Ansari also
mentioned the democratic measures for decentralisation in economy
and politics and gave his opinion that the Yugoslav Communist Party
is really following the road of Marxism towards the withering away
of the state.

At the end of the conference, at which a large number of repre-
sentatives of Indian newspapers and news agencies were present, Ansari
requested the journalists to present in their newspapers the sympath-
etic, message for the Indian people which Marshal Tito had given to
him before his departure from Belgrade.

(

B

ORBA - 5th July, 1952)

THE PRESIDENT OF THE SPANISH REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT WILL VISIT YUGOSLAVIA

It is announced that Mr. Gorgon Ordes, President of the.Spaniah.
Republican Government, is to pay a private visit to Yugoslavia. He i s

expected to arrive in Belgrade on 17th July.

( BORBA - 5th July, 1952)
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NEW AGREEMENT WITH US ON GUARANTEES OF AMERICAN ADMINISTRATION OF TRUST
luiftmsii

According to information from well-informed circles in ’Washington,

the Yugoslr v-American Agreement, by which the US Government guarantees
payment in dollars to individual American firms for investment of goods
dispatched to Yugoslavia, will soon be signed. The granting of these
guarantees will be carried out bv the American Administration of Trust
Loan (MSA)

.

When the agreement has been concluded, it is expected that there
will be a greater number of trading contracts between Yugoslav enter-
prises and American firms for the import into Yugoslavia of various
materials for capital development. (Yugopress)

( 30R3A - 5th July, 1952)

POSTPONEMENT OF M, SPAAK'S VISIT

According to the latest information from Yugopress, it seems that
M. Henri Spaak, the well-known Belgian Socialist leader and former
President of the Government, will not be coming to Yugoslavia in the

near future. It is announced that M, Sp3ak has suddenly been taken
seriously ill with the result that ho has postponed his visit
indefinitely.

(BORBA - 5th July, 1952)

SOVIET UNION HASTENS TO SUPPORT ITALIAN REQUEST REGARDING TRIESTE

According to Yugopress information, the Soviet Union is attempting
to influence the creation of a so-called anti-Fascist front through the
leader- of the Italian Socialist Paruy, Nenni. In this front, there
will be involved the Demo-Christian Party, Nenni' s Socialist Party
and party centres. This is announced in connection with the news that
Nenni is well known in Moscow where he will be decorated for services
in the struggle for peace.

It is also confirmed that, in the event of Italy's taking up a

slightly more reserved attitude towards the Atlantic Pact, Russia
will hasten to support any Italian request concerning the question
of the FTT. (Yugopress)

( PQLITIKA - 5th July, 1952)

MORE THAN HALF A BILLION DINARS FROM EMERGENCY FUNDS WILL BE USED
For" THI' deVEl'OpMEEY'cF y(J go SLAV ' AgRlctHYUKE

It is expected in Belgrade that an agreement will soon be reached
between the appropriate Yugoslav and American authorities on a loan of
about half a billion dinars from emergency funds for the advancement
and development of Yugoslav agriculture.

This sum is part of the dinar counter-value for American participa-
tion in the economic aid for Yugoslavia in the economic year 1951-52.
( Yugopress)

( PQLITIKA - 5th July, 1952)
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THE VISIT OF GREEK PARLIAMENTARIANS: THE OBJECT OF OUR ARRIVAL
IS""THET "SETT'IN G OF Of CLOSEF'RELATToNS BETWEjJN TUGOSLAVTA "HD
Gre'EcE'

The Greek Parliamentary delegation, together with the
President of the Greek Parliament, Mr.Dimitrios Gondikas, arrived
last night in Belgrade. The delegation was accompanied to
Belgrade by Slavoljub Petrovic, a People's Deputy of the Federal
Assembly of the FPRY who went to meet the guests at the frontier.

The members of the Greek parliamentary delegation were met
at the station in. the name of the Federal Assembly of the FPRY
by Vladimir Simic of the Council of Nationalities and by Grga
Jankez, Vice-President of the Council- of Nationalities and the
People’s Deputies, Dobrosav Toma sevie, Bogdan Crnobrnja and
Skender Kulenovic

.

In the name of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the FPRY
the guests were met by Dr. Sloven Smodlaka and Drago Vucinic. At
the station were also present the Greek Minister in Belgrade,
Mr. Spiros Capetinedes and members of the Legation. The guests
were greeted and welcomed by President Vladimir Simic,

Greeting them Simic expressed his convictions that this
visit will contribute to the strengthening of friendly relations
between our two countries.

When leaving the station and entering the automobiles which
were put at their disposal) a crowd of passers-by assembled and
applauded the guests.

Between Djevdjlia and Skoplje our correspondent visited the
leader of the delegation, Mr. Dimitri os' Gondikas and asked him
several questions in regard to the visit of Greek parliamentarians
to our country.

For closer co-operation be tween the two countries

Asked what he thought concerning relations between our
country and Greece, Mr .Gondikas replied:

-.The relations between two neighbouring countries are
improving daily. We believe in the closer rapprochement of our
two nations, and we hope that we shall in the future decide
mutually concerning common problems. In our country., the Liberal
Party, to which I belong also, is the one which strives for the sett-
ing up of as-close-as-possible relations between Yugoslavia end
Greece.

- And not only that. Closer relations between our two
countries are desired by the whole Greek people as well as by the
Jugoslav people. And when the peoples want that it will be
realised in any case..... ’

- What do you expect from your visit to our country?

- In any case this visit will contribute a great deal towards
a closer mutual acquaintanceship between the two countries. Our
objective. is the renewal of relations between Yugoslavia and
Greece which have existed before 1940* and this means to create a
mutual economic and cultural co-operation between our peoples andfinally the absolute mutual security of both countries.

The leader of the parliamentary delegation, Mr.Dimitrios
Gondikas, said at the end:

- Greet the peoples of Yugoslavia and tell them that the
Greek S^eaSfel2tK)2108fli5ietaM^l^lja4JI5Ri12'3PMr%QQ99d3ur two
countries,.

" '
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The composition of the delegation

The Greek Parliamentary delegation consists of 13 members,

the heal and 5 members of the Union of Progressive democrats (EPEK
)

,

5 MPs of the Venezelos Liberal Party, 5 mem
^
e
f
s

r,^r?pnd Klsants
movement, one supporter of the Federation o

Affairs of Greece,
and one representative of the Ministry of Foreign aiiairs oi

Ceremonial meeting of the Greek delegation in Sko?]j.e

The Greek Parliamentary delegation was met morning at

the railway station in Skoplje by the peo?^ ® ,b pPRY^and in the
Petrovic in the name of the Federal Assembly of the F^ ana in one

name of the Sobranie of PR Macedonia, the
gobMnil

were greeted by MPs Torso Kuturic, Vice-President of the bobr

of PR Macedonia and Blagoje Levkc

.

»I expect best results from this vi sit” - declared Mr.Gondikas

while passing through Mis

Todav at 2 25 p.m. the Greek Parliamentary delegation a rrived

in Nis. The delegation spent k5 minutes in
/"^Gondikl^haad

to- Belgrade. In conversation wi~h
. i.

’

th
*

*Yucr0Siav ’ invi-
of the Greek Parliamentary delegation, said that the oOsia

tation to the Greek harliamentc ry -^legation
strengthened and

the connections between the two countries should be strengthened .

deepened

.

"I believe, said Mr .Gondikas /'that this visit will contribute

to deeper co-operation and strengthening of li...-~

peoples and at the same time contribute ^^strengthening i

peace in the Balkans, All the Greek
,

SJ
e
^?egation for

enthusiasm the departure of the Greek . arlia F
will

g
contri’oute

Yugoslavia and believe that the exchange of visits will coneriouu

to^th/improvementof relation, both from

point of view as well as it can serve the cause of strengthening^

peace amongst the Balkan peoples, I expect

this visit" - Mr.Gondikas emphasised at the end.

Today's programme for the Greek Parliamentary .
delepation_in Belgra de

This moaning the Greek parliamentarians will visit the grave

of the UnknownSoldier at AvSls end after that they will be

vuests at a luncheon which the Vice-President of the Praesidium,

Mosa Pijade, will give in their honour in the “remises

Praesidium of the People's Assembly of the FPKi.

( BORBA - 5th July, 1952).

F!TT:. .PROTEST.. AGAINST. •INCLUSION. QF .TRIESTE RADIO IN ITALIAN NETWORK

Anti-annexionist groups have protested against the inclusion

of the Trieste Radio into the Italian network*.

The Trieste anti-annexionist groups who are fighting in

Trieste against Italian a spirations and for the independence of

the FTT have lodged a protest yesterday with General Winterton s

deputy against the inclusion of the Trieste Radio in

"Radio ASdicioni Italiano". Protests have aiso been lodg^

the representatives of the Slovene-Italian .a,
_ , th

for the defence of the FTT, Front for the independents and the

Trieste bloc*

Amongst other things the resolution says that the agreement

between Trieste Radio and the Italian "Radio Audicicni Italiano

is absolutely illegal. The installations of the Trieste Radio are

not foreign property, but the property of the Trieste territory

and nobody has the right to dispose of it nor does this right belong

to Radio Trieste. These ; installations have become the property of
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TWO TACTICS WITH ONE AIM

Recently
,
on 4 different points we were witnesses of a co-

ordinated action of the Soviet bloc against our country* They con-
sist of incidents and aggressive pressure of Hungary and Bulgaria,
on one side^ and the manoeuvre in Galsbz,- the offer to Yugoslavia
of some positions in the Danubian Commission - and the Soviet Note
against the London decisions concerning Trieste, on the other side.

On the ^surface, there -exist certain contradictions between
these actions*

^

However, by carefully analysing, one can easily
establish that it is not a question of any contradiction whatsoever
but of two tactical variations which tend towards the same objective
- the prolongation of aggressive pressure against Yugoslavia and the
relations- of our country*

There is no doubt that aggressive pressure by the countries of
the boviet bloc against Yugoslavia has not in the least decreased,
but on the contrary it is being continually increased in spite of
certain novelties in forms and methods.

The flight of Hungarian planes over Yugoslav territory,
manoeuvres along the Yugoslav border and the building of fortifi-
cations on the frontiers, the impermissible increase of Hungarian

•

effectives from ^9,000 in .1943 and 135,000 in 1950" to
230,000 in 1952 and the building of strategic roads towards Yugo-
slavia - speaks about the undiminished pressure towards Yugoslavia*

Similar is "the case with Bulgaria, who with her anti-Yugoslav
acts has . made practically impossible the continuation of normal
diplomatic relations with her. The pressure arid provocation on
one side - beginning from the permanent increase of Bulgarian
forces (from 72,000 in 1943 and 130,000 in 1950 to 210,000 in 1952,through their concentration along the Yugoslav border and the erec-
tion of fcertifications ' on the borders and the sending of terrorist

our c °untryj whose latest victim was the People’s Hero
Lt* Colonel Pane Djukicy are not only decreasing but on the contrary
are being increased*

The direct objective of this Comlnformist business is that bystrengthening pressure on our borders, disorder and non-confidence inour country should be sown and to prevent our peoples in their
creative efforts in building up socialism as well as to executemora psychological preparations in satellite countries and terrorisetne people of these countries in harmony with the Soviet -aggressive

These two actions, the Hungarian and the Bulgarian, arequite clear at first sight and are' ; n<bt different from the presentways of -exerting pressure on our country. A certain novelty,
l

1^ re Present^d by their co-ordination with manoeuvreswhich should show a Tf concession” to Yugoslavia,

na
manoeuvre _ with an offer of 4 positions to Yugoslavia in theuanubian Commission _ was not only useful to the USSR to divert inunis way the attention from the essence of the Yugoslav proposalconcerning- the revisions of the Rules on Procedure of the DanubianCommission, namely from the demand for the abolition of USSRhegemony and the inequality of riparian countries on the Danube,out also because it gave incitement to a common - Soviet-Vatican-

"YuS
?u

la
X

play in the West - Namely, the "concession"

tion in
tde

p
S
??
ubian Commission who could change the situa-

wH nh bf d “ Gal®te has been well added to different stories
upSS* n? fu PnDnp

St®?tly and unitedly retold in the West by theagents of the USSR, the Vatican and Italy. ,
.

M ^
s ^-m^bar

.

effect should have been attained by the belated SovietNote concerning Trieste in which the USSR "protests"against the
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London decisions. In this regard it is particularly characteristic

that Moscow in its Note does not attack at all Italian imperialism,

in which Moscow sees its ally and whom it wishes
press

manner in anti-Yugoslav intrigues. Comments in the j-taiian pr

show clearly that such aid is welcomed and as such has been

assessed positively in Rome.

The proposal in Galaz and the Note- concerning Trieste represent

therefore an attempt of misinformation, whose °^ective is to intro-

duce confusion in world public opinion and lend support to anti

Yugoslav intrigues of the Vatican and Italy and to t e

some Western circles that the tension of Soviet presaure upon

Yugoslavia has supposedly "decreased". Tms is also poised out

by the fact that these moves • have been undertaken in fact m
the questions of Trieste and the Danube in which vhe West is

greatly interested.

However, it is characteristic that all 4 of these actions -

violation of the Yugoslav airspace, Bulgarian provocations, the

manoeuvre in Galas and the Note concerning Trieste - have been

undertaken at the very moment .and directly before or after the
@

visit of the Austrian delegation to Yugoslavia, therefore in

of increased efforts for stabilising condition* in. this_part of

the world On this occasion too Moscow has shown herscll as n

biggest antagonist of such a settlement. .That a similar nervous-

ness exists also in Italy should not surprise anybody, taking ••

into consideration the imperialist appetites of Italian Irreden-

tists.

One must say also that these Soviet actions lust as the present

similar ones, cannot succeed in tneir basic objectives. The Soviet

aggressive oolicy in general and also in regard to Yugoslavia

separately cannot be hidden by any manoeuvres and consequently not

even by these in Galaz and in Trieste. The actions of Hungary and

Bulgaria have shown that the leopard has not changed 1 s spo s.

{ B0R3A - 5th July, 1952).
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JOINT TRANSLATION SERVICE
SUMMARY OF THE YUGOSLAV PRESS

This Bulletin contains translations from Yugoslav newspapers and periodicals. It is intended for the use of

the participating missions and not for general distribution. Accuracy of the translations is not guaranteed.

STATINTL

No ,656
INDEX 7th July, 1952.

P.l. Headlines of Borba. of the 6th July

P.2. Headlines of Politika of the 6th July

p Headlines of Borba of the 7th ouly
* 3

’ Headlines of ToITEika of the 7th July

>;<

'

'

- ---

P.4. Headlines from the provincial press
.

_

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 5TI1 JULY

P a 5„ In peacetime (Editorial)

FROM BCR BA OF THE 6TH JULY

p .19. Hungarian-Soviet shipping company illegally holus on to

CostaMRican and Guatemalan Envoys arrive in Belgrade

ESTS.S’SSJS fronHdelgrade to Rijeka daily

p ,20. 5 Bulgarian spies condemned to be shot at Leskovac

P.23, 2 Rumanian pilots escape to Yugoslavia by plane

P.24. Plenum of Union of Co-operative Syndicates of M^donia

Plenary Session, of CC of the 1 eopie s iouui

Handing^over _ of aide memoire on Tri-Partite Aid for Yugoslavia

expected this week

.

P 25 Directorates of the Government of B & H have been abolished

Abolishing of Main Directorates of!Siovenia

American Slovenes will visit Zagreb a:

be trans-
Trained personnel from federal ^f^utions will be tr

ferred to enterprises and People s Committees

FROM BORBA OF THE 7 TH JULY

P 0 6 „ 7th July celebrations: Marshal Tito speaks in Nis

P 23 . Flight of 2 Rumanian planes to Yugoslavia: escapes from

Rumania have not been rare recently

jJoJcjIoJoIoJoJc
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HEADLINES

- 1 ~

BORBA 6th July 1952

?.l. Croatian assembly will meet 14th July

Plenary session of the CC of Syndicates of leather workers

Plenary session of People's Youth of Macedonia begino

FIVE BULGARIAN SPIES CONDEMNED TO BE SHOT AT LESK0VAC

TWO ROUMANIAN PILOTS ESCAF3 BY PLANE TO YUGOSLAVIA

GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION IN BELGRADE : MEwTlNG LlTH iiOSE

PIJADE

THE REORGANISATION OF CCOPLE^TiVES (Leading Articl^b^Bi^OF

AIDE MEMOIRE ON TRI PARTITE AID TO YUGOSLAVIA IMA-EC TED THIS LEEK

P.2. In connexion with a decision of the Ministry of Finanace of

Croatia: an attempt to restrict the nights of the i copie

Committees (Article by A* Manc-ic)

Directorates and Board, of the government of the PR of B.&H.

abolished

Abolition of chief directorates of Slovenia

Preparations for Celebration of tenth anniversart of Yugoslav

navy

Trained personnel from federal institutions will be transferred

to enterprises and People's Committees

AMERICAN SLOVENES WILL VISIT ZAGREB aN.U BELGRADE

Congress of syndicates of workers and clerks in maritime economy

Letters to the Editor:
t .

.

The Kremlin's mercenaries continue their crimes

We are not shaken by this (murder of UDBA officer

Remarks on the "Calendar of events m i-eople.o Liberation

Struggle”
t

Lackof care of young citizens
Why no museum?

P^3* His double (Jasa levihs general commentary)

Bulgarians are fortifying their Turkish frontier

HUNGARIAN SOVIET SHIPPING ASSOCIATION ILLEGALLY HOLDS

YUGOSLAV VESSELS

Ana Pauker replaced as Roumanian Minister of ^oreign Jiffairs

by Roumanian Ambassador in Moscow

COSTA RICAN AND GUATEMALAN ENVOYS ARRIVE IN BELGRADE

The meaning and consequences of the Tunisian crisis (Article by
° Drordje Jerkovic)

P.4, Statement by Joze Potrc on IL0 meeting at Geneva

*

BURMESE DELEGATION IN SPLIT
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P.8.

P.10,

P.2.

P.3.

P.4.

P.6.

P.9.

- 2 -

INDIAN i RH,SS uN VISIT IN’. I..N 3oCI..LISTS Tv. YUGOSLAVIA

*

Mossadeq submits resignation of his government
$

Letter from India: religious differences and prejudices
_

block road to development of India (Article by B. Rafajlovicj

OPENING CF PREMISES OF FRANCO-YUGOSLAV SOCIETY IN P*RIS

Events in Korea; secret talks starter in .an kig sir

battle over Yalu river: US Ambas addr satisfxea that South

Korean crisis has been solvod"within the framework of the

Constitution”

Republican Party's choice of candidate will depend on Southern

Democrats (Article by Joze umole)

SiNTI-LnBJJR ACTIVITY oF LABOUR EXCHANGE IN TRIESTE

'COMMERCIAL NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN GP.EECE AND ITALY INTERidJi TED

~LY ITALIAN BLACKMAILING .

SOCIALIST DEMOCRACY (Article by Marko ^istic)

Trieste youth brigades will help to build hyuro-electric power

pi: nt at Vinodol

FAST TRAINS DIRECT FRCM RIJEKa Tw BELGRADE

Preparations for building nine more ?™er

a new electrical system (article by Ljubiea Historic/

*
Paper made from sugar-beet
*

, Price list of Rijeka oil refinery

P0L1TIKA

SIGNS OF THF INCREASED INFLUENCE CF MILITARY FhCTwRS ON THE

PuLICY OF THE WEST (Article by P ..
Milosevic)

Blceti >ns in tbo Serbian .cn-'any of Science: P«,5snt nidctornl

system enr.blo» consent. tivo slants t: • lroct poUay averse

tp scinecc, culture and the. arts

In connexion with the replacement of the manager of Kotek s

Question of social security for lawyers

Wrong distribution of doctors in industrial areas

*

Harvest in northern ^anat

Vessels for the transportation of the sick.Xrom islands in

Dalmatia

GIFT FR. .m -CARE .T«. BLIND \ihR VETERANS
'
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HEADLINES BORBA 7th July 1952

P.l. CELEBRATION, OF 7th JULY: DAY OF THE UPRISING OF SERBIA: MARSHAL
TITO ADDRESSES 200,000 PEOPLE IN NIS

•v* NEW PEOPLE'S HEROES
'.’THE ROAD TO VICTORY (Editorial)

p
’ GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION VISITS NOVI SAD

LEADER OF TERRORIST ORGANISATION APPOINTED REPRESENTSTIVE OF THE

ITALIAN GOVERNMENT IN TRIESTE

HOW SLOVENES LIVE IN ITALY: VENEZIA JULIA - A LAWLESS COUNTRY
(Article signed V.S.)

>[c

Taft controls Republican party machinery

Western Powers Note to USSR about Germany will . soon be ready:
presentation of Note expected at the beginning of next week

Letter from Paris: the fate of prisoners of war in the Soviet
Union (Article by M» Vitorovic)

THE FLIGHT OF TOO ROUMANIAN PLANES TO YUGOSLAVIA: ESCAPES FROM
RUMANIA HAVE NOT BEEN RARE RECENTLY

P.4, Congratulations of Ivan ftibar on occasion of 7th July celebrations

J

Vlado Segrt sends telegram to Praesidium of the PA Serbia

Comrade Kidric unveils monument to fallen heroes in Rogaska Slatina

Section of electrical works opened in Bor today

Workers of rolling stock factory .in Rankovicevo write to Aleksandar
Rankovic asking him to represent them at the 6th Congress of the

(

CPI

Progress in the building of new factories in Lukavac

The course of the River Drina to be diverted soon at Mali Zvornik

ON ETHICAL EDUCATI N IN -JUNIOR SCHOOLS. (Article by Milivoje
Urosevic

)

>:<

YUGOSLAV DELEGATION RETURNS FROM SESSION OF DANUBE COMMISSION

END OF CONFERENCE OF YUGOSLAV AND ITALIAN TRADE DELEGATIONS

Stassen will not hinder election of Taft

Swedish President on relations with Soviet Union

Kidnapping of West German policy

POLITIKA
P.4. Perhaps operations in Korea Hate saved the world -from a. new

world war, says Selwyn Lloyd

,
Letter from London: the British and the Midale East (Article
by L. Davico)

:* u ••
. ,,

P.5. Question for discussion; new possibilities for the work of
agricultural cooperatives of the general type in the

t

reconstruction of agriculture (Article by Ljuba Mijatovic)

Thirty American tourists visit Bled from Wester Germany

^•6* Radio Kijeka will be on the air from the Day of the Uprising
of Croatia

_ .
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NOVA MAKEDOKIJA

June 27, 1952.

P©1. Application of different forms of political work with the. masses*

dver 800 hectares of Rand challanged by grass hops; in Teto.vo area.
* June 29* 1952 0

P*3o New forms of work applied in the Skoplje Pront organizations*
*

P*4# Some problems affecting activity of co-operatives in the
district of Gveti Nikole.

*

Our exports of copper sulphate*

P*5, Considorable interest in the Macedonian language displayed in the

scientific circles of the United States 0

*

June 30* 1952*

p.l. Analysis of six-month activity in our co-operatives*
*

LA VO03 IZZ* rOPOLO
July 2, 1952$

P.3* Tasks of our schools and a.lachrcrustic tendencies of the church*
*

SL0V5NSKI ?GBPCSVALEC
July If 1952 0

P*l*The new patron of the Irredenta in Trieste*
*

P*3* Wo refuse to he in the service of the foreigners, declare members

of the Cyril-Methodius Association at Tolmin 0

*

P«4* Adequate supply of newsprint to be obtained from the Videm paper
factory*

July 2, 1952

*

P.l* Relief of traffic in the port of Rijeka.
*

P,3o Regulations concerning social insurance of members of co-operatives

under preparation.
*

July 3, 1952o

Pci. Comment of the paper "Slovenski Vestnik” on Mr* Gruber^ visit

to Yugoslavia and the position of the Slovenes in Carinthia.

*

P* 5* Return of nine refugees from Brazil.
*

July 4, 1952.

P#l. Bureaucratic arguments in discussions of current problems

(An article by Stane Kavcic).
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IN PEACETIME

The anniversary of the German attack was celebrated in Moscow
comparatively noisily. Memories of the Fatherland War were marked on
the radio by powerful fanfare and war-like marches.

*

Here and there one could hear a neutral opinion, that Russia will
go no further: she has spread so much that it will take her a long
time to digest her "sphere."

And in fact, Russia has a great deal to. digest. A country, that
has not been able as yet to solve the problem of settling the
interior of the country and where there are 200 kilometres between
railway stations, has expanded on all sides. . After 1939 the USSR
annexed in Europe about half a million square kilometres on account
of seven small states, from Finland to Rumania. Russia has crossed the
Carpathians at several places. She has become a riparian country.
She has affirmed herself on the borders of Norway and has begun an
action of encirclement of the Baltic Sea. The non-aggression pact
with Turkey was broken off, and Moscow is now attempting, we must say
unsuccessfully, to get hold of two Turkish provinces—Ardahan and
Karsa. In the same way Russia tried unsuccessfully to separate Tabriz
from Iran. On the other hand, Russia affirmed herself successfully in
the Chinese Sinkiang and is the sole master'.. in Northern Mongolia: and
holds powerful economic positions in Manchuria. In the Far East,
Russia swallowed up the Republic of Tanu-Tuva, the Southern Sakhalin
and the Kurilin Islands. Russia stands on the threshold of the weak
Afghanistan where more Tadziks live than in Russia. Add to this the
full power over the satellites.

Such a sphere one really has to digest, but Rowland what does it
mean? Does it deal with the "ultimate point" and will Moscow, placed
in such internal "expansion"

, wish-and be able-tolead the rest of the world
in peace?

A propaganda is now being led in Eastern Germany for the creation
of a. "national army."- This remilitarisation policy is still being
carried out carefully, intermingling it with the opposite slogan con-
cerning united Germany. While the last slogan is still a tactical move
in the diplomatic war, the national army of Eastern Germany is being
rapidly created. This army is demanded to be a disciplined component
part of the "camp of peace." And when at a conference of Cominformist
functionaries in Berlin somebody posed a question to the head of the
Eastern German Information Service—whetherRussian troops would be
withdrawn over the Oder and Neisse rivers--, he received a negative

...reply, . Although the departure of Russian troops could only strengthen
the position of Moscow in Germany, she is not free,

,
because she

holds such an ehormous sphere under her control, to do whatever might
bring her practical profits

J

Russians in Berlin, the reason for keeping garrisons in Poland
and elsewhere-j just as Austria is the excuse for keeping Russian troops
in Hungary and Rumania—if one concedes at one point, hundreds of
other problems would a ppear on other points.

To create such a "sphere" means to strengthen one's position by
force andto suppress autonomous movements. For the same reason the
bogey of international tension is necessary. These are the unavoidable
consequences of the "internal" expansion. So long as Moscow leads a
policy of spheres, every reference to differences between "internal"
and "outside" expansion remains, on account of that, a great illusion.
Another anniversary was marked these last few days in Eastern Germany--
the anniversary of the murder of Walter Rathenau, who in 1922, against
the wishes of the Western Powers, signed the Rapallo Treaty with
Cicerin. Through this agreement, the Soviets broke through the blockade
and set up with Germany a regime of mutual ..economic priority. Rathenau
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is now the hero of Moscow propaganda. Just as it would be naive to think

that the Russians will strengthen their "sphere" without disturbing

anyone, so everyone has an. illusion who expects all-round democratic

peacetime relations with Russia. A "sphere" in itself demands a

unilateral policy, a policy of continued pressure within the sphere

and outside it a policy of armament. Making use of the name oi

Rathenau, Moscow wsuld like not to break off but to strengthen the

blockade of its antagonists! /s/ J. G.

( FC-LITIKA - 5th July, 1952)

MARSHAL TITO SPEAKS IN MIS
(Nis, 6th July)

About 200,000 people heard Marshal Tito speak today in connection

with the anniversary of the uprising in Serbia on 7tn July, 1941.

Marshal Tito's speech

’Comrades All, Allow me please first of all to greet you most

heartily. I must excuse myself for not having come £®re

liberation of our country, for not coming be±ore to the town which

suffered great sacrifices during the bar of National Liberation, to

the region where great traditions of uprisings against aggressors

and invaders are still fresh.

"July 7th is an important and a big date in the history of our

peoples. There a re a great many big dates in the history of our

peoples; the Serbian people especially have many big. dates in their

history which mark the most difficult moments in their his ory--

which mark the periods when it was a question of to be or not to be.

However, July 7th ranks among the most important dates *n the history

of the Serbian people, as indeed in the history of all the peoples o

Yugoslavia, (prolonged applause)

"The imoortance of July 7th is manifold. One of the most
_

important things that marks July 7th is the fact that it was just m
Serbia, in the country where liberty has always been highly valued,

that the first shot was fired against the enemy on that date ana that

the Serbian people gave proof that they were ready to maxe count_ess

sacrifices not only for their own freedom but also for the freedom of

all the peoples of Yugoslavia. July 7th is also important because l

marked the beginning of the struggle by all the peoples of Yugoslavia

who very quickly followed in the footsteps of the Serbian people,

July 7th is not the date of an ordinary uprising but the date ox a

revolutionary, liberational uprising. It contains three basic elements

which represent the motive power of our peoples and a guaranty lor t

success of that great revolutionary uprising. The War of Liberation

against the invader, against oppression and destruction; the uprising

of the War of Liberation for the existence of the Serbian people, for

the existence of all our peoples— is the first basic _ elemen^ . The

second lies in the struggle for national liberation m which all the

peoples of Yugoslavia, who until then had not felt themselves complete-

ly free, found their place and fought shoulder to shoulder wiuh the

Serbian people for national liberation. The third element, unic

gives the uprising a completely revolutionary stamp, is a class-social

element, because the working class of Yugoslavia ar.d all those who

had been socially oppressed, humiliated and exploited found their

place in the ranks of the struggle for national liberation to jointly

liberate their country, to jointly contribute towards the liberation

of those who until then had not been nationally freed and to iignt

for a better and happier future, for a new social system, ior a

socialist Yugoslavia.
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™The force of that great revolutionary date lies in this* The

special feature of our great War of National Liberation, of our

revolutionary struggle, the special feature which various self-styled

theorists from the East and the Cominform bosses are now denying us
?

lies in this* They are now denying us this just for the reason that

they wanted our country to be something else instead of what it is—
to be their dowry, their colony rather t han a country which is com-,

pletely free from every harmful influence, oppression and exploitation*

This is just what makes them furious*

^Comrades All, during the great War of National Liberation our

peoples consistently and persistently solved all those problems which

stem from the three elements which I have mentioned; they solved these

problems successfully precisely for the reason that the soldiers,

armed men of our country with rifle in hand in the fields of ^battle

in various parts of our country, were men who had a high political
mind and a clear ideological perspective*

nWhat w e have today, a new Yugoslavia in which socialism is being
built up, is not an .accidental occurrence but a thing which was
organized from the beginning of the uprising. However, we approached

that goal only gradually. We have never jumped stages* We have always

done at the given stage that which had to be done. Had we gone to

the maximum at the first stage, we would have scared away many of the

patriots who would not have understood our aim. It is for this reason

that during the first days of the revolutionary uprising we extended
our hand to all those who were prepared to fight against the invader,

for the liberation of our country*-all those who were ready to join

us in the struggle for' the liberation of their people. That was our
prime aim at that time, and no other aim came before it. However,

the counter-revolutionary motive forces in Yugoslavia were of a

different opinion. Together with the invader, whose servants they^

were, they were against such a national uprising. They were also in

favour of our country being someone T s atellite-- just so they could

maintain their class positions and their class interests e For this
reason, they were not on the side of the people but rather on the

side of the enemy and against the people. At the beginning, the

invaders and our home traitors were numerically ^ stronger than we were
and had more arms, but the high class conscientiousness of our working
men and the high liberations! conscientiousness of all our freedom-
loving men made up that power which gave us the ability to^win against
both the invader and the home traitors e This made it possible f or . us

to be stronger and stronger as the days went by; this made it possible
for the uprising to assume a greater and greater mass character and
to spread throughout the country from Gevgelia to Trieste*

?? The majesty of our popular revolution lies in the fact that
under the most difficult conditions, without arms which our soldiers
had to capture from the enemy, without all those things which one
requires in fighting a stronger enemy, our men never lost spirit*
They were seized by that fighting s pirit which made them die rather
than surrender to the enemy and permit our country to be looted and
our peoples annihilated. Therefore, our people may indeed be proud
of those great days; therefore, the Serbian people may be proud
indeed of July 7th because the first shot against the enemy was fired
by the Serbian people on that date..

??Comrades All, I should like to mention again today that stupid

theory which started to develop even during the war and which, after
the appearance of the notorious Cominform Resolution, specially exists
in the heads of the Cominform leaders and, in the first place, in the
heads of the Soviet leadersT-that the peoples of Yugoslavia took up
arms and went to fight only out of their, great love for the Soviet
Union. (cries from the crowd, nThat T s a lie. ??

) . Of course, that is
not right. The truth is that our peoples fought in the first
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place for their liberation. The truth is—we must always emphasize
this and have always emphasized it—that our peoples had sympathies
for the Soviet Union and that was an element of motive force, but
that element was of second-rate importance. Our peoples saw in the
Soviet Union, first of all, a country which had carried out the
revolution, a great country which they considered to be the protector
of small people and always ready to fight for those who were in danger
of annihilation. Our peoples believcd^the Soviet Union because they
did not yet know it intimately. Our peoples believed in the Soviets
until they began to realize their aspirations and their aims. But,
during the war and particularly after the t'ar, towards the end of
1947 and at the beginning of 1943, our peoples were fairly clear as
to what the Soviet Union wanted. It is because of such actions on
the part of the Soviets, both during and after the war, that they have
lost the sympathies of our peoples. Let them not think that these are
only empty words when I say here that the Soviet Union has lost the
sympathies of our peoples. In 1940 ,

when the Soviets once again wanted
to enslave our peoples by making use of theoretical explanations, they
experienced a fiasco immediately when they called upon our peoples to
rise up against their leaders and to place other leaders in power.
The people would not listen to them and did not obey them but continued
realizing their aims because the leadership of our country has no other
aims but those which the people of the country have. The leaders of
the Soviet Union were again mistaken,

"In 1943 and in later years we experienced difficult moments.
All our citizens, all the citizens of our country who love this country
and their history, their hard history, ha.ve shared the difficult hours
of our leadership, I must emphasize here today that we leaders were
deeply aware at the moment when we said, ’No’, that our entire people
would have said the same thing as we although we had not yet heard the
opinion of our people on that question. And sure enough, we were not
mistaken: our actions were in conformity with the wishes and interests
of the peoples of our country, of the peoples of a socialist country.

Our country has found its new rath

"We are not an ordinary country which, after the great War of
National Liberation, has continued along the old paths. Our country
has found its new path, and on that path towards the realization of a

better and happier future, towards the realization of a finer social
internal order, it could not have; deviated or have been a blueprint
for any other country because patterns in the world are not good. Our
peoples have been developing, for centuries and centuries under quite
different circumstances than has been the case, let us say, with the
peoples of the Soviet Union or the people of some other country.
Consequently, we have had to bear in mind all elements which have
piled up for centures in the minds of our men; we have had to bear in

mind the positive elements from our history as well as the aspirations
of our peoples because we have known that this is that powerful factor
which will make it possible for us to more easily build up a new social

order, a socialist society and a finer and happier future. And sure

enough, wehavfcnot made a mistake.

"But men in the East, in the Soviet Union, are not accustomed to
see in a small people a people who could independently manage its own
life and itself be responsible for its own future. They wanted to
have an appendage which they could boss through traitors or; governors
appointed by them. However, we have never been used to someone else
ruling us. In our histo.ry, we have had plenty of such experiences.
Both July 7th and the four years of bloody and merciless fighting gave
us arms and made it possible for us to say before the entire world:
’During the great War of National Liberation we have comparatively
given the greatest contribution in human lives to the common cause,
and for our own freedom we have given such a rich contribution that
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no one has 'the right to demand of us the payment of any indemnity or

to claim that he has liberated us, T ('Hear, hear! 1
) We have both

liberated ourselves and given our contribution for others * Therefore

,

we were absolutely right, when we were faced r with the alternative of

bending our necks or standing up and looking', future generations in . the

face, when we said that the only proper road for us was the one which

we then assumed--that no one had the right to demand of us to make any

concessions and to leave our peoples to the mercy of various foreign

invaders.

"At the beginning there was a small number of us at whom they aimed

their spears and arrows; however, this number increased*. They aimed

their attacks at secondary and junior cadres, at the entire Party. and,

finally, the turn of the entire people came 0 Today they are telling

fairy tales of how the Soviet Union has certain anonymous, abstract

patriots in our country who, allegedly, are fighting in the^ mountains

of Serbia, Bosnia and other parts of the country T for the liberation

of Yugoslavia. ? The Soviet Union has finally lost all the sympathies

which our peoples had cherished in their hearts for it; it .-has lost

the sympathies won by the best sons of our country, Communists who

perished in the jails of -.Old Yugoslavia because they preached love for

the Soviet Union , The Soviet Union has gambled away this sympathy by
inconsiderate action towards our country. What has happened, my Com-

rades, you all know today. After the end of the war, we wanted to

have the 'best relations with the' Soviet Union and with the neighbouring

countries which had been liberated with the aid of the Soviet Union.

In the first place, we wanted to do away with that dark past and with
that age-long hatred which had divided our peoples and. had. been the

cause of ceaseless periodic struggles and mutual annihilations. We
made superhuman efforts towards this end and also gave great material
sacrifices and succeeded in c reating formal agreements; however, all
that fell into the water on the day when, at the suggestion of .the

Soviet Union, our Party was anathematized and when they proclaimed us

traitors. Since that moment, the leaders of the Soviet. Union have b een
spreading hatred against us among the peoples of the neighbouring
countries.

"My Comrades, I think that the peopaganda in these countries and
the slandering and inciting against our peoples have not had much
success among those peoples. However, they have achieved a success
insofar as they have established between our peoples and the. peoples
of the neighbouring countries, iron curtains and iron walls, insofar as
they have re-established the difficult relations contrary to our
aspirations and our desires that an end be put to the dark past and
that the prospect for a bright future of brotherly cooperation and
mutual love be opened. Therefore, the leaders of the Soviet Union

?

who pretend to be socialists, Gommunists, bearers of the great idea

of Marx-Engels-Lenin, have created a hatred among the peoples although

according to the science of Marxism-Leninism it is absolutely impossible
for such a country to use such methods in its practice in relations
with other peoples* In 1943 the Soviet Union wanted to place upon a

theoretical basis the struggle against our country and against our
peoples, and it spoke about some allegedly deviations made by us from
the line of socialist principles. However, from the first moment, we
saw that that was only a mask to fool the progressive peoples in other
countries as well as our peoples. Therefore, we immediately replied
that that was an attack on our peoples and on our state, and we inter-
preted that thing to be the thing which concerns our peoples and our
entire country. We acted properly in stubbornly keeping to our attitude
because today we see wheat is being done in practice.

"Who are the Bulgarian, Hungarian, Rumanian and Albanian Comin-
formists killing? They are killing on our frontiers the defenders of
our borders, the sons of our peasants from various, parts' of our country.
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Whose method is this? Is it a socialist method when organized groups,

armed with machineguns and bombs, are secretly sent across the border

to kill our men, even peoples’ heroes? That is not the method of a

socialist country but is rather a Fascist method* Only the Fascists

and the blackest reactionaries are capable of such terroristic methods*

Can then the leaders of those countries, considering these methods,

reckon with any response or with any sympathies of the honest men of

our country? Of course not* An unbelievable bitterness is being^

created among our peoples against such methods* However, the actions

of the leaders of these countries, who are performing such non-

socialist, terroristic acts towards cur men and our country, must not

be ascribed to the entire people of these countries; the entire people

of Bulgaria, Hungary, Rumania or Albania cannot be blamed for all this,

and they are not being. Our peoples know who the chief culprits are,

(’Down with murders!’) Our peoples also know that in those countries

roses are not blooming for those bands of terrorists who are today

trying to murder our men. A great number of peoples of those

countries hate them ,and we know that concentration camps and jails

are being filled with people in those countries. We know that in

these countries peoples from the border zones are being deported to

the interior of the country or to various camps where they are

gradually disappearing* We know that they are using the same methods

of national annihilation that once the Fascists in Germany used*

Therefore, we are quite realistically looking on the question of who is

the culprit. We know the culprits
, #

uni. the bitterness of our peoples

is and will be turning against these culprits and not against the

entire peoples of those countries* Vie have pity for these peoples

who are today groaning under the yoke of the satellite leaders who are

working on the suggestions of the leaders of the Soviet Union 0< We have

pity for them and wish them to free themselves one day from this tutor-

ship and to start along their own road of creating their freedom,

their finer and happier future*

Our peoples :are united on the question that Yugoslavia, as it is,

socialist Yugoslavia, should be guard: 1

’’Comrades All, we are today in the* full, swing of the creative .

elevation of our country to a higher stage in the building up of

socialism. Naturally, we must jealously guard these great achieve-

ments which have cost us hundreds and hundreds of thousands of the

best sons of cur country, which have been paid by the destruction of

our country as well as the destruction of the material goods of our

peoples. We must see to it that the frontiers of our country are secure

so that all our peoples can peacefully build up their better future*

I can state at this place that we who are responsible for the security

of our country will not allow our alertness ever to slacken because we

know that the enemy on the other side of the border is waiting for a

chance and that at the time when conditions are favourable he will

shoot. {’Long live our Peoples’ Army’)

’’Consequently
,
my Comrades, we mustnake great sacrifices for the

.

security of our country. Our peoples know that a good portion of their

labour and sweat go towards providing the security of our country, and
we know that our peoples are not complaining against that because they

still have fresh memories of the hard times when we w ere barehanded

and when we had to capture arms from the enemy in order to be able to

fight for our liberation. Today the situation is different than it

was in 1941. Today a different spirit prevails in our country. Today

we have the unity of the people; the question of nationalities was

solved in our country during the great War of National Liberation in

the best way possible, and the blessings of, that.solution are mani-

festing themselves today more and more in the creative work, in the

unbelievably quick flourishing and development of the most backward
parts--of—our^country to which all possibilities have been extended.
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Such peoples who have won such rights in this social community cannot

be anybody f s object for any combinations aimed at creating dissension

and in which someone would like to count upon any one of our peoples;

to count upon inciting one against the other and creating quarrels

between them* Today our peoples are united on the question that

Yugoslavia, such as it is a socialist Yugoslavia, should be. guarded.

Our peoples are aware of the fact that they should guard this greatest

achievement of theirs, and every one of our citizens should be ready

to give, if necessary, his life for this achievement*

^Yugoslavia
,
the New Socialist Yugoslavia, is today as though

cast from steel, a united country whose peoples have unity of thought

and action* This is what we must guard; this is what makes us unbreak

able, a thing which no outside power is able to destroy* .If we remain

such--and we must remain such because today we have many insatiable

bandits who are watching for a chance on our border--we shall create

for our men a finer and better life and shall remain unbreakable on

that road*
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ffe will not allow anyone to hinder us on our road to establishing

good relations with other countries

Comrades, allow me to say & few words concerning the measures

which we are undertaking in regard to preventing isolation of our

country from wherever it may come, You know quite well what we

undertook a couple of years ago, namely in 1948 >
when the Soviet

Union tried to isolate our country fully, noz only from the East but

from all sides. We went along a realistic road to setting up

normal relations, economic and political co-operation - when it is

the question of safeguarding peace in the world - with all countries

who want such relations and particularly with the countries whose

allies we^were during the war and who we consider tociay as our

allies. And we have prevented this isolation by the USSR, Ye are

continuing consistently on this read. The Soviet Union is striving

even today to make a gap in our relations with We stern countries.

They are doing this with different manoeuvres - infiltration of all

sorts of spies and even by Western reacionary elements of different

kinds, affirming that this or that general of ours negotiated with

Soviet generals end how he had secret talks with the Soviet Union &na

so forth. Further it often happens that Soviet diplomats approach

pharisaically our people with forced smiles, wishing to talk Tt in a

friendly manner” and to show that they have a goodwill and good

intentions. All this is done for a cynical objective in order to

show the outside world that there is something between us and them.

There is nothing between them and us (Hear, hear). They themselves

broke off relations. (Approval) Their objective consists of the

fact to prevent our country from getting certain aid to which we

consider we have a right, because wo were the allies in the most

difficult hours of the freedom-loving people in the world, because

we were the most demolished country, a country with relatively the

greatest number of victims. We have a right to that and they wish

to prevent us from getting it. This help is useful to us because

it enables us to support more easily the burdens which we are^

carrying every day and I think that they will deceive nobody in t.iis

matter, although they are helped by some reactionary elements m the

West, such as some elements of the Vaticem. some Italian and German

reactionary papers, etc. All this goes . r \i§Tftrent channels but

it is nothing but aiimean'^nd naked lie. We are of the same opinion

as we were in 1943 when we broke off with them: we were not guilty

at all, they are not in the right, we have the right to*- an independ-

ent life, we have a right to rule ourselves and we do not permit and

shall not permit that others should command.*- us about, (approval;

W7e are also today of the same opinion. So long as they do net

change their foreign policy in regard to other people, particularly

in relations to socialist countries, as is ours, so long as they do

not change their concrete policy of a cold war and nervousness cf

the world some normal relations are out of the question, we are

today a country which is firmly of the opinion that one should go

with those nations to defend peace, who are struggling against war.

We shall never join in a war as aggressors on anybody T s ^side and in

this regard the Soviet Union can least count upon us* We think that

we must be an element cf peace, particularly here in the Baxkans,

and because we have already set up today and are daily deepening

good friendly relations with Greece and Turkey &nd lately we obtained

important successes with Austria in this regard,

/'Abroad today different stories exist of how Yugoslavia has some

.

cither objectives, how she manoeuvres because of Italy, how Yugoslavia
seeks support on this siae in order to get Trieste, or - as they say
- to grab it.

Comrades, we are not doing this because of Italy, we are not
doing this because of Trieste. The question of Trieste is a problem
which should be solved between us and Italy, We are doing this on

account of our principles, on the basis of which we wish to co-
operate with all the ‘people who wish to saieguard peace and who are
struggling for peace, who are here, in this part of Europe, in the
Balkaiis^^^ Ffetetkk 2b§§/bB/l*i :

we have a
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common point of view. Namely, we do not agree with those from the

West who say that some pacts should be concluded.
generally

them: in our history we have had alreadv many pacts and generally

these pacts were not worth much. Pacts '- are

Alliances should be created in the soul of the people, 1

consciousness about the need for mutual C0:°P®rj)£°“'
Such

oil innppq firm and in order that one might achieve this one
_

up cont™t3 along all lines and good friendly =?^PJ
ratlon

-

which are needed regardless of differences which^existbetwsen

systems. We are not interfering in .the internal °rder of Turkey

aroace or of anv other country, just as we do not permit unem

to interfere in our internal problems? but there are common things

MdTCCT important ones too, which we must and should always solve

SgethS. ‘And fam Mying’here from this place

is much more important than any formal pact. Formal pacts are not

always a good thing. They have often only negative repercussions,

because in time of
S
peace they separate Pe°PlesA c^e ta

^ g*
this concrete ease, they create two fronts. Jewish to be in the

front of peace, without pacts outside the UN. This is why we

approve the armament of nations for their security, but we will

never approve that anybody should arr.. for starting a war, either

preventativ^or otherwise^ we shall never approve that somebody

should arm himself for an aggressive war. We are a
of ?ha

cannot violate her principles. We can never be on the side of ths

aggressor but we shall always be on the side of those who^
^o:e:ressor but we snail always uu uu uac mu. _ . 0

pffce, for peaceful co-operation .amongst the peogles^ This is wha

I wan£ to say here today. And^m the Balkans this is toaay oi_

enormous importance. This is of enomous inw.es today for our

country. I can assure you from tms place that we shall not stop

and that we shall not permit anyone, whoever he may be to hinde.-

us on our road for creating good relations between our country and

these countries. No intrigues can divert us from this road,

1b sst!°
usr^^t^js^sg

cb^in
as^dfkit...

WiLshm ob!s.aaL
rt
.
es^h0Sfe°aatas

f
rpSSi..

fhis
S
is, comrades, what I wish to say concerning external problems.

(Applause)
compulsory

The abolishment of the /purchas e i s a proof of our._ecQnomip.

prosperity

Comrades, I would like to tell you some things concerning

our internal problems. In the first place I would like to refer

to some economic problems. Tou know quite well through what

difficult phases we had to pass .after the war and particularly

after the breaking-off of relations with the Soviet Union, when

the USSR renounced all the agreements which we made with them and

according to their suggestions of course all other satellite

countries. But, you can ail see for yourselves that we have

already progressed to a great extent, regardless of the attempts

of the economic isolation of our country. The fact that we were

capable of abolishing all purchases which existed until now, which
were a very unpopular thing, is a sign of our economic prosperity.
The latest abolishment of the purchase of wheat has left a deep
impression upon our peasants. The peasants greeted this measure
because it is a positive thing.

/

/ Comrades, one should know also that this measure is some-
times exploited by ill-intentioned elements in our country who
distort its interpretation. There are different reactionary
elements who say that we have to do this under the pressure of the
USA and the Western countries who are giving us aid. Comrades,
we have done nothing because of their pressure nor think to do so.
Tou will well remember that as far back as last year we said and
I personally, that we shall abolish the purchase the very momentwhen we see that it is not vitally necessary for supplying our
people, and when this time came, we abolished it and we saw thatwe Re |ease 2002/08/15 : CIA-RDP83-00415R01 23001 10009-3
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There is still another thing. People say, again different ill-
intentioned reactionary elements, that we are importing wheat in
order to force the peasants to bring the price of their wheat to
the lowest level. This is, comrades, only a reactionary propaganda
pure and simple, without any proof whatsoever. But we are import-
ing cereals, we are importing wheat. We imported last year 20,000
wagonloads of wheat, but we exported 60,000 wagonloads of corn
because we wish our people to eat wheatbread and the corn we are
going to sell, (Approval)

Comrades, we are not importing wheat in order to lower the
price of the wheat of our peasants. They should not be afraid of
that.' We are taking care that there is always sufficient food,
wheat, etc. in our country, as much as we need for the nutrition of
our population. The more cur people produce in the villages the
less will be the need for importing. The greater the yield of
wheat the less we shall import. The greater the yi^ld of corn the
more we shall export and we shall buy something else. This is how
the matter stands, V/e are going to import wheat this year too,
because the yield will be poor in many regions on account of hail,
V/e shall import quite a quantity of wheat and we are already import-
ing it. We want to secure in advance that our people should eat
good bread and we shall export corn because we hope that the yield
of corn will be better than that of wheat, and that we shall be
able to export it. This is how the matter stands. This is
another proof that in our country conditions are improving
continually. While in Bulgaria and Hungary livastock is driven
away from the stables, while the last drain of wheat is taken away
from the peasants and while they are arresting them, we are happy
that we have abolished the purchase; This was a most unpleasant
matter which was always worrying us, but we had to do this, because
we did not have sufficient means to buy wheat abroad for our people.
Thus stands the matter with the import of wheat. We are going to
import other things too and will export those of which we have more
than we need. This exchange is very profitable for the peoples.
Why should we not import something from other countries which we do
not have and which represents a very important article for the
nutrition of our peoples and export that of which we have more than
we need. This exchange represents an important factor in inter-
national co-operation. V/e have taken this road and we shall con-
tinue on it and our reaction as well as the one abroad can say what-
ever it will. For us it is important to have bread. Our peasants
should net be afraid. They will be able to sell freely the pro-
ducts of their toil. That which the reaction is saying is
propaganda pure and simple. Our reactions are fishing in cloudy
waters but it will not be able to accomplish anything. Its
times have passed. All these Attempts by old remnants are
unbelievably persistent, but they are fully sterile and have no
effect whatsoever, (Approval)

However, it would be wrong if we just waved a hand and said:
let them say what they will. No, we must struggle against them and
show them our teeth when they might become dangerous. Because there
are still people who might believe them and we cannot permit that
they quarrel with our people and create dissension within the people
just as we have to pay careful attention that our reaction, particu-
larly certain elements of the Catholic Church and even of the Serb
Orthodox do not showe dissension and ohauvinism towards our peoples.
Such occurrences exist and they are the result of these circles
which I just mentioned. It comes from these circles, but I can
tell you here that the ground on which they tread is slippery
because in our country the constitution and law exist against people
who spread rational chauvinism.
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What purpose does this ^for^his unity which we have
paid dearly and how much blood we shed for

for the
today. Our men died smiling witr &

brotherhood between our
greatest achievement which we have fSp^p^ed individuals to poison

aye?Kr
for

chauvinism today? There are no rs 'a
|^

s
J Irn^heraelf, struggles by

And

so with her also are the other peoples Croatians^ Slo
Jg^ur

?

people

And why all this chauvinism?
.

Xt' 18 8 poe^f^our ranks and
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Regarding the problems and tasks of our co-ooeratives

Comrades, I would like to say a few words about our co-operatives.

At the time when compulsory sales of certain crops were abolished, various

reactionary elements intended to derive some profit from that, that is vO

disrupt co-operatives. They began to claim that everybody has again become

his own naster, that there is no need for joining a co-operative, since

everything might now be sold freely at a convenient price, and thus mat 3 a

fortune. This is a mistaken calculation and, of course, wo had that in

mind and took necessary measures for the hindrance of such efforts. Follow-

ing the abolishment of compulsory sales, co—operatives will only be at a gam

and will not suffer a damage. Co-operatives in their turn have also an

opportunity to sell their produce in the free market whereever they wish

in the sane manner as private individual farmers and even better, thanks
.

to better possibilities for the cultivation of land and increased production

of agricultural produce* This is only one thing#

Secondly, we have not yet completed the organizational consolidation

of our co-operatives. As you know, last year certain measures were applied

to amend errors previously made o-.-lng to irregularities caused from above

in connection with the establishment of co-operativeo; as a result, co-operat-

ives which showed to be absolutely passive as co-operatives of a higher type

will be transformed into co-operatives of the general type, thus being adapted

to circumstances under which they exist and work. Naturally, ac cor mg o

our present stand, in quite a num'oor of co-operatives an appropriate system

of work has not yet been introduced, while a3 regards some co-operatives

they function satisfactorily.

Wo were a&ainst the Soviet methods and patterns which we had adopted

at the beginning and I must admit that even now their traces can still oe

found. In what do those methods consist? In the first place, comrades,

they affect the internal democracy and the question of co-operative manage-

nent* Our peasants began to assume that if somebody joins a co-*opera ive

he completely looses his own individual. 1 ty, his independence, his freedom,

duo to the fact that he is economically ruined. In other words, that peasants

become only a part of the collective. We do not want anytning like t.iat.

We want that- members of co-operaiives be a part, and a component part of

the working community* but being at the same tine aware of their role of

socialist producers in agriculture who enjoy the sane rights witi n a co-op era

ive, so that there is no command over then fron above, since they thanselves

solve all problems affecting eo-eperatives in a democratic manner# Further-*

more, it was. incorrect when at the beginning following the Soviet

system some t>eople wished to reckon that all members of a co-cp erative

were entitled to equal pay irrespective of the fact how much they contributed

to it 5 as a result there .was no stimulation. .Anyhow, some kind of a just

differentiation must necessarily exist* This question should be amended

in our co-operatives* Behaviour towards poor peasants is especially worth

of criticisms, as well as that towards peasants with a moderate income,

who have Joined co-operatives without being able to produce anything

because of their agedness. For example, hunsband and wife or individual

peasants contributed a considerable amount of property which the} or the r

ancestors earned in the course of many years toiling hard and now, when they

are incapable of working, they were given nothing to live on. This is

incorrect i and contrary to the principles of democracy and socialism#

We must amend all similar errors* They must have adequate moans for

living a descent life, although they may now be unfit for work having

worked hard in their young days. (Shouts of approval©) These are t; ngs

which need to be amended* Ho honest people could claim it to be unjust*

In addition tofeiis, a certain number of members ofmco-operatives

have the following standi since the free sale i3 introduced, purchases

are also free, there is a sufficient supply of cereals in the market,

^

so that there is no need for co-operatives to exist any longer. I think,

comrades, that all such and similar opinions are wrong. Co-operatives are

an essential pre-condition for a food supply in our socialist society.

But we do not* follow one single strict pattern to be used in all parts of

the country. Some differentiations must substantially ba nade. There are
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rich parts, fertile valleys, where by means of agricultural machines, tractors,

etc. much cereals can he grown m an easy way. .But in those part sepaa

individual farms represent an obstacle. Therefore it would he much better

to centralize then and work together, while in other part^wtore there are

no suitable conditions for such a method of work, co-operatives of a different

type should be established. In certain places this night even prove unnecessary.

As a result we have already undertaken the reorganization of the existing type

of co-operatives in some parts transforming them into a lower type of co-opera -

ives. On the other hand it would be wrong to assume that in the vojvodma, or

13acka, Slavonija and other rich areas where we have broad fertile plains we

can remain indifferent if efforts arc being made on the part of various anti-

national elements aimed at the disruption of eo-operatives, or/Aembers of

co—operatives are incited from within their co—operatives to revolt p tnus

causing their disruption. Ho, co-operatives are needed and we shall try

to maintain them. Furthermore, we shall not only try to keep them, bu
.

.

we shall also found new ones so that as many peasants as possible may Join

them without being forced upon to do so but being aware of advantages of

being a member of our co-operatives* We shall attain this by assisting our

co-operatives. In future we shall continue to offer material aid to them

to an even great extent than up to the present, according to our capacity.

We shall offer them aid so that they may develop better. As early as next

year we shall allocate bigger credits to our co-operatives. This year a

certain amount of aid in credits will also be assigned to co-operatives.

We shall in the first place supply tractors for our co-operatives. We have

already placed contracts for the purchase of further thousands of tractors

for use in our agriculture* We had to do tha,t not only for the purpose of

keeping "but also of strengthening our co-operatives and of extending them*

In that case co-operatives could he a true expression of possibilities

existing in various parts as well as true, useful agricultural socialist

estates* This year already we have cut down the prices^ of industrial^

products intended for use in the rural areas amounting in value to 7©^

billion dinars* This is a powerful stimulus for our co-operatives*

Therefore , there is no sign, of dissolution so that this kind of

propaganda can also not he allowed, hut amendment of the inner system of

work within co-operatives and strict keeping to the system of strict economy*,

As soon as the system of strict economy he introduced in all ^ of our

co-operative s, at the time when members werOv.nonthly to receive on hand what

they had earned, when they might he able of realizing how useful it is to he

a member of a co-operative, then- our co-operatives will he consolidated to

a larger extent® Today we can already see that in all those co-operatives

where the system of strict economy has previously been applied, there is a

surplus of labour. This surplus labour leaves the rural area.s to join

industry, assuming that there is no reason to work for 100 days a year only,

or even 70, remaining idle for the rest of the year* This is not in the

interests of our socialist country# The distribution of work must thus be

made that all people work as much as they can and as much as is necessary

for themselves and the community* Therefore in our co-operatives technical

means must be used so as to render the work of their members as easy as

possible, enabling them to devote more time to cultural life# Therefore,
let us work for the foundation and strengthening of co-operatives and not

for their disruption# Those who make plans for their disruption are greatly

mistaken, since they will not to be allowed to effect them# There were some

ranours that I was also in favour of disruption of co-operatives# But this

was not true. I am in favour of improvement of co-operatives# I shall en-

deavour together with the comrades who work with me, to improve the situation

in co-operatives, so that their members nay be satisfied, to avoid all irregul-

arities and introduce a truely democratic relationship in them. This is what

is necessary. This will also be a stimulus to contribute to the strengthen—
in//of our s-oci alls! This ±e r comrades* what I wanted to tell you
liare today*. .

- --- - -
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I would further like to devote a few words to our common general

tasks, you have already realized, we have quite a nunber of tas^s to

deal with urgently. But we could not and dared not *ecp our plans on such

broad scale as designed at the be f'.'inning, having had no a
®^ 6

tiie
their fulfilment. One of the reasons is the brea* in relations witn ^he

Soviet Union. We maintained quite as cany illusions as t0

to obtain from it. Wo have reduced our plans restricting our^eives to -

key objectives providing for a basis of our future e
Qn these

course of the current year in the main wo snail complete ° '

objects and only a United number of these will have t ‘P

the coning year*

Comrades, not a single citizens of our country, and here I am

making an aopoal to our young people, should assume that new we can

cross our hands and that the same kind of enthusiasm ana ability a

work in all working posts and worksites located m various pa. ts o.

the country where. they nay be asked by comrades from repo. ca ru u

federal goverzuicui/work, is not needed*

You must carry or* with your pers

going to be rendered more easy? since o

in the course of the previous years aro

work will gradually become even more ea

gradually in a quicker and bettor way*

I wish you much success in your enorts

Long live the people of Serbia!

of Serbia! Long live the fraternal con

(Long live!

)

istant worko Gradually* work is

uch efforts as demanded last year or

no lcn-;er indispensable,, Each year

siero Ve shall build up socialism

Our prospects are oright and clear*

comrades

a

Long live and flourish the Republic

-unity of the peoples of Yugoslavia]

Tho end of speech of Marshal Tit

applause and shout 3 uCentral Committee
o was accompanied by a prolongued

~ Tito 11
a

After the meeting. Marshal Tito received a delegation

citizens of His headed by Sadovan Pantovie, Secretary of ^ ^cwn j

Committee, and suent some time in conversation with then.
. I

leaving, the members of this delegation presented the Marshal/a collect

of photograph illustrating the development and building up of Ms.

(3QE3A, «
Tuly 7, 1952)
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HUNGARIAN SOVIET SHINING COMPANY ILLEGALLY KCLDS CM-TO
.

YU GOSLAV VESSELS
"(Vienna 5th ’July)

The Hungarian-Soviet shipping association which is in fact a

Soviet enterprise ,
has recently intensified its urgings that barges

salvaged from the Danube should be repaired on the basis of the
exisiting status of • so-called "German property". There are
some Yugoslav craft among these barges. ' They are the former

Yugoslav barges nos. $05 , 26,702, and, 46,765 ,
and also the barge

of the Danube Steamship Company no. 6,718 and barge no. 719- All
these barges are considered by the Hungarian-Soviet shipping
company to be their property.

The 'repair of these barges is being carried out in the shipyard
"C-ana", that is to say in the former "Lackovic" factory for^the
repair of boats, and in the former Hungarian Danube steamship
company "Metr"

,
which today is under the direction of the "Ganz"

factory. Although the "Ganz" factory in Obudi U part of Budapest)
repaired 53 boats and barges from the Danube after the war, boats
with a carrying capacity of from 100 to 1500 tons, today the

.

Hungarian-Soviet Shipping °ompany will not let them have a single
new vessel. All new boats go to th& Soviet Union.

( BORBA .,- 6th July 1952)

COSTA RICAN AND GUATELMALAN ENVOYS ARRIVE IN BELGRADE

The Ministers Plenipotentiary of Oosta Rica and Guatemala, in
Rome, respectively Sr. Teodoro B. Castro, and Sr. Francisco
Concensa Galvez, arrived in Belgrade yesterday from Zagreb.

Sr. Castro visited the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at eleven
o’clock, and talked with Vel.jko Vlahovic, deputy... Minister of
Foreign Affairs. Sr. Castro also visited assistant Minister of
F oreign A ffairs Bogdan Crnobrnja.

( BORBA - 6th July 1952)

BURMESE DELEGATION IN SPLIT
ISpiit 5th July!

Headed by the parliamentary secretary of the Ministry of National
Defence. in Burma, Brigadier General Co Zoom, the Burmese military
delegation arrived in Split this evening, by boat from Zadar.
The delegation consists of nine people. So far they have fisited
Belgrade, Zagreb, Ljubljana, Bled, Rijeka and Zadar.

(BORBA - 6th July 1952)

FAST TRAINS ilRECT FROM BELGRADE TO RIJEKA

Daily, from 5th July onwards, there will be a direct fast train
from Belgrade to Split, and . Belgrade to Rijeka, which will
leave Belgrade at 20.15 hours. This train arrived in Split the next day
day at 4«3$ hours and at Rijeka at 4.03 hours. A train will' return
from Split daily at 22 hours and from Rijeka at 22.35 hours, and
will arrive in Belgrade at 15.20. hours.

( BORBA - 6th July 1952)
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BULGARIAN SPIES CONDEMNED TO 3E SHOT AT LESKOVAC

Today at 11 a.m, before the County Court at Leskovac began the
trial against Bulgarian spies Georgije Makarijev Zaharijev and
Ljubomir Vladimirov Ivanov and against a group of the band of
Ceda Stojiljkovic - murderer of the National Hero Pane Djukic -

Aleksa Stojiljkovic, Todor Mj lcsavl jevic
,
Mileva Stojiljkovic

and Nasta Marinkovic* The Jury of the court consists of the
President of the County Court Predrag Elesovic and jurymen
Cedomir Grujic and Dragi Mihajlovic, The indictment is to be
presented by the county Public Prosecutor Blagoje Gligori jevic*

The accused Georgije and Ljubomir escaped to Bulgaria in
194S. They were engaged in the service of the Bulgarian State
Security and handed over to it data of intelligence character
about political and economic conditions in the FFRY. Under the
agents of Bulgarian state security they finished a spy course
on the mountain of Vitosa where they studied how to move with
maps, with the compass, hew to use arms and cameras.

Armed with machine guns, hand grenades, revolvers, cameras,
propaganda hostile material and material for photographing they
crossed the border near the village of Strezimirovac on the 29th
of June at about 11 p.m.DurinK tne two days that they were on
our territory, they photographed military objects in the
vicinity of the border, then the village Stazimirovci

,
the

surroundings of the mountain and the peak of Vrtope and the
terrain around Dobro Polje, The spies were caught by a
peasant from the village of Brod and handed to the authorities.
Both accused distributed propaganda material on the terrain
where they moved about*

The three other accused are members of the bandit group
of Cedomir Stojiljkovic and had the task to collect various data
about conditions in our country, to decoy persons for escape
into Bulgaria, for hostile work against the FFRY and to comit
murders of men in the leadership of our people r s authority.

Bandit Cedomir Stojiljkovic, after having been smuggled
by the Bulgarian State Security into our country with his group,
linked with the accused, held meetings with them, assigned
them with tasks which they performed* Ceda Stojiljkovic was
killed on the 30th of June by the National Hero Pane Djukic
who was also deadly wounded.

The Public Prosecutor endicted these three for the crime of
associating against the people and the state , provided under the
article 117 paragraph 1 of the Penal Code,

The sixth accused Mileva Stojiljkovic, knew that the bandit
Cedomir Stojiljkovic crossed into our country from Bulgaria
with the purpose of committing espionage and other criminal
offences, and she did not report this to the people's authority.

The first accused Georgije Makarijev pleaded guilty. He
explained at the trial that he escaped to Bulgaria on the 24th
of J„ne, 1946 with three associates as an adherent of the
Cominform Resolution, After coming to Bulgaria they were
questioned about the conditions in the FPRY. He said that
he received food from the Red Cross and that he was given
4000 leva monthly. For his espionage work he was first linked
with a ceitain Ivan Ivanov, Later on he met a certain Mirkov
who assigned with the task to cross into Yugoslavia. The group
was assigned with the task to photograph the trenches on the

^FIVE
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border and on the Vrtopa, what they carried out. They were

also ordered to use arms if the need arises. The accused

pleads guilty, confesses the crime, is aware of the consequences -

. and is penitent.

The second accused Ljubomir also pleads guilty, and expresses

regret. He confesses that ha photographed the terrain on our

territory where they were moving. They photographed all more

important objects. He photographed machine gun nests on the

border, trenches and the mountain peak of Vrtopa* He also

distributed propaganda material

To the question of the presiding judge why did he do this

he answered that he was doing all this because such a task
was set to him being an emigrant.

Both spies were furnished with large quantities of food

because they were ordered not to report to anybody, knowing
that they had no sup ort among the people 0

After examining the accused Aleksa Sto jil jkovic ,
father of

the killed bandit'
-

' Cedomir Stojiljkovic the trial was adjourned.

Continuing the trial the other accused were examined,, Todor
Milosavl jevic charges the accused Aleksa Sto jkovic . and asserts
that his son Cedo Stojiljkovic - merder of the National Hero
Pane Djukic, came to him - at his home, to see him and asked
for facts about the number of military units and their armament,
in the vicinity of Leskovae*

Milosalvjevic further said that Ceda Sto jil jkovic. sent several
times messages to his father Aleksa Stojiljkovic asking for
some things,, The accused Todor defends himself by saying that
he has not reported Ceda Stojiljkovic to the authorities,
because he was threatened by Ceda that he would kill him*

Mileva Djordjevic-Stojil jkovic was then examined. She is the
wife of Ceda Stojiljkovic. She knew about his stay, but has not
reported him to the authority because her father in law Aleksa
Stojiljkovic said that he would report Ceda*

Nada Marinkovic from Slatirxa, mistress of a Bulgarian spy
already during the occupation, when he belonged to the Bulgaria
fascist army and now an agent of the State Security, was then
examined.

Then witnesses were heard* Jelica Ikic, a school mistress
from Veliko Trnjane, affirmed that Aleksa Stojiljkovic told
her once that his son Cead was in Yugoslavia, in the woods, and
that he even once eaitie to his father *s house*

The other 'witness Ljiljana Miiic, a shool mistress, said
that three men come once to her school asking for data about
members of the Party and state leaders from Leskovac,

Publi c Prosecutor y s spee ch

After the examination of accused and witnesses the Public
Prosecutor Blagoje Gligori jevic said:

??In the series of crimes which were committed in the course of
last four years against our country and o Ur people is also this
cruel crime organised by Cominform bands under the directives
from Moscow and executed by Cervenkov f s agency.
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Until last year there were over 1,500 border incidents

of all kinds which were caused by Ccminform frontier and other

bands on cur frontier.

The smugflinr in of bandits into our country, killing the

best sens of ou? homeland on tlv-, frontier, violations against

our diplomatic representatives that is the system of Cominxorm sts

in the struggle against Yugoslavia.

Two militiamen in the Pirct district, one militiaman at

Jablanica one- militiaman and one frontier guard in the Dimitrov-

grad district, two militiamen in the district ox Vlasotinci

were killed by those bandits, in our close vicinity, and now

the band smuggled into our country has killed the national hero,

great sen of cur people, Pane Djukic, a fighter dreaded by the

enemies
j

Cetni.ks and the occupier whenever they heard that he

was engaged in fighting*

All accused are a component part of these bands, because they

are engaged in the same work, on the same task, are paid by the

same masters vdth the aim to enslave and destroy oui coun ry.

In their ranks are men who have mercilessly destroyed our country

and killed our men during the Second Wrcl v/ar.

The memory of the murders in Bcjnik, Brestovac Kosancic and

many other places committed by the lulagarian fascists are still

in live memory, end now new victims are falling from the same

fascists only now under the leadership of CervenKov and as they

say "great Stalin"*

Then the Public Prosecutor Glig.ori jevic turned to the crimes

of each individual. He pointed out that all the accused are on

the same line and tnet all of them sre employed wit., tne

same master*

"Let all of them who dare to act against the achievements of

our National Revolution, know that they will have the same fate

as these accused and all others who threaten our .reedom

emnhasicea the Public Prosecutor at the end of his speech.

After that the defence was heard.

Sentence

The County Court at Leskcvac punished the diversicnists

with the following penalties:

To d-^ath by shooting: Gecrgi Zaharijev, Ljubomir Ivanov,

AleksaStojil jkovic ,
Todor Milosavl jevic and Nada Marinkovic,

Mileva Djordjevic-Stojil jkovic oo Id months penal sevituce.

This just sentence was approved by applause by over one

thousand present citizens of Leskovac.

( D'ulBA - July 6, 1952)
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TWO RUMANIAN PILOTS ESCAPE TO OUR COUNTRY BY PLAffljL,

Yesterday morning between 7 and 9 a„rcu two Rumanien fighter

planes "Messerschmit" landed in Yugoslavia, with the Captain

Georgi Juo and Lieutenant Boris Konstantin* *

After landing on our territory they stated that they escaped

from Rumania with the intention to seek refuge from the Yugoslav

territory*

( BORBA - 6th July, 1952)

THE FLIGHT OF TWO RUMANIAN PL ftMES TO YUG0SM^ i

Aj__E5CAPES
i

_FR0M

EN JRA.RE Ri;OBNTLY

As it has already been reported, the day before yesterday,

two Rumanian pilots with two ?fMesserschmit ?t fi go.tars 1 ai± cl e

d

on our territory. Airforce Captain Georgi Juo landed at
^

Petrovac na Mlavi . and Lieutenant Boris Konstantin at a. j.i.ea.d

near Alibunar,

Lieutenant Boris Konstantin, after stated that he landed
at Alibunar because he was srioru of gasoline (lately the Rumanian

pilots receive small quantities of gasoline as to unable them

to escape over the frontier), started with Captain Juo . and intended

to land in our country with hiip.. in landing, not knowing the

terrain Lieutenant Konstantin, with his '”Messerschmit 7t3I9

had a slight accident so that the plane was rather damaged *

That is why they removed the plane from the air strip and

took it to pieces
?
for repair.

This is not the first case, of escape of soldiers oi^t/ie

Rumanian airforce. If we turn back only for a few jsontns

we shall recall the plane ”Heinkel 111” which on the 13th of

March landed at the Belgrade airport with five memoers of the

crew. It was then that the following, flew from the airport

at Brasova to our country: political commissar of the airforce

regiment Joan Tine, Lieutenant Joan Bukur
,
Lieutenant Dimitar

Picurka, sergeant Georgi Cure and sergeant Eugen Horhojanu
radio telegraphist.

After landing they stated that fTthey could no longer boarv

the humiliation’ to which- they were subjected”. .Because the

Soviet military unite are all over Rumania, -Soviet pilots are

on every airport
,
the airports are completely in the hands of. the

Russian airforce
,
Russian pilots are much better paid and equipped

than the Rumanian ones etc,..

The latest escape of two pilots with two planes from Rumania to

our country best shows * the attitude of the Rumanian airforce

towards the present satellite regime in Rumania.
.

And not only

among members of the airforce. Escapes from Cominform Rumania

of soldiers of military units, most often frontier
.
guars whose

possibilities for crossing the frontier are much bigger than of

other people in Rumania speak about the intolerance towards the

rigid regime in the Moscow gubernia Jr f Rumania is very tense.

For the last five months 1# Rumanian soldiers, frontier guards

and soldiers of the airforce escaped to our country. If we take

into account the preventive measures, which were undertaken at. the

Rumanian airports especially after the escape of five pilots in

March, then it can be assumed that the latest escape of two pilots

with two planes is really an expression of unbearable position in

which the Rumanian people are today.

(BORBA - 7th July, 1952)
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plenum of the union of the co-operative un ion -F Macedonia

(Skoplje, 5th July)

'^eld' tSd#ir;
U
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raain

co-o oere.tives in Macedonia and in connection with ^ pr^ra.iono i

economic-financial plans in the co-oxratnes, ^ Secretary
activities of the peasant co-operatives was m* bb^ bL^0$s£i
of the General Co-operative Union oi macedoni.- ,

Dragan ,i

( BORBA - 6th July, 1952)

„

THE PLENUM OF THE CC OF THE '^CPLE' G YOUTH OF SLOVENIA HAS BEGUN

(Ljubljana, 5th July)

The 16th olenum of the CC of the People' s Youth of Slovenia began

work. The plenum discussed ideological and Pf^al a ctivitxes as

well as the participation of youth in physical culture and cultural

societies end organisations*

At the -plenum was present the organisational secretary of the CC

•

CP Slovania, Vida Tomsic, Deputy Provident of tne b^^fve- of
’

Science and Education, Franc Kimovec and other represents.ive, of

cultural and political organisations and institutions.

The plenum continues,

(BORBA - 6th July, 1952).

THE HANDING QVuR OF TH
YUGOSLAVIA Is Expected Tula

AIDE MEMOIRE S
week

concerning tri-partite aid_to

As we are informed, the handing over of the aiue memoires^ con-

cerning Tri-Partite Aid for Yugoslavia for the forthcoming period is

going to be presented next week*

With the exchange of the aide memoire of 12th July 1951
, .

negotiations beman between the Governments of the USA Great Britain

and France on one side, and Yugoslavia on the other side, concernig

the Tri-?artite Economic Aid in raw .materials to our country. lhese

negotiations took place at Bleu*

The object of the Tri-Paptite aid was to enable Yugoslavia to

buy raw materials for the period lsu august 1951 to Juhl. iugo

slavia was allocated for this period 120 million dollars,
^

Ihe Jo

Government participated with 7$ million dollars, Great Britain with

27*6 million and France with 14*4 million dollars.

For balancing the deficit in the foreign trade exchange in the

second part of 1951 Yugoslavia was allocated 50 million dollars.

About this matter our country was informed on 27th August 1951 * Foi

the first half of 1952 Yugoslavia was allocated a further 70 million

dollars. The total economic gain was used for buying raw materials

necessary for our industry: coke anthracite
,
crude oil and derivates,

technical grease, rolled materials, pig iron, cotton, wool, wool and
cotton thread, skins, natron-paper, rotary paper, aniline dyes,
fertilisers and so f'-rth.

In the framework of this aid. besides raw materials, the buying
of articles of mass consumption was also approved*

An agreement in principle exists between the Governments of the
USA, Great Britain and France, which was reached in Washington this
year, that Yugoslavia should be given a further Tri-Partite Economic
Aid for balancing the payments balance sheet for the 'economic 1952/3
year
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The level and conditions of further aid are net yet known.

But an early presentation of the aide memoire is e xpected, alter

which will begin negotiations between the three governments and

our country concerning the execution of this aid.

( BORBA - 6th July, 1952

J

DIRECTORATES OF THE GOVERNMENT OF B & H HAVE BEEN ABOLISHED

( Sarajevo
,

5th July

)

At the proposal of the Government of PR B & H, the Praesidium
of the PA PR B & H has issued a decree by which 16 .main directorates
have been abolished. By this decree the Deputy Minister-President
of the Council for Industry, Ilija Matejic, and the Directors of

the main directions have been relieved of their duties.

( BORBA - 6th July, 1952).

THE ABOLISHMENT OF MAIN DIRECTORATES IN SLOVENIA

A special communique which was published this morning made.it
known that the, presidency of the Praesidium of the PA PR Slovenia,
at yesterday's meeting, issued a decree concerning the abolition
of all ten existing main directorates and seven other directorates
which were until now independent organs. Another decree relieved
of. their duties all the directors of the main directorates and
other directorates and the competence of these directorates has been
put under the leadership and control of the Economic Council of
PR Slovenia.

At this meeting, some illegal decisions of the Towns People's
Councils of Ljubljana and Maribor were considered. Decisions of
these committees concerning compulsory tips in catering enterprises,
concerning town tax on wine and spirits and cinema shows, as well
as the decision concerning the compulsory registration of dogs were
annulled.

( BORBA - 6th July, 1952).

AMERICAN-SLOVENES WILL VISIT ZAGREB AMD BELGRADE

(Ljubljana, 5th July)

American progressive Slovenes who are staying in their old
homeland will make two long excursions in our country. One group
will tour by car North-Eastern Slovenia, Zagreb.,; the birthplace of
Marshal Tito arid the Croatian littoral and the second group will
visit Belgrade.

\ ( BORBA - 6th July, 1952) a

CADRES FROM FEDERAL INSTITUTIONS GO TO ENTERPRISES AND PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEES'

" " ~ ” ~
/

J The Personnel Section of the Government of the FPRY has
informed us that after the reorganisation of the federal and
economic apparatus

,
the following Comrades have been sent to work

in different republics* In Serbia, Eng.\la_dimir Yujovic, Deputy
President- of the Council for Industry and Building ujl the FPRY
Government; Eng c Javan Jankovic, Deputy President of the Council
for Industry . and Building of the FPRY; Eng.Miodrag Pesic, Adviser
to the Council for Industry and Building; Eng. Miroslav Ciric,
Inspector* of the Chief Directorate for the Plan; Eng. Dragoslav
Mutapovic, Deputy Minister-President of the Council for Agriculture
and Forestry . To Croatia have been sent Eng* Zvonimir Babic,
Sloven PresTdent cf the Council for Industry and Building of the
kriii Government; Eng a Miroslav Janousek, Councillor of the Council
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for Industry and Building of the FPRY; Eng.Ljubcmir Babaric,

Director of the Directorate for Developing Production; Artur Stare,

Councillor and Head of Section of the Main Directorate of the Plan.

Eng. Vieko Rubicici, Agricultural Eng. of the Council for Industry

Rnildinp of the FPRY* Eng. Mile Ljubicic, Councilor, Head of

“2 Kissf ,n

f
f?r

e
st»“d4rdi Sftl,n !

Vladko Babic Councillor of the

Council for Jurisdiction and the Building up of the People s

Authority.

To Slovenia. Eng.Bozidar Gustin, Deputy President of the Council

for Industry and Building of the FPRY Government; Dermastia,

Deputy President of theCouncil for Industry and Building of the FPRY

Government; Eng. Bozo Koein, Councillor, Director of Section of the

General Direction of the Planj

For Bosnia and Hercegovina: Eng .Vladimir Langhofer, Councillor of

the Council for Industry and Building of the PPKX,

For Montenegro: Eng. Ivan Radenovic, Councillor of the Council for

Industry and building of the FPRY Government;
^
RS‘°ojko Luk&LC,

Higher Inspector of the Council for Industry and Building of the

FPRY Government.

For Macedonia: En*. anton Lebar from the Council for Industry and

Building of the FPRY Government; Eng Slavko Milesavjevic ,
Councilor

of the Council for Industry and Building of ^ne *-3Y Governmen .

All these comrades who have been put at the disposal the People s

Republics will be allocated mainly to work m economic enterprises

and People f s (lonamit tee

( BORBA - 6th July, 1952).
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JOINT TRANSLATION SERVICE statintl

SUMMARY OF THE YUGOSLAV PRESS

This Bulletin contains translations from Yugoslav newspapers and periodicals. It is intended for the use of

the participating missions and not for general distribution. Accuracy of the t ranslations is not guarantee
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*

P
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P.4. Greek parliamentary delegation in Belgrade: formal luncheon

in Praesidium with Mosa Pijade

P.9, The reorganisation of the co-operatives (Article by Blazo
.

Djuricic)

'P*l&._Anti-Labour activity of Workers' Council in Trieste
Trieste Youth Brigade to help build hydro-electric power plant
at Vinodol

*

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 6TH JULY

P.l-5. Gift from CARE to blind war veterans

P.22, Signs of the increased influence of military factors in the

policy of the West (Article by P.Milosevic)

FROM BORBA OF THE 7TH JULY

P.7. Greek parliamentary delegation visits Novi Sad and the co-opera-
tive in Lovcenac

*

P.10. Along the road to victory (Editorial)

P. 13. New People’s Heroes
* Italian
P.15. End of timber conference between Yugoslavs. and/Trade Delegation

Yugoslav delegation returns fbcmsession of Danubian Commission
>Jc

P.19. Leader of terrorist organisation appointed representative of
the Italian Goverriment in Trieste

FROM POLITIKA OF THE 7TH JULY

P.15* Mass poisoning at celebration in monastery of Svet Naum
3j<

FROM BORBA OF THE 8TH JULY

P.13. Tendency towards violation of wage scales (Editorial

)

3)C

P*l6 # Trial of monk forgers in Mostar
*

P.12. Lazar Kolaeevski receives well-known emigrant George Bocev
Yugoslav emigrants in Brazil will send aid to war victims this
year too

P.20. Greek parliamentary delegation visits Arangelovac and Topola

over/
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FROM BORBa OF THE gTH JULY
*

P *21, Telegram from the Greek parliamentary delegation to Marshal
Tito on the occasion of the 7th July

P, 24 # Costa Rican and Guatemalan Ministers visit Borba

P.25* Burmese delegation in Sarajevo
FTT:

.

Mass meeting of shipbuilding workers
Meeting of Croatian Government

*

FROM POLITIKA OF THE &TH JULY •

*

P*254 FTT: Italian misuse of Trieste Fair

FROM REPUBLIKA OF THE 8TH JULY
*

P,26 # Visit of the Greek parliamentarians (Editorial)
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HEADLINES BORBA 8th July, 1952.

P.l. TELEGRAM FROM THE GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION TO MARSHAL
TITO ON THE OCCASION OF THE 7TH JULY:

Congratulations of the President of the Praesidium of the
Assembly of Montenegro

Meeting of Croatian Government
*

* LAZAR KOLISEVSKI RECEIVES WELL-KNOWN EMIGRANT GEORGE BOCEV

YUGOSLAV EMIGRANTS IN BRAZIL WILL SEND AID TO WAR VICTIMS THIS
YEAR

Celebration of the 7th July - Day of Serbian Uprising:
Marshal Tito present at" reception in' Praesidium of the PA
Serbia ;

Meetings held and war memorials unveiled in many places
throughout Serbia: celebrations in Belgrade, Bela Crkva

,

Sremska Mitrovica, Kragujevac, Pancevo, Pristina, Krucevac

,

Nis, Smederevo, Backa Topola, Bela Palarika, Novi Sad,
Zrenjanin, Pozarevac

Members of co-operatives in Bela Crkva place a wreath on
the grave of the People’s Hero Pane Diukic

TENDENCY TOWARDS VIOLATION OF WAGE SCALES (Editorial)
*
Negotiations in Pan Mun Jom: Cu Eh Li wants Nehru to
conduct negotiations in Korea: request conveyed through

i

Indian Ambassador in Peking
‘

Dismissal of Soviet Ambassador in Bucharest
.

P.2, PLENARY SESSION OF CC OF LEATHER WORKERS’ SYNDICATES:
COMMITTEE REPORT DOES NO.T COVER MANY PROBLEMS ' OF ORGANISATION

*
letters to the Editor:

Can theatre artistes become members of the Academy of. . .

Science?
History of art - a scholastic subject in high schools . .

Why is there such a weak interest in the study of the social
sciences?

Something concerning production possibilities of our industry
*

P.3. GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION VISITS ARANGELOVAC AND TOPOLA

Situation in Germany: West German Parliament before the
discussion on the Bonn agreements: Chancellor Adenauer will
be handed the answer of the Western Powers to the Soviet Note
on Germany, for his information

BURMESE DELEGATION IN SARAJEVO .

'
:

*

Paris Chronicle: Petain
.
is not the last Marshal of France

(Article by. M.Vitorovic)

New deportations in Rumania
*

Soviet Command kidnaps woman in the middle of Vienna
>\<

Events in Egypt: Wafdists hold their first meeting since
their fall from power:

Siri Pasha receives British and American Ambassadors
* Sudanese delegation in Egypt

resiSnation from membership of the CC on the eve ofthe October Revolution: article on Jbhn Reid’s book ’’Ten^Days Which Shook the World” (Article by Rade Vujovic)

FTT: MASS MEETING OF SHIPBUILDING WORKERS
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P.4. New monetary reform in Bulgaria: what you can buy with the
new Lev (article by ^.Petkovic)

*

GUATEMALAN AND COSTA RICAN MINISTERS VISIT BORBA

FIRST TRIP OF OUR NEW SHIP "VLADIMIR NAZOR"
*

!

Greeks oppose Extraordinary Session of UN

Congress of Republican Party in Chicago: John Foster Dulles
gives Republican foreign policy programme (Report from Joze

* Smole)

Conference in the High Court of Macedonia: the problems of
judges in checking crime in economy

Cominforra newspaper "Avanti" drops in circulation by 2,000
copies

*

Situation in France: dissension in the de Gaullist movement

P.6. TRIAL OF MONK FORGERS BEGINS IN M0S,TaR
* \

Student societies formed in Nis and Kregujevac

New hydro-electric works at Bor finished (Article by
Dj.Bogoievic with illustration)

*

The wheat harvest in Banat
*

Trial for embezzlement of co-operative funds

Concerning the article "The case of a factory not b^ine re°
habilitated" &
*

Cheaper production is the hallmark of success
*

POLITIKA

P.2. FTT: ITALIAN MISUSE OF TRIESTE FAIR
*

P.3. Letter from America: a glance at New York (Article by Djuka

* Julius.)

NEW RECTORS OF LJUBLJANA UNIVERSITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE

REPUBLIKA

P.l. VISIT OF THE GREEK PARLIAMENTARIANS (Editorial)

One more victim (Editorial about Soviet oppression)

Our young people and voluntary work

P.2. THE IMPORTANCE OF DISCIPLINE AND SOLIDARITY IN SOCIALISM
^ l Part II of article by "Stari Drug")

Truman defends defence programme

Fall in prices and the ^ood condition of international markets
P.3. OUR FOREIGN TRADE IN THE NEW ECONOMIC SYSTEM

**#***£
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OPENING OF PREMISES OF FRANCO-YU GOSLAV SOCIETY
(Paris' 5th July)

Today the Franco-Yugoslav Dociety celebrated the open ing of its
club premises. Present onthis occasion were the vice-president of
the State. Council, and honorary president and founder of the
Society. Rene Casen,„the former minister Alder Gasi er, the president
of the society Jean Cassou j a member of the International
Secretariat of the Peace Forum

,
M Butbien, the Spanish republican

general Riquelmet, the wellknowh French writer Claude Avelin, and
other wellknown artistic and cultured personalities of Paris, as \

well as representatives of the Yugoslav Society in France "Brother-
hood and Unity", representatives of the French trades union
organisations, and other friends of Yugoslavia.

Present at the opening were the Yugoslav Ambassador ip. France
Srcan Prica, and the minister plenipotentiary of his Embassy, Sergije
Makijedo, with other %bassy personnel.

Welcoming those present, the honorary president Rene Cassen
made a friendly speech in which he recalled the traditional friendship,
and united struggle of the peoples of Yugoslavia and France' .against
a common enemy. He drew particular attention to the importance of
the Liberation Struggle of the Yugoslav partisans, who compelled
the German, High Command to keep 25 divisions in Yugoslavia fpr the
whole of the war. Thus the Yugbslqv partisans helped the allies
and made a great contribution towards victory.

Recalling the condition? under which this Society was formed in
Algiers in 1943 ,. the present ptresident of the Society, Jean .Cassou
pointed out that it had been Frenchmen who had founded the Society,
members, of, the. Free French Forces, atmthe time when they got to know
about the heroic struggle of Jjlarshal L ito and his partisans.

"In the period after the war," continued Cassou, "the Yugoslav
partisans have struggled for the freedom and independence of thej

r

country. The best example of this is the break- with the Cominform
and t{ie.. successful effort of a whole*, people against the
shameful oppression of thb Soviet Union. and her satellites. The
Yugoslav partisans have shown the same heroism and ' excision in the
freeing and development of their country, as they showed in time of
war." .finally, Cassou pointed out that .the whole world ought to
make use of the splendid and heroic example of the Yugoslavs,

Congratulating the 'Franco-YugoSlav Society on its fruitful and
successful work, Ambassador Srdjan Prica said, "We Yugoslavs will
nSv2u for§®b.i that in the most difficult days of our recent past
at the time ol the ^ominform attacks and blockade, 4-

’ it was
from the ranks of this society that the- first voice was heard, which
proclaimed to th'e world its belief in the peace-loving nature of a
country which had fught for its freedom and independence," (Tanjug)

' (BORBA- 6th July 1952)

THE II® IAH PRESS ON THE VISIT OF THE INDIAN SOCIALISTS TO YUGOSLAVIA
(New Delhi 5th July).

“
;— —

Tld Indian press today carried a detailed account of the press
conference held the. day before by the leader ' of the Indian Socialist
delegation which recently visited Yugoslavia, Farida Ansaria. Under
the heading "Indian socialist enthusiasm", the Delhi daily paper

Standard gave the .detailed impressions of Farida Ansaria
during his journey throughout Yugoslavia. The newspaper wrote that
the measures by which/the decentralisation of Yugoslav economy and
political life was being attempted

, were a "clear example of. the
consistent execution of Marxist principles concerning the withering
away of the state. " The newspaper also published a photograph of
the reception given the delegation by President of the Serbian
government, Petar Stambolic. Reports of the press conference also
appeared in other newspapers, such as Times of "India and Statesman .
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FORMAL LUNCHEON IN THE PRESIDIUM IN HONOUR OP TVZ CREEK DELEGATION -

mOSLAVIK AMP GREECE T6''TEK5EVBKB"oM THE mgWgQMmj Fok
~

IKE BENEFIT 6f peAcI

Yesterday at 10 a.m, the Greek parliamentary delegation placed a
wreath on the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at Avala., The wreath was
placed by the leader of the delegation, Dimitrius Gondikas, Presi-
dent of the Greek Parliament,

Colonel Rade Knezevic, Assistant Commander of Belgrade, welcomed
the Greek delegation at Avala. In addition to the members of the
delegation, the President of the Federal Council of the People's
Assembly of the FPRY, Vladimir Simic, People's Deputies 3kender
Kulenovic, Slavoljub Petrovic and Dobrosav Tomasevic, and Dr.Slaven
Smodlaka, Head of the Protocol of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
were present at the formal placing of the wreath.

The Greek Envoy in Belgrade Spiros Capetanides, members of the
Greek Legation, Military Attache of Greece in Belgrade, Colonel
Epaminondas Vrettos and representatives of the Greek and our press
were also present at the wreath-placing ceremony.

After Colonel Rade Knezevic showed the final operations in
liberating Belgrade, the leader of the Greek delegation, Mr. Dimitrius
Gondikas, congratulated the Yugoslav peoples for their strong stand
in the battle for their liberation and proposed a minute of silence
for the fighters 1 who lost their lives in the battles for the libera-
tion of Belgrade;

Our vi sit will increase the friendship between Greece and Yugoslavia

At the reception in the City People's Committee in Belgrade, which
was held yesterday in honour- of the Greek parliamentary delegation,
the leader of the delegation, Dimitrius Gondikas, expressed the first
impressions of the Greek delegation in Yugoslavia in a talk with the
Vice-President of the City People's Committee of Belgrade, Sveto
Popovic

.

' Mr.Gondikas said: "With great satisfaction we accepted the invi-
tation of the Yugoslav People's Assembly to visit your country.
Even before we left Athens your Ambassador, Rados Jovanovic, assured
.us that we would be satisfied. There is no need for anyone to assure
us now. We are very satisfied with our stay in Belgrade and announce
that what the delegation has seen during its stay represents great
progress. What your men have done deserves admiration".

In bidding farewell to the Vice-President of the City People's
Committee, Mr. Gondikas said:

"We arrived to establish friendship between our two countries.
This friendship already exists. We believe that our visit will
increase the friendship between Greece and Yugoslavia and that it
will be beneficial to safeguarding peace in this part of the world,
and for the good of both of our peoples",

,

Formal luncheon in the Presidium

The Vice-President of the Presidium of the People's Assembly of
the FPRY, Mosa Pi lade, prepared a formal luncheon yesterday in honour
of the Greek Parliamentary delegation.

Besides the members of the delegation and the representatives of
the Greek Legation in Belgrade, the formal luncheon was also attended
by the Vice-Presidents of the Presidium of the PA of the FPRY, Mosa
Pijade and Ivan Rus, Ministers of the Federal Government Milentije
Popovic, Svetozar Vukmanovic and Stanoje Simic, Vice-President of
the People's Assembly of Serbia Archpriest Milan Smiljanic, Assistant
Minister of Foreign Affairs Veljko Vlahovicand the Head of the
Protocol of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Dr.Slaven Smodlaka,

lif^
^e°P^e,s deputies, and representatives of public and cultural

B
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From the Greek side the luncheon was attended by members of the
Greek Legation, led by the Envoy Mr. Capetanides, and Greek newsmen
who accompanied the delegation.

During the luncheon the - Vice-President of the Presidium of the
PA of the FPRY, Mosa Pijade, and the leader of the Greek parlia-
mentary delegation, Dimitrius Gondikas, exchanged greetings. In his
greeting Mosa Pijade said:

"I am lucky to have the opportunity to welcome our dear guests,
Greek friends and colleagues, and to wish that their stay in our
country will be as comfortable and pleasant as in their own homes.

I think that I am conveying the feelings of all of us if I wish
to express from this spot my assurance that the visit of the repre-
sentatives of the Greek Parliament to our country will mark one of
the significant moments in Yugoslav-Greek friendship; •

All of us who have followed the development ox the Greek-Yugo-
slav relations, especially . in the last few years, could satisfactor-
ily confirm that these relations, despite the existence of certain
unsolved problems, have become closer and more friendly from day to
day in order to develop into relations of hearty friendship.
Gentlemen, what could be more natural than two countries which are
neighbours to be guided to one another, which have many mutual ties
and interests, not - only -from the present day but also from the
recent and distant past, whose mutual ideal is peace and co-opera-
tion in order to defend their national independence and security,
what could be more natural than to have two countries, both conscious
of their positions, to start towards the realisation of such co-
operation which will best correspond to their national interests
and mutual aims of peace which inspire them. Because of this we
are lucky to see that step by step, certainly and with full res-
ponsibility, both sides are manifesting, and on this occasion, a
spirit of understanding and friendship which corresponds to the
profoundest wishes of our peoples.

.The relations which are being realised today between our two
countries have- a solid- foundation from the past, when the relations
between Serbia, and later Yugoslavia and Greece, were hearty and
xriendly. Naturally this lucky circumstance deserves to be high-
lighted by all of us. In it we can always find a bulwark and
inspiration for our mutual co-operation today and in the future.
nip ^°, ?mphasise that the New Federative People’s Republicof Yugoslavia, which was created as a fraternal family of indepen-
?arv

.

n® tlons iu which all the peoples received, for the first timem History, full possibility for their independent national develop-ment, does not only wish to create true relations of equal co-operation with its neighbour Greece, but that cod^ it also disposeswith an incomparably greater real force 'and moral authority which
guarantees this co-operation and which makes this Greek-Yugoslav
irienaship a sure factor of peace in this part of Europe, which must
oe taken into consideration. Gentlemen and comrades, this is why Itnink we are nevertheless creating something new in our relations intnis territory which, much to my regret, • throughout history wascelebrated as a scene of serious battles, which were very frequentlyprovoked by scandals and intrigues which came from abroad.

th^
B
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w° countries were never in dispute or at war with one
fact that our peoples knew how to find the
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interests and to establish between themselves such a co-operation
which best suits them. There are many today who speak about forms of
co-operation and create these or those suppositions. However, permit
me to express my assurance that forms are not important and thafl'ksY
even less vital and the thing that is decisive is what both sides

are

want, and whether we understand one another and for what goals we are
aspiring.

Gentlemen, colleagues and comrades, I don’t want to leave an
impression of a man who is only viewing one side of the question,
even though this would be most ideal if it were ^ssible, Just the
fact that our relations began to intensively develop a short time ago
very clearly speaks that it is necessary to persist'.and further con-
tinue on the road which we have started tc travel, wisely and with
consideration, avoiding everything that would hamper the development
of those relations which are desired by both sides. I know that this
is not always easy and that the stubborn remnants of distrust and
sometimes suspicion and intrigue operate contrary to our desires and
endeavours. For this reason permit me to express my profoundest hope
that our two countries will be qualified to persevere on this road
for the benefit of their mutual prosperity, for the benefit of peace
in this part of Europe, Be certain, gentlemen and colleagues, that
the peoples of the FPRY and their best representatives, headed by their
Government and Marshal Tito, in carrying out a peace policy and co-
operation with all countries, and specifically with the neighbours
which stand for the same principles, are developing the best desires
and sympathies for the blossoming of the neighbouring kingdom of
Greece and for the best development of our further inter-relations.

.1 toast to the further development of Greek-Yugoslav co-operation
and friendship”

,

The Greek people are sincerely confident in the necessity of the
rapprochement between the two countries - stated frlr.Gondikas in~his
greeting

In answering Mesa Pijade’s greeting, Mr.Dimitrius Gondikas said:

"Mister Vice-President, gentlemen and dear colleagues:

In the first place Mr,Vice President, I wuulcl like to fulfill my
pleasant duty of thanking you on behalf of the People’s Assembly of
Greece, the colleagues present here and for myself for your friendly
and courteous invitation to visit your country.

With sincere enthusiasm and true satisfaction I listened to your
very friendly .words which your heartily addressed to my colleagues
and myself, in connection with the first visit of the Greek parlia-
mentary delegation to friendly and neighbouring Yugoslavia. I know
that this participation at this manifestation is a real privilege
and we value its true worth. These few hours we spent in your
beautiful country have already shown us the traditional Yugoslav
hospitality and made us feel as though we were at home.

I ean assure you that the importance which you have given this
visit of the representatives of the Greek Parliament is also shared
by us and not only by the members of my delegation but, and I am
assured, by the political parties which we have the honour to
represent and by the Greek public opinion. It is very fortunate
that our visit came- at the same time when the noticable and constant
improvement of relations between our peoples, as you have very well
expressed, are becoming stronger and stronger so that they can deve-
lop, as we all wish, into a hearty and sincere co-operation. This
development does not only look natural to me but it flows forth from
the mutual interests of our peoples who are instilled with noble
ideals, among which the basic one is the protection and defence of
peace in this part of the world , Your words have awakened me

,
words

which have evoked our mutual past and heroism of b_>th of our
countriesAp^^d^ Fg^^Q^oW^h c^fe^3^4 1g^5ot)t

i
iltfeo^Soslavia
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became more than friendly and sincere, a past which is so precious
to all of our co-nationals and which will serve, &iiu I am sure of

this, to show us the road which we must follow in the future develop-
ment of relations between our peoples.

Finally, the fact that we .found ourselves shoulder to shoulder
during the past wars and the experiences which we mutually endured,

especially during the last World War, as well as the lessons derived
from our history, will ease this task for us which is of vital
interest to both of our countries.

Gentlemen, there is no doubt that 'new Yugoslavia with its
inflated force and its moral authority, and postwar Greece which
has become stronger and developed, with its own efforts, together
represent a significant factor of peace and stability in this part
of Europe, Moving from this premise, I am convinced that our
peoples, in paying attention t.o the international situation,

j
will

without a doubt know how to find mediums to protect their peaceful
development, which is urgent for their reconstruction and that they
will strongly resist all threats and intrigues which are directed
against their liberties, against the inviolability of their ^ terri-
tories and their homelands* Before I finish, I would . specifically
like to emphasise that which you have so capably highlighted, and
that is the fact that there were never any conflicts or wars between
our two countries, which have existed many centuries in good-
neighbourly relations and mutual respect.

This is the only e xample in history,

I am also fully certain, just like y^u, Mister Vice-President,
that, despite the difficulties which ravage Lhe world and which
have had their effect in our countries, our peoples will stay on the
road which they have travelled in the past and which they will travel
in the future for the good of their interests and general peace.
The Greek people are sincerely confident in 'the necessity of the
rapprochement between Greece and Yugoslavia, and fervently wish the
FPRY luck and progress",

I toast to the strengthening of Yugoslav-Greek ties". (Tan jug)

Greek parliamentary delegation attends the presentation of the
" Legend of Ohrid "

The Greek Parliamentary delegation, which ha s been staying in
Belgrade for the past two days as guests of the People* s Assembly of
the FPRY, attended last night f a presentation of . the "Legend of
Ohrid" ballet, which was composed by Stevan Hristic, a Yugoslav*

In addition to the members of the delegation and representatives
of the Greek Legation in Belgrade, the ballet was attended by the
President of the Federal Council cf the People T s Assembly, Vladimir
Simic, Vice-President of the Council of Nationalities Grga Jankez,
Secretary of the Council of Nationalities Skender Kulenovic, Peopled
Deputy Svetislav Popovic-Djero and others,

( BOR BA - 6th July, 1952).

GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION VISITS NOVI SAD AND THE CO-OPERATIVE 3N
LOVCEMC "

(Novi Sad, 6th July)

About ten o T clock today the Greek parliamentary delegation
arrived^ in Novi Sad, where a formal reception was held in its
honour in the auditorium of the Executive Committee of the Main
Committee of the AP Vojvodina.

In answering the greeting of the President of the Executive
Comittee Luka Mrksic, the leader of the Greejc delegation Dimitrius
Gondikas, stated that during the course of its two-day stay in Yugo-
slavia the delegation noticed great progress which was realised in
the eount^p/oved For Release 2002/08715 : CIA-RDR83-0041 5R01 23001 10009-T
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Mr.Gonclikas said: "Everything that we have seen today incites

in us a pleasant surprise, for we have seen that Yugoslavia is rais-

ing itself with a quick tempo from the ruins of which even our

country was not spared".

After he stated that the Greek parliamentary delegation was given

a hearty welcome everywhere it went and the desire for co-operation

between Greece and Yugoslavia, the leader of the Greek delegation

concluded with the following words: "I congratulate Marshal Tito

and his co-workers for everything they have achieved in developing

their country, with the wish for their further successful progress".

In a talk with the representatives of the popular authority
j
the

members of the delegation showed great intci. «.st in the economic,

political and cultural problems of the AP Vojvcdina. They were

especially interested in the development of the co-operative system

and the life of the national minority in the province.

The Greek parliamentary delegation also visitedone of the

largest peasant working co-operatives in the Vojvodina "Njegos J

in Lovcenac. The members of the Greek delegation spent over two

hours talking with the co-operative members and inspecting the co-

operative buildings, (Tenjug)

##*#*#*

The Greek cress emphasises the hearty atmosphe re surrounding the

visit and the significance of the co-operation between tne two

countries for oeace

-(Athens, 6th July)

In the comments concerning the visit of the Greek parliamentary

delegation to Yugoslavia, all of yesterday's Athens papers
emphasised the significance of this visit forthe future co-
operation between the two neighbouring countries. The paper
Katimerini writes that "the visit of the deputies cf the Greek

Parliament represents a significant step for the development of
co-operation between Greece and Yugoslavia" and that equality and
the mutual respect of the two countries form the basis for such
co-operation. 'The paper Acropolis wrote about this visit and

emohasised it in its headlines by saying "good relations
between Greece and Yugoslavia are a sure basis for peace in the
Balkans'*

.

The paper Bliki Imera writes that there are no obstacles on the
road to good relations between Greece and Yugoslavia.

The Greek Ministry 0f Foreign Affairs also announced an official
communique on the stay of the- Greek delegation in which it
emphasised the hearty atmosphere and the excellent organisation
of the welcome. The communique reads: "It is expected that such
manifestations by the Yugoslav peoples and its Government will
dtrengthen the already close friendship between two neighbouring
peoples which is also the sincre desire of the Greek people and
its Government", This communique, which was announced in connec-
tion with some news that the stay of the Greek delegation in
Skoplje will be shortened, states that the programme of the stay of
the Greek delegation was drawn up by the competent services of
both of the friendly countries, with the idea that the details of
the programme be worked up on the spot so that the Greek Deputies
would be able to get a more complete knowledge of all the sectors
of Yugoslav life. (Tan jug)

( BORBA - 7th July, 1952).
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-THE ^ORGANISATION Off CO-OPERATIVES . Y

t

It is not long since the publication of the Instructions of the
I/O CPY "On the future direction of the socialist transformation of the villages",
and our experience in Bosnia and Hercegovina is not so extensive# One cannot ex-
pect speedy results in nine months, as the village, the peasant and agriculture
are concerned# But mention can be made 6f various wrong ideas and certain posi-
tive experiences#

Practice has shorn that the introduction of the new economic
business system (economic accounting) is very useful and that the majority of co-
operatives have gladly adopted it# The new business system has revealed great re-
serves of labour and material, more so in the co-opcratives than anywhere elsej
l as exposed idlers and various non-workers# Economic accounting has made ,re-
.

a xon
f*

cooperatives more acute, especially as regards co-operative mem-
bers who have pooled their livestock and equipment but have insufficient labour and
so cannot maintain their families on normal wages# Their position has not yet
een s a ilised and this is one of the principal reasons for such members* submit-

ting applications to leave working co-operatives#

/.
^Instead of giving such individual co-operative members rent

(interest on their land or land-hire) regardless of what type of co-operative and.
so insuring them, the majority of districts labour under misapprehensions in regard
to this question, and even resist paying rent# Certain district leaders of co-
operative unions and district political loaders likewise do not understand the
position of such co-operative members* In the co-operatives themselves those
mem ers who have contributed least, but work and so earn most, often oppose payment
oi rorius#

There are instances of the co-operative members’ themselves solving
, .

question. With the help of the managing committees they have guaranteed the
distribution of monetary means also to those co-operative members who have no
labour, and. so. individual co-operative members, are satisfied. But these cases arc
rare. And it is almost a rule in the majority of co-oporatives that this questionas no

. een finally settled, although a large majority of the members are agreed
tnat a portion of rent, whether from the social fund or in the form of rent or
interest on the land, should be given.

. .

Certain managing committees of co-operatives, with the support ofcertain district leading bodies, have tried to employ superfluous labour, which has
econie evident especially in places whore oconomic accounting has been introduced,

in tile economy but. without the consent of the people to be employed. This met withrGS1®tan°e in co-operatives. No success was achieved in employing a numbero L.m on tho development of undeveloped branches of the economy -and so extendingand increasing co-operativo production.

hr. _ -i ,

in cases it was -a question of co-operative problems which cando solved only by all members of the co-operativo, and not by a selected section ofthem, who often usurp the rights of members and' solve matters vital to tho co-opera-
lve over t c heads of the members. Such bureaucratic tendencies in dealing withco-operative questions are very harmful and prevent tho organisational conso’lida-™ co“°Ponatives. They have therefore to bo publicised and eliminated with

the help of all co-operative members.

Where the reorganisation of working co-operatives which have no
conditions for existence as working co-operatives of any type, is concerned, one can
speak oi various tendencies :which have clearly emerged in practice. On the whole
they can all be reduced to three fundamental tendencies#

. .

Primarily, there is a frequent lack of a clear and definite economiccriterion as^to which" working co-operative possesses no conditions for existenceas some articular type of-working co-operative. Hence people lack the courage
ejLtheui^to.abclish or reorganise such co-operatives, and temporise#

The second tendency is for all. co-operatives to be reorganised so
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as to be agricultural with tho initial characteristics of a working co-operativo in-

cluded, or to reorganise co-operatives on similar types of working co-operativos.

This tendency is evident among our co-operative staffs and is very deeply

rooted. Fear of "discarding” the already existing types of co-operative, seems to.

have become a rule in the minds of a largo number of personnel on the terrain. This

is a serious obstacle to the correct solution of co-operative questions in general,

and particularly to the reorganisation of working co-operatives and their orienta-

tion to those branches of production which open up prospects for the development

of tho agriculture of the rogion concerned*

Certain comrades expect tho reorganised co-operatives - namely

those which have been directed towards suitable branches of the economy (livestock

farming, fruit-farming and similar things) - immediately to bocome profitable, an

impossibility in a short time* A certain continuity is here necessary* If no at-

tention is paid to this continuity, the result must be, as in the case of certain

comrades, no clear understanding as to how oo-operatives should be reorganised.

All these tendencies are less evident than they were a few months

ago, but they still exist - in some places more than in others - depending on the

extent to which ideas on the old type of working and agricultural co-operative are

retained. Experience shows that where such conceptions are still fairly prevalent -

there is difficulty with the reorganisation of co-operativos and tho co-operatives

are in all respects weaker*

But no one expected tho old ideas to disappear overnight* A certain

length of time was needed for our cadres to detach themselves from the wrong kolhoz

theory and practice and to gain their own experience from new conditions.

Tho largest number of unsolved questions is still to be found in

those districts where comrades think that they can adhere to "the old method #

that nothing need be changed. This attitude has resulted in their already beginning

to come into conflict with practical questions in the work of co-operatives. These

questions are all the more difficult to solve where their has been less general

political work on the terrain and where hostile elements have given their interpre-

tation to our measures in tho sphere of economy (the abolition of compulsory bulk

purchase, economic democratisation, etc,).

The new economic measures have considerably stimulated the interest

of each producer. The interest of members in the agricultural co-operative for the

development of a particular branch of economy is growing from day to day. It is

of fundamental importance that our cadres should help and give correct direction to

this interest on the part of co-operative members. The more quickly they discard

old ideas, and the more they reach agreement with co-operative members and solve all

questions with their participation, the more quickly and successfully will the co-

operative movement develop.

(Sgd. )
Blazo Djuricic.

(BORBA, 6th July, 1952.)

ALONG THE HOAD OF VICTORY .

Today narks the passage of eleven years since the historical 7^h

July, 1941*

The memory of that day does not fade from the minds and hearts of

the Serbian people, or the other peoples of Yugoslavia, because the 7th July was

the beginning of the People's Revolution throughout Yugoslavia.

Neither the Serbian people nor the other peoples of Yugoslavia

ceased fighting in those May days of 1945 when the guns became silent, they did^not

stop half way. A new revolutionary period then began during which love for one’s

homeland was shown and is shown in. deed and battle.
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On each holiday like this, therefore, we do not speak only of the

days of revolt and the years of armed struggle, but also of the days of great re-

solution on the front of socialist reconstruction# These holidays are a kind of
y-—TrdLXasirone--on''Our road to socialism*

And more than that* Our people celebrate ©Qdh sudfi date of each

year with ever greater awareness of the rights and duties which, tfie further’ develop-

ment of socialist democracy gives them# Only a few years ag# the principle of

workers’ self-management was the ideal, but it is now a reality* Only a few years

ago many principles, whS$h have already been put into operation in self-government

by the people and all ptfter spheres of state and social life, foiled the programme

which had to be realised.

\

Of each such celebration we can also assert with pride that each

year the moral and political unity of the Serbian people and thp other peoples of

Yugoslavia as well is ever stronger and that it is more and more resolute and
firm in its determination to persevere in the defence of the gains of the People’s
Revolution#

Not all the threats of the aggressors in Moscow, Sofia, Budapest,
Busharest, Tirana, etc*, not all their calumnies, provocations and frontier murders,

have born fruit either throughout our country, or in the People’s Republic of

Serbia* On the contrary, they have an opposite result* They have still more
firmly convinced our peoples that their struggle against the aggressors from the

East is right and just, and this has given them new strength to resist this aggres-
sion more successfully and more powerfully* And those hundreds of thousands be-
longing to national minorities, living in the People’s Republic of Serbia have also
been convinced of this* Hence in this respect as well, the attempts of the im-
perialists from the East to spread hatred in the ranks of members of national
minorities towards socialist Yugoslavia and her peoples, haVe failed*

The Serbian people draw their strength in defence against aggres-
sion and in building up socialism, .from the knowledge that there- can be no better
life for them Without firm brotherly relations and unity with the other peoples of
Yugoslavia* Even in the People’s Revolution they fought to proves, and did prove,
that they never had anything in commor| with the Great Serbia^ hegomenists who cam%
forward in their name* From bands of fpaid traitors - ohetniks who adorned them-
selves with a Serbian pame, they resolutely parted, just as they will in future
from all those who try to play upon thb finest sentiments of fraternity and unity
of the Serbian people for the other popples of Yugoslavia, This sentiment is
deeply planted in the fcpart of every Serbian patriot whose ancestors, many years
ago rising in revolt against the conquerors of that time, went into battle to win
freedom and unification- on the basis of equality and fraternity with the other
peoples of Yugoslavia*

This dream of the old Serbian revolutionaries, as well as of those
of the 7th July, has been achieved in socialist Yugoslavia* Therefore, when today
throughout the People T s Republic of Serbia, thousands of her sons gather in solemn
celebration of this holiday, the memory of the fighters of the People’s Revolution,
as well as of all those who before them awakened and maintained in the people be-
lief in victory in those days when as in 19W - l%-5 it was worth while fighting
for freedom even at the cost of one’s life, will be revived*

Axid this 7th July will therefore be a manifestation of the strength
of the entire Serbian people, who are prepared neither to bow down nor to retreat
before aggression, in order to protect the gains of that historical day#

This means that today well they will be inspired with new
strength to continue along the path of socialist reconstruction, together with the
other Yugoslav peoples and in brotherly Community with them, under the leadership
of their Party and Comrade Tito# In following this path they are deeply convinced
that in this way they contribute most to consolidating their freedom and independence
and so contribute, .most j>re3ervai±on ,o£ peace, .in .

the. world*

*
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The Se rbian people have narked their entire progress since the
?th J_uly,» 1941 to date with constant victory and achieveaiont.

well.
.All conditions are present for this to continue in the future as

It is for thi3 reason that, in spite of latent danger to peace in
the world and to the security of our country from aggressors in the Enst, the cele-
bration of the 7th July this year is so bright and joyful. Because of this the
prospect of a still better future for the peoples of Yugoslavia is evident.

(BORBA, 7th July, 1952.

)

LAZAR KOLISEVSKI RECEIVES THE WELL KNOWN EMIGRANT GEORGE BOCEV

Today at 1 p.m, the President of the Macedonian Government
Lazar Kolisevski received our well known emigrant George Bocev,
President of the Chicago committee for aid to Macedonia, who
returns to America one of these days,-

After the reception,George Bocev was vuest at the lunchoori
given ty the FresLdentof the Government . President of the emigration
centre of Macedonia Dimce Mire and the writer Vlado Malevski wore
present at the lunch.

*

Today at 11 a.m. President of the Macedonian Government
Lazar Kolisevski received members of the People's Militia headed
by Lt. Colonel Todor Mastevski and Major Janko Tcdorovski, spendine
one hour in conversation*

On behalf of the People's Militia of Macedonia Lt. Colonel
Mastevski handed a gift to the President of the Government -

a small cinema camera.

( BORBA - 8th July, 1952)

YUGO^L'V ^IopAPTS IP BRAZIL TO SEND AID TO WAR VICTIMS THIS YEgfl TOO

Extraordinary meeting of the Yugoslav Committee for the relief of
war victims was held in Sao Faoplo. The meeting was attended by
representatives of the Yuroslav Embassy in Brazil and representatives
of the Brazilian Red Cross, Ccuhsellor of the Yugoslav Embassy
Momcilo Cunic, expressed his thanks to the ecramibtee for the aid to
the Yugoslav war orphans, ,and to the Brazilian Red Cress for the .

suprort it ?ave to the Committee.

The President of the Committee Mrs. Josephine Kadunic
submitted a report pointing- out that the Committee in the period
immediately after the war sent to Yugoslavia through the Yugoslav
Red Cross various "oods in the value of over 8 million dinars.

The Yugoslav committee for relief to war victims in Sao Paolo
is engaged to send similar aid this year too.

( BORBA - 8th July, 1952)

*
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NEW PEOPLES’ HEROES

By a decree of the Praesidium of the Peopled Assembly of the
FPRY, the following are decorated with the Order of National Hero for
outstanding unprecedented heroism in the struggle against 'the peoples 1

enemies and convincing bravery and services during the Peoples’
Liberation Struggle from 1941 to 1945:

Babovic V, SPASENIJA, Dugalic MOMA
,
Kovacevic ZIKA

,
Ljubicic V*

RAD0JE, Penezic S. SL0V0DAN, Petrovic D. DUSAN, Stokovac A. J0VAN,
Todorovic M. MIJALK0 and Veselinov M. JOVAN.

The following are also proclaimed national heroes by the decree
of the Praesidium of the People T s Assembly of the FPRY:

Bajic B. SLOBODAN, Bektesi A. MUHAREM, Cetkovic B. JELENA. Durak
R. EKIN, Kostic BLAGOJE

,
Kovacevic 0. RADOVAN, Lisjak JANK0,

Radosavljevic D0BR0SAV and Todorovic M. DIMITRI JE.

( BORBA - 7th July, 1952)

TENDENCIES TO VIOLATE WAGE SCALES

In some of the enterprises, cases have appeared of violation of
.wage scales* This has not assumed broad dimension but, however, the
important thing is that it is already happening although wage scales
are not ready in all enterprises.

During the past few months, the working collectives have been
fixing for every one of their members the amount of his reward accord-
ing to his ability and efforts. This is an important task; perhaps
more important than the task of managing the enterprises because it
is the question of struggle for democracy, for socialist relationships
in enterprises and for socialist relations between enterprises and

community. At. the same time this is a precious school in the
further strengthening of this struggle for these same relations even
outside the framework of the enterprises--in the local community,
in the entire society.

The wage scale is a document which in fact fixes these relations
taking into consideration the specific conditions in each enterprise*
This document, at the same time, confirms that the job placement and
reward of each individual worker is the work of the entire collective,
an expression of the collective’s will—consequently

,
a democratic act

in the full sense of the word, *

‘ '

.The wage scale is a democratic institution which gives to the
working collective a guaranty that those things which are in the best
interest of the enterprise will be carried out (of course, within the
iramework which the society has fixed) . In this respect one may say
that the wage scale is a constitution governing internal relations in
an enterprise,

_ ^

is from this angle that one must view the dangers which result
^from the tendencies to violate the provisions of wage scales.

^There would be no sense at all in emphasizing the democratic role
ol the wage scale and in insisting upon its strict application in
those cases where it has been introduced in a nondemocratic way, apart ’

from the working collective and against its will. As was described
at the recently held meeting of the Central Council of Labour Syndi-
cates, m seventeen metal enterprises in the Vojvodina, the wages of
some groups of workers have been reduced by 22 percent for all: the
majority of the working collectives are dissatisfied with the pro-
visions of the. wage scales but, nevertheless, there has still been nocriticism of either the wage scale or of those who have introduced themagainst the will of the collectives. In the "Pobeda" enterprise, theworkers are being paid minimum wages while officials are bein'r paid fullsalaries—and all this under the guise o f wage scales.
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a firm intervention by the Party and Labour

is necessary, rather than an artificial
.

ales and of their provisions which were intro-

undemocratic way.

However, on the other hand, it is necessary to firmly suppress

the attempts to change wage scales without the knowledge oi tne*

collectives even if some of the provisions of the wage scales are

not completely clear. If there are any changes to be made, they

should be made by the collective which introduced them, natural y

with the concurrence of the Labour Syndicate Forum. There are a

number of cases where various malcontents (mostly from t echnic

commercial apparatuses of enterprises) have been calling on tne

leaderships of Labour Syndicates and asking them that changes be

in the v^ages scales in their favour.

In such enterprise
Syndicate Organizations
supppr-tJr«gr^of the wage s

-xhxCed in an improper an

In Zagreb 60 percent of all wage scales sent to Labour Syndicate

Forums with complaints have been taken there by the managers personally,

who have chiefly complained about..: their salaries. The Central Board

of the Federation of Seamen has received a complaint from leading

admistration personnel (commercial and technical directors, bookkeepers,

etc.) who have complained not about their own salaries but about the

salary of the manager although the manager himself is against any

increase of his salary. The background of such a demand is clear;

they wanted to have their salaries increased along with the salary oi

the manager. Or let us take the case of the manager of the maritime,

enterprise ftJadranska Linija" who, without the knowledge of the working

collective, has asked the Federation of Seamen to increase his salary

(above the amount of the salary which the manager of the largest

metallurgical enterprise has). And when he was told to put such a

request before the working collective for discussion, he refused to do

so because he said ,fthe workers will not approve this, 1 *

These f ew examples show the unsuccessful attempts made by some

people to’ acquire privileges, and since they dare not face the working

collective in a discussion they seek support ?? from above. ff

The occurrences to change wage scales "since the situation on

the market has changed in the meantime" are more serious. This

ment about a changed situation on the market is put up by some ol the

metal enterprises of Slovenia. Some of these enterprises have all oi

a sudden discovered certain reserves which were hidden at the time

when the amounts of wage funds were fixed. This represents a very,

favourable ground for the remnants of bureaucracy of those enterprises

which consider wage scales to be a mote in the eye. They are acting

in a purely demagogical way: "We have more money than. was envisaged

then and, consequently, the wages and salaries can be increased,"

Such occurrences may indeed be dangerous. It is not difficult to

imagine in what an awkward position the enterprises would find them-

selves if they were to start increasing the amounts of wages and

salaries being carried away by some momentary market boom or by

building castles in the air upon the mistake made by the state apparatus

at the time of the fixing of the amounts of wage funds.

However, in such a case enterprises would suffer. a greater damage

because they would let slip from their hands such an important instru-

ment in the struggle for d emocracy--the instrument being the wage scale.

It is in the interest of the bureaucratic remnants in the enterprises

to make various amendments and supplements and thus to compromise the

importance of wage scales. These elements are fighting against any-

thing that might tie their hands with the working collectives and

with the community as a whole.
{ BORBA - '6th July, 1952)
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END OF CONFERENCE BETWEEN YUGOSLAVS AND ITALIAN TRADE. DELEGATION
(Zagreb 6th July)

~

The conference between Yugoslavs and the Ltalian trade delegation
which was exploring the possiblilities of a greater export of wood
to Italy from Yugoslavia, has come to an end.

On the basis of these talks a committee has been formed which
will consist of five members from each side. It has been deicded that
it will meet on 25th July in Italy, A3 a preliminary both delegations
will assemble and exchange data on various kinds of wood, varieties,
degree of dryness, measurements, types of cut, payment, arbitration
and pther conditions of export to Italy,

Both delegations will combine to try to hit upon an easier method
than the present , system of bank clearence payments. The Italian
delegation has requested the division of our wooden hand made goods
into groups. In the first group there will be the products of woods •

of Bosnia, Serbia and. Montenegro,' and in the second those of Croatia,
and in the. third those of Slovenia,

At the end of the conference the leader of the Italian delegation,
Signor Scirati, e. xpressed the thanks of the delegation for their
cordial reception in Yugoslavia, He said that the first steps had
been taken towards strengthening the trade connexions between Italy
and Yugoslavia.

( BORBA - 7th July 1952)

mGOSLAV DELEGATION TO 6BSSI0N ' OF DANUBE COMMISSION RETURNS
‘

' The .

of the
delegation was headed by Minister Plenipotentiary Dragoje^ D juric

,

Yugoslav bharge d» Affaires in Moscow.
e. j j ,

delegation which represented Yugoslavia at the Sixth Session
2 Danube Commission, returned to Belgrade last night. The
') f "1 /-! V") T.TO a U ^ A "U v- Tk/TX • _ 1- Tl *1 * .1 > . /I nstrr- T. . ^

( BORBA - 7th July 1952)

GIFT FROM CARE TO BLIND VaR VETERANS'

In the War Veterans Club
, Braille wristwatches

,
a gift of the

'CARE organisation, were handed over to five blind war veterans.
Amongst those present at the ceremony was the chief of the Care
Organisation mission in Yugoslavia, Mr. Izbicki, and the assistant
president of the Council for Health and Social rolicy of the
Yugoslav government, g. Gustav Vlahov.

After the presentation of the watches, Mr, Izbicki complimented
the • blind war veterans, saying that the CARE organisation was very
satisfied that w th these small gifts much could be done for those
who had suffered in the Second World War.

( P0LITIKA - 6th July 1952)

MASS POISONING AT CELEBRATION IN MONASTERY OF SVETI HAUM

The day before yesterday there was a mass poisoning at a feast
at the monastery of Sveti Naum, near Bitolj. It is supposed that
the poisoning was caused by the "zito" ( slava wheat cake) which was
eaten by those present after the meal. No deaths resulted because
aid was brought at once, from the Bitoij general hospital,

( POLITIKA - 7th July 1952)
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TRIAL OF MONK FORGERS IN MOSTAR
( Mostar, July 7 ),

Before the Regional Court at Mostar began today the trial of Dr.Smiljan Zvonar Guardian of the Franciscan monastery in Mostar, Ferdovlasic secretary of the monastery, Gaudencio Ivancic junior abbot,armko Brkic
,
Drago Stojic and their accomplices. for antite -state

and. public activities. The accused monks were very much worried abouttheir shaken positions amongst the people. They had nobody left onwhom they raoght rely in the Croatian villages in Hercegovina, becausethe peasants did not believe them any longer. Therefore they decidedto discover people using different tricks in order to attract them
to the priests and alienate them from public authority. However these
people were serving time sentences. Some of them accused as war
criminals were serving twenty years sentences.

The "Strategic Plan” of Zvonar and Vlasic

Muhamed Mirica, the Public Prosecutor in Mostar, presented in the
indictment the complete "strategic plan" of Dr. Smiljan Zvonar and
Ferdo Vlasic, as well as their accomplices to save "their people"
from serving well-earned sentences in penitentiaries so that they
might exploit them again for activities against the people and the
co untry.

Dr.Zvona and his accomplices knew quite well whom they should
liberate from the penitentiary in order to get in return their help
in their hostile activities. The plan was skilfully made. At the
beginning money was collected in churches from the faithful which
was later used for bribery and forging of reprieves. The monks dis-
covered a way to liberate their people by bribing a court official
in Mostar Daut Karamehmedovic, a notorious alcoholic, who presented
them with forged decisions concerning the reprieves. (The Praesid-
ium of the PA sent decisions concerning reprieves to the Regional
Courts in the original text and the c-urts sent copies to the
different penitentiaries concerning the reprieves of prisoners)

,

Then the "reprieved" priests had to lie low ana to continue with
their hostile work as they did before the trials, Zvonar and Vlasic
believed that such people were reliable for activities epainst the
people and the country.

In the "strategic plan" the main role was played by Ivka Jurica, an
elderly peasant woman who blindly believed the monks. She carried
messages to Karamehmedovic, together with the monks' demands for
forging decisions concerning the reprieve of condemned persons.
Karamehmedovic received for each forged decision concerning a reprieve
15,000 dinars, food, wine and rakija. This was all paid out to him
by Ferdo Vlasic.

Who are the "reprieved" persons.....

Dr. Zvonar, Vlasic, Ivancic and Karamehmedovic "reprieved" the
monks Drago Stojic, Svetozar, Petrie

,
Rajko Radicle, Mirko Cosic

Bosilko Vukojevic
,
Nikola Dodik, Ante Herceg and others. Some of

them they "reprieved" and "lowered" sentences to others from 2 to 5and more years. They also tried to liberate the monk Mi jo Cujic
and some others but they failed in this case because their "strategic
plan" was already discovered. This plan was discovered by the

^

people. When the "reprieved" persons returned to their villages the
people asked them how they were liberated because they knew about
their numerous crimes.

During .the war the sentenced monks collaborated permanently with
the Ustashi, converted and slaughtered the Serbs, and after the
liberation organised the escape of monks - war criminals, Dominik
Coric, Bruno Pancic

,
Mladen Barbaric and giving them needed foreign
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exchange' they sent them to the monk Dominik Mandic in Rome. The
monk Vukojevic and some others speculated with gold and dollars and
were in contact with the rebels and Krizar organisations and were past
masters in inventing different hostile • slogans against the building-
up of our country. During confessions, the monk Cosic ’ incited
Bozo and Marko Lovric to take to the woods and afterwards he helped
them.

and who are their "liberators”?

The defendant Dr.Smiljan Zvonar was closely connected with the
Ustashi and fled before the Liberation Army. Immediately after the
liberation he continued with his hostile work in Zagreb where he
contacted the Krizar organisation, giving them financial aid.
Returning to Mostar he continued with his hostile activities, misus-
ing his position of guardian of the Franciscan monastery and meeting
Krizar couriers, through whom he sent help and information to the
rebels. At the same time he incited the people against public
authority, using masses in the Church and Confessions, He particu-
larly attacked the brotherhood and unity of our people. He said to
the . witness SenkiC that the situation in our country will change
rapidly, telling him about some Ustashi Government and army, Pavelic
and Macek. Ferdo Vlasic and others are no better than Zvonar,

During the interrogation the Court gained the impression that
Dr. Zvonar was guilty. The accused said that all people’s enemies
always . "stuck” to him and others who a priori considered the priests
as their best friends. He admitted that he organised the liberation
of war criminals from penitentiaries, in spite of the fact that -he
was sure that they would continue with their hostile activities, even
after their "reprieve".' Thus he confessed that he was guilty of
infringing' . the security of the state and the people and was not
Idyal. towards the' people as is foreseen by the rules of the
Association of -Catholic . Priests.

Zvonar was very suspicious about the. fact that a simple court
official can "liberate" condemned monks. He knew that "something
was wrong" just as it was wrong to give to Karamehmedovic large sums
of money from the monastery’s treasury as a bribe for liberating
every individual criminal,

.. When the condemned monks were liberated Zvonar told them to be
quiet about their "reprieve", "There is somebody who takes' care of
you" - he used to say.

The condemned monks used a code in their activities. So, for
example, the word "costume" was the name of Ante Herceg who was in
a penitentiary, together with the monk Drago Stojic, In a similar
manner messages were carried from one monk to another for Karameh
Karamehmedovic through the peasant woman Ivka Jurica. Dr.Smiljan
Zvonar and his accomplices . "liberated" systematically those
monks and other _ condemned people whom they needed most because they
were the most biased enemies of the people and to exploit them for
hostile activities.

:

The trial is followed by a large number of citizens from Mostar
and from the whole of Hercegovina. .The trial continues.

( BQRBA - 8th July, 1952).
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ANTI LABOUR ACTIVITY OF WORKERS* COUNCIL IN TRIESTE

The secretariat of Professional Syndicates in Trieste

released last nieiht a communique condemning anti -labour activity

of Vidali’s syndicates and workers’ councils in Adriatic shipyards.

The communique points out that the workers * council betrayed

_

the interests of the workers in shipyards, who demanded the conclusion

of new contracts and increase of salaries and wages. Namely, he

leaders of the workers’ council entered into negotiations with the

employers a few days ago, exactly at the moment when the greatest

number of workers was in strike*

The communique then emphasizes that the Vidali syndicates

backed such an attitude of the workers' council calling upon

workers to organise brief one hour *nd two hour strikes
,
thus

preventing a wider spreading of the strike movement in the united

Adriatic shipyards.

Unit ed professional syndicates seek Trad e Union freedom in, the

Zone of the FTT

The conference of the United Professional Syndicates in

Trieste demanded from the International Labour Organisation to

undertake certain measures in order to establish Trade Union

Freedom in the Zone "A" of the FTT. The letter of the United

Professional Syndicates points out that after the gap in syndicate

organisations which occurred after the publication of the infamous

resolution of the Cominform, the Cominform United Syndicates and

Syndicates of the Labour Exchange in co-operation with employers

prevented every activity of the United Professional Syndicates.

In this fway the United Professional Syndicates were formally

been given permission for work, but in practice they are constantly

exposed to attacks, slanders and terror. The International

Labour Organisation is requested to intervene with the Allied

Military Government and the International Bureau of Labour to

prevent discrimation of workers - members of the Professional

Syndicate. This discrimination, as the demand of Professional

Syndicates points out, serves the irredentist interests of leaders

of Cominform United Syndicates and yellow syndicates of the workers

councils#

i

( BCRBA - 6th July, 1952)

TRIESTE YOUTH BRIGADE TO HELP BUILD HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER PLANT AT

VINODOL .

A brigade of i*0 young men which will join the Yugoslav

youth on building the hydro electric power plant at Vinodol has been

set up in Trieste. .Many of the enlisted have already been working

in Yugoslavia. The Trieste youth brigade will work on the hydro

electric power riant at Vinodol for three weeks and then it will

spend several days in the Croatian Littoral.

(BORBA - 6th July, 1952)
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LEADER OF TERRORIST ORGANISATION APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVE OF ITALIAN
GOVERNMENT IK TRIESTE

Trieste newspapers report that the Cabinet of the Italian
Government appointed Diego de Castro, former professor of statistics
at the university of Turin as the Italian political counsellor
with the Allied Military Government of the Zone "A" of the.FTT,
and the present prefect of Genoa Giovani Vitelli as o^ief director
of civil administration to the Allied Military Government*

The citizens of Trieste know D.e Castro as one of the leaders
of the infamous "Committee of National Liberation" (CNL) and as the
author of many articles against Yugoslavia. In his book "The
Trieste problem" which was published in Italy two months ago, De
Castro exerted much efforts to smear the reputation of our country
and the struggle for liberation of our -peoples ^representing Yugoslavia
as a barbaric country with which it is impossible to maintain good
relations.

Today's issue of Primorski Dnevnik , publishing the news about
the appointment of Diego De Castra as Italian political counsellor
to General Winterton, says among other things:

"How can a man who was in the leadership of the organisation
which has so much committed itself by organising terrorist acts
in the neighbourly zone of the Trieste territory be in the
re-organised administration of the Zone "A", even as representative
of the Italian Government, and what is worse in the capacity of a
counsellor (equal to the political counsellors of USA and Great
Britain)

.

How can one imagine the policy of reconciliation and
maintenance of peace in this part of Europe, when the leader of
the terrorist organisation CNL which till recently was "secret"
is being appointed on one of the three so responsible posts of
the zone A?

How ean a man from the leadership of • that organisation
which till recently supported the organisation of the well known
Fascist riots in March, be appointed to such a responsible post?"

The act by which the Italian government appointed Diego de •

Castro, leader of the terrorist-espionage, anti-Trieste, anti-Istrian,
anti-Yugoslav organisation, obviously bears a provocative 'character.
It is the proof that the Italian government does not care to establish

,

the least normal neighbourly relations with Yugoslavia. On the
contrary it further carries out acts which are impairing co-operation
in this part of the world.

Appointment of De Castra causes bewilderment in Trieste democratic
circles

The news that the well known irredentist and one of the
organisers of the "Committee of National Liberation" (CNL) in
Trieste Diego de Castro is appointed as political counsellor to
General Winterton, caused bewilderment in the Trieste democratic
Circles. Slovene political circles in Trieste consider that this
step of the Italian government would be a serious anti-Yugoslav
provocation and are pointing, out that his arrival in Trieste would
still more impair the relations between the two neighbour
countries.

The circles of the independents are for the moment refraining
from comments, expecting the official communique. However, it is
emphasized in these circles that De Castro, if nominated,will come to
Trieste exactly because of his hostile attitude towards Yugoslavia,
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It is considered in unofficial British circles that the
British and the American Governments will be against the
appointment which could be interpreted as an act directed
against Yugoslavia. In the circles of journalists from the West
in Trieste,they do not exclude the possibility that the news
about the appointment of De Castra as political counsellor was a
ballon d'essai of the Italian Government released with the aim
to test the attitude of the two western Governments concerning
this step. It is considered in Trieste that by appointing

the prefect of Genoa Vitelli as director of civil administration
in Trieste, the Italian Government desires to underline that it
considers Zone"A" as already annexed to Italy,

( BORBA - 7th July, 1952)

GREEK PARLIAMENTARY .DELEGATION VISITS ARAHDJELOVAC AND TGPOLA

The Greek Parliamentary Delegation headed by the chief of
the Delegation Dimitrios Gondikas visited yesterday Topola,
Arandjelovac and Arandjelovacka Banja, where the Serbian Government
held a luncheon for the Greek guests.

Beside the members of the Delegation, at the luncheon given .

in hotel "Sumadija" were present Minister of Serbian Government
and people's deputy Vlada Zecevic and people's deputy Slavoljub
Petrovic, who is accompanying the Delegation as representative
of the National Assembly of the FPRY. The Greek Minister in
Belgrade M. Spiros Kapetanides with officials of the Legation
also attended the luncheon.

Greeting, the Greek Parliamentary delegation on behalf of
the Serbian Government, Vlada Zecevic underlined the significance
of the celebration of the Serbian National holiday the Seventh of
July. He then emphasized, that the peoples from Greece and Yugoslavia
had many things in common in the* past and that this relation between
both nations always was' beneficial.

"The Greek and the Serbian nations- said Zecevic - have a

common feature - the feeling of national consciousness and national
sensibility. Those who do not know the history of the Greek and
lugoslav peoples, often value this fact as a weak side. However
said Minister Zecevic we consider this as a good thing because our
nations love their independence and do net allow others to
interfere in their internal affairs.

It is a good thing that the Greek people's deputies visited
our country, said Zecevic. I consider that this is a good thing
for the beginning, because the stay of the Greek delegation in
Yugoslavia will contribute to a still better understanding between
these two countries and to a more close economic and cultural
co-operation between Greece and Yugoslavia.

In response to the greeting of Minister Zecevec, the Chief of
the Greek Parliamentary Delegation M. Gondikas expressed his gladness
that the Delegation is in Serbia on the day of the national holiday.
He stressed that the members of the Greek delegation in this moment
do not feel only as Greeks, but in the frame of tnis celebration
they feel as Serbs with whom they jointly celebrate this holiday.

"Ties which exist between our two countries, said M. Gondikas
are so strong that there is no need to speak in detail about them.
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I believe in the further deepening of these ties,, Events which

took place in Yugoslavia and great men who appeared in them represent

a guarantee that "our relations will be still closer','

Expressing his esteem for Marshal Tito, M, Gondikas at the end

proposed that the Greek delegation sends a telegram to the Marshal

on the occasion of the Serbian National Holiday - the Seventh of July.

General Georgios Kosmas, warrior from the three past wars

in the Balkans, ' in the introductory part of his speech pointed

out that during the three wars in which he took part he witnessed
the heroism of the Serbian nation. He said:

"This is a brave army, ready for sacrifice, an army of

exceptional stubbo mess'.’

.

"When the Serbian peoples united with- other Yugoslav
_
peoples

and when new Yugoslavia has been created, I perceived with great
satisfaction that all the mentioned properties of the Serbian army
refer to the entire Yugoslav army. It is quite clear to me that
the merit for this belongs to Marshal Tito, because he is the man
who united, them, who incited the spirit and ardour and brought to

the creation of the Yugoslav People's Army".

Greeted with applause, General Kosmas, ended his speech with
these words:

"We do not wish to fight against anyone. At the same time we
will not allow anyone to attack us. Should anyone, attack us, then
we would carry out our duty in the same way as we did in the past."

From Arandjelovacka Banja the Greek Parliamentary Delegation
paid a visit to the Vencac co-operative in the village. of Banja near
Arandjelovac. After an one hour conversation with the members of
this' co-operative the Greek guests returned t;o Belgrade at 7 p.m,

(BORBA - Sth July, 1952)

POLITICAL EVENTS: TELEGRAM OF GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION TO
grgs'h'AE~TIT0 ON TEE OCCASION OF THE SEVENTH OF JULY

At the luncheon, which the Serbian Government gave today
at Arandjelovacka Banja in honour of the Greek Parliamentary
Delegation, Chief of the Delegation M. Dimitrios Gondikas proposed

_

a telegram to be sent to Marshal Tito on the occasion - of the Serbian
holiday - the Seventh of July.

"It is a fortunate event that the Greek Parliamentary Delegation
is on the soil of friendly Yugoslavia on the clay of the celebration
of the anniversary of Liberation Movement of Serbia. Today^we have
with all our hearts taken part in, the celebration, of that historical
anniversary and attended the national manifestations.

We send to Your Excellency our warmest wishes",

( BORBA - 3th July, 1952)
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IMSBITATIONAL CHRONICLE: SIGNS OP ANXIETY fa*
~6i PllTtary factors In "the Western polfcyj

me classical war theorist, the Prussian General Karl Ton Klauzevitz
wrote 120 years ago that war represents a continuation of a policy applying
different means* If this appeared to be right more than a hundred years
ago * then it can be even more considered as correct nowadays at the time
of a total war.

of the increased influence

But, the problem which did not worry Elauzevits, has been imposed today.
If war is really a continuation of policy, who does then have a decisive
word in war} politicians or soldiers?

At the time of absolutism, this question could not raise owing to
the fact that political and military power was identical. But, this
question has been brought about today, especially in the Vest, where
the authority has been divided up and the mentality of politicians
gradually more distinguished from that of military authorities.

The question remains how to determine their competence in a
modem war. That is to say, where the functions of a soldier begin
and the authority of a politician cease, and the opposite*

Logically, it would appear as if politicians take decision on a
war, while the generals conduct it. However, this is a very simplified
conception to satisfy professional people either in one or in the other
camp. That theory of KlauzewitzU the politicians are inclined to
interpret claiming to be their own responsibility to wage a war, while
on the other hand the generals like to believe that it is their duty
to outline policy as well*

Clemanceau, for example, cynically stated that war was an extremely
serious matter to be left to the generals. On the other handy military
literature is overflooded with memoirs by German generals today - and not
only German ones - who endeavour to prove that Germany has lost the war
for the sole reason that it was not led by professional generals but by
Hitler who was only a dilettante in military matters. We still remember
the case of MacArthur^ who accused the politicians of having prevented
him from winning the war in Korea by their interference.

MacArthur has been dismissed, but the lat est events occurring in
Korea indicate that the spirit of MacArthur continues to exist in generals
who are conducting that war. The sudden bombardment of hydro-electric
power stations on the banks of the Jal carried out by American aeroplanes
has provoked great anxiety in the West, One gets the impression that,
according to the manner in which it was perpetrated and time when it took
place, they harmed good relatione among the Allies more than inflicting
a damage to the enemy, since thereby a deep differentiation between the
political and military stand regarding the conduct of war in Korea< was exposed

As is known, the Jal is the frontier line separating North Korea
from China, and as to the hydro-electric power stations, they are dual
property. They do not only provide a supply of electricity to North
Korea only, but to a greater part of Manchuria included in the Chinese
territory, as well as to a certain section of Russian Siberia*

According to policy pursued by the United Nations, the Korean
war should be restricted to the territory of Korea alone and ended there
through an agreement, Eor this reason, since more than a year ! s time,
truce talks are being held to this effect* Therefore, according to one
of its decision, the United Nations recognized the exceptional position
of those hydro-electric power stations, although they were located within
the Korean territory, assuming that the interests of the Chinese in
Manchuria or the Russians in Siberia could be affected, thus causing
the expansion of war.
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But the views of military factors are different* They consider

these hydro-electric power stations as military objects of first class

importance, which nobody denies, and accordingly liable to be subjected

to bombardments* In their opinion, they are even more so since industrial

plants located in Manchuria and Siberia obtain their power from them ^ for

the manufacture of arms intended for use in Korea and procure electricity

for aerodromes in Manchuria, wherefrom Soviet aeroplanes . with Chinese pilots

start when going to bombard the positions of the Allies in Korea*

fhis is logical, but according to such logics giving reasons for

the bombardment of hydro-electric plants on the Jal, one can also assume

that aerodromes in Chinese Manchuria as well as industrial plants located

even in Soviet Siberia, apart from those in Manchuria* could also be

bombarded#

Such were the intention of MacArthur* s* In his own opinion, war

in Korea could only thus be promptly and successfully
^

ended# Nevertheless

,

according to the opinion of responsible politicians, this would not bring

about the end of war, but on the contrary, would prolongue and expand it

indefinitely as a result MacArthur was dismissed by the U©S* Government#

However, it is a fact that the bombardment which MacArthur was not allowed

to carry out a year ago, suddenly occurred now at the time when utmost

efforts are being made by the United Nations Organization for reaching

an armistice in Korea. This is an indication that military factors in the

United States have intensified their influence upon the conduct of U*S*

policy.

But this is not only the case in the United States*

In England, for example, this bombardment was met with utmost

anxiety* But, as Bevan stated in a lively discussion led in the British

Parliament, the Conservative Government and the military factors were most

upset because they were offended by American failure .to inform them on this

action; provided that they were notified, the generals would see that the

Conservative Government agreed to this bombardment*

As a confirmation of that we can take the statements made by the

Minister of Defence Lord Alexander who recently spent some time in Korea*

Lord Alexander is considered as one of the greatest British generals

and he was sent to Korea to pacificate the .American generals. who more

frequently began to issue threatening statements which deteriorated the

prospects for an armistice, by using his great military authority# Lord

Alexander had talks with his colleagues at Tokyo and Seoul,, but after

these talks .American generals were not pacificated* On the contrary,

Lord Alexander has become inspired by fighting and began to make threatening

.statements in the same style used by the Americans*
,

It has been attributed

to him to bare said to the British soldiers in Korea that their struggle

in Korea- represents the general rehearsal 'of the Third World War* If Lord

Alexander has actually stated that, then it is (quite true that he did just

the opposite of what he was supposed to do and what for he was sent to

Korea at all*

At the time when three years ago the British generals waged a

campaign for amnesty of certain German generals sentenced by British courts

as war criminals, the Labour Foreign Minister at that time Ernest Bevin

angrily exclaimed in the Parliament! nThere is only one actual International

~ that of generals! 11

The interference of military circles is rather more strongly felt

in France* Recently Marshal Juan arrogantly threatened by the French

leaving of the United Nations Organization unless the U#N* stop criticizing

the French methods applied in colonies which led to a serious crisis in

North Africa* As to these methods, he was mainly responsible for them#
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Marshal Juan is gradually more openly making efforts aimed at
the rehabilitation of Peten*s reputation. As a matter of fact, he is
not even being blamed for that since numerous people got the impression

that Juan himself would have behaved in the same manner as Peten in

such circumstances.

These are the Bigns of our alarming days, Endeavouring to prevent
war from breaking out, the democratic peoples are urgently providing arms

for the defence of peace. This urge has evoked the psychosis dissembling
in itself numerous dangers. One of these dangers consists in the fact
that it contributes to the spreading of influence of those whose profession
the conduct of war is upon the outlining of policy currently applied.

Under the present circumstances, the alertness of those whose tasks is

to safeguard peace, is substantially needed.

(Signed) P,M.

(POLITIKA, July 6, 1952)

GUATEMALAN AND COSTA RICAN MINISTERS VISIT BORBA

Yesterday during the morning hours, the Envoy of the Republic of

Guatemala to Rome Mr. Francisco K. Galvez and the Envoy of the Republic

of Costa Rica to Some Mr. Teodoro 3. Kastro, visited the offices of Borba
spending some time in conversation with members of the editorial staff
and looking round the premises of Borba.

During their conversation, the guests stressed their strong
impressions of their journey through Yugoslavia and its achievements in
the building up of the country and high political nindedness of the people.
nToday Yugoslavia is making its own history*1

, Mr. Kastro noted. Both Envoys

displayed special interest in prospects of trade between their two countries

and Yugoslavia.

Mr. Galvez and Mr, Kastro have up to present visited Zagreb and
Eumrovec, apart from Belgrade, and next Sunday are due to pay a visit to

a peasant working co-operative in Srem.

(B0R3A , July 8, 1952)
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BURMESE DELEGATION IN SARAJEVO
( Sarajevo

,
7th July)

The Burmese delegation, led by Mr, Cho Nien, Secretary-General of
the Anti-Fascist National Freedom League, and Mr. Tin Maung Gi,
Charge d’Affaires of the Burmese Embassy in Belgrade, arrived here
today. The delegation was met at the airport by Hakija P0ZBERAC

,

member of the Cabinet of Bosnia and Hercegovina, Ilija MATERIC
,
member

of the CC CP Bosnia and Hercegovinia and Sulejman CISIC, Director of
the Information Bureau of the Government of Bosnia and Hercegovina.

During their stay in B & H, the delegates will visit the metallur-
gical plant at Zenica, the hydro-electric power plant at Jsblanica and
some enterprises in Sarajevo. The delegation will then proceed to Split.

( BORBA - 8th July, 1952)'

SHORT NEWS FROM TRIESTE: SHIPS

The workers and employees of the shipping companies "Lloyd",
"Italia" and "Adriatic" at a joint meeting held on Sunday protested
against the decision of the "Italia" company that the administration
of two Trieste vessels VULCANIA and SATURNIA be. transferred to Genoa.
It is said in the protest resolution that this decision inflicts great
damage upon the shipping in Trieste and upon the economy of Trieste as
a whole. (Tanjug)

( BORBA - 8th July, 1952)

NEWS FROM THE FTT: ITALY ABUSES TRIESTE TRADE' FAIR
(Trieste, 7th July)

The .paper Corriere di Trieste writes that the most important
reason for the poor interest in the Trieste Trade Fair should be
sought. in the fact that this fair has no international character.
Thanks to the management of the fair, it has been reduced to the.
degree of an ordinary Italian provincial fair. According to this
paper, the Trieste Fair has been poisoned by the blind Italian
nationalism and turned into a centre of irredentist propaganda. The
paper says that the city and fairgrounds are flooded , with Italian
flags; that a strict rule of custom duties has been introduced on
goods brought for exhibition at the fair with the exception of goods
from Italy and that the exhibitors are being forced to conclude their
businesses through Italian clearing houses. As an example, Corriere
di^ Trieste cites the high custom duty on Yugoslav wines and alcoholic
drinks which was introduced solely for the reason to make it impossible
for Yugoslav products to. compete against Italian products.

The
.
paper concludes that the management of the fair, by its

nationalistic policy, has created such a. situation that many of the
‘

countries no longer are participating, in the fair, as for examole
Greece, or have reduced the volume of their exhibits, as for example.
Austria and Yugoslavia. (Tan jug)

( POLITIKA. - 8th July, 1952)

MEETING OF THE CROATIAN GOVERNMENT
T ZagveH, 7th July]

^ its today's meeting, the Government of Croatia considered the
drafts of the laws:. on peoples’ committees of districts, municipalities,
towns and town municipalities; on election and recall of members ofpeoples committees and on amending and supplementing the law on thePraesidium of the People’s Assembly. All these draft laws have beensubmitted by the Government to the Croatian Assembly which will meetm session on Monday, 14th July.

(BORBA - 8th July, 1952)
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VISIT OF THE GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION

at the invitation of the People's Assembly of the FPRY
,
the Greek

parliamentary delegation arrived in Belgrade to visit the FPRY. Thedelegation was composed of members of the Liberal Party, Progressive
U
£
1
2

I
?.

Cfcntr
? ( EPEK ) >

Greek Rally Movement, Agricultural Party— a total
,

en delegates headed by Mr. Dimitrius Gondikas, President ofthe Greek People's Assembly. Besides Belgrade, the delegation willalso visit Novi Sad, Sarajevo, Zagreb, Ljubljana and Skoplje and willspend eleven days in our country,

tfe congratulate the representatives of the Greek people and
Sincerely wish that their visit will serve to strengthen the friendly
relations between our countries. Our peoples strongly support thepolicy of good-neighbour relations, mutual understanding and activedeience of peace. We are certain that the Greek delegation willestablish this fact during the course of their visit in our country,ihey will also be able to establish that the total efforts of ourpeople are directed towards the development of new social relations,based on justice and law, in the spirit of socialist democracy. Sucheiiorts can only be successfully performed in peace, liberty and fullindependence of the country. But peace does not only depend upongood win end sincere aspirations of the peoples, even less on propa-
gandist, pacifist reports or bragging, but upon a genuine peace policy,sincere recognition of equal rights for all peoples in the world and
upon cin unyielding determination to defend a country f s freedom and
independence from any aggression regardless of its source.

In today's restless world, mutual rapprochement and understanding
between. states and peoples, the strengthening of their friendship onthe basis of equality of interest and duties, has a special political
significance. But when Greece and Yugoslavia are in question—whosepeoples pasts did not contain any contrary interests and never werein open conflict, who for ages had the same historic fate and duringth?Atr

2gsleJor national liberation and’ later were linked withsolidarity of interests and as Allies—then this has special politicalsignificance. Our people. know this; there fore they are certain thattms visit comes at an opportune time.

For decades certain notions were designated with the following
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^
diPlomf tic-political dictionary: Eastern question,Balkan problem and even the Balkan "powder keg./' They were reallydealing with the persistent battles of the Balkan peoples—for ages

•

f^®htinS for freedom and independence—and, contrary to thisinfluences and interests foreign to these peoples, those whodominated international relations on the principle of "balance of
Ere deelinS with spheres of influence and imperialist

ii?
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i
ns on which today's civilization started

the ^ru?,gle of the oppressed and non-autonomous peoples
and complete emancipation began. The process, which

T
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£
and whlch has expanded, is still spreading

e
he East * Ia sense, the struggle of the Balkan peoplesis the forerunner of this process. In the struggle for the realiza-tion of these legal aspirations, the peoples of Yugoslavia have theirrecognized and honourable place. The idea of the solidarity of theBalkan peoples, to which they are devoted on the basis of generalinternational solidarity, is still today suffering heavy blows.
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Ce and Yug° slavia ^represents a matter which comes of
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siSnifica" ce Preservation of peace

( REPUBLIKA - Bth July, 1952)
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Committee report does not cover many problems of organisation

P.5. First voyage of new ship "Vladimir Nazor"
*

FROM' POLITIKA OF THE 8TH JULY
*
P.5. New rectors of Ljubljana University and Technical College
*
FROM REPUBLIKA OF THE 8TH JULY
>'
t
C

P.6. Our foreign trade in the new economic system

from borba of the 9th july

P-11.
*

P.13.

*
P.14.

*
£.15.

P.16.

P.17.

Giving more independence to the working collectives (Editorial)

Ambassador Ivekovic visits President of Bundestrat
Increasing number of emigrants from Yv.~oslavia come to visit
their homeland
Two Bulgarian bandits injure one of our frontier guards
I wo Rumanian Frontier guards escape to Yugoslavia

Army
rankinS Araerican officers pay friendly visit to Yugoslav

Meeting of Committees of PA of B & H

YSoIlI?
t
riS S

T°
f
^
YU

f
OSlaV Red Cross trPVel t0 Canada& -Gr*bek Trade Agreement prolonged

Ten Albanians escape to Yugoslavia

In Se 11 Z°ne B 0f the rTT can fish in Jugoslav) waters

'tfnies ?rslnd
i

cXcSsd
t„°Zada

trrit0ry: E°me Mlnlstry a°n-

F
p?jmoraH

S
nn°v°?£

°:lnt 'nent alarms i*0?16 of Trieste says

»aa appoiatei Mayor in
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FROM BORBA OF THE 9TH JULY
*
p id Mnqlem conference in Pristina

, 4

’
* Assembly of Association of Orthodox priesthood in monastery

at Kaliste

P.19. The abolition of the Economic Council of the Main Executive

Committee of the Vojvodina
Jjc f

P,22. Greek Parliamentary Delegation travels to Sarajevo

* V
. \ 4

P # 23 . No changes in Danube Commission

fiHPPT.F.MENT OF TRANSLATIONS FROM THE PROVINCIAL PRESS

FROM NOVA MAKEDONIJA OF THE 1ST JULY

P a Preeled. organ of the Association of Economists and the
• AsfocTatlon of Jurists of Macedonia

FROM SL0VENSKI POROCEVALEC OF THE 6TH JULY

P.a. The baptising of children of Party members

P.b, Clergymen refuse to pay their taX«s

*********
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HEADLINES BOrtba .
9th July 1952

P.l. GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION TRAVELS TO SARAJEVO
*
TRIESTE PRESS COMMENT ON MARSHAL TITO'S SPEECH IN NIS
>!<

REPRESENTATIVES OF YUGOSLAV RED CROSS TRAVEL TO CANADA

* *

P.2.

P.3.

MEETINGS OF COMMITTEES OF PA OF B. & H.

Economic councils of Chief Executive Committee of Voyvodinato be
abolished

?i>

Plenary Session of CC of People’s youth of Montenegro

Lively markets after -the harvest: price of new wheat ranges
between 1,700 and 1,S00 dinars per 100 kilograms

BULGARIAN AUTHORITIES SEND TERRORISTS INTO YUGOSLAVIA:. TWO
BULGARIAN BANDITS INJURE ONE OF OUR FRONTIER GUARDS

THREE ROUMANIAN FRONTIER GUARDS ESCAPE TO YUGOSLAVIA
*
AN EVEN GREATER INDEPENDENCE OF WORKING COLLECTIVES. (Editorial)

HIGH-RANKING AMERICAN OFFICERS PAY FRIENDLY VISIT TO
YUGOSLAV ARMY

>!< -

Congress of American Republican Party in Chicago: Eisenhower
gains psychological victory over question of delegates
whose papers have been rejected

*
Plenary Session of CC of PeoOle’s Youth: anxiety concerning
^young people’s education concerns the whole of society

ASSEMBLY OF ASSOCIATIONS OF ORTHODOX PRIESTHOOD IN MONASTERY
AT KALISTA: MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION WILL HELP IN THE
STRUGGLE AGAINST SUPERSTITION

Letter from the citizens of Vlasina to the CC CP Serbia and to
Petar Starabolic

*

MOSLEM CONFERENCE IN PRISTINA
*

Reorganisation of the economic apparatus at Kosmet

Betters to the Editor:
Helping the development of democratic forms of Government
Co-operation of experts with People's Committees
On the payment of royalties to foreign authors
Proposal for adopting new forms of print

,

Back of attention to travellers

NP™INGHAS CHANGED IN THE DANUBE COMMISSION
MEN! OF SOVIET HEGEMBNOUS POLICYV

STILL AN INSTRU-

GOSLAV-GREEK TRADE AGREEMENTS PROLONGED

AMBASSADOR IVEKOVIC VISITS PRESIDENT OF BUNDESTRAT:
Jugoslav Ambassador in Western Germany lectures an socialist

5
,,

democracy in Yugoslavia to Bonn students

TEN ALBANIANS ESCAPE TO YUGOSLAVIA
V™EN IN ZONE B OF THE FTT CAN FHiSH IN YUGOSLAV WATERS IN

f

l
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P.3.. ITALIAN PRETENSIONS TOV.ARDS OUR TERRITORY

FTT: DE CASTRO INTENDS TO MAKE AS MUCH DISTURBANCE ABOUT

TRIESTE AS POSSIBLE SAYS PRIMORSKI DNEVNIK

TRIESTE BOATS IN ITALIAN HARBOURS (Article by Mladen Petrinic)

War in Korea: North Koreans reject proposal for a renewed

classification of POWs says Raaio Peking

Schuman concerning the answer of the Western Powers to Soviet

Note on Germany
*

4 Czechoslovak soldiers escape to Western Germany

Acheson’s visit to Brazil: US recognises Brazilian leader-

ship in South America, says British paper Globe

P.4. Security Council considers first point on the agenda
*

Iranian Senate asks Shah to decide new President of the

Government himself

British Government adopts proposal on denationalisation of

road haulage:
Trial of Soviet spy in London
London press on' statement by Dean of Canterbury

THE PRESIDENT AND THE SECRETARY OF . THE PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE
(Article by Aleksandar Jovanovic)

age
-

Internal problems of France: Assembly passes vote of confi-

dence in Pinay f s Government

TRIAL OF MONKS IN MOSTAR FOR FORGERY

EVER-INCREASING NUMBER OF EMIGRANTS COME TO VISIT THEIR

HOMELAND

The young people of the Koravica district delay competition

of organisations in the Titovo Uzice region
* *

Surplus accumulation for the development of Zenica
*

Wheat harvest begins in Semberija
. *

Dez attacks Vasilje Luka
;
Anna Pauker and Georgeski

*

Delhi has not yet confirmed report about mediation
*
New York Times criticises MacArthur f s speech *

*

Another kidnapping in Western Berlin

POLITIKA

P.l.

P *2 #

P.3.

F *4

»

Letter from Bonn: a third variation: what there is to

recommend Freiderer’s Plan on the German problem (Article
by D.Lapcevic)

Republican convention: time of anxiety in Chicago
(Report from local correspondent)

*

The checking of economic crime: the care of state property

is the responsibility of those who administer it
*

Extended credit for third quarter of the year in Croatia -

430 million dinars

0



p.l*

v«z.

P.4.

P.l.

P.3.

P • 1.

P.3*

P.3*

P.l.

P .3.

P.3.

P .1.

P.3*

P.3.

P.4.
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NOVA makspoiija July 1, 1953.

Overcoming of malaria in Macedonia nears completion.

"Pregled" (Eeview) - Organ of the Association of Economists and the

Association of Jurists of Macedonia.

Intensification of health action in Macedonia undertaken try medical

experts from Skoplje and other people's republics of Yugoslavia.

$

Eew products made in Skoplje: the first electric welding transformer.

*

List of prices of agricultural, produce in Tetovo.

$
July* 1952©

Pull report on the Sixth Plenary Meeting of the Central Committee

o.f the Macedonian OP*
ij<

Ten year program for the improvement of agriculture in Macedonia.

SLOTOHSKI POROOEVALEO
July 3, 1953.

The Coles mine is' to produce 30,000 tons of magnesite by the end

of this year.

Some 300 Slovene children are to spend their summer holidays in

Austria*
*

Cement obtained at Trbovlje is in great demand abroad©

$

July 5, 1952

Meeting of Slovene co-operative members in Ljubljana*
*

Anothei’ achievement by the Croatian industry; electric furnace for

melting of copper and other metals#.
*

Regular bus service from Zagreb to Plitvicka Jezera*
*

Vatican is glorifying Pascism*
*

ABP exercises to be carried out in the Littoral and a part of the

district of Ljubljana*
July 6, 1952

Mechanization of agriculture in Slovenia attained through imports#

*

A new broadcasting station on'Ucka#
*

A local razor blades factory is to manufacture 2 » 000# 000 blades monthly*

End of meeting of Slovene go—operative members in Ljubljana*
*

Clergymen refuse to pay appropriate amount of taxes#
*

Regarding the baptizing of children of Party members#
#

List of more, people who- have - returned, from Germany, Argentina and Italy*.
*
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PLENARY SESSION OF CC OF LEATHER WORKERS f SYNDICATES: COIMTTEE
REPORT DOES NOT COVER him PROBLEMS OF ORGANISATION

The ninth plenum of the CC of the Leather Workers* Syndicates

was held in Belgrade,

In the name of the CC the report was presented by Miha jlo Jevtio
?

member of the CC, The greatest part of the report encompassed dis-

cussion concerning the Social Plan and tariff rules in enterprises.

Besides the successes they obtained certain weaknesses were also

established. The great difference in wages between individual

^

categories of workers was particularly stressed. For example, in

the enterprise tfTriglav !! the wages of employees on work of secondary

imo^rtance
.
(such as couriers and charwomen; are greater than the

wages of the semi-skilled and ordinary labour. These workers did

not participate sufficiently in discussions during the drawing up of

tariff rules. In fact, many of them are now making their confplalnts

the moment they felt irregularities in their new wages.

The technical and hygienic-health protection of work in leather

enterprises is not on a high level. * In the past three years 13

deaths and 1,188 injuries *to workers, serious and otherwise.

The report of the CC did not encompass many problems of

syndical organisations. In the report the successes obtained in

different sectors were recorded only. However, there was not a

single word concerning the work of Workers T Councils and practical

experiences of the syndical organisations. On the basis of such a

report one gets the impression that the CC did net prepare

sufficiently this plenum and that the plenum was called out of

formal reasons in order to approve the final accounts for the past

year and the budget for this year. This is all the more so because

the last plenum was held a year and a half ago in December, 1950

,

Tariff rules occupied most of the discussion. This is quite,

comprehensible because this was in the last months one of the basic

tasks of the syndicate. But, weaknesses in the report reflected
.

also on the discussion. Not many spoke concerning problems of their

organisations but presented on the other hand their reports by

sectors.

Ivica Horvat, the President of the National Committee of Leather

Syndicates of Croatia criticised the a ctivities of the CC
,
particu-

larly because it did not aid organisations in Croatia. In. the

afternoon Zivorad Djuric, member of the CC of the Syndicate, pointed

out most convincingly the mistakes in the tariff rules# He

criticised also some parts of the report.

After that the final account for last jeer and the budget for

this year were approved. Ultimately it was decided that the third

congress of the Federation of Syndicates of Leatherworkers should

be held on 21st December of this year in Belgrade,

The plenum concluded its work.

( BORBA - 8th July, 1952 ).
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OUR, FOREIGN TRADE IN THE NEW ECONOMIC SYSTEM

the end

of 1951 did away with the rigid centralism in our foreign trade

activity, about which there was mention in the last issue of

Republika and which, by its existence came into conflict with the

basic hypothesis of our new economic system. Besides the jobs in

connection with constructing key objects; that is, concluding and

paying for investment equipment for them, and jobs in procuring
goods from the funds of the economic aid which the USA, Great
Britain and France are extending to our country and which have

remained concentrated in the Federal Council for Industry and Public

Works, all the other import-export jobs were transferred, from
>

the

beginning of this year, to the People ’ s Republics, The Republic
Councils for Industry formed administrations for import . and e xport

which handled the foreign trade on the territory of their republic.
Their role was similar to the role of the former Ministry of Foreign
Trade but in a milder form and smaller scale. This is how each
republic had its material and foreign . exchange plan about which it

was concerned; a special foreign exchange account at the National
Bank on which the realised foreign exchange for export of products
was recorded after the deduction of a certain percentage for the

fund for the procurement of key investment goods and general public
needs. The republic administrations for import and export indepen-
dently disposed with these foreign exchange funds; they had
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uuvtji-iiinenx,
,
represents a really great step in iioeraiising uw i c6j.iiro

of our foreign trade. The new Regulation and provisions which went
into eff§^r^dl|^^^sef,

-20i2Wte^1<^: (EI^^P^O®41l?R®3pb^l <

?§(5“(fe-5
,elations

with foreign countries contains primarily the following:

Only economic organisations from the socialist sector can engage

in import-export business, and that is only those that are registered
with the competent state agency as importers or exporters.

No permits or licenses are any longer necessary to engage in

import or export business or permission necessary to make payments
abroad

,

The economic organisations independently dispose of the foreign
exchange funds they collect for goods and services with the excep-

tion that they are obligated tc turn one part of funds, at the

present time 55%, to the National Bank according to the official ex-

change rate for the fund for covering the general state needs:

national defence
,
construction of key projects, state debts and

interest, expenses of diplomatic reoresentetionsand similar.

The 'importers may use the remaining U5% for making payments
abroad or. sell it to other exporters at the foreign exchange centres,

/s part of its republic centres, the National Bank founds foreign
exchange centres at which you can buy or sell foreign exchange funds,

but no longer according to the official parity of the dinar, but

(Sd.) Ek. ( REPUBLIKA - 8th July, 1952).
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They also occur in
HIS DOUBLE (Commentary by Jasa Levi)

Accidents sometimes happen in politics

espionage

.

The Russian Director SffoLefJSS
in our country was called Ivan KO

i,h Russian Secretary-General
Russian-Tugoslav trading company-Ed) . The “"g“nj^°

r
Son0

'
0Y .

of the Danube Commission at Galatz is aiso cunou.

The former and the present Soviet "general-; expert on the Danube

have the same name; in fact, they are the same in body too, beccuse

Ivan Kononov is his own double.

accused couS S°Sl5SS*.S
h
JS.

I
SSSl.«;S‘S^pg«g

Gelatz^under^the sam^namef^They woSld have cllled
e
him Ivan Ivanovic

Ivanov as they usually do when sending compromised spies to other

KsiSs 5&S-
has remained m his special sector.

His task in Yugoslavia was to become God's representative for

all our questions concerning the Danube as well as the^collectorpf

wpnlth for God T s treasury. As a sideline he had to finish so

rainor^espionage jobs
:

^to eee in what situation our coal mines are

Sd whe?e they afe located; to find out in what condition ?ur motor

dredges are and how many there are; to investigate how much adapta-

tion work has been done on our Danubian vessels and what socio-

political adaptation it is necessary to do in order to accustom the

workers of Juspad and possibly of other enterprises to work for the

Soviet intelligence.

:

But sinoe our peaceful Danube has swollen, the Director General-

Spy ha swum' a little further down the Danube in the Rumanian sector

in Galatz.

It is from Galatz that Ivan Kononov commands the entire Danube;

that means that he has been promoted. But the Yugoslavs are again

sooiline: the whole show. Kononov,, the Secretary-General of th

Danube Commission, is not being left in peace by the or

they will not accept the Moscow idea that the Danube is a Russian

river.
, , , , ,

Dishonest dealings— short friendship

This is not the whole of the story about Ivan Kononov. It is

not the end of the story about the misfortunate joint stock company,

whose Director General he used to be.

One day, Kononov had an argument with an ordinary, Yugoslav who

had the misfortune of going, into Juspad^ "I have never allowed any-

one to ride me, and I won’t;; let this fellow ride me either, said

the Yugoslav. And that was the last time he saw that , institution.

On another occasion, a suitable. person was sought for the post

of manager of a river shipyard. Neither of the candidates fulfilled

the conditions until someone was struck with the idea of appointing

Mirko JUGOVIC

.

"That ! s a good idea

,

n said Kononov, rubbing his hands and turning

to Jugovic, "You are
labour syndicate."

'n o t in the People's Front, the Party or the

Shortly after that, Jugovic was asked by Kononov and by other

Soviet experts for navigation on the Danube: "Are you aware whom
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Ivan Kononov, on his part, took to Galatz the data which Jugovic had

supplied to him together with other spies decoyed by him, Kononov,

and by his other conationals.

This is a kind of reward: everyone has received something for

his work. However, in the Juspad enterprise there were accounts much

larger than the figures reflected. For example, under the Juspad

agreement, the USSR undertook to receive as gifts the shipyards on

the rivers, to engage Yugoslav labour force and other personnel,

that Yugoslavia should do all the ground work and that in exchange

for all this, from Moscow there would come, a few precious ’’experts.

However, the account continued to grow: the USSR had to put

into Juspad 4 million dollars for the expansion of shipyards and

2 million for material and new objects , That is where things were

stuck; because obviously it is much more difficult to bring money

from Moscow than to take it from the country in which the joint

company is located.

The epilogue was: the USSR put into Juspad 60 million dinars

(about 1 million dollars) which it had previously borrowed from the

Yugoslav National Bank.

Together with this gift, Juspad received 4 jewels: Director-

General Kolonov
,
Chief Engineer Kudirski, Enrineer Gavrilovic and

Section Chief Klimakov.

The only joint companies which th^ ^SSR managed to form in

Yugoslavia, Juspad and Justa, very soon/sHovm the way out along with

the four jewels. Moscow would not like to get compensation for

damages by turning the Danube Commission into a general joint (Soviet

Russian) company.

However, Yugoslavia does not like dirty dealings.

Sofia pictures

In the Bulgarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs some very wise

planners lave invented an extraordinarily clever diplomatic gesture:

they have announced that they are restricting the movement of

Yugoslav diplomatic personnel, but at the same time they have made

it known that there exists a possibility of considering the possible

expansion of the area of movement for those who are no longer in

Bulgaria

!

In other words, from now on Yugoslav diplomats will not be able

to move about in Bulgaria, but they should be satisfied in knowing

that it will be possible for them to discuss this matter with the

Sofia branch of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Moscow.

However stupid this may appear, it appears still more stupid

if one takes into consideration the fact that the proposal came when

our diplomats had already left Bulgaria because of the unheard-of
break into our Embassy, the impossible conditions of police banditry
and because of various actions by Bulgarian police, actions which
long ago were transfered from diplomacy to criminal films.

Thus the history of Yugosla v-Bulgarian relations has recorded

yet another feat performed by Sofia against sound reasoning.

The kidnapping feats performed by Bulgarian gendarmes have made
impossible the existence of our diplomats on that ganster terrain.

Shepherds instead of generals

A serious .Q.

Italian
such a fine plan.

ate has lost: General Castiglioni has not becomeaie nas xosu; j

had made
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To be quite frank, this is not the first time such an intention
has failed: In 1940 Rome did not succeed in overcoming and commanding
Greece for the simple reason that the Greeks w ere better fighters*
However, there is a story about a military leader who, after ten
defeats, won a victory the eleventh time. Therefore, by imagining
themselves in the role of military leaders, the strategists of Rome
are starting a new battle in the Balkans every time they are defeated.

When the Turks threw them out of their territory, the Greeks
from the Dodecanese Islands and the Yugoslavs from Dalmatia, etc*,
the Italians aspired to Balkan command which those stupid Balkan
people would not agree to-^however, the Italians continue persisting.

By giving due credit to their persistence, one mustnote, however,
that in the Balkans the one thousand one hundred and eleventh battle
will end no differently than the preceding battles.

But how .can one convince the people in Rome of this? They will
never stop insisting. Instead of a General, Commander of an Army,
they have now invented another more naive tactic: they have decided
to send to Greece and Turkey their humble shepherds, Papal Nuncios,
who will In a fatherly way look after the Greek Orthodox and Turkish
unbelievers in Christ.

However, it appears that Athens and Ankara, very probably, because
of. their Balkan backwardness and lack of understanding of "the comfort
which the Vatican would provide for them, are very slow about deciding
to accept Italian missionaries.

And so events follow one another; Italian armies come to the.
Balkans and are driven away; other attempts are; made without blood-
shed, but the peoples of the Balkans will not accept commanders
either; the Vatican offers its spiritual shepherds for their sinful
soul, but these atheists will not hear of. it—

And so it is, as Rome has -always said: These people of the
Balkans. are not cultured and will not accept unselfish., cultural
commanding services from Rome!

In Bircaninova Street

One of our newsmen has applied for a passport visa to one of
the neighbouring countries. The official of the Legation of that
country has not been lazy and has collected all the articles written
by this newsman about Trieste: tTNow look, are the writer of these
articles and the. holder of this passport one and the same person?
How would it be if you apply for this visa in a couple of months?"

I would not like to guess- when this newsman will get his passport
visa, but ^ I may freely say that if a -bishop or some other representative
of certain foreign interests were to apply for passport visa to this
country, he would most certainly get it. However , since the Yugoslav
newsmen are against expansion and aspirations to their lands, they should
remember that the Legation keeps a file-card system in which all their
articles are recorded. If this file-card system is properly kept in
the Legation, the building in Bircaninova street will have to be
expanded, because^as Long as there is no good will on the other side
for normal and friendly relations -- it is clear that our press will,m a patriotic way as heretofore, defend our historic and national

3

rights.
(BuRBA - 6th July, 1952)
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ETHICAL EDUCATION IN SECCNDAEY SCHOOLS

.

The entire training in the secondary schools is also
orientated on moral education. Various scientific disciplines which
are being studied in these schools in various forms are also forming
the moral model of the students. This has up till now been one of
the chief tasks of training in our schools so that important results
have been achieved.with respect to moral education. Love towards
the socialist homeland, new points of view towards work, inspiration
with progressive achievements of our and other peoples, brotherhood
and unity of our peoples as the greatest revolutionary achievement -
all this has been created and consolidated also by means of fixing
various problems in our secondary schools. By further improvement
in textbooks, programs and other educational media the importance of
various problems will be increased for moral education of' students
in secondary schools.

However all this is still not sufficient for the complete
formation of the moral model of students of secondary schools--
the builders of socialism in the near future. The work cn this job
contains much more system than heretofore because the socio-economic
development in our country already now demands more and more
participation of the entire collective in the management of economic
and social life. The members cf the collectives should have the
corresponding moral stamp. Systematic work on moral education is
indispensable also for the reason of the reactionary social forces
which is. being manifested particularly in the work of the reactionary
clergy with the youth. Lack of vigilance, lack of system, insufficient
activity in connection with moral education of secondary school
children — all this increases and develops the activity and influence
of the backward social forces on secondary school children.

For this reason it would be necessary to establish in all
grades of secondary schools, special classes of moral education, letus say one class a week. This could be carried out according to a
certain. program which would contain the basic ethical principles of
our social life. This education would range from the creation of
cultural habits with the pupils, proper attitude towards fellow
and cultural and humane relations, towards older people to socialist
patriotism. This entire educational program should be inspired by
examples and events from school life and from social life of the
community. In this way a broad possibility would be opened to the
teachers for doing their educational work within the framework of
the programs which would fit only the basic ethnical principles.

The entire teaching staff would work on this systematic
moral education of the pupils.

It would be the best thing to introduce in lower grades of
secondary schools and in the corresponding grades of eight-year
schools classes at which the head of classrooms would carry out
moral education according to the program as an orientation. No
administrative work should bt done during these classes.

In the final grades of eight-year schools and in the corresponding
grades of secondary schools there could be introduced a new subject
with the aid of which the pupils could obtain a systematic knowledge
of the social and state system in our country. This should be ?

necessary because of the fact that a large number of students go to
work in prodxiction after finishing toe eight-year school or the 1

gy slum. t
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In the higher grades of secondary schools the moral education
program should also be carried out by means of heads of classrooms
giving these lessons. Naturally the pupils at this stage could
acquaint themselves more deeply with the essence of various ethical
postulates, whereas in the eighth grade this could be done by
teaching tne existing two subjects: the basis of social and state
system and philosophy. In this way the pupils would in the final
grade systematically acquaint themselves with the theoretical side
of these questions.

This complicated task of moral education of pupils of
secondary schools undoubtedly becomes j of the most important ones
although not the only important one; it becomes at the same time
the most urgent task of the teaching staff and of the associations
of professors and school teachers, /s/ Milivoje Urosevic

( BORBA - 7th July, 1952)

GIVING MORE INDEPENDENCE TO THE WORKING COLLECTIVES

About one hundred various directorates and administrations,
which used to represent the strongest remnant of the administrative
method of management of economy, have just boon abolished. Their
role had become obsolete arid, of late, had itself been becoming
weaker and weaker. Abolition, in fact, came only as a confirmation
of an accomplished situation.

New, uniform apparatuses of economic councils in the republics
and in the federal government have now been organized. Only a small
number of high experts will remain in various ministries.

We have already written how the basic distribution of work in
the new apparatuses of economic councils has been divided into two
sectors. Those two sectors are economic-planning and administrative-
legal.

The principal tasks of these two sectors are to prepare the
basic proportions of social plans and to study organizational problems
of socialist economy. In addition to these two sectors which are
transitory forms until the introduction of the new constitution, there
will also exist special commissions which will prepare material for
the economic councils for deciding on various questions. Therefore,
the economic councils will thus realize their rights of management.
In. this way,. fuller democracy will be achieved in the. economic councils.
Unity of action and collective work will thus reach stronger
expression.

In the new. conditions
,
the former administrative administration

of economic ministries was becoming an obstacle to the further
development of management by workers. It could no longer remain as
an' order-giver to the working collectives.

Management of enterprises by the workers has been strengthened
and developed to such an extent that the mixing of the state in the
economic. operation had become a real nuisance. ' The relationship i

which exists in the working collectives already exceeds this situation.

.Therefore, from now on the state apparatus will have no right
to direct, economic-operations. This means that the working collectives,
are actually, on the basis of law, independently managing production.

The working collectives are functioning more and more freely
upon the basis of social plans and market requirements; they are
fixing prices of commodities, importing and exporting goods'--which

'

means that they are freeing themselves of all the administrative •

chains of the so-called operational managements.
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By the introduction of all these measures, a further step
forward hr. s been made towards the creation of conditions in which
the working collectives could, through their self-managing agencies,
occupy all positions of the state socialist authority, from the
bottom to the top. The fullest idea of all the changes which are
in course and which will be made is that the councils of producers
will, on an equal basis with political councils, directly determine
the ratio between the necessary work and surplus labour.

In such socio-economic relations— i.e. in the method of dis-
tribution of surplus production—the essence of personal liberties
and democracy is also contained.

The "mixing 1
* by the state in the process of economy at the

present stage of development remains only in some of the general
state rights* This mainly boils down to the following:

.

determining
the key capital construction, determining the basic social funds
(for education, public health, etc.) and, what is most important,
determining the amount of necessary work and surplus labour, always
holding to .the socialist principle of equal reward for equal work.

Depriving the state administrative apparatus of the right of

operational management of economy is only the consistent completion

of a long process of liberation of economy and of working collectives

of the administrative method of management.

The old "system" of directorates, administrations
,
etc*, had

been necessary in our development; it surmounted many of the
difficulties of our economic development at the time when our economy
had to be managed in an administrative way from the centre.

This old system actually prepared the conditions for management
of economy by the workers, and so now, when it is no longer necessary,
it is abolishing itself * In this respect, the role of the old system
has been a revolutionary one.

The changes which have been made can not be understood as only
reorganizations. For the further development of the new relation-
ship in production in our country, the technical side of the change--
the abolition of directorates and administrations--is not so important
as the essence of the change, i.e. the depriving, of the state ap-
paratus of the operational role.

This also illustrates the new socialist relationship between
the immediate producers and the state.

Certain mistaken concepts regarding the present "reform” have
occurred in some of the peoples’ committees. Some of the peoples’
committees in accepting the new tasks of self-administration ,

which
lead them in the direction of the gradual development of . communes

,

have the mistaken idea that now the district and the municipality
will become self-suffioieht isolated social islets.

Hence also the mistaken concept that from now on the operational
role played by the state in economy will be transferred to the
peoples’ committees and that the peoples 1 committees will have the
right of managing the working collectives and giving orders to them,
even to those enterprises which, until recently, used to be of a

"state" or "federal" character. This would mean that administrations!
management has been shifted to the peoples’ committees.

On the contrary, the work of the economic apparatuses of the

peoples’ committees is also reduced to only the preparing of those
social proportions to which the districts and towns are entitled ,

and to the controlling of the realization and distribution of national
revenue in the districts and to the supervising of laws on economy.
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Therefore, the peoples committees have no right of operational

jnixinr in the management • of production because that is a matter lor

^thf^foducers themselves, naturally within the framework of law.

However the peoples’ committees are today undertaking many new

tasks in°the 'new economic system. The role of the peoples’ committees

is all-round. In order that all these tasks can be galised,

considerable help must be given to the peoples c.°™^*?®h, tiSn are
ienced economic cadres from the old and abolished admini ,

already going to new duties m production and m the .peoples

committees. Several federal and state assistant ministers -

counsellors and engineers are being sent to factories and to

districts,

A number of five thousand economically educated employees

,

jurists ap-ronomists and other specialists will also ^oik directly

£ enterprises and peoples' committees. It is necessary to emphasise

these numbers because they also illustrate the help the peoples,

will now be getting through this change.

And they need such an aid and even a greater one.

(Editorial)
( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)

AMBASSADOR IVEKOVIC CALLS ON THE PRESIDENT JD^THQUNDESRAl
TBonn

,
8th July]"

The Ambassador of the FPRI to West Germany, Dr. Mladen

Ivekovic, has recently called on the President of the Weot erman

Bundesrat and the President of the Government of L°wer Saxony,

Herr Kopf
,
with whom he had a long talk. Herr Kopf ranks amon0

the distinguished West German Socialists.

(BORBA - 9th July, 1952)

INCREASING NUMBER OF EMIGRANTS FROM OUR COUNTRY ARE VISITIMG_THE

0LD~C0UNTRY
"[Ljubljana

,
8th July)

This year an increasing number of emigrants from our country

to various countries and continents are visiting Slovenia
,
their ol

homeland. As already reported, at the beginning of August a °u

eight hundred Slovene emigrants living m France _ will come on visit

to Slovenia. Most of them work as miners in various mines in ranee.

A group of eighty Slovene emigrants living in Holland have also

announced their visit.

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)
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TOO BULGARIAN BANDITS WOUND A YUGOSLAV BORDER GUftRD

(Belgrade, July 8)

Two bandits coming from Bulgaria attempted on July 6 at

9:40 p.m. to cross the Yugoslav border 8 kilometres east from
Dimi'trovgrad and about a kilometre and a half north-east from

Hill 763. The bandits came across a Yugoslav frontier patrol
which was 400 metres deep in Yugoslav territory. The Yugoslav
border guards ordered the bandits to stop but they opened fire,
firing 15 rounds and then threw two hand grenades. In this
skirmish the Yugoslav border guard Kovac Dresin was wounded.
After the Yugoslav border guards returned the fire the bandits
withdrew and fled to Bulgaria,

The wounded Yugoslav soldier has been transported to. an hospital
in Pirot. (Tan jug)

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)

THREE RUMANIAN FRONTIER GUARDS ESCAPE TO YUGOSLAVIA

On July 7 around 3 a.m. t’ ree Rumanian border guards escaped
to Yugoslavia i They swam the Danube at a place 13 kilometres
south-west from Tekia.

The escaped Rumanian border guards Nerget Mihailo, Bojan
Vasilije and Oicak Konstantin belonged to the ninth company of the
second frontier guard battalion garrisoried at Ogradina, They
declared that they decided to escape because of the insupportable
situation in Rumania. (Tan jug)

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)

HIGH RANKING AMERICAN OFFICERS HAVE ARRIVED ON A FRIENDLY VISIT
fO THE YUGOSLAV PEOPLED ARMY

Two high ranking officers of the American Ministry of Defence
Major General George H. Olmsted, Head of the Bureau for Military
Aid and Major General Clyde B. Eddleman

,
Deputy Aid of the

Chief of the American General Staff arrived on July 7 in Belgrade
on a friendly visit to Yugoslav People's Army. The American
Generals we>e met at the Zemun airfield by Lt. Colonel General
Mile Kilibarda and Lt. Colonel General Danilo Lekic Yugoslav
Military Attache in Washington.

Deputy Chief of Staff of the Yugoslav Army Lt. Colonel General
Peko Dapcevic gave a dinner night before last in honour of the
American generals, at which was present also Major General John
Harmony, Head of the Bureau for Military hid attached to the
American Embassy in Belgrade, Deputy Minister of Defence Colonel
General Ivan Gosnjak, Lt. Colonel General Mile Kilibarda, Lt.
Colonel Danilo Lekic and Rear Admiral Srecko Manola.

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)
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MEETINGS OF COMMITTEES OF PA O.E_BJLii

{ Sarajevo Bth July]

discussed.

sSSS.S’isSSS-iiS'r""
principle.

(BORBA - 9th July '1952)

REPRESENTATIVES OF YUGOSLAV RED CROSS TRAVEL_Tg_CAMDA

Turo-Dress reports the recent departure from Belgrade of a

delSion of lour members of theJugoslav Red Cross, heeded by

Pavlo Grpeoric president of the Cooncil for People s Health
.

.

and Social Pollc? of the FPRY, to attend the eightee

conference of the Red Cross. The conference will be held m Toronto

(Canada) from 23rd July to Bth August.

( BORBA - 9th July 1952)

YUGOSLAV-GREEK TRADE AGREEMENTS PROLONGED

It is understood in circles close to the Yugosav
d°an

j>nr,p 4 m Affairs that the Greek government recently suggested an

automatic elt feheion of the Yugoflav-Greek trade agreement concluded

on 10th April 1951®

Since, in the intervening period, one section of tu^ast^vear '

s

has been freed,- the Greeks propose that, y as was done with last year

shimpments, a, list be issued confirming which of the Yugoslav

exports the free import release does not apply to. The ree P

list would remain the same, and in the same amounts as last year.

It is considered that this proposal will be accepted and that a

satisfactory answer will be given by the Jugoslavs soon.

The total trade exchanges between Greece and Yugoslavia amounted

in the course of last year to rather more than two million dollars.

But, having regard to the permanent improvement of relations between

the two neighbouring countries and the favourable •
cooperative

Sliance of the”™
g
economles, it is expected that these exchanges will

be donsiderably increased during, the period of extension of the

agreement

,

( BORBA - 9th July 1952)
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TEM ALBANIANS ESCAPE TO YUGOSLAVIA

On July 4 at 11 p.m. ten civilians from Albania crossed our
border at Lastavica 21 kilometres north-west from Struga. They
took with them 6 rifles of different model with ammunition, two
automatic weapons with ammunition, two revolvers, S offensive
bombs and one pair of field glasses. After crossing the frontier
they declared that they decided to flee the country because
of the terror which exists now in Albania. All the escaped persons
are peasants from the village Krulj. (Tan jug)

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)

FISHERMEN OF ZONE B OF THE FTT WILL FISH IN THE FUTURE IN YUG0SL/ V
WAtERS
(Capodistria, July 6)

The fishermen of the Yugoslav zone of the FTT will be able
from now on to fish in the waters of PR Croatia without special •

permits and restriction. The same rights have been recognized also
to fishermen from Croatia who will be able now to fish unhindered
in the waters of the Istrian coast which is under the administration
of the Yugoslav Army. This was made possible on the basis of a
recenlty signed agreement between the Military Administration of
the Yugoslav zone of the FTT and the Government of PR Croatia.

(.Tanjug)

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)

ROME MINISTRY CONTINUES TO SEND CIRCULARS TO ZADAR
(Zadar, July 8)

The Italian Ministry of Education has been sending persistently
for the past seven years its circulars to Yugoslav educational
institutions in Zadar. Several days ago such a circular was Bent
to the Scientific Institute in Zadar. This circular demanded from
the Yugoslav institution to act according to provisions' as
established by some Italian law from April 2, 1952.

The Director of the Scientific Institute in Zadar Mastrovic
sent this circular together with the envelope to Borba’s editors
and in the accompanying letter he requested that measures should
be undertaken because of such cases in order that the Italian
Ministry would stop sending such circulars in the future to our
institutibns and to understand that Zadar is in Yugoslavia and
not in Italy.

The sending of such ci'-cularS is in no case accidental but is
a part of an establ.shed policy which Italy leads towards Yugoslavia

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)
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SITUATION IN THE ZONE A OF THE FTT: DE CASTRO’S APPOINTMENT
CONTINUES' TO PlSTURB~THE TRIESTE PUBLIC '

(Trieste, July
~ ——

—

•According to Primorski Dnevnik , the news concerning the
appointment of the well known irredentist Diego de Castro as political
adviser with the Anglo-American Military Administration^ of Zone A

of the FTT is disturbing more and more the Trieste public.

the newspaper reminds that the name of Diego de Castro was
mentioned at a trial of agents of the so-called "Committee for
National Liberation" in the Yugoslav zone of the FTT. De Castro
was one of the organisers and leaders of this organisation on
accoUnt9whose activities the Yugoslav Government was forced to
lodge a' protest in Rome. The paper emphasized that neither the
Anglo-American Military Administration nor the Governments of USA
and Great Britain should approve de Castro* s appointment because
this gesture would be in sharp contradiction with the basic
principles of a policy of peaceful co-operation between Italy and
Yugoslavia.

; : .

,

"It is impossible - Primorski Dnevnik writes - that such a
responsible post in the Anglo-American Military Administration
in Trieste should be taken by a man who with his articles and his
book showed himself undoubtedly as the most bitter enemy of
Yugoslavia and the Yugoslav people. The appointment of De Castro
could not be otherwise interpreted than as an anti-Yugoslav
provocation in order to sharpen further the relations between the
two countries’.’

( BORBA
'

- $th July, 1952)

A CANDIDATE OF THE LIBERATION FRONT HAS BEEN ELECTED AS MAYOR
IN' THE EfiONiritpeiPAniT
(Trieste, July S)

' ~

At the meeting of the municipal council in Zgonik the candidate
of the Liberation Front Vladimir Obad was elected as mayor and who
was elected in the May election on the list of the Slovene Union.

( BORBA 9th July, 1952)

THE LEADERSHIP OF THE SLOVENE DEMOCRATIC UNION IN NABREZINA
pacTTTOOimr 1

suffqhtei^
—

r
—— ——

—

At the elections which took place' in Zone A for new municipal
committees (excepting the municipalities of Trieste and Milje) all
Slovene political parties, namely the Liberation Front, the Slovene
National Union, the Slovene Christian Socialist Association and the
Slovene Democratic Union came forward with a unique list and with
a common minimal political program, United, these parties won a
victory in three municipalities of Zone A.

However, during the election of a. new mayor in Nabrezine the
representatives of the Slovene Democratic Union together with Dr.
Tercono pacted.with the cominformists in order to get responsible
positions.

Thus the Slovene Democratic Union secured the election of Dr.
Tercono as mayor. .
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A councillor of the Liberation Front joined in the voting

with the Vidali supporters and with the Slovene Democratic Union

in order to avoid the appointmentof some irredentist as commissar

of the municipality. (In case of a division of votes the administration

of the zone is authorized to appoint a commissar and call new

elections)

.

The news concerning this treachery was sharply condemned by

the Slovene voters in Nabrezine, who are against the division of

authority between cominformists and any Slovene party.
(Trieste, 8th July)

(Signed) M.P.

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952)

CONFERENCE BY REIS UL ULEMA FEJIC IN PRISTINA

(Pristina, 8th July)

At 6 p.m. yesterday the supreme religiouc chief of the Moslem

religious community in Yugoslavia Reis U1 Ulema Fejec, together

with Dzevdet Palasko and Murat Seherovic, arrivedin^ Sara jevo

,

coming from Sandzarto pay a visit to the Islam religious community

of PR Serbia* They will stay in the Kosmet for boveral days.

Fejec held a conference in Pristina with members of the Islam

religious community. Moslem priests from the districts of

Gracanica, Lap and Sitnica were present at this conference. _ ihe

problems of. brotherhood and unity, co-operation of Moslem priests

and public authorities, national education and superstition and so

forth were discussed. The Reis Ul Ulema stressed particularly the

need for the struggle of all priests for an as great as possible

unity, emphasising "that we are all sons of this land and that our

future is common equally to all, regardless of religion .

( BORBA - 9th July, 1952).

ASSEMBLY OF THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIESTS IN THE MONASTERY KALISTE

(Ohrid, July)
, :

At the monastery Kaliste which stands on the Western shores of

the Ohrid Lake, a meeting of the Association of Serb Orthodox priests

of the Struga district was held recently. We are writing about this

assembly because the patriotic attitude of the majority of the Serb

Orthodox clergy prevailed. Which in the most difficult hours ln^our

history was with the people and struggled together. One should

only remember the united sta'nd of the Serb Orthodox clergy in

Macedonia during the Ilinden rising. During the liberation

struggle the Serb Orthodox clergy was mostly cr. the side of the

people and after the liberation, participates in the building-up. of

our homeland.

At this year’s Assembly representatives of public authority

and party from Struga were present as well as the prominent fighter

and MP Viado Malevski, author. . The yearly report was

read by the Chairman of the Association ropovski. The report under-

lines, amongst other things, that all the priests of this associa-

tion are members of the PF and of the Red Cross, several of them are

members of the War Veteran’s Federation and several of them work as

bookkeepers in peasant working co-operatives. During the second

National
6
Loan they called upon all associations in Macedonia and they

subscribed ^ave 150,000' dinars. During last year, when wavering

appeared in some of the peasant working co-operatives the President
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spoke twice at public meetings about the advantages of big farms
over individual ones.

The report goes on to say that the present-co-operation of
the members of the Association with organs of the public authority
and mass organisations has been very fruitful and that the
Association does not wish to accept within its ranks those priests
whose activities are not in harmony with its objectives *

This year’s assembly went one step further. In the second
report a great deal of space was devoted to the damage done by
superstition. The detrimental customs, particularly of the Hamulet tT

and similar things which are used still by some priests and hodzas
(Moslem priests) for supposed "healing" of ailing

'

people
,
instead of

sending in such cases the people directly to the doctor* The con-
clusion which was brought at the end of the assembly said that the
priests should wage a struggle against superstition and prohibit the
exploitation of cultural under-development

.
of men for proper

material profits. This attitude by the Association, of Priests
will contribute to suppressing a great ill which is still' deeply-
rooted in this region.

Finally, the conclusions recommend a continued co-operation
as close as possible with the organs of public authority and mass
organisations and provide for the expulsion of members who infringe
upon them.

( BOR BA - 9th July, 1952).

THE ABOLITION OF ECONOMIC COUNCILS OF THE MAIN EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
UF~TH£T VUJVUUim r

—“ —
region of the
the Economic

(Novi Sad, 3th July)

„ ,
. 4

The main Executive Committee of the autonomous
Vojvoaiha held a meeting today where the proposal of
Council of the Vojvodina concerning the reorganisation of the
administration of economic institutions of the main Executive
Committee was discussed. According to this proposal all economic
councils attached to the main Executive Committee will be abolished,namely: the. Council for Industry, the Council for Building and
Communal Affairs, the Council for Agriculture and Forestry and the

units^ifl^hJ^h
6

! • jJa
thS Fin

!
nce Directorate *1.1 organisationalunits will bo abolished except for the budget and accountingcommissions All Chi ef directorates are foing to be aSXShed.

V z 01 334 officials and employees who were at present employed

iill rS Md aW 15 ‘yPista and assistantwill remain and only 5 employees in the budget section.

(IQSM ~ 9th July, 19^2)
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HOW SLOVENES LIVE IN ITALY; VENETIA JULIA - A LAWLESS COUNTRY

The Rome Parliament allocated large sums of money for the
"protection of Italian culture in border areas”. In fact, it deals
here with the -question of credits for the new denationalisation
policy of our minority, to be carried cut especially in Venetia
Julia.

The life of Slovenes in Venetia Julia is very hard. This
region is naturally poor, suffensd greatly during the war, because
the fascists burnt many villages and plundered even more. The
Italian authorities have not undertaken any measures to aid the
inhabitants to reconstruct their homes. What is worse, after the
Liberation, bands of the so-called "tricolorists", composed of
former followers of fascist units and chauvinists of all colours
continued to plunder villages, beat men to death, kill them and
burn their houses. The list of their crimes is enormous.

A group of armed "tricolorists” came to the village Ravne
in the municipality of Srednje on June 8, 1945, broke into the
house of Anton Predan, maltreating him whole day. In the evening
the "tricolorists" shut him in a pig- 3ty, in front of which they
set a guard with a machine-gun. He was there shut for eight days.
After the carabinieris arrested him, the "tricolorists" demolished
his barn, throwing the wheat.

In September 1945 "tricolorists” broke into the house of the
67-year old Ivan Hvalica in the village of Kravar, healing him.
Two years later they attacked Anton Siban from the village of
Skrutovo beating him to death so that he died later on of wounds*

Such misdeeds happened every day. Many Slovenes had to flee
to the valley of Soca because the "tricolorists" often opened fire
and threw hand grenades into their houses. The "tricolorists"
openly transported arms and ammunition by trucks which they
distributed among their followers. The commanders of the "tricolorist
were colonels of the Italian army, The first one was Colonel
Issidoro Iusa, later colonels Prospero del Din and Olivieri, and
finally Giuseppe Cosmaccini,

The "tricolorists" plundered many villages in Venetia Julia
too. They carried away a large number of livestocks, which still
more increased the poverty of this part. Though it is situated
in the close vicinity of rich and industrially developed parts of
Northern Italy, the Venetia Julia has in its greatest part no
electricity nor water works. In the greatest part of Venetia
Julia the roads are in a very bad state. Medical aid is insufficient.
There are a great number of unemployed people. The municipality
Brdo which has 2,000 inhabitants about 200 are unemployed. In the
municipality Prapotno which has 2,040 inhabitants 192 are unemployed
while 310 left for other regions or emigrated to seek employement.
The poverty of some municipalities is such that the main sources
of income is the money sent by their relati-vas abroad. Prior to

elections the inhabitants of Venetia Julia are generally promised
that public works will be undertaken, particulary the construction
of roads and water-works, but the moment when the elections have
passed nobody mentions any longer.

The inhabitants of Venetia Julia are ever more protesting
against high taxes and the neglect of authorities of local needs.

In March of this year six women from Srednja Vas were indicted
before the Court of Tarcento because they have participated
supposedly in a "revolt". In fact they protested because the

municipal authorities did not wish the village road repaired.

The Italian authorities are carrying out the denationalisation

policy in Venetia Julia. They have not only changed the Slovene
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names of places but even the Italian ones which might remind that
these regions were once upon a time inhabited by Slovenes. The
Italians called the Slovene place St.Peter "St*Pietro del Slavi".
However, this name is changed into "St .Pietro al Natisone",
Venetia Julia itself which/the Italians used to call "Slavia Italians"
is how called "Alto Friuli" (upper Furlania.).

Schools are the main centres for carrying out the denationali'x,
sation policy. They are Italian and the use of the Slovene language
is banned even as an auxilliary tuition means. Many teachers are
complaining that this creates almost insurmountable obstacle, because
Slovene children do not know a single Italian word when they come to
school. There are* frequent cases in which teachers are beating children

if they use a single Slovene word* At the end of last year the school mistress
from the village of Raspotje, a native, was replaced by
one from Calabria, who flogged children because they could not speak
her language.

The school mistress of the preparatory school in the village
of Trcmun, introduced fines for each Slovene word which the child
utters in front of the school mistress or among themselves. This
school mistress has a list in which she enters every such offense.
In this register one can read the following: Renata Kraunig, pupil '

of the second class paid twice the fine; Mario Petricic, 9-year old,
pupil of the second form, paid twice the fine; Giuseppe Martinic,
11-year old, pupil of the third form, paid the fine seven times,
etc., etc*

^The"system" of the school mistress in Trcmun is. not isolated.
It is in^ general use in schools in Venetia Julia* Sometimes the
teacher inscribes* on- the blackboards which are on the wall of the
classroom the name of the pupil who uttered one or more Slovene words.
After the class the teachers announce how much liras have individual
pupils to pay. For example, the school mistress Maria Mauri in the
village of Prosnig wants every pupil to pay a fine of 5 liras for
each^ Slovene word. In evening schools grown up pupils must pay
50 liras for each Slovene word they utter*

The Slovenes in Venetia Julia have often without success
requested that? Sloven© schools should be opened * That is why
they had to send their children. to Slovene schools in Gorizia,
In Tarcento the district justice attempted to force the parents
to remove their children from Slovene schools in Gorizia* He

i

summoned them and told that Slovene schools are not recognized in
Italy, that children who complete those schools will not be able to ge
get whatever employment, that the examinations in Slovene schools
are not recognized etc. etc* Representatives of the Italian
authorities in Venetia Julia say almost the same.

Italian authorities in Venetia Julia are very vigilant in
seeing that their denationalisation policy should be carried out
literally. In this respect the carabinieris have very definite
directives to be on the alert and to notice all the occurrences which
could be harmful to "Italianisation" of these parts. There is not a
single matter in which they do not interfere. It happens that they
take off from^children Slovene readers, that they confiscate the

pubs and forbid the youth to sing Slovene songs , telling them:
"This is^ Italy

,
who wishes to sing Slovene songs, let him go to

Yugoslavia", ^ In some villages carabinieris even ban the celebration
of the traditional Slovene feast ."koledovan je" . But neither the
police control nor the Italian schools, and pressure have
succeeded to^ suppress their ^ national consciousness. They will
continue their.- fight for gaining the most basic human rights*

•

'

- /s/ V. S,

y ( B0R6A . ~ 7th -July . 1952]
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newspaper oi Slovenes m Venetia Julia "Matajur", that they make
responsible and conduct investigation of boys and girls who takepart at some Slovene entertainments at Gori&ia, threaten priests
who preach in Slovene. In the valley of Ter, carabinieris come into
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GREEK PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION IN SARAJEVO

The Greek Parliamentary Delegation headed by M.Dimitrios
Gondikas, President of the Greek Parliament, arrived at Sarajevo
this morning. At the airport of Butimir, the Delegation was
met by Bogomir Brajkovic, President of the National Assembly of
the People’s Republic of Bosnia and Hercegovina; Branko Cubrilovic,
Vice-President of the Praesidium and Zaim Sarac, Minister of Justice
of Bosnia and Hercegovina.

Visit to Zenica

After arriving at the Sarajevo airpcrt the Greek Parliamentary
Delegation continued its journey this morning for Zenica, one of
the greatest metallurgical concerns under construction in our
country.

The administration of the Ironworks at Zenica in honour of
the Delegation gave a formal luncheon, which was attended by:
President of the National Assembly of Bosnia and Hercegovina Bogomir
Brajkovic, Minister of Justice Zaim Sarac and numerous members of
the workers’ council and the Managing Board of the Ironworks,

During the luncheon member cf the City Council at Zenica
Arif Gacevic welcomed the guests, expressing his satisfaction for
fulfilling the wish of workers ' collective of Zenica for the
visit of the Greek Parliamentary Delagation to their town* Having
underlined the wish of all workers and citizens of Zenica that
the friendship between the Greek and Yugoslav people be in future
more close, Bacevic mentioneue'great significance of constructing a
metallurgical concern at Zenica for the further development of
industry in our country and for her economy in general.

Replying to the welcome of the representative of Zenica^
member of Papagos Party Dimitrios Babakos thanked for the cordial
reception and on behalf of his colleagues paid homage to the
people of Bosnia and Hercegovina for the heroic achievement in
the past war and now in the post-war reconstruction.

wThe Greeks, said Babakos, especially esteem the nations
which fight for their freedom and independence, and this particularly
refers to the peoples of Yugoslavia, whose guests we are to-day,
The stay in your country will be kept in cur memory and we shall
take most pleasant impressions from your country. When I am
saying this, he- said, then I am thinking of the value of the
Yugoslav nation^ as well as of the great efforts it makes in
reconstructing its country. Here we have seen that the Yugoslav
nation is diligent, sincere, progressive and we are especially
glad that new horizons are created in view of developing the
relationship between our two countries.

The Yugoslav and the Greek nation, added Babakos, always
had a common desire for peace and love among nations. Sincere
efforts for closer relations of these two nations and the sincere
friendship with Turkey will undoubtedly contribute to secure
peace on the Balkans, which the people so badly need".

After the luncheon the guests went to the worksite of the
metallurgical concern accompanied by the chief engineer Matevz
Hafner, and the chief engineer of the enterprise "Konstruktor"

,

which builds the new concern, representatives of the collective
ofllronwork and political, organisations of Zenica.
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The members of the delegation with great attention inspected

the worksite of the great bloomery rolling rmill
,
where most modern

installations for manufacture of various _ kinds of rolled steel

now being set up. They were especially interested about the

conditions of the new- coke factory, which is being built near the

blast furnace. In this coke factory, of great capacity for the

first time the manufacture of this important raw material irom

indigenous coal will be applied under the methods of local experts.

After this the guests went to see the worksites of the first

and decond blast furnaces. They have also inspected the huge

building of the new foundry- and the present installation ot the

ironworks with Siemens-Martin furnaces and. the rolling mill, ihey

were present at the rolling of railway rails and steeel wires®

Re

c

epti on in the Praesid ium of the Nati onal Assembly of Bosnia_and_

Hercegovina

The Praesidium of the National Assembly of Bosnia. and Hercegovina

held a reception this evening in honour of the Greek Parliamentary,

delegation which arrived at Sarajevo after visiting the metallurgical

concern of the Ironwork at Zenica,

Beside Greek guests the reception was attended by: President

of the Government of Bosnia and Hercegovina Djuro Pucar, President*

of the Praesidium Vlado Segrt , 'members of the Government Avdo'Humo,

Sefket Maglajic
,
Radovan Papic, Todor Vujasinovic, Zaim Sarac,

President of the Supreme Court of Bosnia and Hercegovina Ilija Dosen,

President of the Chief Syhdicate Committee Nikola Kotle, secretary of

the t own T s committee of CP Rato Dugonjic, as well as a great number

of representatives of mass organisations of Sarajevo.

During the reception President of the Praesidium of the.

National Assembly of Bosnia and Hercegovina Vlado Segrt and Chief
of the Greek Parliamentary delegation M. Dimitnos Gondikas

proposed toasts.

(B0RBA - 9th July, 1952)

NO CHANGES IN DANUBE COMMISSION

tTNothing has been changed in the relations existing, in the

Danube Commission and this Commission further remains an instrument of

the Soviet hegemonistic policy in Danubian countries

*

TT - that is the

statement given to the correspondent of Jugopress agency in the

circles of the Yugoslav delegation, which returned from. the Sixth
Session of the Danube Commission held at Galac in Rumania from June

21 to July 1, The same circles underline that the majority in the

commission rejected and made impossible to consider on this session

the Yugoslav proposed revision of the Statute and the Rule of Procedure

of the Commission and that the whole question has been postponed
indefinitely. The offer to the Yugoslav representatives to occupy
some posts in the administration of the Danube Commission meant in fact,

only a manoeuvre to create false atmosphere of reconciliation which had

to blunt the edge of the Yugoslav charges about the character of the

Danube Commission and to discredit the Yugoslav demand. to make a

thorough reorganisation of this international institution and to.

abolish finally the present methods practised in its administration.
By automatic outvoting - it was said to the correspondent of Jugopress,
the majority in the Commission has rejected to adopt the Yugoslav proposal
In this way the Soviet representative will further retain the control
over this international institution not only to the detriment of.
Yugoslavia but to all riparian countires which are represented in it.
With this state of affairs Yugoslavia cannot and will not agree.
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$mcm> n ORGAN OF EHE ASSOOIATOIOIT 6f ECONOMISTS AND JHE3 ASSOCIATION

OF JURISTS OP MACEDONIA

A new number of the magazine ”Pregled” (Review) for the first
quarter of this year has just been published, including the following
articles: ^Methods and means for securing the completion of the plan”
by Kiro G-ligorov, Deputy Minister of Finance of the FPRY, ”Family rights
in the basic system of law” by Dr* Ana Prokop, Assistant Professor at
Faculty of Daw in Zagreb, ”0pium production in Macedonia and the inter-
national agreements on opium and its derivatives” by Dr* Todor Mirovski,
professor at the Faculty of Bconomics and Law in Skoplje, and nFrom the
practice of the State Arbitration Commission”.

At the end, this magazine also carried a list of new publications
from the field of economy , law* policy and other matters of interest in
general#

(.NOVA jUpgOIIJA, July 1, 1952)

BBGARDING THE BAPTIZING OF GHILDEBN OF PARTY MEMBERS

A few months ago in the paper Slovenski .Porocevalec one could for
the first time read an announcement beginning ”1 have to change the name
of my child because*. • ” It was sent by somebody from Bovec, followed
by others from Kanal ob Soca* Both of these were received from the Slovene
Littoral# Others followed the example of those who introduced such a
practice stating U I disavow the baptizing of my child since it was conducted
without my knowledge. Signed - Joze Flos, 13, Zaloska, Ljubljana”* Or,
another one - Francka Tidic, 6., Rodida, Domzale, disavows the baptizing
of her child for the reason that it was conducted witho/uthetf knowledge
or father* s approval”. ”1 am disavowing the baptizing 'of my child because
it was done against my will and while I was absent# Franc Becaj, Podgorje”#
The list of these is rather long. Only recently, 20 advertisements of this
kind have been received, being in their essence an expression of hypocrisy*

People who cannot get rid of old traditions, although claiming
to have abandoned their religious convictions a long time ago, have their
children baptized. Aiming.to settle things, they disavow the conduct of
religious ceremonies hoping that something can thus be changed in effect*
In that direction some of them went so far in disavowing their marriage
at church. What is the object of such justifications? Religion is a
matter of free concern of each individual citizen in our country* If
some people have their children baptized for religious reasons resulting
from their feelings, let them do so, since it is. their own affair. But

it is dishonest and base to m^e calculations pretending in public that
the baptizing was conducted without their knowledge ”albgedly”* Such
speculative occurrences are not only shameful and base but also ridiculous
since these people are worried about their Character” and ”testimony”.

The behaviour of certain Party members is even more worth of
condemnation. In their turn they also have their children baptized
in order to fulfil the wish of their parents, etc.' Being aware of the
fact that the Party does not acknowledge religion ,they assume such hypocritic
attitude. Such people cannot be Party members* For this reason party
organizations must watch what kind of people are being admitted into the
Party# Organizations concerned must bring to the knowledge of all such
people how base, insincere and treacherous their behaviour is. In addition,
they must also be told that being immature there is no place for them among
the ranks of Party members* It will never be possible for the Party to
rely upon such people because they would betray it upon the first trial.
Such members had joined the Party for speculative andselfish reasons*
Ife must *henafore face the, facts as they are by making a distinction between
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the healthy and the rotten, P£)ple who are stjj.1 possessed by narrow
feelings of obscurantism or who have not yet clarified their relation

to religion, cannot be included into the ranks of Party members#

Tot these reasons we have stopped publishing these and similar
announcements so that there is no need 'for sending them to us any longer,

(ShOTMSK1 PORQOEYALgq . July 6, 1953)

£I£Bi . BffiTOSB. m FAX iPPEQPRIAM MOUTHS TAXES

.Recently the Tax Bevision Oomiasipn for the district of Ljubljana
found out that some psopfce liable to pay taxes failed to file their tax
declarations or declared tp haft less income than actually realised#
The list of such people also includes the names of 12 clergymen who
declared^ have had 376,293’ dinars of income during 1951 in all.
According to the findings of thiB Commission, their total income during
1951 amounted to 1|915»020 dinars, As the clergymen failed to have
any records or boo]* showing their income in detail, it ie
believed that even this latter figure is not accurate, therefore these
people embezzled a considerable amount of money due to the State,

S||e Jesuit® Bogpnspexk in the vicinity of Smartno are very
fine looking jpople who also do not like to keep any record of their
operation claiming that bookkeeping could not be in accordance with their
high profession! ? With the assistance of their .guardian Father Yrtovec,
members Off this Commission established the following: In that monastery
there werp 7 monks who. conducted 12 Masses per bfohth op an average getting
Ifid dinarh for each; this totalled to 161,200 dinars obtained annually.
Bbree ©oj$cs assisted the clergymen in neighbouring places arid thus got
monthly remuneration of 4,500 dinars; their total income from those
services amount^ Jo’ .some §4,000 dinars in all, ' Their total income
from property amounted to 121,900 dinars; In this manner this group of
11 monks last year realized a profit of 327^100 dinars. In reply to
questions concerning their failure to file any tax declarations for
assessment of due taxes at the local peopled committee at Smartno,
Ifether *r^ovec claimed that th^r were never notified by the Committee
when to file their declaration. This excuse cannot stand since the
CoEHnittec, published numerous announcements inviting tax payers to
file theiy declarations within the scheduled time.’ In addition to this,
these clergymen also failed to pay any due taxes in the two previous years
of 1949 and 1950.

As to the case of two missionaries , the clergyman Musar and a
monk, they also claimed to hhve made no profit since their arrival in
the Jesuits’ monastery at Bogensperk, The clergyman Mpsar only declared
to lav. obtained <8*122 dinar. o£ rent froa some real estate in Ljubljana.
Father Musar also pretended not to get any remuneration from the people
except for a few bottles of wine.

Bie case of the clergyman Feliks Zajc from Menges was not an exception.
He also failed to file an appropriate declaration concerning his income pf
60,150 dinars. Be claimed that tax authorities failed to bring him any
tax forma and he refused to go and collect them, Is it so? Then it is
a good illustration of his attitude towards the people’s authority. His
case is obvious/ an intentional ta®Nacaslon and thus deserving a punishment,

2he clergyman Janes Bergant from St, Yid near Sticno also failed to pay
a considerable amount of taxes*.

On the whole* 12 clergymen failed to file tax declarations for their
income amounting to 1,538*727 dinars. As there are about 1,000 clergymen in
Slovenia, it is quite probable that some 127 million dinars of income were
negl^fcp^oved For Release 2002/08/15
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